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Executive Summary 

European Overview of Deviations 

• Of 28 Member States, 22 were on track regarding the RES trajectories defined in the NREAPs, and 6 underachieved. 

Regarding the interim targets defined in the RES Directive, 26 Member State met the 2011/2012 milestone (all except 

France and the Netherlands). This is not surprising, given the relatively low ambition level of the interim targets in the early 

years. Trajectories will become steeper just before 2020.  

• In the RES-E sector, 12 Member States overachieved on their 2011 target, 16 underachieved. Growth in the RES-E share 

across the EU-28 in the last two years was sufficient to achieve the 2020 target, if it can be maintained.  

• In the RES-H&C sector, 23 Member States were above their 2011 targets, similar to the previous year. Five Member States 

underachieved. However, growth in the RES-H&C share across the EU-28 in the last two years was too low to achieve the 

2020 target and thus needs to accelerate. 

• The RES-T sector has seen less progress than the former two, with only 8 Member States on or above their NREAP 2011 

target, and 20 below. 

 

The following map provides an overview of the 27 old Member States plus Croatia in terms of whether or not they have achieved 

their 2012 targets (both the 2011/2012 interim targets set in the RES Directive and the NREAP 2012 targets. The map shows also 

expectations regarding their meeting the 2020 targets. The 2020 expectations are based on a scenario modelling done by EEG TU 

Vienna, using their Green-X model to assess the feasibility of Member States in meeting their binding 2020 RES targets as set by the 

RES Directive with currently implemented RES policies (business-as-usual (BAU) scenario). Out of the 27 Member States analysed in 

detail in this publication, nine are expected to meet their 2020 targets (Austria, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Italy, Latvia, 

Romania and Sweden). There are doubts concerning four Member States (Germany, Finland, Ireland and Slovakia). It is expected that 

Belgium, the Czech Republic, Spain, France, Greece, Hungary, Luxembourg, Latvia, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, 

Slovenia and the UK will not meet their 2020 targets.  

 

 



 

 
Figure 1: Achievement of RES targets by Member States: current status & 2020 explanations1.  

 

 

European Overview of Barriers 

1 In Annex I of Directive 2009/28/EC, the binding trajectory towards 2020 targets is defined through biannual interim targets. The interim targets consist in a percentage 

deployment towards the 2020 target starting from 2005 levels: 20% has to be reached by 2011/2012, 30% by 20113/2014; 45% by 2015/2016, and 65% by 2017/2018 

                                                                 



 

The Keep-on-Track! Project analyses the barriers hindering the development of renewable energy sources, across all three energy 

sectors in the European Union. The year 2 research of the Keep on Track! Project comprised 27 EU-Member States, Croatia, as 28th 

Member of the European Union, will be included in the year 3 research. For the year 2 research the Keep on Track! consortium relied 

on a newly created online tool, the RE-frame.eu platform, which allowed the users to view already identified barriers, comment on 

these as well as to report new barriers, which have not been listed so far. Through the online nature of the tool, the consortium was 

able to involve a substantial higher number of national stakeholders in the identification and validation process of existing barriers.  

The identified barriers were classified under 5 global categories, allowing for a comparison of information across Member States. As 

a consequence of the chosen approach it should be underlined that the non-identification of a barrier in a certain country does not 

necessarily stand for its non-existence. In fact, other national barriers may have been perceived as more important or more urgent 

and were therefore prioritised by stakeholders.  

In addition, it is to underline that the identification of a high number of barriers in a specific Member State does not necessarily 

correlate with the degree of severity of the overall renewable situation. The identification of a high number of barriers might namely 

be the result of high barrier awareness in certain countries, favoured by high transparency or a high level of information availability. 

Moreover, the number of barriers might also depend on the development stage of a certain technology; a high number of barriers 

would therefore be the outcome of technology maturity. 
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  Figure 2: Share of Barrier Categories in RES Sectors. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

In total, 772 single barriers have been reported over all sectors and Member States, among which 416 barriers relate to the RES-E 

sector, 192 to the RES-H&C sector and 159 to the RES-T sector. 

The most dominant global category over all three sectors is the “political and economic framework”, with a share of 42% of all 

reported barriers in the RES-E sector, 47% in the heating and cooling sector and 57% in the RES-T sector. In comparison to the 

figures of the year 1 research, this category has even gained in importance. The category groups several sub-categories, the most 

dominant among all three sectors being the “existence and reliability of a general RES strategy and support scheme”. The strong 



 

focus of stakeholders on the political and economic framework and the existence and reliability of a general RES strategy and 

support scheme has to be explained by the insecure and even non-existing framework conditions for renewables in a number of 

European Member States. In absence of a secure investment climate and a reliable support schemes, investors and developers are 

reluctant to further develop renewable installations. Under these circumstances, stakeholders focus for the barrier identification on 

the general framework conditions, while other existing issues lose in relative importance.  

In the same direction, the “access to finance” has to be identified as a further important sub-category in all three sectors. Under the 

impression of the financial crisis of the last years, commercial financial institutions remain reluctant to invest into renewable project, 

respectively offer required loans for these projects. Developers are more and more faced with conditions, where an attractive 

financing is only hardly realised.  

While “administrative processes” used to be the most affected category in past years, this has shifted towards topics addressing the 

very existence of developers and renewables in general. A large share of issues related to the administrative procedure remain an 

obstacle for the development of renewable projects; still, in light of the question if a stable framework for renewables is provided or 

if a support scheme is available, the administrative aspects appear as secondary issues. 



 

I. European Overview of Deviations 

A. Methodology and data sources 

The trajectories planned for each RES technology until 2020 are publicly available in the National Renewable Energy Action Plans 

(NREAPs) submitted to the European Commission by every Member State in 2010.  

The following assumptions were made to handle gaps and inconsistencies in the NREAP data: 

• Wind data: in the NREAPs, Member States were asked to give data for wind on- and offshore, and an overall figure for 

wind. Some Member States only provided the overall figure (Belgium, Finland). In the case of Finland, it was assumed that 

the Member State was exactly on track in offshore wind, and the remaining planned generation was assumed to be 

onshore wind. For Belgium, direct communication with the administration led to a breakdown into subcategories based 

on national figures.  

• Biomass data: similarly to wind, if a Member States did not provide values for the sub-categories solid biomass, biogas, 

and bioliquids in their NREAP (Estonia), it is assumed that the Member State is exactly on track in biogas and bioliquids. 

The remaining planned generation is assumed to be solid biomass; 

• Hydropower: for Member States who did not report on hydro subcategories (Belgium, Bulgaria, Ireland, the Netherlands, 

and the UK), the same approach as for wind and biomass was used; 

The main source of data for actual RES shares until 2012 are the shares published by Eurostat
2
 which are calculated according to the 

methodology stipulated in Directive 2009/28/EC. For this calculation, EUROSTAT takes into account additional information from 

Member States which is not publicly available. These shares were used in the RES overall and RES sector analysis. In addition, 

Member States were requested to submit the second of six biannual Progress Reports to the Commission by December 31st, 2013, - 

with data covering the years 2011/2012 - to monitor compliance with their planned trajectories and measures
3
. This data is 

complemented by EUROSTAT energy balances, official national statistics, and data provided by national Renewable Energy Industry 

Associations. Where Progress Report data and EUROSTAT shares data deviates strongly for individual Member States, this is indicated 

in footnotes.   

 

Data provided on the Member State pages 

Absolute production figures provided on sector level for 2005, 2020, and 2012 refer to target-relevant production. This includes 

multiple counting of compliant bioliquids and RES-E in road transport. In case of the transport sector, the figure refers to 

consumption. Since biofuels are an easily traded good, the amount produced nationally is not relevant.  

Growth rates on the Member State page refer to growth in shares.  

 

2 Available at http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/energy/other_documents 
3 Available at http://ec.europa.eu/energy/renewables/reports/2013_en.htm 

                                                                 



 

B. Overview over Historic development 
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Figure 3: Electricity production from ‘new’ RES-E technologies in the EU-28 from 1995-2012. Wind and hydro not normalised. 

Figure 3 shows that ‘new’ RES-E technologies using wind, solar, and geothermal energy as well as biomass have undergone a steep 

increase in recent years. They have caught up on the established hydropower, accounting for roughly 420 TWh of electricity 

produced in 2012, compared to 308 TWh in large hydro. Onshore wind is the largest new RES-E technology with 192 TWh 

produced in 2012, followed by solid biomass with 92 TWh, biogas with 46 TWh, PV with 68 TWh, offshore wind with 14 TWh and 

geothermal electricity with 5.8 TWh. Figure 4 shows the corresponding installed capacities for selected technologies, in this case also 

for hydropower. 
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   Figure 4: RES-E capacities installed in the EU-28 from 1995-2012 
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Figure 5: Heat production from main RES-H&C technologies in the EU-28 from 1995-2012 

Figure 5 provides an overview of the production of RES-H&C from the main technologies since 1995. It shows that solid biomass is 

by far the most important technology, contributing roughly 70,102 ktoe in 2012. Heat pumps delivered 6844 ktoe, while biogas 

produced 2234 ktoe, solar thermal installations produced 1887 ktoe, and bioliquids contributed 227 ktoe.  The RES-H&C sector is 

not undergoing such fast development as the ‘new’ RES-E technologies, but instead is growing slowly at a rather high level. 
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Figure 6: Biofuel consumption in transport in the EU-28 from 1995-2012 

Biofuel consumption in transport has shown impressive growth rates in the last few years, but growth has slowed down since 2009. 

The most widely used fuel was biodiesel, with 10,781 ktoe in 2012, followed by bioethanol/-ETBE with 2,974 ktoe. Other biofuels, a 

category which includes vegetable oils and biogas amongst others, peaked in 2006 and has since decreased again down to 220 ktoe 

in 2012. The use of electricity grew slowly but steadily, standing at 1,332 ktoe in 2012. Virtually all of this was from non-road 

transport. 

 

C. Overall RES progress 

The EU-28 were slightly above track in 2012 regarding the overall RES share planned in their National Renewable Energy Action 

Plans (NREAPs), and thus also comfortably above the 2011/2012 interim target defined in the RES Directive.  
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Figure 7: Actual EU-28 RES shares from 2005-2012 compared to NREAP planned shares and 2011/2012 interim targets defined in the RES Directive (actual share is estimated for 
LV. Progress Report share was used for Malta). Source: Fraunhofer ISI based on Eurostat, Progress Reports, and NREAPs. 



 

The EU-28 is on track with an overall RES share of 14.07% in 2012, compared to a planned share of 12.87% which result from 

summing up all individual Member States’ ambitions for 2012, as stated in their NREAPs. The figure also shows the biannual interim 

targets defined in the RES Directive for 2011/20124.  Note that these are also the sum of individual Member States’ ambitions, not a 

target on EU-level. 

 

Figure 8: Actual EU-28 RES sector shares from 2005-2012 and NREAP planned shares (actual share is estimated for LV. Progress Report share was used for Malta). Source: 
Fraunhofer ISI based on Eurostat, Progress Reports, and NREAPs. 

Regarding individual sectors, the shares of renewable electricity (RES-E) and renewable heating and cooling (RES-H&C) were higher 

than planned, while the share of renewable energy sources in transport (RES-T) was lagging behind.  

Regarding the consumption of target-relevant bioliquids and biofuels (as defined in Article 2 of Directive 2009/28/EC), there is a 

sudden decrease in consumption from 2010 to 2011, after which it rises again. This has an especially strong effect on the RES-T 

share. The issue is caused by a methodological break in the time series in statistics for biofuels complemented by late transposition 

and implementation of Directive 2009/28/EC by Member States, rather than by actual fluctuations in consumption: To count 

towards the RES target, biofuels and bioliquids must be compliant with sustainability criteria and verification procedures specified 

under Articles 17 and 18 of Directive 2009/28/EC. This legislation should have been fully transposed only after 2010. Until then (until 

reference year 2010), all biofuels were counted towards the RES and RES-T shares.  As of reference year 2011, Member States are 

allowed to report “as compliant only those biofuels and bioliquids for which compliance with Article 17 as well as Article 18 can be 

fully demonstrated”. As Member States gradually improve the implementation of Directive 2009/28/EC and also increase the 

quantity of compliant biofuels, the RES-T share will rise again (and to smaller extent, overall RES will also increase). 

 

4 In Annex I of Directive 2009/28/EC, the binding trajectory towards 2020 targets is defined through biannual interim targets. The interim targets consist in a percentage 

deployment towards the 2020 target starting from 2005 levels: 20% has to be reached by 2011/2012, 30% by 20113/2014; 45% by 2015/2016, and 65% by 2017/2018 

                                                                 



 

 

Figure 9: Actual overall RES Share in 2011 and 2012 vs. 2011/2012 interim target of RES Directive and 2012 NREAP target (%)(actual share is estimated for LV. Progress Report 
share was used for Malta). Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Eurostat, Progress Reports, and NREAPs.  

The NREAP targets for 2012 were met or exceeded by 22 Member States (compared to 16 Member States in 2011 and 20 in 2010), 

and failed by 6. However, 26 Member States are still on track regarding their 2011/2012 interim target from the RES Directive. Only 

France and the Netherlands did not meet theirs. The UK actually missed their target by a very slight margin of 0.04%, which is 

considered negligible by the European Commission. Malta, according to the shares published by Eurostat, had a share of 1.39% and 

therefore would have missed the 2011/2012 target. However, in its own Progress Report, Malta reports a share of 2.7% and is thus 

on track. As the EUROSTAT figure in the case of Malta relies on estimates, the Progress Report figure is used here. 

This good result is not surprising, given that the interim targets are less ambitious in the early years, but the trajectory will become 

steeper as it gets closer to 2020. 
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Figure 10: Growth rates of RES sector shares 2011-2012 [%/a]5 and average annual growth rates [%/a] required from 2012 to2020 to achieve the 2020 target. Source: 
Fraunhofer ISI based on Eurostat and other sources. 

The growth in the overall RES share over the last two years was slightly lower than the necessary average annual growth rate needed 

to achieve the 2020 target.  The 2011-2012 RES-E growth rate for the EU-28 is high enough - if maintained – to achieve the share 

planned for 2020.  In contrast, the growth rate for the RES-H&C share has been slightly too low.   

The provisional growth rate in RES-T shares over the last two years was lower than the necessary annual growth rate. Note, 

however, above-mentioned break in the data series for biofuels in 2011. The recent growth rate for RES-T is therefore just a rough 

indication.  

The following table details the actual and target shares of Member States. It shows that next to the three Member States who failed 

the interim target, three further Member States merely achieved or narrowly surpassed it: Latvia, Luxembourg, and the UK. In 

contrast, the 2012 shares of Bulgaria, Estonia, and Sweden already exceed their 2020 targets.     

 

 

 

Table 1: Actual and planned RES shares 2012 

Member  

State 

2012 RES share 

[%] 

2011/2012 RES 

share (average) 

[%] 

2012 NREAP 

target  share 

[%] 

2011/2012 

interim target 

(RES Directive) 

[%] 

2020 target (RES 

Directive) 

[%] 

Austria 32.1 31.4 31.6 25.4 34.0 

Belgium 6.8 6.0 5.2 4.4 13.0 

Bulgaria 16.3 15.5 10.7 10.7 16.0 

Croatia 16.8 16.1 15.1 14.1 20.0 

Cyprus 6.8 6.4 7.1 4.9 13.0 

Czech Republic 11.2 10.3 10.5 7.5 13.0 

Denmark 26.0 25.0 24.2 19.6 30.0 

Estonia 25.8 25.7 22.0 19.4 25.0 

Finland 34.3 33.5 31.0 30.4 38.0 

France 13.4 12.4 14.0 12.8 23.0 

Germany 12.4 12.0 11.4 8.2 18.0 

Greece 13.8 12.3 9.5 9.1 18.0 

Hungary 9.6 9.3 7.4 6.0 13.0 

Ireland 7.2 6.9 7.6 5.7 16.0 

Italy 13.5 12.9 9.2 7.6 17.0 

5 Due to above-mentioned data problems regarding biofuels in 2011, the growth rate for RES-T from 2011-2012 would be very high and not reflect reality. The average annual 

growth rate from 2010-2012 is used here. Note, however, that for RES-T, values for 2010 do not take biofuel compliance into account, while the values for 2012 do.  

                                                                 



 

Latvia 35.8 34.7 34.3 34.1 40.0 

Lithuania 21.7 21.0 18.0 16.6 23.0 

Luxembourg 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.9 11.0 

Malta 2.7 2.0 2.6 2.0 10.0 

Netherlands 4.5 4.4 5.6 4.7 14.0 

Poland 11.0 10.7 10.7 8.8 15.0 

Portugal 24.6 24.6 28.6 22.6 31.0 

Romania 22.9 22.1 19.0 19.0 24.0 

Slovakia 10.4 10.3 8.2 8.2 14.0 

Slovenia 20.2 19.8 18.7 17.8 25.0 

Spain 14.3 13.7 15.1 11.0 20.0 

Sweden 51.0 49.9 44.9 41.6 49.0 

UK 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 15.0 

EU-28 14.1 13.5 12.9 11.0 20.0 
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Figure 11: Deviation of actual RES shares 2011/2012 (two-year average) from 2011/2012 interim target set in RES Directive. Source: Actual shares from Eurostat (actual share is 
estimated for LV. Progress Report share was used for Malta).  Interim targets calculated by Eurostat based on Directive 2009/28/EC.  

Figure  shows individual Member States’ deviation from their 2011/2012 interim targets. France and the Netherlands were below 

their targets, while the UK is just on track. The largest positive deviation was achieved by Italy, with a RES share 70.6% higher than 

prescribed by the RES Directive (a two-year average share of 12.9% compared to an interim target of 7.6%).   

 



 

 

D. RES-E 

This chapter provides information on the main RES-E technologies onshore and offshore wind, PV, solid biomass, biogas, large, 

medium, and small hydro,  bioliquids, geothermal electricity, concentrated solar power (CSP), and tide, wave, and ocean energy. 

Actual generation is based on the data provided by Member States in their Progress Reports. Hydro and wind generation figures are 

thus normalised in accordance with the methodology specified in Directive 2009/28/EC. 

 

 

Figure 1: RES-E shares vs. NREAP target shares. Source: Actual shares from Eurostat (estimated for LV. Progress Report share was used for Malta). Target shares from NREAPs. 

Twelve Member States were above their indicative trajectory in 2012. The most significant overachievement has been displayed by 

Estonia with 95% more RES-E than planned in the NREAP for 2012.  

Sixteen MS stayed below their target. The result is thus slightly worse than in the previous year, where 13 Member States had 

exceeded their targets and 14 had missed them (only 27 Member States were assessed in 2011. In the meantime, Croatia has 

become a Member State and was thus integrated into the 2012 assessment). 
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Figure 2: Deviation of actual 2012 RES-E Shares from NREAP 2012 target share. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Eurostat and NREAPs. 



 

 

The following tables present the growth of electricity generation from 2011-2012, as well as the absolute generation figures for 

2012.  

Table 2: Growth of electricity production from main RES-E technologies from 2011-2012. Based on normalised wind and hydro data, as provided in 

Table 3. 

Member  

State 

RES-E [%] Offshore 

wind [%] 

 Onshore 

wind [%] 

 Solid 

biomass 

[%] 

 Biogas 

[%] 

 PV  

[%] 

Small/med

ium hydro 

[%] 

Large 

hydro 

[%] 

Austria 2.77 - 15.46 2.69 2.24 93.68 -4.10 2.05 

Belgium 30.51 91.76 12.80 17.87 25.93 83.68 4.70 8.14 

Bulgaria 19.24 - 29.55 75.68 -94.74 705.94 12.36 5.44 

Croatia 1.08 - 20.99 0.00 60.67 -39.67 52.31 -0.71 

Cyprus 44.57 - 62.25 - -0.89 80.32 - - 

Czech Republic 11.32 - 4.79 7.27 58.02 -1.51 2.46 13.38 

Denmark 6.03 5.64 7.75 0.97 8.31 593.33 4.55 - 

Estonia 31.49 - 43.68 28.59 6.67 - 76.92 - 

Finland 0.73 71.15 13.91 -1.04 4.48 0.00 12.07 9.19 

France 3.59 - 13.21 2.74 6.38 88.55 -2.24 -0.60 

Germany 13.23 27.11 5.54 7.04 28.55 34.60 -0.68 -0.14 

Greece 18.79 - 15.32 - -1.01 177.70 5.79 -0.46 

Hungary -4.58 - 8.68 -14.19 25.00 300.00 7.27 -0.62 

Ireland 15.00 0.00 11.11 76.64 -1.49 8.70 2.31 0.80 

Italy 14.44 - 20.81 0.32 35.68 74.71 10.79 8.51 

Latvia 7.50 - 52.32 403.13 111.95 - 3.50 1.35 

Lithuania 22.18 - 37.41 45.45 13.51 - 2.70 1.16 

Luxembourg 5.15 - 10.45 -5.26 -5.17 46.15 0.98 - 

Malta 19.28 - - - 95.48 9.75 - - 

Netherlands 4.47 5.25 4.37 3.06 -1.60 154.00 0.00 0.00 

Poland 31.77 - 54.36 33.30 25.34 450.00 1.28 -0.35 

Portugal 1.51 - 9.15 -2.35 29.81 40.36 -3.90 -6.42 

Romania 5.91 - 103.55 2.23 125.58 471.43 16.18 7.63 

Slovakia 1.88 - 0.00 6.37 68.14 6.80 -0.71 -0.89 

Slovenia 1.65 - - -8.71 20.93 147.79 4.89 7.46 

Spain 5.16 - 6.53 12.79 7.85 10.11 -4.30 -4.30 

Sweden 2.82 -6.12 19.86 8.98 -39.39 72.73 20.81 18.70 

UK 23.20 59.30 20.31 26.97 0.29 386.89 5.44 0.73 

EU-28 8.64 37.39 11.40 9.09 22.59 48.36 3.51 5.38 

 



 

Table 3: Electricity generation from main RES-E technologies in 2012. Source: Member State Progress Reports. 

Member  

State 

RES-E 

[GWh] 

Offshore 

wind 

[GWh] 

Onshore 

wind [GWh] 

 Solid 

biomass 

[GWh] 

 Biogas 

[GWh] 

 PV  

[GWh] 

Small/ 

medium 

hydro* 

[GWh] 

Large 

hydro* 

[GWh] 

Austria 46,703 0 2,412 4,003 639 337 4,652 30,810 

Belgium 9,471 6911 1,9121 3,685 664 2,148 181 134 

Bulgaria 6,407 0 1,039 65 1 814 691 3,550 

Croatia 6,371 - 348 0 53 7 102 5,861 

Cyprus 256 0 185 0 50 21 0 0 

Czech Republic 8,066 0 416 1,904 1,468 2,149 917 1,212 

Denmark 13,906 2,062 7,270 4,068 378 104 23 0 

Estonia 1,524 0 500 985 16 0 23 0 

Finland 25,566 48 426 10,706 140 5 1,068 12,071 

France 92,508 0 14,186 4,424 1,284 4,446 7,101 52,409 

Germany 137,200 7222 49,335 12,091 27,238 26,380 7,316 13,810 

Greece 10,229 0 3,870 0 197 1,694 658 3,468 

Hungary 2,584 0 701 1,421 235 8 59 160 

Ireland 5,659 751 4,1721 242 199 1 133 627 

Italy 93,339 0 12,402 4,745 4,620 18,862 8,992 27,311 

Latvia 3,527 0 98 64 223 0 68 3,076 

Lithuania 1,212 0 562 176 42 2 76 349 

Luxembourg 306 0 74 36 55 38 103 0 

Malta 17 0 0 0 3 14 0 0 

Netherlands 12,532 782 4,156 6,195 1,043 254 5 95 

Poland 16,964 0 4,510 9,529 565 1 2,722 619 

Portugal 25,297 0 10,358 2,986 209 393 982 10,321 

Romania 19,814 0 2,645 192 19 8 572 11,619 

Slovakia 5,893 0 6 751 190 424 279 4,243 

Slovenia 4,589 0 0 114 153 163 406 3,455 

Spain 93,919 01 47,5601 3,396 866 8,193 2,9003 24,6943 

Sweden 88,062 460 6,700 10,507 20 19 4,349 74,566 

UK 40,243 6,931 11,735 9,325 5,874 1,188 775 4,412 

EU-28 772,162 11,771 187,578 91,610 46,445 67,673 45,152 288,872 

1 Belgium, Finland, Ireland, and Spain provided only an overall wind generation figure. For Belgium and Finland, the split was made according to the installed capacities 

provided, and assuming 2010 full-load hours for onshore wind.  For Ireland, 3000 full-load hours were assumed for offshore wind. For Spain, offshore wind was assumed to be 

zero. 2 National statistics used for offshore wind in Germany.  3Spain provided no subcategory for hydro. The split into size categories was made assuming the same ratios as for 

2010.   

 

 



 

The following paragraphs provide details on individual RES-E technologies: 
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Figure 3: Deviation of actual 2012 offshore wind electricity production from NREAP 2012 target.  Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

Only 10 Member States report any electricity generation from offshore wind, namely Sweden, Belgium, the Netherlands, Portugal, 

Finland, Germany, Denmark, Ireland, France, and the UK. All except Sweden and Finland are off track , with France even reporting 

zero generation despite having planned 2000 GWh in 2012.  

Even though the UK has achieved less than planned, in absolute numbers it has by far the highest offshore wind electricity 

generation with 6931 GWh in 2012. It is followed by Denmark with 2062 GWh, the Netherlands (782 GWh), and Germany (722 

GWh). 

France mainly supports offshore wind through FITs allocated in tender procedures. The lack of deployment in France may be an 

indication that tendering procedures must be improved, or that investor confidence had been weakened by perceived unreliability of 

the support framework. To a lesser extent, this may also be true for the Dutch tendering mechanism. In Germany, grid connection 

problems have significantly slowed down the deployment of offshore wind. 
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Figure 4: Deviation of actual 2012 onshore wind electricity production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

 

Seven Member States were above track in 2012 regarding electricity production from onshore wind, 6 were more or less on track, 

and 15 lagged behind. Malta and Slovenia had both planned small amounts (0.08 GWh and 4 GWh, respectively), but report an 

actual production of zero. Barriers slowing down the deployment of onshore wind are numerous and include spatial planning issues, 

sometimes conflicting with military aviation safety restrictions; long lead times for administrative and grid access procedures; and 

unreliability of framework conditions, for instance due to past or imminent changes to the support scheme. 
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Figure 56: Deviation of actual 2012 PV electricity production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 



 

The development of PV was faster than expected in most Member States, leading to 19 Member States being on or above track. 

Denmark produced 104 GWh of PV electricity in 2012. Even though this is a small amount, it already puts the country far beyond its 

planned annual production of 4 GWh in 2020.  Even Finland and Ireland, although having planned zero production in 2012, report 

small amounts (5 GWh and 0.5 GWh, respectively. By far the largest producer was Germany with 26,380 GWh in 2012, followed by 

Italy (18,862 GWh) and Spain (8193 GWh).  

The higher-than-expected deployment is still due to massive reductions in the price of PV modules, which had not been anticipated 

to this degree in the NREAPs. Several Member States made extraordinary (and sometimes retrospective) adjustments to PV support 

levels in response to the soaring installation rates. 
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Figure 67: Deviation of actual 2012 solid biomass electricity production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

Thirteen Member States were on or above track in 2012, and 15 lagged behind. Estonia generally produced more energy from 

biomass than planned, and this is most pronounced for solid biomass electricity generation, where 985 GWh were produced in 

2012, which already by far exceeds the 2020 planned value for overall biomass . Finland also already exceeded its 2020 planned 

value for solid biomass. In contrast, Malta and Greece both planned some biomass electricity generation in 2012, but reported zero 

actual production.  

In absolute numbers, Germany produced the largest amount of solid biomass electricity (12,091 GWh), followed by Finland (10,706 

GWh), Sweden (10,507 GWh), Poland (9,529 GWh), and the UK (9,325 GWh).  

 

Biogas 

Fifteen Member States were on or above track  in biogas electricity production in 2012. The highest positive deviation was achieved 

by Finland with 140 GWh actual production versus 40 GWh planned. Bulgaria had foreseen a sudden increase from 3 GWh in 2011 

to 31 GWh in 2012, matched by actual production figures of 15 GWh and 19 GWh, respectively.  



 

The largest producer by far was Germany with 27,238 GWh - more than the 19,207 GWh produced by all other Member States 

combined. As the German support scheme was changed in 2014 to include very limited support for biogas installations, production 

can be expected to not increase too much further. The UK was the second largest producer with 5,874 GWh. 
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Figure 78: Deviation of actual 2012 biogas electricity production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

 

Bioliquids  

Only 2 Member States had planned any significant electricity production from bioliquids in 2012: Finland with 4390 GWh and Italy 

with 2378 GWh. Italy is the only Member State above track, with 2977 GWh of actual electricity production. Nineteen Member 

States neither planned nor realised any production in 2012, putting them right on track. Denmark, Belgium, Austria, Sweden, and 

Finland had planned some production, but actually reported zero. This may have to do with the insecurities and new reporting 

processes related to sustainability criteria for liquid biofuels. Cyprus and Latvia realised small amounts, despite having planned 

nothing. 
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Figure 89: Deviation of actual 2012 bioliquids electricity production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 
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Figure 20: Deviation of actual 2012 small and medium hydro electricity production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

This category includes all hydro power installations with a capacity of less than 10 MW. Bulgaria, Belgium, the UK, and Ireland do 

intend to expand overall hydropower production, but did not provide indicative NREAP trajectories for the subcategories of 

hydropower. They all actually had some small hydro production in 2010. Their NREAP planned production for small hydro in 2010 is 

thus assumed to equal actual production (exactly on track), and the rest of the overall hydro planned production is assumed to be 

large hydro. In contrast, Malta and Cyprus really did not plan or produce any hydropower.  Six Member States overachieved, while 

15 underachieved. 
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Figure 29: Deviation of actual 2012 large hydro electricity production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

The category large hydro refers to installations of more than 10 MW. Large hydro is the most mature RES-E technology, with the 

lion’s share of potentials already being exploited in most Member States. Most countries have thus planned for lower growth rates in 

this technology. Large hydro is also, for the time being, still the single most important RES-E technology, contributing the largest 

share of RES-E generation. 

Some Member States did not differentiate between hydro subcategories in their NREAPs. See the section on small hydro for an 

explanation on how this problem was addressed in this analysis. Seven Member States overachieved while 15 underachieved. Croatia 

is exactly on track, while Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Luxembourg, and Malta are not planning any electricity production from large 

hydro installations until 2020, putting them on track as well. 

 

Geothermal  

Only 6 Member States had planned any geothermal electricity production in 2012, namely Germany, Portugal, Italy, Austria, France, 

and Slovakia, of which only Italy had planned a significant amount and actually realised 5,592 GWh. None of the Member States is 

on track. The technology has not delivered the generation cost decreases expected at the time the NREAPs had been formulated.   
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Figure 10: Deviation of actual 2012 geothermal electricity production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

 

Concentrated solar power (CSP)  

Only Spain, France, and Italy had planned any electricity production from CSP in 2012. None of them is on track. Spain is the only 

Member State with any actual production, reporting 3775 GWh in 2012, up from 1959 GWh the previous year. 
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Figure 113: Deviation of actual 2012 CSP electricity production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 
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Figure 12: Deviation of actual 2012 tide, wave, and ocean electricity production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

France is the only Member State who had planned any electricity production from tide, wave, and ocean energy in 2012. It reports 

458 GWh, versus 572 GWh planned. 



 

E. RES-H 

This chapter provides information on the RES-H technologies solar-thermal, solid biomass, biogas, heat pumps, bioliquids, and 

geothermal heat. 

 

Figure 135:  RES-H&C shares vs. NREAP target shares. Source: Actual shares from Eurostat (estimated for LV. Progress Report share was used for Malta). Target shares from 
NREAPs. 

 

In the RES-H&C sector, 23 Member States were above track in 2011. Similarly, in 2012, 23 Member States were on track6, and only 

5 Member States underachieved (Ireland, Portugal, Latvia, France, and the Netherlands). Croatia had not been a Member State in 

2011, but is included in the 2012 analysis and is above track. 
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6 According to the shares published by Eurostat, Austria had a RES-H&C share of 32.8% in 2012. This share is used here. The Austrian Progress Report, in contrast, claims a very 

high RES-H&C share of 45%.  

                                                                 



 

Figure 146: Deviation of actual 2012 RES-H&C Shares from NREAP 2012 target shares. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Eurostat and NREAPs. 

 

The following tables present the growth of RES-H&C production from the main technologies between 2011-2012, as well as the 

absolute production figures for 2012, based on the figures reported by Member States in their NREAPs.  



 

Table 4: Growth of heat production from main RES-H technologies from 2011-2012.  

Member  

State 

RES-H [%] Solar thermal 

[%] 

Solid biomass 

[%] 

Biogas [%] Heat pumps 

[%] 

Geo-thermal 

[%] 

Austria 5.37 3.59 4.98 43.75 9.02 10.00 

Belgium 42.56 6.25 43.88 40.48 23.16 7.69 

Bulgaria 6.49 7.14 6.57 -100.00 11.90 0.00 

Croatia 5.73 43.28 3.51 57.14 23.36 19.35 

Cyprus -1.96 2.35 -23.51 0.93 40.95 - 

Czech Republic 5.78 18.18 4.49* 20.00* 19.23 - 

Denmark 4.83 23.53 3.52 8.70 14.36 50.00 

Estonia -1.80 - -1.80 0.00 - - 

Finland 7.08 0.00 6.98 32.14 14.13 - 

France 15.64 9.92 14.38 11.03 29.84 5.62 

Germany 5.93 3.97 5.72 6.37 11.26 10.00 

Greece 8.62 0.55 9.28 2.70 24.39 -18.75 

Hungary -1.50 0.00 -2.57 50.00 - 2.88 

Ireland 6.18 25.93 6.56 -6.32 0.00 - 

Italy 2.58 10.71 4.10 -44.55 6.35 -3.60 

Latvia 12.11 - 11.32 131.17 - - 

Lithuania 7.33 - 7.38 0.00 - 0.00 

Luxembourg 6.49 70.00 3.94 16.67 0.00 - 

Malta 74.48 34.72 0.00 32.26 - - 

Netherlands 7.19 4.00 4.74 11.21 13.91 50.00 

Poland 3.33 25.00 3.01 17.01 12.28 24.41 

Portugal -13.77 13.28 -14.53 - - 0.00 

Romania 5.24 - 5.42 -31.67 - -2.70 

Slovakia -5.67 0.00 -5.85 -4.35 - 0.00 

Slovenia 0.93 6.82 -0.33 48.10 - 9.93 

Spain 2.61 7.32 2.38 0.00 - 5.88 

Sweden 5.21 0.00 5.82 7.50 1.20 - 

UK 6.11 25.41 1.43 8.33 43.19 0.00 

EU-28 

 

 

 

 

 

6.20 7.42 5.92 2.12 11.05 6.81 

* To calculate the growth rate, a split between 2011 biogas and solid biomass figures had to be assumed, as the Czech Progress Report provided only an overall biomass figure. 

Biogas was thus assumed to be exactly on track, while the remainder was assumed to be solid biomass. 



 

Table 5: Heat production from main RES-H technologies in 2011. Source: Member State Progress Reports. 

Member  

State 

RES-H [ktoe] Solar thermal 

[ktoe] 

Solid biomass 

[ktoe] 

Biogas [ktoe] Heat pumps 

[ktoe] 

Geo-thermal 

[ktoe] 

Austria 4,434 173 4,048 46 145 22 

Belgium 1,286 15 1,180 64 23 3 

Bulgaria 1,100 15 1,005 0 47 33 

Croatia 393 10 348 1 26 7 

Cyprus 82 64 12 4 1 0 

Czech Republic 1,904 13 1,721 108 62 0 

Denmark 2,671 21 2,352 50 223 3 

Estonia 655 0 654 1 0 0 

Finland 6,681 1 6,316 37 315 0 

France 11,763 133 10,158 151 1,227 94 

Germany 11,321 576 8,742 1,085 682 66 

Greece 1,492 184 1,178 15 102 13 

Hungary 1,116 6 985 18 - 107 

Ireland 232 10 195 9 18 - 

Italy 7,316 155 4,210 183 2,613 134 

Latvia 1,188 0 1,167 18 - 0 

Lithuania 937 - 931 4 - 2 

Luxembourg 57 2 48 7 1 0 

Malta 7 4 1 0 2 - 

Netherlands 939 26 641 129 131 12 

Poland 5,052 13 4,931 85 6 16 

Portugal 1,906 67 1,837 0 - 2 

Romania 3,688 0 3,658 8 0 22 

Slovakia 532 5 499 22 0 6 

Slovenia 589 9 537 12 0 31 

Spain 4,200 220 3,907 55 - 18 

Sweden 9,152 11 7,921 43 1,177 0 

UK 1,221 153 922 78 67 1 

EU-28 81,912 1,887 70,103 2,234 6,870 591 
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Figure 15: Deviation of actual 2012 solar thermal heat production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

Seventeen Member States were on or above track. The UK has by far the highest positive deviation from the trajectory, with 34 ktoe 

planned and 153 ktoe actual production of heat from solar thermal installations in 2012. Lithuania had planned 2 ktoe, but provided 

no information on actual production in its Progress Report. Latvia and Finland had planned no production, but Finland reported 1 

ktoe in 2012. Nine Member States underachieved.  

The largest producer in 2012 was Germany with 576 ktoe, followed by Spain with 220 ktoe and Greece with 184 ktoe 
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Figure 168: Deviation of actual 2012 solid biomass heat production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

Heat production from solid biomass was above trajectory for 22 Member States. This includes Malta, the only Member State who 

does not plan any heat production from solid biomass until 2020, but actually reported 0.65 ktoe. The use of solid biomass had 

already been well established in some Member States, who did thus not foresee any large net increases in their NREAPs. Finland had 

actually planned a decrease of solid biomass heat production compared to 2005 levels, but in reality reported an increase from 

5,450 ktoe in 2005 to 6,365 ktoe in 2012. Malta, Finland, the Netherlands, Poland, Germany, Slovenia, Austria, and Estonia have 

already achieved their 2020 target values.  

With 70102 ktoe EU-wide production in 2012, solid biomass is a major contributor to the roughly 81,300 ktoe of overall RES-H 

production. The largest single producer was France with 10,309 ktoe, followed by Germany with 9,997 ktoe. 

 

Biogas 

Cyprus, Estonia, Greece, and Slovenia had not planned any biogas heat production in 2012, but all reported some small amounts in 

their Progress Reports. Thirteen Member States are on or above track, and 11 are below. As for electricity production from biogas, 

Germany is also the biggest producer of biogas heat, with 1,084 ktoe in 2012. All other Member States combined produced 1,150 

ktoe.   
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Figure 179: Deviation of actual 2012 biogas heat production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 
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Figure 30: Deviation of actual 2012 bioliquids heat production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

The majority of Member States did not plan any heat generation from bioliquids in 2012. Belgium, Sweden, and Slovenia had 

reported some bioliquids heat production in their last Progress Report, but the figure suddenly drops to zero for 2011 and 2012. This 

may be due to compliance issues with sustainability criteria. Finland had planned a considerable production of 2400 ktoe, but 

reports only 12 ktoe in 2012. Only Denmark and Italy were above track. With 170 ktoe, Germany was the largest producer in 

absolute figures. 
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Figure 18: Deviation of actual 2012 production of renewable energy from heat pumps from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 



 

Bulgaria, Latvia, Malta, Portugal, and the UK did not plan any heat pump deployment in 2012. Nevertheless, Bulgaria reports 47 

ktoe, Malta 1.76 ktoe, and the UK 67.3 ktoe. Latvia and Portugal provide no data for heat pumps.  

By far the highest absolute figures for heat pump use could be observed in Italy with 2613 ktoe, followed by France with 1277 ktoe 

and Sweden with 1177 ktoe.   
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Figure 19: Deviation of actual 2012 geothermal heat production from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

Eleven Member States had planned no heat production from geothermal installations, of which Denmark and the UK actually 

reported small amounts in 2012. Six Member States are on or above track. With 1275%, Bulgaria has by far the highest positive 

deviation from the trajectory. It reported 33 ktoe in 2010, while 2.4 ktoe had been planned. Eleven Member States underachieved.  

Generally, geothermal heat makes only a small contribution to renewable heat, with 591 ktoe in 2012 across the EU-28, compared 

to the roughly 81,300 ktoe provided by other RES-H technologies. 



 

F. RES-T 

This chapter provides information on the main RES-T technologies bioethanol/bio-ETBE, biodiesel, electricity in transport, “other” 

biofuels, and hydrogen.  

 

 

Figure 20: RES-T shares vs. NREAP target shares. Source: Actual shares from Eurostat (estimated for LV. Progress Report share was used for Malta). Target shares from NREAPs. 

The RES-T sector has seen less progress than the former two, with only 8 Member States on or above their NREAP 2012 target. 

Twenty Member States stayed below target, 8 of which even achieved less than half their targeted share (Portugal, Malta, Croatia, 

Finland, Spain, Estonia, Cyprus, and Bulgaria). However, this may also be due to above-mentioned data problems regarding 

compliant biofuels. In 2011, 9 Member States had exceeded their target, one had been just on track, and 18 had missed their 

targets.  
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Figure 21: Deviation of actual 2011 RES-T Shares from NREAP 2011 target share. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Eurostat and other sources. 

 

The following table present absolute consumption figures of alternative transport fuels for 2012, based on the figures reported by 

Member States in their NREAPs. Because of data inconsistencies due to the slow transposition of sustainability criteria in some 

Member States, the growth rates between 2011-2012 are not shown for the RES-T sector. 



 

Table 6: Biofuel consumption from main RES-T technologies in 2012. Source: Member State Progress Reports.  

Member  

State 

RES-T* [ktoe]  Bioethanol /bio-

ETBE [ktoe] 

 Biodiesel [ktoe] Renewable 

electricity [ktoe] 

 Other biofuels 

[ktoe] 

Austria 586 67 348 173 0 

Belgium 373 48 298 27 0 

Bulgaria 6 0 0 6 0 

Croatia 7 0 32 10 0 

Cyprus 0 0 17 0 0 

Czech Republic 315 59 221 9 0 

Denmark 213 121 147 18 0 

Estonia 2 0 0 1 0 

Finland 18 90 108 18 0 

France 3052 418 2424 209 0 

Germany 3525 792 2034 188 117 

Greece 143 - 24 3 - 

Hungary 171 34 103 17 - 

Ireland 141 29 56 1 0 

Italy 1900 103 1262 186 0 

Latvia 30 6 15 5 0 

Lithuania 63 9 52 - - 

Luxembourg 49 1 46 2 0 

Malta 2 0 3 0 - 

Netherlands 544 124 194 30 - 

Poland 878 154 636 54 0 

Portugal 22 - 4 15 0 

Romania 213 37 141 35 0 

Slovakia 100 15 72 10 0 

Slovenia 55 - 1 4 - 

Spain 114 200 1889 114 - 

Sweden 919 197 331 129 79 

UK 1404 387 471 69 24 

EU-28 14845 2974 10782 1332 220 

*the overall RES-T figure is the sum of target-relevant transport fuels. This includes double-counting of biofuels from waste and of renewable electricity used in road transport. 
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Figure 225: Deviation of actual 2012 bioethanol/bio-ETBE consumption from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

Only 7 Member States were on or above track in 2012, of which Cyprus and Croatia had a planned and actual consumption of zero. 

Eighteen Member States  consumed less bioethanol/bio-ETBE than planned. The largest consumer was Germany with 792 ktoe in 

2012, followed by France with 418k toe and Denmark with 387 ktoe.  

Between 2010 and 2011, Romania’s consumption decreased from 110.9 ktoe to 24.6 ktoe. This may be due to problems with 

transposing the RES Directive with regard to sustainability criteria for biofuels. 

Portugal, Greece and Slovenia did not provide the necessary data in their Progress Reports. 

 

Biodiesel  

Nine Member States were on or above track regarding biodiesel consumption in 2012, and 19 below. Bulgaria and Estonia even 

reported zero consumption. Several Member States’ consumption suddenly drops between 2010 and 2011. As for bioethanol, this 

may be due to problems with transposing the RES Directive with regard to sustainability criteria for biofuels. Portugal’s consumption 

falls from 326 ktoe to 4.1 ktoe, while Greece’s decreases from 128 ktoe to 20 ktoe. 
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Figure 236: Deviation of actual 2012 biodiesel consumption from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 
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Figure 247: Deviation of actual 2012 renewable electricity consumption from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

Eight Member States were on or above track in 2012 regarding the consumption of renewable electricity in transport. Virtually all of 

this was consumed in non-road transport. The wide diffusion of battery-powered road vehicles is still hampered by high vehicle 

prices, mostly low ranges of the vehicles, and insufficient charging infrastructure.  

Bulgaria had planned zero consumption, while Lithuania had planned a small amount of 0.8 ktoe, but delivered no data. Estonia had 

the highest positive deviation, but this is based on a small absolute amount of only 0.9 ktoe of actual consumption versus 0.1 ktoe 

planned. In absolute terms, France was the biggest consumer with 209 ktoe, followed by Germany with 188 ktoe and Italy with 186 

ktoe. 
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Figure 258: Deviation of actual 2012 other biofuels consumption from NREAP 2012 target. Source:  Fraunhofer ISI based on Progress Reports and NREAPs. 

The category “other biofuels” includes, for instance, biogas and vegetable oils. Most Member States foresee zero deployment of 

other biofuels for 2012 in their NREAP. Of those who had planned any consumption, only Sweden (79 ktoe) and Germany (117 

ktoe) are above track. 

 

Hydrogen 

No Member States reports any hydrogen consumption in transport in 2012, and none had been planned. Romania is the only 

Member States which foresees any hydrogen consumption, aiming for 2.4 ktoe in 2020. 



 

II.  European Overview of Barriers 

A. Methodology 

Along with the analysis of the EU-Member States’ trajectory towards their 2020 targets and the formulation of recommendations 

thereupon, one of the objectives of the Keep on Track! Project is to identify the existing barriers hindering the deployment of RES in 

the electricity, heating and transport sector. These barriers can be of political, administrative, financial or operational nature. 

For the year 2 research, an online tool was created, supported by third party funding through the German Federal Ministry for 

Environment, Nature Conservation, Buildings and Nuclear Safety, which allowed the consortium to involve more market actors in the 

survey on existing barriers in the different EU-Member States. The RE-frame.eu (www.re-frame.eu) platform is an interactive analysis 

tool, which allows users to view already identified barriers, comment on these as well as to report new barriers, which have not been 

listed so far. Information is presented for the different EU-Member States as well as for the three different energy sectors (electricity, 

heating &cooling and transport). The online nature of the platform allowed the consortium to broaden the input basis of the project 

and to involve a substantial higher number of national stakeholders for the identification and validation of barriers. The RE-frame.de 

platform will also be used for the research of the Keep on Track! Project in year 3. 

 

Geographical scope  

During the second year of the project, 27 EU-Member States were analysed by eclareon with the support of the 11 national 

renewable energy associations which partner the project. Year 3 of the project will then also address Croatia, as the 28th Member 

State to the European Union that joined on 1 July 2013. 

While the research of year 1 took a bottom-up approach to allow for the broadest barrier identification at national level possible, the 

research of year 2 built on these results and analysed on the one hand the evolution of already identified barriers (especially for the 

11 countries, which had been in the focus of the year one research); on the other hand, the research also aimed at identifying new 

barriers in those Member States that had been newly addressed in year 2 of the project; respectively identifying new barriers in the 

11 countries that had been analysed, but where barriers newly emerged or had not been reported before. While the year 1 research 

resulted in the identification of 280 single barriers, the year 2 research was able to identify a total of 772 single barriers, which can 

be divided as follows on the three energy sectors: 

 

http://www.re-frame.eu/


 

     
Figure 39: Barriers by RES-sector. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

European overview 

The analysis of barriers is not able to deliver a comprehensive description and analysis of the single barriers in each Member State, as 

this would go beyond the scope of the report, being a European overview of the current status. To this end, this report delivers a 

macro picture of the barrier situation in the EU-27.  For a detailed description of the conditions in the individual 27 EU-Member 

States, you are referred to the 27 country reports, which are annexed to this report and which display a detailed barrier description 

at national level. 

The present report provides a European overview of the global categories of barriers identified in the 27 EU Member States: For the 

sake of clarity and comparability from a European perspective, the single national barriers were then grouped further, allowing for a 

more comprehensive presentation of identified issues at European level. Moreover, this report provides a European sectoral overview 

of the identified categories of barriers, focussing on the electricity, the heating and the transport sector. Examples of barriers 

classified in the different categories are included and detailed in the rest of the report. 
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  Figure 40: Share of Barrier Categories in RES Sectors. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

1. Quantitative analysis 

Each section of this report on the three energy sectors (electricity, heating & cooling and transport) is introduced by an overview 

table, presenting the division of reported barriers into the 5 barrier categories per Member State. The 772 single national barriers 

identified were classified into 5 global categories for all three sectors (RES-E, RES-H&C and RES-T), namely political and economic 

framework, market structure, grid regulations & infrastructure, administrative processes and other. Each barrier was classified into 

one single category, according to the most dominant aspect of the barrier. We however acknowledge that barriers are often 

complex and may also contain aspects of other categories. For the sake of simplicity and a better overview however, we chose the 

above described approach. Each global category is subdivided into sub-categories, which allow for a further division and precision of 

barrier groups. In the following text, references are made to the global categories and selected sub-categories, where relevant.  

While the global categories are the same for all three energy sectors (electricity, heating & cooling and transport), the sub-categories 

are generally also equal for the three sectors; however, certain sub-categories may be sector-specific, such as the transport sector 

sub-category “European institutions’ position on RES-T” and would thus only appear in the transport sector. 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 41: Number of reported barriers per Member State and RES-sector. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

 



 

2. Qualitative analysis 

For each of the three energy sectors (electricity, heating & cooling as well as transport) an overview is provided, outlining on the 

affected technologies in total numbers of reported barriers as well as on the division of affected technologies in barrier categories. 

For the RES-E sector a detailed qualitative analysis is provided for selected technologies in form of a technology index:  

The index considers five factors of the individual EU-Member State: 

• The normalised percentage capacity in MW in 2020 

• The normalised technology increase in relation to the total increase between 2012 and 2020 (based on the individual 

Progress Reports and NREAPs) 

• The normalised severity value 

• The normalised spread value 

• Normalised number of barriers 

 

The first factor considers the share of the individual technology in the 2020 energy mix for a given Member State (in MW). The 

factor shall evaluate the relative importance of the technology for the technology target in 2020 and the respective energy mix. 

The second factor is considering the current condition of the individual technology, respectively the required increase of the 

individual technology between 2012 and 2020. A Member State might want to rely on a certain technology to a large extent for the 

2020 energy mix; however the development level of this technology might be currently relatively low, requiring for a substantial 

increase throughout the remaining 6 years until 2020. 

Regarding the factors three and four, the severity level of a barrier, represents the degree to which an individual barrier is hindering 

the development of a given installation; the spread level estimated the share of renewable energy installations which are affected by 

the barrier. The spread and severity levels are evaluated on a scale from 1-5: 1 indicating that the barrier is impacting sporadically on 

installations, respectively that the barrier has only minimal effect on the development and 5 meaning that almost all installations are 

affected by the barrier, respectively that the installation is severely affected by the barrier, leading ultimately to the project abortion. 

The evaluation of the spread and severity levels has been established through a stakeholder survey in the framework of the before 

mentioned RE-frame.eu platform. In this regards, it is to underline that the spread and severity data are the result of a subjective 

assessment. 

Factor five considers the number of barriers per country, for which a spread and severity value is established.  

 

 

Out of all five factors a coefficient between 0 and 1 is calculated, indicating the degree to which the individual technology is 

affected in a given Member State: 0 meaning that the technology is not/almost not affected, respectively has only little importance 

for the energy mix 2020 and 1 meaning, the technology is severely affected, respectively the technology has very important for the 

energy mix 2020. The index is only calculated for those countries, where at least 2 barriers have been reported for the considered 

technology. In case, one or several of the above listed factors have a value of zero in a given Member State, the coefficient will be 

zero as well, resulting in a non-consideration of the state for the respective technology index. 



 

It should also be underlined that the non-identification of a barrier in a certain country does not necessarily stand for its non-

existence. In fact, other national barriers may have been perceived as more important or more urgent and were therefore reported 

with priority. 

In addition, the identification of a high number of barriers in a specific Member State does not necessarily reflect the degree of 

severity of the national renewable situation. The identification of a high number of barriers might namely be the result of high 

barrier awareness in certain countries, favoured by high transparency or a high level of information availability. Furthermore, the 

maturity of a certain technology is also affecting the barrier perception. To this end, stakeholders reporting on more mature 

technologies tend to list more and more detailed barriers than for technologies that are in an early inception phase of their 

application.  

The qualitative analysis is on the one hand reflected in the 27 national reports, taking a national perspective on the barrier 

identification.  

The qualitative information was also used for the European overview tables, outlining on the barriers for selected renewable 

technologies.  



 

B. RES-E 

The following section provides a barrier analysis of the electricity sector (RES-E) in the 27 Member States, which have been analysed 

in the framework of the year 2 research. In a first part a general overview of the distribution of the 5 global categories over the 

individual Member States is provided.  

In the second part, the top 3 global categories of the RES-E sector are analysed in greater detail. Especially the different sub-

categories of the global categories are displayed and explained. Furthermore, an overview of selected individual barriers, falling 

under these sub-categories, is provided 

The third section takes a technology-specific perspective of the barriers on the basis of a technology index, which is taking various 

Member State specific factors into account. These factors include a normalised percentage of envisaged technology capacity (in MW) 

in 2020; a normalised technology increase in relation to the total increase between 2012 and 2020, a normalised severity value as 

well as a normalised spread value. The 4 factors are explained in greater detail in the third section. The index is especially provided 

for onshore wind technology and PV. 

In summary, a total of 416 barriers in the 5 global categories have been defined for the RES-E sector.  

Figure 42 below presents an overview of the division of reported barriers in the global categories for the RES-E sector and their 

occurrence in the individual 27 EU-Member States. The pie charts visualise the different shares of the reported barriers in the global 

categories. The size of the pie chart indicates in addition the number of barriers reported for the single categories; the larger the pie 

chart, the more barriers have been reported. It is however again to highlight that a high number of barriers in a specific Member 

State does not necessarily reflect the degree of severity of the national renewable situation. The top countries in regards to the 

reported barriers in the RES-E sector are the UK (42), Portugal (32), Germany (28), France (26) and Spain (23). 

 

 



 

 
Figure 42: Share of RES-E barrier categories in total numbers of reported barriers. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

 

Figure 43 is providing in addition a European overview of the division of reported barriers in the global categories for all 27 Member 

States. With 42% of all reported barriers in the RES-E sector, the global category “political and economic framework” is the most 

dominant one, followed by “administrative processes” (20%) and “grid regulation & infrastructure” respectively the “other” 

category (both 17%). “Market structure” is ranked last with only 4%. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 Figure 43: Share of RES-E barrier per global categories. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

In the following, the 5 global categories are analysed in detail. Each global category consists of several sub-categories, which again 

consist of the individual barriers, which have been reported throughout the year 2 research of the Keep on Track! Project: 

 

 

 Political and economic framework  
The global category “political and economic framework”, is the dominant category in the RES-E sector and in the majority of all 

analysed Member States. In 22 Member States this sub-category represents the dominant issue, at times with a total share of 84% 

(Latvia) of all reported barriers. 

The global category „political and economic framework” can be further divided into four sub-categories, namely the “existence and 

reliability of the general RES-E strategy and the support scheme”, the “access to finance”, “remuneration level for RES-E” as well as 

the “revenue risk under a given support scheme”. Figure 44 is visualising the shares of the 4 sub-categories in the global category. 



 

 

 
            Figure 44: Share of sub-categories for the global category “political and economic framework”. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

In the following, the individual sub-categories are analysed in more detail, especially also in terms of the single barriers, which have 

been grouped under them: 

 

1. Existence and reliability of the general RES-E strategy and support scheme 

The sub-category “existence and reliability of the general RES-E strategy and support scheme” represents with 54% of all reported 

barriers the most important issue. 94 out of 175 reported barriers under the global category “political and economic framework” 

have been listed under this sub-category. In comparison to the last year, the importance of this sub-category has further grown by 

2% from a share of 52% in 2013 to 54% in 2014.   

The strong emphasis that stakeholders have put on the “political and economic framework” as well as on the “existence and 

reliability of the general RES-E strategy and support scheme” underlines a general trend, which can be identified for the situation of 

renewables in Europe:  

In the past, most Member States provided a clear and stable support framework for the development of renewables. While details 

differed among Member States, a general investment security was given to developers and led to a strong growth in the entire EU. 

Under these conditions, reported barriers generally addressed very specific issues for example related to the administrative process 

(length, complexity etc.), which were hindering a smooth implementation and development of installations.  

Lately, the originally stable frameworks have been shaken or even been removed by a number of decisions in the individual Member 

States and at EU level, leading to conditions, where developers and investors are highly irritated and reluctant to further invest into 

renewables or develop renewable installations. This is also reflected in the identified barriers throughout the year 2 research and in 

the way stakeholders reported on the national conditions. Today, detailed elements for example in the administrative procedures 

remain an obstacle, but lose in importance for developers in times where these are faced with question of their very existence. 

Barriers listed under this sub-category generally address the lack of a long-term vision from decision makers with regards to the 

national energy strategy, characterised by political indecision about the future of RES, the uncertain implementation of regulations 



 

for RES or the adoption of a moratorium for new power allocation affecting mostly RES. These elements result in conditions, where 

the reliability of the support scheme is no longer secure, respectively has already been shaken. As a matter of fact, stop and go 

policies, retroactive cuts of subsidy or regular legislative changes of the Feed-in Tariff (FIT) system constitute important barriers to the 

development of renewable energy in the electricity sector. Moreover, several barriers are linked to the FIT, which is deemed non-

adapted to the increase of production costs and not balanced across the renewables industry 

2. Access to finance  

The sub-category “access to finance” is addressing the national financing environment and the accessibility of financing for RES 

projects. It includes the availability of capital at reasonable conditions, the existence of soft loan schemes and the willingness of local 

banks to cooperate with RES developers. 30 out of 175 reported barriers are listed under this sub-category. 

Referring to the analysis  on the existence and reliability of the RES-E strategy and support scheme, “access to finance” mirrors the 

current conditions in terms of the financing of projects through commercial banks. The importance of this sub-category grew by 2% 

in comparison to last year’s research, with a share of 15% in 2013 and 17% in 2014. To this end, the financial crisis of the last years 

has led to conditions, where financial institutions remain reluctant to further finance renewable projects. In addition, the insecure 

framework conditions for renewables in terms of the reliability and existence of support scheme is also impacting on the financing 

with commercial banks, as a secure revenue from existing support schemes is not available anymore, respectively cannot be 

guaranteed.  

3. Remuneration level of RES-E 

The sub-category “remuneration level of RES-E” groups barriers related to the support level under a given RES-E support scheme,  

defined as  the expected maximum income for a RES project (under given resource conditions and technological performance 

parameters). In this regard, it is to ask whether the expected revenue for an installation is sufficient to cover the project costs. Out of 

the 4 sub-categories of the category “political and economic framework”, the “remuneration level of RES-E” is the only one, for 

which proportionately fewer barriers have been reported throughout the year 2 research. In 2013, 20% of reported barriers have 

been classified under this sub-category, while in 2014 only 15% of reported barriers depended to this sub-category. This reduction 

has however to be read in light of the before mentioned aspects, namely the insecurity of the general support scheme. Under these 

circumstances, stakeholder might have fewer reported on the actual remuneration level, as their concern was more the general 

framework and existence of a support scheme. In absence of a support framework there is no need to discuss a remuneration level.   

Barriers in this sub-category refer inter alia to the insufficient level of support mechanisms, characterised by restricted yearly volumes 

of subsidy for RES-projects, the cessation of certain tax exemptions after 2015 and disproportionate reductions of the FIT rates, 

resulting in low profitability of RES-E investments.  

 

4. Revenue risk under given support scheme 

The sub-category “revenue risk under a given support scheme” is addressing the expected stability of the RES support level under 

the given support instrument. It is affected by fluctuations in the remuneration level due to tariff adjustments as foreseen in the 

legislation as well as support scheme inherent risk factors (such as risks associated with fluctuating certificate prices in a quota 

scheme as compared to the relative stability of a fixed FIT).   

24 out of 175 barriers have been reported for this sub-category, being 14% of all reported barriers of the global category “political 

and economic framework”. In comparison to 2013, a slight increase of reported barriers for this sub-category can be detected (plus 



 

1%). Under the generally instable support conditions, stakeholder focus even more on the existing revenue risks, potentially 

impacting on their projects. 

 

Administrative Processes  
The category “administrative processes” is the second most dominant category in the year 2 research of the Keep on track! Project, 

with a share of 20% of all reported barrier. 24 out of the 27 analyzed EU-Member States have reported barriers listed under this 

category. For some Member States, this category is even the most dominant one, respectively reaches an equal share as the 

“political and economic framework”. This applies especially to Germany, where this category has a share of 32% of all reported 

barriers, as well as for Slovenia, with a share of 29%; followed by Finland, France and Sweden with a share of 27% of all reported 

barriers for these countries.  



 

 

 
Figure 45: Share of sub-categories for the global category “political and economic framework”. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

The category can be subdivided into four sub-categories, being the “integration of RES-E in spatial and environmental planning”, the 

“complexity of the administrative procedure”, the “duration of the administrative procedure” as well as the “costs of the 

administrative procedure”. 

Figure 45 displays the shares of the sub-category in the global category “administrative processes”. 

In the following, the three most dominant sub-categories are analysed in greater detail: 

 

1. Integration of RES-E in spatial and environmental planning 

The sub-category “integration of RES-E in spatial and environmental planning” is the most dominant sub-category with a share of 

38% of all reported barriers in the category “administrative processes”. Also in 2013, the most barriers under the category 

“administrative processes” were reported for this sub-category; it however reached a substantial higher value with 51% of all 

reported barriers.  

The decrease of reported barriers for this category could have two root causes: on the one hand, it is to recall that the year 1 

research addressed only 11 EU-Member States, while the year 2 research is analysing 27 countries. Among the 16 states that are 

considered for the first time are a number of young and emerging renewable markets, for which the topic of the integration of RES-

E in spatial and environmental planning might be not of highest priority at this stage. To this end, the topic remains an important 

point on the agenda; however loses in relative importance considering all 27 analysed EU-Member States.  

On the other hand, it is also to underline that a number of mature European renewable markets and Member States have addressed 

the topic of integration of renewables in spatial and environmental planning more thoroughly so that a number of issues might have 

been addressed and are not perceived as urgent obstacles anymore by stakeholders. 

The sub-category is characterised by three core problems. First, numerous barriers result from issues related to local spatial 

development plans. The lack of spatial planning could lead to a lack of anticipation in grid reinforcement in order to connect future 

decentralised RES production units. In some cases, the lack of spatial development plans therefore hampers the development of RES 



 

projects. In others, barriers are rather due to the incompatibility of RES-projects with the spatial plans or with existing land-use 

management instruments. Barriers can also be caused by refusal of planning consent from local authorities as well as by ungrounded 

bans for certain territories.  

A second set of barriers refers to the conflict between RES installations and environmental protection, as a result of stringent or 

unclear environmental requirements hindering the development of RES projects. Thirdly, the installation of wind energy turbines can 

be strongly hampered by military, radar and airport restrictions. 

 

2. Complexity of the administrative procedure  

The “complexity of the administrative procedure” is the second most dominant sub-category with a share of 34% of all reported 

barriers in the global category “administrative processes”. A slight increase (of 3%) of the importance of this sub-category can be 

detected in comparison to 2013 (31%). Barriers in this sub-category regard the complexity, tardiness and inflexibility of 

administrative procedures for the granting of permits, environmental impact assessments or the issuance of grid connection 

requirements. Moreover, authorisation processes are deemed to be uncertain and expensive. 

In addition, also the involvement of a multitude of public authorities in the permitting process, respectively a lack of harmonisation 

and coordination between the competent authorities is perceived as obstacles for the development of renewables and reported 

under this sub-category. 

 

3. Duration of the administrative procedure 

The sub-category “duration of the administrative procedure” comprises 26% of all reported barriers under the global category 

“administrative procedure”. In comparison to the year 1 research where it reached a share of 14%, a strong increase or barriers 

reported under this sub-category can be detected.  

The “duration of the administrative procedure” comprises on the one hand the actual processing time of authorities; on the other 

hand, it however also addresses the issue of extensive waiting times. Waiting times may occur in form of delays after the filing of an 

application and prior to its actual processing, respectively in form of delays in between the processing of two authorities.  

Grid regulation & infrastructure 
17% of all reported barriers of the year 2 Keep on Track! Research can be grouped in the global category “grid regulation and 

infrastructure”. For 21 out of 27 analysed Member States, stakeholders have flagged issues related to the grid regulation and the 

grid infrastructure. For a number of states this issue even constitutes a dominant barrier, resulting in a high number of reported 

barriers. In this regard, 29% of reported barriers for Hungary relate to the grid regulation or the grid infrastructure; Spain reaching a 

share of 26% and Italy of 24%. 

 



 

 
            Figure 46: Share of sub-categories for the global category “political and economic framework”. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 
Sub-categories of “grid regulation and infrastructure” are the “predictability and transparency of the connection procedure”, the 

“costs of the RES-E grid access”, the “treatment of RES-E dispatch (curtailment)”, the “transparent and foreseeable grid 

development” as well as the “duration of RES-E grid access”. 

Analysing the three most important sub-categories, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 

1. Predictability and transparency of the connection procedure 

The sub-category “predictability and transparency of the connection procedure” represents the most dominant sub-category in this 

global category, with a share of 37% of all reported barriers. It is influenced by the predictability of the respective duration and the 

related cost (variance in duration and cost) and generally asks how well a developer can anticipate the costs and the duration of the 

grid connection procedure. 26 out of 70 reported barriers for the global category “grid regulation and infrastructure” relate to these 

issues. Generally, barriers grouped under this sub-category address the insufficient information availability concerning the connection 

process, the connection delays or the available grid connection points. In addition, it also refers to the unequal treatment of RES-E 

developers regarding the grid connection process in comparison with conventional system operators as well as to arbitrary decisions 

of system operators related to the grid connection process. Furthermore, problematic grid connection requirements are also listed 

under this sub-category and are characterised by uncertain grid connection criteria, severe technical requirements of grid codes and 

differing technical practices of DSOs as well as to speculative practices and the problem of virtual saturation, which complicate the 

access of RES installations to the grid. 

 

2. Costs of RES-E grid access 

22% of the reported barriers under the global category “grid regulation and infrastructure” relate to the “costs of RES-E grid 

access”. The sub-category comprises one the one hand excessive connection fees; on the other hand, it also addresses the applied 

cost approach by the grid operator (deep/shallow) and the herewith related costs. In regards to the last aspect, a deep costs 

approach, being an approach, whereby the installation developer would have to bear the costs for the connection of the installation 

to the next available grid connection point as well as all related reinforcement and extensions works, necessary to connect the 

installation to the grid, could result in substantial financial burdens for the developer.  



 

 
3. Treatment of RES-E dispatch (curtailment) 

The “treatment of RES-E dispatch (curtailment)” is the third most dominant sub-category, with a share of 17% of all reported 

barriers under the global category “grid regulation and infrastructure”. In regards to the dispatch regime barriers in this sub-

category address the level of certainty, with which the generated RES-electricity will be dispatched and remunerated. In general, RES 

electricity can be dispatched with priority or compensation payments could be guaranteed in case of grid related curtailment 

measures. In addition, it could also be the case that no priority dispatch or compensation mechanism is implemented.  

Specifically related to the curtailment of installations, it is to highlight that stakeholders seem to report barriers in this regard in 

anticipation of future conditions, respectively in awareness of newly introduced legal regulations, empowering grid operators to 

curtail installations under certain conditions. The actual percentage of curtailment in all EU-Member States remains very low at 

present so that renewable installations to very large extent did not actually face curtailment. This situation however is likely to 

change in the future, with growing shares of volatile renewables in the grid.   



 

C. Technology specific Analysis of RES-E 

Throughout the barrier analysis of the year 2 Keep on Track! Research, barriers were not only classified into the before mentioned 

categories and sub-categories but also in relation to the different RES-E technologies, which they affect.  

Figure 47 shows the share of reported barriers per RES-E technology for the 27 analysed EU-Member States. With 23%, respectively 

21% of all reported barriers, wind and solar are listed on top, followed by biomass with 20% and hydro with 18%. 

 

 
             Figure 47: Division of affected RES-E technologies in barrier categories. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

 

In addition, Figure 48 outlines on the affected RES-E technologies in total number of the reported barriers for the individual 27 EU-

Member States. The size of the chart pies indicates the total number of reported barriers per country.



 

 
  Figure 48: Share of affected technologies in total numbers of reported barriers.. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 



 

Furthermore, figure 49 is providing an overview of the division of affected RES-E technologies in barrier categories. 

 

 
         Figure 49: Division of affected RES-E technologies in barrier categories. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 
For all technologies, “political and economic framework” remains the dominant category. There is however a slight difference in the 

percentages. While for wind energy only 39% of the reported barriers fall into this category, ocean energy is affected by 55% of the 

reported barriers, which are categorised under the “political and economic framework”. This could be explained by the fact that 

wind energy has reached a different maturity level, resulting in a minor dependency on the general support framework. Ocean 

energy in contrast remains a niche technology, requiring for a substantial support from a promotional scheme. 

“Grid regulation and infrastructure” is the second most dominant category over all technologies, beside wind energy, for which 

“administrative processes” is ranked second and “grid regulation and infrastructure” third; for the other technologies, it is either 

“administrative processes” or the  general “other” category, which is ranked in third place. 

Analysing in greater detail solar PV and onshore wind, a technology index has been calculated, which considers different factors to 

evaluate the situation of these technologies in the individual Member States.7  For onshore wind, 25 member States were eligible for 

the technology index as outlined in figure 50: with Poland (0.67), Portugal (0.65) and Greece (0.65) as countries, where onshore 

wind is most affected by barriers and Slovakia (0.30), Slovenia (0.32) and Malta (0.32) as countries with the lowest values in terms of 

barrier impact for the onshore wind technology. For Sweden and Ireland no coefficient could be calculated.  

7 For a detailed description of the applied methodology and the individual factors, please refer to the methodology section of this report.  
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  Figure 50: RES-E technology index: onshore wind. Source: eclareon intelligence 

Figure 51 is presenting the technology index for the solar PV technology. 23 Member States were eligible for the index, with the 

Czech Republic (0.74), Cyprus (0.71) and Germany (0.62) ranked on top; and Latvia (0.13), Sweden (0.17) and Poland (0.18) ranked 

at the end of the index. 
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  Figure 51: RES-E technology index: onshore wind. Source: eclareon intelligence



 

 
D. RES-H&C 

 

The following section provides a barrier analysis of the heating and cooling sector (RES-H&C) in the 27 Member States, which have 

been analysed in the framework of the year 2 research. In a first part a general overview of the distribution of the 5 global categories 

over the individual Member States is provided.  

In the second part, the top 3 global categories of the RES-H&C sector are analysed in greater detail. Especially the different sub-

categories of the global categories are displayed and explained. Furthermore, an overview of selected individual barriers, falling 

under these sub-categories, is provided. 

In summary, a total of 197 barriers in the 5 global categories have been defined for the RES-H&C sector.  

Figure 52 below presents an overview of the division of reported barriers in the global categories for the RES-H&C sector and their 

occurrence in the individual 27 EU-Member States. The pie charts visualise the different shares of the reported barriers in the global 

categories. The size of the pie chart indicates in addition the number of barriers reported for the single categories; the larger the pie 

chart, the more barriers have been reported. It is however again to highlight that a high number of barriers in a specific Member 

State does not necessarily reflect the degree of severity of the national renewable situation. The top countries in regards to the 

reported barriers in the RES-H&C sector are Germany (19), Lithuania & Italy (both 17), Hungary (15) and the UK (14). 

 



 

 

  Figure 52: Share of RES-H&C barrier categories in total number of reported barriers. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

Figure 53 is providing in addition a European overview of the division of reported barriers in the global categories for all 27 Member 

States. With 47% of all reported barriers in the RES-H&C sector, the global category “political and economic framework” is the most 

dominant category in the heating and cooling sector, followed by the “other” category with 31% as well as “grid regulation & 

infrastructure” (9%) and “administrative processes” (7%). With 6% of all reported barriers, “Market structure” is ranked last with 

only within the RES-H&C sector. 

 



 

 
                  Figure 53: Share of RES-H&C barriers per category. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

In the following, the 5 global categories are analysed in detail. Each global category consists of several sub-categories, which again 

consist of the individual barriers, which have been reported throughout the year 2 research of the Keep on Track! Project: 

 

With regards to the affected RES-H&C technologies (solar thermal, biomass and geothermal), the political and economic framework 

remains the most dominant global category for all three technologies (see Figure 54 below); followed by the general category 

“other”, with a share of roughly 1/3 of all reported barriers. 

 

 

         Figure 54: Division of affected RES-H&C technologies in barrier categories. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 



 

Figure 55 below provides an overview of the affected technologies for the heating and cooling sector in all 27 Member States. While 

biomass is dominant for example in Lithuania, Portugal and the UK, solar thermal has larger shares in Austria and Finland; whereas 

geothermal is dominant in Italy, Germany and Spain. 

 

 
 

 Figure 55: Share of affected RES-H&C technologies in total number of reported barriers. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

 Political and economic framework  
Equally to the RES-E sector, the global category “political and economic framework”, is also the dominant category in the RES-H&C 

sector and in the majority of all analysed Member States. In 22 Member States this sub-category represents the dominant issue, at 

times even with a share of 100% (Slovenia and Bulgaria) of all reported barriers. 



 

The global category „political and economic framework” can be further divided into four sub-categories, namely the “existence and 

reliability of the general RES-E strategy and the support scheme”, the “access to finance”, “remuneration level for RES-E” as well as 

the “revenue risk under a given support scheme”. Figure 56 is visualising the shares of the 4 sub-categories in the global category. 

 

 
           Figure 56: Share of sub-categories for the global category “political and economic framework”. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

In the following, the individual sub-categories are analysed in more detail, especially also in terms of the single barriers, which have 

been grouped under them: 

 

1. Existence and reliability of the general RES-E strategy and support scheme 

The sub-category “existence and reliability of the general RES-E strategy and support scheme” represents with 79% of all reported 

barriers by far the most dominant sub-category.73 out of 92 reported barriers under the global category “political and economic 

framework” have been listed under this sub-category. Yet, in comparison to the last year, the importance of this sub-category has 

slightly declined by 5% from a share of 84% in 2013 to 79% in 2014.   

In accordance with the remarks for the RES-E sector, the absence of a reliable and stable support framework in a large number of 

European states has decisively impacted also on the RES-H&C sector. In times, where almost all Member States reconsider their 

support policies and where the frequencies of revisions of the promotional framework are shorter and shorter, stakeholders focus in 

their barrier reports on global aspects instead of highlighting very specific issues in the administrative procedure or the grid 

connection regime. To this end, the very dominant share of 79% of all reported barriers in the global category “political and 

economic framework” is addressing the “existence and reliability of the general RES-H&C strategy and support scheme”. 

In the past, most Member States provided a clear and stable support framework for the development of renewables. While details 

differed among member States, a general investment security was given to developers and led to a strong growth in the entire EU. 

Under these conditions, reported barriers generally addressed specific issues for example related to the administrative process, which 

were hindering a smooth implementation and development of installations.  



 

Numerous barriers identified for the heating and cooling sector are due to a lack of well-defined strategy and coherent legislation. 

As a matter of fact, a long-term strategy supporting the sustainable development of national RES for heating and cooling purposes is 

failing in a series of countries, thereby affecting national industrial production, especially in the biomass sector. The absence of 

support mechanisms, such as the lack of tax benefits for the purchase of RES-H&C equipment, further underlines the shortcomings 

of RES-H&C strategies. Moreover, barriers can also result from the different applications or interpretations of the existing RES-

legislation, as well as from a too strong focus of the energy strategy on the electricity market at the expense of the heating sector.  

With regards to support scheme issues, barriers are raised by the uncertainty and the instability of the support mechanisms creating 

market insecurity and scaring off investors. As a matter of fact, stop and go policies, the uncertain future of the certificate system 

supporting co-generation as well as the lack of minimum price of certificates constitute important barriers to the development of 

renewable energy in the heating and cooling sector. Furthermore, many barriers refer to the insufficient level of support 

mechanisms, characterised by the lack of tax incentives and fiscal benefits for RES-H installations, unequal incentive schemes across 

the renewables industry as well as the insufficient adaptation of the support to the increasing production costs, resulting in high 

investment costs and long payback periods.  

Moreover, stakeholders point out the conflict between RES-H&C technologies and other energy efficiency measures, especially 

resulting from the insufficient support of RES-H&C installations such as solar thermal heating systems. Last but not least, the 

allocation of green certificates for electricity combined with the lack of RES-H&C support in certain countries leads to the conflicting 

use of biomass for electricity at the expense of heat production.  

2. Access to finance 

“Access to finance” constitutes the second most dominant sub-category in the global category “political and economic framework”, 

holding a share of 11%, or 10 out of 92 reported barriers. These barriers mainly include cash flow issues for smaller biomass 

installations due to difficulties regarding the financing from commercial banks. As outlined before, the financial crisis of the last 

years as led to conditions, where commercial bank remain extremely reluctant to invest in renewable project, respectively to offer 

loans for these projects.  

 

Other  
With a share of 31% of all reported barrier, the category “other” is the second most important category for the heating and cooling 

sector in the year 2 research of the Keep on track! Project. 23 out of the 27 analysed EU-Member States have reported barriers listed 

under this category.  

The global category „other” can be further divided into eight sub-categories, namely “statistics”, “operational issues”, the “public 

perception of RES-H&C”, “information exchange / communication between stakeholders”, “sustainability criteria for biofuels”, the 

“taxing regime”, “certification” and “training”. Figure 57 is visualising the shares of the sub-categories in the “other” category. 

 



 

 

                  Figure 57: Share of sub-categories for the global category “other”. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

1. Operational Issues 

The sub-category “operational issues” is grouping 23% of the reported barriers in the global category “other”. The barriers in this 

sub-category refer to practical issue, which occur in conjunction with the operation of RES-H&C installations. These comprise inter 

alia the fact that the waste-to-energy-market is full, due to the insufficient waste resources in Estonia as well as the lack of a supply 

chain and a modern infrastructure for biomass installations in Italy. 

 

2. Public Perception of RES-H&C  

The second most dominant sub-category for the global category “other” is the “public perception of RES-H&C” with a share of 

20% of all reported barriers. Barriers in this sub-category relate to the insufficient knowledge of consumers about the RES-H&C 

technologies and appliances, leading ultimately to a distorted and often negative image of the technologies. In addition, the sub-

category is also addressing issues such as the NIMBY (not in my backyard) resistance of residents, especially against biomass and 

biogas installations; based on the fear of emissions from these installations. 



 

 

E. RES-T 

This section presents the barrier analysis for the transport sector (RES-T) in the 27 Member States, which have been analysed in the 

framework of the year 2 research. 

In a first part a general overview of the distribution of the 5 global categories over the individual Member States is provided. In the 

second part, the two most important global categories of the RES-T sector are analysed in greater detail. Also the dominant sub-

categories of the global categories are displayed and explained. Furthermore, an overview of selected individual barriers, falling 

under these sub-categories, is provided. 

In summary, a total of 159 barriers have been defined for the RES-T sector in the 27 Member States.  

Figure 58 below presents an overview of the division of reported barriers in the global categories for the RES-T sector and their 

occurrence in the individual 27 EU-Member States. As already outlined before, the pie charts visualise the different shares of the 

reported barriers in the global categories. The size of the pie chart indicates in addition the number of barriers reported for the single 

categories. The top countries in regards to the reported barriers in the RES-T sector are Portugal (20), the UK (18), Hungary (13), 

Germany (12) and Poland (11). 



 

 
Figure 58: Share of RES-T barrier categories in total number of reported barriers.. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

Figure 59 is providing in addition a European overview of the division of reported barriers in the global categories for all 27 Member 

States. With 57% of all reported barriers in the RES-T sector, the global category “political and economic framework” is by far the 

most dominant one for the transport sector, followed by the “other” category with 21% and “grid regulation & infrastructure” with 

14%. “Market structure” (6%) and “administrative processes” (2%) have relatively low shares regarding the reported barriers.  

 

 



 

 
        Figure 59: Share of RES-T barrier per global category.. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

With 57%, the global category “political and economic framework” is even more dominant in the transport sector than in the 

electricity (42%) or the heating and cooling (47%) sectors. This can be explained with the lower market penetration of the RES-T 

technologies and their lower marketability in comparison to technologies in the RES-E or the RES-H&C sector. Biofuels, but especially 

e-mobility and hydrogen transportation is still highly depending on a support framework for their further development. These 

circumstances explain the high share of this category in the overall reported barriers.   

With regards to the affected technologies (biomass, electricity and hydrogen), the political and economic framework is also the most 

dominant global category for all three RES-T technologies. While biomass and electricity have similar shares (57% and 58%), the 

political and economic framework represents as much as 71% of all barriers reported for the hydrogen technology (see Figure 60 

below). 

Ranked second is the general category “other”; followed by global category “grid regulation and infrastructure”  

 



 

          Figure 60: Division of affected RES-T technologies in barrier categories. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

 

The following Figure 61 provides an overview of the affected technologies for the transport sector in all 27 Member States. While 

barriers affect especially biofuels in Hungary, France, Denmark, Germany and Poland, e-mobility is substantially affected by reported 

issues in Lithuania, Portugal and the Netherlands. Barriers related to the hydrogen technology are inter alia reported for The UK, 

Sweden and Romania. In 19 out of the 27 Member States, which have been analysed in the year 2 research, hydrogen is not 

addressed at all by reported barriers. This might not at least be the case due to the very low market penetration of this technology 

and the low public awareness. In absence of an applied technology, respectively a functioning market, there are no circumstances, 

which could be affected by barriers.  

 

Figure 61: Share of affected technologies in total number of reported barriers. Source: eclareon intelligence 



 

Political and economic framework  
Similar to the electricity and the heating and cooling sector, the global category “political and economic framework”, is also the 

dominant category in the RES-T sector and in almost all analysed Member States (the only exceptions being Italy, Poland, Portugal 

and Romania). Thus, in 23 Member States this sub-category represents the dominant issue, at times with a total share of 100% of all 

reported barriers (among others in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic or Slovakia). 

The global category „political and economic framework” can be further divided into five sub-categories. Four of which have also 

been identified in the RES-E and RES-H&C sectors, namely the “existence and reliability of the general RES-T strategy and the 

support scheme”, the “access to finance”, “remuneration level for RES-T” as well as the “revenue risk under a given support 

scheme”. Furthermore, there is an additional sub-category called “European institutions’ position on RES-T”, which refers to the 

insecurity regarding the blending target for biofuels. Figure 62 is visualising the shares of these 5 sub-categories in the global 

category. 

 

 
  Figure 62: Share of sub-categories in the global “political and economic framework”. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

In the following, the two most important individual sub-categories are analysed in more detail, especially also in terms of the single 

barriers, which have been grouped under them: 

 

1. Existence and reliability of the general RES-E strategy and support scheme 

The sub-category “existence and reliability of the general RES-E strategy and support scheme” represents with 56% of all reported 

barriers the most important issue. 51 out of 90 reported barriers under the global category “political and economic framework” 

have been listed under this sub-category. However, in comparison to the previous year, the importance of this sub-category has 

declined significantly from 65% in 2013 to 56% in 2014. 



 

As outlined before, a stable support framework and the existence of promotional schemes is even more important in the RES-T 

sector. The analysed RES-T technologies require for their commercial viability substantial research and development and a substantial 

market penetration. Without a strong and stable support framework, a sustainable development of these technologies is not likely to 

happen 

With regards to the identified barriers, issues mainly relate to biofuels and electric vehicles. On the one hand, biofuels suffer from 

insufficient financial incentives, characterised by the lack of tax exemptions for biofuels, the absence of financial compensation for 

the conversion of diesel engines to vegetable oil, or the lack of targeted incentives for biofuels with higher blends. Moreover, the 

lack of competitiveness of vegetable oil compared with diesel hampers the development of biofuels, whereas fossil fuels keep being 

subsidised to an excessive degree. In certain countries, the lacking implementation of legislation e.g. regarding incentives on the 

double counting of biofuels further illustrates the incentive issue for biofuels. On the other hand, barriers under this sub-category 

also exist due to a lack of targeted support mechanism for electric vehicles, leading to the withdrawal of support for electro-mobility 

in certain countries. 

 

2. European institutions’ position on RES-T 

The sub-category “European institutions’ position on RES-T” has a share of 27% of all barriers which were identified under the 

“political and econonomic framework”. 24 of the 90 barriers were listed under this sub-category. Overall, this issue was reported in 

11 of the 27 Member States, most prominently in France and the UK (both 5 barriers) as well as in Germany (3 barriers).  

This sub-category is unique to the RES-T sector and barriers falling into this sub-category mainly relate to the uncertain position of 

the EC regarding biofuels, thus hampering investments in the biofuels technologies. This is mainly a reflexion of the proposed 

reduction of the cap on the amount of crop-based biofuels to 5% instead of 10%, the surcharge for biofuel crops through Indirect 

Land -Use Change (ILUC) coefficient or the discussions about double and quadruple counting of biofuels highly jeopardise the 

market security. The lack of waivers regarding petrol vapour pressure as well as the possible stopping of the tax exception for 

biofuels at European level also contribute to threaten investments in the biofuels sector. The other main issue behind several of the 

reported barriers is the lack of harmonization of regulations for RES-T at European level. In fact, the existence of different standards 

for biofuels affects the level playing field of national biofuels producers. 

 

 

Other 
With a share of 21% of all reported barriers, the category “other” is the second most dominant category in the RES-T sector 

throughout the year 2 research of the Keep on track! Project. 18 out of the 27 analysed EU-Member States have reported barriers 

listed under this category. In several countries, the “other” category represented more than 30% of the barriers under the global 

category “political and economic framework”, namely Portugal (40%), Romania (40%), the Netherlands (38%) as well as Hungary 

(31%).  

The global category „other” can be divided into eight sub-categories, namely “statistics”, “operational issues”, the “public 

perception of RES-T”, “information exchange / communication between stakeholders”, “sustainability criteria for biofuels”, the 

“taxing regime”, “certification” and “training”. Figure 63 is visualising the shares of the sub-categories in the “other” category (no 

barriers have been reported under “statistics” and “training”). 

 



 

 

  Figure 63: Share of sub-categories in the global “political and economic framework”. Source: eclareon intelligence 

 

1. Public perception of RES-T 

The sub-category “public perception of RES-T” represents with 33% of the reported barriers the most dominant issue in the “other” 

category. 11 out of 33 reported barriers were reported under this sub-category in 8 different Member States. Of these 11 barriers, 3 

were identified in Portugal and 2 in the Netherlands. These barriers mainly relate to a negative public image of biofuels, NIMBY 

resistance as well as a lack of knowledge about electric vehicles. Especially the discussions around the first generation biofuels are 

concerning a larger share of reported barriers. In this regard, the competition between energy crops and foot crops regarding the 

agricultural usable land is a broadly discussed issue. In comparison to the last year, the importance of this sub-category has grown 

from a share of 25% in 2013 to 33% in 2014. 

2. Operational issues 

The sub-category “operational issues” holds a share of 24% (or 8 out of 33) of the barriers identified under the “other” category. 

These issues which mostly relate to technological constraints were reported in seven different Member States. In last year’s report, 

no barrier was grouped under this sub-category. 
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A. Austria 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Austria has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012.  

• The growth rate in the RES-E share needs to accelerate to achieve the 2020 target. No further increase in the RES-H&C 

share is necessary, as the 2020 target share has already been achieved. 



 

2. National Barriers Report 
 

The Austrian RES-E Sector 

Due to its favourable natural conditions, Austria’s electricity generation mix is historically dominated by large hydro power. 

Therefore, Austria started with a very high share of electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E), which was 62% in 2005 and 

reached 69% in 2010, according to the National Renewable Energy Action Plan8, of which 58.5 % was generated by hydro power 

plants. Hence, Austria can be considered as the European leader on RES contribution to gross electricity consumption (RES 

Integration). 

With the adoption of the first Green Electricity Act in 2002, the Austrian Government intended to bring new renewable energy 

technologies such as wind, solar or biomass closer to the market. The lucrative feed-in tariff attracted many investors and led to a 

swift development of these technologies in Austria (Lebensministerium 2012).  

In 2006 however, the Government reacted on the rapid increase of installed renewable capacities and revised the Green Electricity 

Act. Additionally, the feed-in tariffs were considerably lowered, which lead to a sharp decrease of new installations. 

In 2012, an amendment of the Green Electricity Act was passed which introduced a revised feed-in tariff system. A central element 

of the new legislation was the increase of the annual support cap, i.e. support is being granted on a first come first served basis and 

only as long as funds are still available. After the new law was adopted, the tailback of renewable energy projects could 

subsequently be reduced and new projects financially supported.  

Regarding the different technologies, there is high potential for wind and PV. Hindered by political trends such as the sectored 

regional planning program (“Windeignungsflächen”) in lower Austria, the development of wind power was significantly impeded in 

2013. The use of biogenic material has a long tradition in Austria but the expansion is currently undermined especially due to 

competition between energetic and material use of biomass (Jank, Lebensministerium).  

Concerning hydro power, the existence of the Water Framework Directive puts pressure on the profitability. The measures to reach 

the ecological parameters stated in the directive are necessary but also increase the investment costs by approximately 10-20 %. 

Those additional costs are currently supported by ecological funding ("Förderung Gewässerökologie"), but this system is based on 

thin ice. If the ecological funding system gets dissolved, the expansion of hydro power in Austria will be questionable. 

In addition, also the necessary amount for residual water decreases the production capacity of hydro power plants. Those ecological 

measures have to be considered within the tariff system to hinder the possibility that hydro power plants are outnumbered in the 

market due to positive ecological improvements (Kleinwasserkraft Österreich, 2013). 

 

Support scheme 

In Austria, electricity from renewable sources is supported mainly through a feed-in tariff, which is set out in the Green Electricity 

Act9 and the regulations related thereto. The operators of renewable energy plants are entitled against the government purchasing 

agency, the Clearing and Settlement Agency10, to the conclusion of a contract on the purchase of the electricity they produce as 

long as funds are available (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

8http://ec.europa.eu/energy/renewables/transparency_platform/doc/dir_2009_0028_action_plan_austria.zip 
9 Ökostromgesetz (ÖSG) 
10 OeMAG- Abwicklungsstelle für Ökostrom AG (www.oem-ag.at) 

                                                                 

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/renewables/transparency_platform/doc/dir_2009_0028_action_plan_austria.zip
http://www.oem-ag.at/


 

The feed-in tariffs for the different renewable technologies are stipulated annually through a resolution of the Federal Minister of 

Economy, Family and Youth11. The tariffs are granted for 13 or 15 years, depending on technology. After the feed-in tariff has 

expired, most installations can sell their electricity under a purchase obligation at market prices minus balancing costs for another 12 

years (RES Integration - Country Report Austria). 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are due to the revenue risk under given support scheme. While the applied 

feed-in tariffs and other incentives for renewable energy projects can be generally considered as favourable for the development of 

PV, wind and other renewable energy technologies, the unclear funding situation due to the annual support cap leads to 

considerable latencies. This stop & go support policy could therefore scare off possible investors (Fechner, Technikum Vienna). 

Another barrier was reported in the field of the existence and reliability of the general RES-E strategy and support scheme as the 

European Commission claims a support framework closer to the market. Critics of feed-in tariff recommend switching to different 

support schemes like tenders, quota system and certificates. This kind of approach needs to be questioned as the theoretical 

advantages of these models cannot be proven empirically. It’s rather that the development of renewable energies has been more 

efficient and cost-effective through the use of feed-in tariffs (Jank, Lebensministerium).  

 

Administrative processes 

Substantial barriers hindering the further development of renewable energies in Austria can be identified regarding the integration 

of RES-E in spatial planning and environmental planning. With the rapid expansion of wind energy in Austria (at the end of 2013, 

approximately 1,700 MW have been installed) an increase of conflicts regarding interests and the use of space can be observed. In 

the federal states of Lower Austria and Burgenland, where 93% of the Austrian wind power plants are installed, so called eligibility 

spaces for wind power plants (“Windeignungsflächen”) have been declared in order to avoid conflicting uses for the future (Jank, 

Lebensministerium). However, only 2% of the land area of Lower Austria are from now on eligible for the installation of wind power 

plants. Although it is not yet conceivable, this barrier might lead to a deceleration of the development of wind energy (Molnar, 

Klimabündnis).   

Already included in last year’s report but still an issue, the implementation of the EU-water framework directive is causing difficulties 

for the development of hydropower in Austria and especially for the revitalisation of existing power plants and hydro-power 

potentials. These difficulties are caused by the conflict between renewable energy and environmental protection which lead to high 

investment costs for the technical expertise in the approval process as well as highly bureaucratic requirements to fulfil the 

demanded environmental standards. Consequently, this results in a reduced trust of the investors in the approval processes and to 

project delays due to the changing framework conditions (re-frame.eu Database). 

Another barrier was identified regarding the costs of administrative procedures. Because of the above mentioned annual support cap 

and the awarding procedure on a first-come-first-served basis, there is a high demand for the promotion of PV. In the past there has 

been a long tailback of applications, which was successfully reduced by providing extra budget. However, problems with the 

awarding of funding have occurred at the Austrian Clearing and Settlement Agency for Green Electricity (OeMAG). The server of 

OeMAG website collapsed both because of the high number of clients as well as because of hacking attacks, so that in consequence 

the start of the application period needed to be postponed several times. These circumstances result in an extended application 

procedure combined with higher costs for the applicants (Hackstock).  

11 Bundesminister für Wirtschaft, Familie und Jugend (www.bmwfj.gv.at)  

                                                                 

http://www.bmwfj.gv.at/


 

 

Other 

A barrier concerning the public perception of RES-E occurs from the conflict between the material and energetic use of biomass. 

Actors from the paper and cellulose industry make demands on an amendment to the Green Electricity Act in order to reduce the 

energetic use of biomass. The consequence of this partly unobjectively conducted conflict is a negative public perception of biomass 

as an energetic source. There is still huge potential in highly efficient working CHP plants on the basis of biomass, especially for 

wood-processing companies. The current debate on biomass is clearly shaped by the self-interest of the industry (Jank, 

Lebensministerium).   



 

The Austrian RES-H&C Sector 

Regarding the use of renewable energy in the heating and cooling sector (RES-H&C), Austria has a favourable starting position. The 

Austrian heat supply is composed of four comparable fractions which each have shares of about 20-25%; namely these are oil, gas 

(mostly used in urban regions), biomass (rural regions) and district heating (a mix of industrial waste heat, CHP, waste incineration 

and agricultural biomass plants). 

In Austria, district heating networks are managed at local level by the individual heat supply companies. In contrast to other 

countries with a considerable share of district heating, there is no federal regulation providing a legal framework for the connection 

of RES-H plants to the heating grid (RES LEGAL Europe database).  

With regard to the different technologies, there is still a huge potential for the use of solar thermal installations for hot water supply. 

As the need for hot water supply is high even during the summer season, solar thermal installations could be used to a much larger 

extent. In Austria, only one per cent of the heat requirement for domestic hot water and space heating is covered by solar heating 

systems. For the achievement of the 2020 goal (10% share of solar thermal energy) the Solar Heat Roadmap has been set up in 

2008 (Hackstock).   

 

Support scheme 

The most substantial form of promoting small-scale RES heating and cooling is applied on the level of the individual federal states 

(“Länder”). There are special investment incentives for solar thermal installations, heat pumps, geothermics and biomass heating 

plants. The funding guidelines are published separately for each federal state. Those state level funding systems make the support 

schemes unnecessarily intransparent and increase the bureaucratic efforts. Additionally, also the eligibility criteria for funding and the 

amounts vary within the different federal states. 

In principle, the investment grants for measures supporting the use of energy from renewable sources in the heating and cooling 

sector differ according to technology. Usually, a flat rate of de minimis support is calculated. “De minimis” allows for aid up to € 

200,000 to be provided from public funds over a period of three years12. Another option for support is the ‘standard 

reimbursement rate’ which mostly amounts to 25% of the environment-related investment costs and can be increased through 

awards (sustainability and gas-cleaning awards, etc.) to a maximum of 30%13. In some cases, the application must be made before 

the beginning of the project and the environment-related investment costs must amount to a certain minimum sum (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database). 

12 For further details visit: http://www.mustersanierung.at/foerderungen/investitionsfoerderungen-in-oesterreich/de-minimis-foerderung/  
13 For further details visit: http://www.mustersanierung.at/foerderungen/investitionsfoerderungen-in-oesterreich/foerderungen-finden/  
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Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

Most of the barriers reported in this category are due to the existence and reliability of a general RES-H&C strategy and support 

scheme. In Austria, there is a big stock of outdated heating systems which would require a reconstruction including the switch to 

renewable energy sources. However, at the time being there are no efficiency criteria for the reconstruction of existing heating 

systems. Therefore, the introduction of minimum efficiency criteria for all energy installations in households is needed. Secondly, 

Austria inherits 9 different building laws. As the building laws in Austria apply on federal level, the legal framework and support 

scheme for renewable heating in the building sector varies throughout the whole country. To promote the use of renewable 

energies and overcome barriers in the building sector, a unification of the legal framework would be beneficial (Molnar, 

Klimabündnis).  

 

Market structure 

Regarding the market structure, the dominance of conventional retailers hinders the development of renewable energies in the 

heating and cooling sector. On the one hand this dominance is further stressed by the low exchange prices for electricity, which lead 

to the construction of large power plants exclusively used for district heating in bigger urban agglomerations. The consequence is a 

keen competition between conventional energy and renewable energy (Fechner, Technikum Vienna).  On the other hand further 

incentives for the use of conventional energy sources for heating are created by the existence of a nongovernmental support scheme 

for oil-heating (“Förderaktion Ölheizungen”) financed by the petrol industry. The implementation of such support mechanisms has 

an inherent potential to thwart the efforts to further develop renewable energies in the heating & cooling sector (Jank, 

Lebensministerium).  

 

Administrative processes 

For solar thermal energy, barriers concerning the duration of administrative procedures were stated as considerable time is needed 

for the decision and planning process. In order to receive a positive administration decision too many public authorities have to be 

contacted, whereas projects cannot be started until the disbursement of subsidies is granted. Therefore, the implementation of solar 

thermal projects could be delayed (Hackstock). 

 

Other 

The technological deficits and uncertainties of the heating and cooling technologies can be listed as a barrier. The cost-effectiveness 

of the different technologies differs as the investment costs are relatively high (e.g. for biomass boilers), which leads to reluctance of 

the customers although the operating costs are low compared to fossil energy sources (Jank, Lebensministerium).  Because of the 

different habits of the consumers it is impossible to predict the extent of the possible savings of a certain renewable energy 

technology. Furthermore the purchasing of a solar thermal heating system does not result in supply guarantee, which is often an 

important criteria regarding the new acquisition of a heating system (Hackstock). 



 

 

The Austrian RES-T Sector 

The European Biofuels Directive 2003/30/EC has been implemented into Austrian law within the scope of the 2004 Fuel Order 

Amendment. As the share of renewable energy sources in the Austrian transport sector is relatively high, Austria has fulfilled the EU 

target for biofuels for 2010 (5.75%) with ease. 

In September 2012, the Austrian Government suspended the introduction of E10 biofuel and declared to postpone its introduction 

until the situation will be clarified on a European level. Previously, the European Commission announced to limit the production of 

fuels made from food crops to 5% until 2020 (EUbusiness). 

Austria can also be considered as a European leader with regard to the use of renewable energy in the rail sector. 92% of the 

electricity used in 16,7Hz traction current net of the Austrian railway company ÖBB is generated by renewable energy sources, 

predominantly from ÖBB-owned large hydro power plants (ÖBB Infrastruktur AG 2012). 

Regarding E-mobility, an “Implementation Plan on Electromobility in and from Austria” has been elaborated by three different 

ministries14 in 2012. The plan includes specific measures to integrate electro mobility in the transport system, to establish intelligent 

incentive systems and to create the necessary infrastructure (BMLFUW, BMVIT, BMWFJ).  

 

Support scheme 

In Austria, petrol and diesel from a minimum content of 4.6% resp. 6.6% of biogenic material are subject to a lower mineral oil tax. 

Mineral oil solely from biogenic material and E85 are exempt from this tax (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

To ensure that biofuels make up a defined percentage of the annual fuel sales, there is a substitution obligation in force since 2005. 

From 2009, the substitution target amounts to 5.75%, measured by the total fossil petrol or diesel introduced or used in the federal 

territory (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

14 The plan was issued by the Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water Management (BMLFUW), Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation and 

Technology (BMVIT) and Federal Ministry for Economy, Family and Youth (BMWFJ).  

                                                                 



 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

As already mentioned in last year’s Keep on Track national report for Austria, the European institutions’ position on RES-T causes 

severe barriers. Currently, it is still being discussed on the level of the European Commission to introduce a so-called ILUC coefficient 

representing a surcharge for biofuel crops. ILUC relates to the unintended consequence of releasing more carbon emissions due to 

land-use changes induced by the expansion of croplands for ethanol or biodiesel. The Commission intends to quantify these ancillary 

carbon emissions and introduce a surcharge for biofuel crops. Different stakeholders argue that in consequence of this ILUC 

coefficients-induced surcharge, biodiesel and vegetable oil would not meet the target values for the reduction of carbon emissions. 

Provided that this draft proposal will actually be introduced, these fuels could not be counted anymore as biofuel and therefore 

would not be able to contribute to the biofuel quota (re-frame.eu Database). 

Depending on the exact coefficient for the different types of biofuels, this could mean a boost for biofuels made of waste with low 

ILUC factors. The introduction of E10 was among others prevented due to public resistance and without introducing ILUC factors 

there is no way to ensure that biofuels are not actually damaging the climate and thus the opposite will remain strong (Rasmussen, 

VCÖ). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

In the case of e-mobility, a lack of infrastructure and infrastructure development has to be attested. Stakeholders claimed that there 

is a lack of collaboration between the federal states of Austria regarding technical issues, e.g. charging plugs, accounting software 

and charging stations (Molnar, Klimabündnis). In addition, the Austrian Energy Strategy foresees up to 250,000 electric vehicles and 

plug in hybrid vehicles until 2020. This goal seems quite exaggerated bearing in mind that the number of electric vehicles at the end 

of 2013 was approximately 2,000 and that Austria has about 8.4 million inhabitants. The implementation of concrete measures to 

foster e-mobility is pending. 

Another deficit regarding e-mobility concerns technological issues. There is a general potential for electric vehicles, for example in 

the taxi business or in vehicle fleets of companies. Therefore it is required that this technology is capable to substitute petrol-driven 

vehicles. However the technology needs further improvement for example regarding the lifetime of batteries (Fechner, Technikum 

Vienna). 

Since more than 50% of new passenger cars in Austria are company cars, it would be interesting to make better incentives for this 

segment. Currently, the taxation rules regarding company cars have no incentives or “push” mechanisms to promote electric cars 

(Rasmussen, VCÖ). 
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B. Belgium 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Belgium has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth rates in the shares of RES-E and RES-H&C were high enough to ensure 2020 target achievement if maintained.  

 



 

2. National Barriers Report 
The Belgian RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

In Belgium, electricity from renewable sources is promoted mainly through a quota system based on the trade of certificates. Besides 

offshore wind power that is governed by national regulations, the promotion of renewable energy is a regional competence. 

Accordingly, every region (Wallonia, Flanders, Brussels Capital) has its own standards of support for renewable energy, based on a 

national framework. Generally, electricity suppliers are obliged to present green certificates to prove that a certain proportion (quota) 

of the electricity supplied to their final consumers in Belgium was generated from renewable sources. This quota differs according to 

the region. Accounting for the different policy frameworks, the following support schemes are in place in the different regions for 

the production of electricity from renewable energy sources (RES LEGAL Europe Database):  

• Brussels-Capital Region: system of green certificates; regional support schemes such as energy subsidies, investment 

assistance for companies and net-metering  

• Flanders: quota system; an ecological premium; net-metering scheme  

• Wallonia: system of green certificates; regional support schemes such as energy subsidies, investment assistance for 

companies or for public bodies and net-metering  

When identifying particular barriers in the electricity sector for Belgium as a whole, one clearly needs to bear in mind the different 

policies pursued in the regions. Nevertheless, this report aims to give a general overview of Belgium’s progress in attaining the 2020 

obligations.  

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

In Belgium, the majority of barriers reported within the category of political and economic framework relates to the existing RES-E 

strategy and support scheme and underline the lack of political willingness to finalize a real energy strategy.  As already reported 

last year, the country faces difficulties with regards to the uncertainty of the support mechanism. In Flanders and in Wallonia, the 

current system is under revision without visibility on the future project support and with possible retroactive effect on existing 

production plants (re-frame.eu Database). Due to green certificate overstock, the green certificate price has collapsed during the last 

years to reach its guaranteed price in Wallonia. Consequently, the financial support for photovoltaic installations in Wallonia was 

drastically decreased in 2013 with retroactive effect. The stated objective of the government is to maintain the purchasing power of 

electricity consumers and allow companies to remain competitive (Mertens, Climact). This decision contributes to decrease the 

confidence of investors in the photovoltaic sector and to erode the image of renewable energies (Al Bitar, Edora). Some decisions 

have already been taken regarding the targets (future quotas and the guaranteed profitability for RES plants in Wallonia) or the 

general direction of the system (in Flanders). For offshore wind, the producers, investors and big consumers have proposed a 

compromise agreement to the government depending on the evolution of the electricity price. The Walloon government has not 

found any agreement yet on the number of green certificates delivered per technology.  In Flanders, a governmental decision on the 

banding factor per technology has recently been taken (defining the precise support / MWh). In consequence of a systematic delay in 

some political decisions, some investments are completely blocked, jeopardizing the realization of projects for which a permit has 

already been delivered (Al Bitar, Edora).  

The uncertainty of the support scheme was worsened in Flanders by the introduction of a grid injection fee from January 2013 for a 

period of 3 years, applying to new and existing PV systems up to 10 kWp that are benefiting from the net-metering scheme. 

Depending on the grid operator, a fixed fee amounting to 66 €/kW AC on average per year will apply to all PV systems. A smart 

meter, paid by the PV system owner, will measure the electricity injected in and withdrawn from the grid in order to establish the 



 

injection fee. This fee, officially implemented to compensate for the loss in distribution fee caused by these small PV systems, has 

resulted in an important reduction of the support level in Flanders. Following a complaint from the Flemish PV Association PV 

Vlaanderen, the Brussels Court of Appeal ruled in November 2013 that this grid fee was discriminating and that there was no 

legally-approved calculation methodology behind it (re-frame.eu Database). 

The development of renewable energies in Belgium is not only hindered through the uncertainty of the support scheme, but also 

through the existence of shortcomings in the current legislative framework. This especially regards the lacking qualification of farm 

inputs in the biomass legislation (Mertens, Climact). 

Furthermore, the remuneration level for RES-E does not take enough into account the positive externalities of renewable 

energies. It is very difficult to quantify the economic benefits of RES technologies (e.g. effect of climate changes or prevention of 

health problem) and the true cost of some traditional technologies (e.g. cost impact of a major nuclear incident). Consequently, RES 

technologies suffer from a lack of objective and quantitative comparison possibilities with other traditional technologies (re-frame.eu 

Database). Moreover, external elements such as the too cheap fossil and CO2 prices or even electricity prices also significantly impact 

the RES development. Consequently, RES plants have to compete with depreciated fossil or nuclear plants (Huart, Apere). This barrier 

was already reported last year and does not seem to have been addressed since then. 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

The barriers indicated throughout last year’s report have largely remained the same. In some regions, projects connecting to the 

medium voltage grid have to wait for a long time before being connected - lead times of at least half a year to two years are 

experienced (re-frame.eu Database). Moreover, the development of the RES decentralized production plants has led to insufficient 

grid connection capacity and a strong need for grid reinforcement. Although the renewable directive encourages a priority access 

to the grid for RES technologies, numerous projects cannot be connected at acceptable cost due to overcapacity at some connection 

points. In addition, the modalities of the connection contracts are sometimes vague and uncertain (re-frame.eu Database). As far as 

wind energy is concerned, new and small developers report that the best future development locations are already booked 

(contracts signed with land owners) and that important connection capacities are already booked at the TSO level, leading to scarce 

possibilities for new connection demands (Al Bitar, Edora). A further barrier deals with curtailment conditions, as DSOs often 

condition the connection to curtailment periods, without any compensation. Since these conditions are set at the end of the permit 

delivering process, the developer has no choice and must accept the conditions at the expense of all the project. This barrier affects 

all renewable energy installations and more specifically wind farms (Al Bitar, Edora). In this regard, a study panel on “sustainable and 

intelligent electricity networks”, set up by the Walloon regulatory authority CWaPE upon request of the Walloon energy Ministry, 

introduced the principle of “grid connection with flexible grid access”. Three cases are foreseen under this grid connection scheme:  

• Connection capacity is available. In this case, the grid operator does not have to reinforce the grid and the RES-installation 

can be connected without delay. If electricity is curtailed by the grid operator, the producer is entitled to financial 

compensation from the first day of connection. 

• The connection capacity is not available. In this case, an initial period is provided for the grid operator to perform the 

reinforcement works needed in order to receive all the electricity produced by the installation concerned. The producer 

can feed its electricity as far as possible, but he cannot receive financial compensation in case of curtailment. The grid 

operator has a maximum period of 5 years to undertake the necessary grid reinforcement, beyond which it is obliged to 

financially compensate the producer. 

• Grid connection location is considered "unreasonable". In this case, the producer is not entitled to financial compensation 

at all (Ghigny, CWaPE).  



 

The support through net-metering leads to increasing rates of electricity distribution in Wallonia, due to the fact that distribution 

network costs are covered by a reduced number of net kWh consumed. This situation is deemed discriminating for electricity 

consumers not owning any renewable energy systems. This issue was however acknowledged by the Walloon government. As a 

result, new electricity tariffs will come into force from 1 January 2015, which will be calculating the operating costs based on the 

amount of kWh withdrawn from the grid. Moreover, this new calculation method of tariffs aims at encouraging self-consumption of 

electricity to save the distribution grid costs (Ghigny, CWaPE). 

 

Administrative processes 

The majority of barriers falling under the category of administrative processes relate to the complexity of administrative 

procedure. These barriers were already reported last year and do not seem to have been removed yet. In Flanders, two different 

permits (environment and construction permits) are required and depend on different competent authorities. Some aspects are 

overlapping and a construction permit could be refused on an environment basis while the environment permit has been delivered. 

One of these permits is delivered at provincial level and each Flemish province has its own rules. Such complicated system 

considerably impairs the RES development speed and the RES sector is claiming for a one stop shop system. In Wallonia, a one stop 

shop system is implemented and makes the process much simpler. However, current discussions on a fundamental review of the 

wind energy strategy (new regulation, new permit delivering method, new criteria, new spatial planning) impair the investment 

climate and jeopardize the wind energy projects currently in the pipeline.  

In this regard, one reports a wide-ranging lack of coordination between decision-making levels, thereby leading to conflicting 

decisions impairing the good development of certain RES technologies (e.g. deletion of fiscal federal tax deduction without 

compensation on regional level for PV). Municipality vision may also differ from the regional one, especially regarding the impact of 

renewable energies. This particularly applies to onshore wind energy supported at regional level and opposed at local level due to 

the visual impact for citizens. In addition, rules in force for wind development are not clear and objective enough and lead several 

advisory administrations to decide on their own rules, making the decision process unpredictable and on a case by case basis for 

developers (e.g. for environment criteria). For example, municipalities have competence to deliver road permits (so called “permis de 

voirie”), in case the road has to be temporarily modified in order to enable the transport installation material. The further 

development of the project may thus depend on the granting of such road permits. Municipalities can also decide to impose a RES-

production taxes that would compromise the profitability of the project (re-frame.eu Database).  

The complexity of administrative procedures also affects the environment constraints imposed for wind energy, biomass or hydro 

projects. In fact, these are deemed unclear, excessive, based on the worst case scenario, and open to interpretation. The 

environment constraints reduce investment security, as it is difficult to anticipate the environment measures to implement on the 

basis of the Environmental Impact Evaluations (EIE). In addition, there is a lack of coherence between the different administrations 

for environment measures requirements. Some mitigation measures could be imposed – without scientific evidences - late in the 

permit process and could considerably reduce the productivity and profitability of the project. In some cases, the financial viability of 

the project is endangered. Mitigation measures are increasingly required, due to the systematic application of the precautionary 

principle (re-frame.eu Database). The issue of environment constraints has been partly acknowledged and addressed regarding wind 

energy in Wallonia. In 2013, the government has initiated a negotiation round between the stakeholders of the wind energy sector 

and the competent administration in order to define a compromised protocol (Al Bitar, Edora).  

Administrative permit procedures are sometimes also complicated by juridical uncertainty. This especially affects the development of 

wind energy. In fact, permits delivered for wind energy projects in Wallonia are nearly systematically challenged at the Council of 

State, which leads to the abortion of numerous projects. The situation has rather worsened in the past months, since a legal 

challenge was won in 2013 at the Council of State, thereby imposing on wind energy plants the same noise limit requirements as for 



 

any industrial installation in Wallonia. As wind energy noise is directly linked to the wind speed, meeting these requirements leads to 

considerable speed limitation of the turbine during nights and to significant production loss. This affects the profitability and the 

further development of numerous wind energy projects (re-frame.eu Database). 

Further barriers belonging to the category of administrative processes relate to the integration of RES-E in spatial and 

environmental planning, namely aeronautical constraints for wind energy installations. In fact, a significant proportion of 

appropriate wind development sites are under military restrictions due to training area, radar vicinity or airport zones. Most of these 

restrictions are exclusion zones although others limit the height of the turbine and could affect the profitability of the project. As far 

as installations situated near military radars are concerned, the Defense Ministry does not apply the Eurocontrol guidelines. No clear 

decision process has been established in order to perform a detailed assessment study (re-frame.eu Database). In 2013, a little step 

forward was accomplished, as the Ministry of Defense released some training zones from military constraints as a consequence of 

the renewable energy sector lobby. However, new training exclusion zones were established, in areas where the government 

assessed lower wind energy potential (Al Bitar, Edora). In addition, the Air Traffic Control (ATC) has developed other exclusion zones 

in the vicinity of civil radars and civil airports. Although applying the Eurocontrol guidelines, the Belgian ATC seems more stringent 

than the other European guidelines (re-frame.eu Database). As a consequence, the installation of wind turbines is totally excluded in 

the region of Brussels-capital. Moreover in 2013, new aeronautic constraints have been identified, mainly related to wind turbines in 

the vicinity of meteorological radars and astronomical observation sites with excessive and subjective criteria (Al Bitar, Edora). 

Considering the density of population and the existence of many others installation constraints for wind energy, the aeronautical 

constraints for wind energy dramatically impact the development of Belgian onshore wind (re-frame.eu Database). Moreover, the 

renewable energy sector regularly complaints about the lacking clarity regarding the installation conditions near military radars. Since 

this year, the Ministry of Defense has validated for a single project a new software developed by a Belgian company in order to 

mitigate the wind energy signal on radars. Even though this is positive for the future, the Ministry of Defense still needs to propose 

an objective evaluation protocol of the wind energy impact on their radars in order to be able to use this new software on several 

wind energy projects (Al Bitar, Edora).  

 

Other 

An important barrier to the deployment of renewable energies in Belgium is the lack of support from decision makers. Numerous 

policy-makers see renewable energies as cost-inducing technologies instead of environmental friendly technologies generating a 

significant socio-economic impact. The various positive externalities of renewable energy production remain insufficiently 

acknowledged. Some policy makers even take over the “Not In My Backyard” (NIMBY) messages from local anti-RES groups in order 

to justify their position (re-frame.eu Database). In addition, several political parties are already in pre-election period (May 2014) and 

even ask for a moratorium in some sub-sectors, such as for PV and wind energy (Al Bitar, Edora). The negative communication of 

some policy makers on RES, combined to the negative image of certain RES technologies frequently relayed in the media has 

contributed to erode the image of the whole sector, leading to a bad public perception of RES (re-frame.eu Database).  

Social acceptance can also represent a significant obstacle for the development of renewable energies. Anti-RES (especially anti-

wind energy) groups are becoming more and more vocal and organised, thereby disseminating misleading information and 

stimulating a NIMBY attitude. These organizations work with juridical experts and succeed in systematically sending delivered permit 

to appeals procedures. As described above, the lack of juridical certainty in the current regulations allows the appeal procedures to 

block or even abort numerous projects. Environment NGOs focused on local repercussions (bats, fishes etc.) also contribute to erode 

the RES image. Moreover, social acceptance is undermined by the conviction that renewable energy projects are very lucrative due to 

very attractive support schemes paid by final consumers (re-frame.eu Database). Still, various opinion polls show that RES projects 

remain massively supported by local communities. In 2013, the Belgian RES sector commissioned the market research company 

IPSOS in order to assess the general opinion of people regarding RES. The opinion poll shows that 95% of the French speaking 



 

Belgian people is in favour of RES development and more than 80% of people living in rural zones are in favour of wind energy 

development. The RES sector has therefore launched a communication campaign in order to counter the negative messages 

communicated by limited but well organized opponents (Al Bitar, Edora). 

As far as statistics are concerned, one reports a lack of available information, especially regarding biomass technologies. In fact, 

there is a strong need for an observatory regarding biomass in Belgium as the situation of these technologies in all the three RES 

sectors is not precisely known. This has an impact on the current delay to launch an overall biomass energy framework in Belgium 

(re-frame.eu Database). 



 

The Belgian RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

Similar to the promotion of renewable electricity, the promotion of renewable heating and cooling is foremost a regional 

competence. Accounting for the different policy frameworks, the following support schemes are in place in the different regions for 

the production of heat from renewable energy sources (RES LEGAL Europe Database):  

• Brussels-Capital Region: energy subsidies; investment assistance for companies  

• Flanders: quota system; grid operators and municipalities are responsible for setting up premium schemes  

• Wallonia: energy subsidies; investment assistance for companies  

Despite regional policies, the federal level promotes the use of heat production from renewable energy sources via two fiscal 

measures; on the one hand, income tax reduction and on the other hand tax deduction on investment costs for companies are 

applied. Generally, the policy framework compared to electricity is less comprehensive and profound. When identifying particular 

barriers in the heating sector for Belgium as a whole, one clearly needs to bear in mind the different policies pursued in the regions. 

Nevertheless, this report aims to give a general overview of Belgium’s progress in attaining the 2020 obligations.  

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

Most of the barriers reported under this category deal with shortcomings of the RES-H strategy. Compared to RES electricity 

approach, a coherent and integrated strategy for the development of renewable energy technologies in the heating sector is lacking. 

RES-H is not enough considered as an integrated solution for the building and the industrial sector. The lack of clear RES-H strategy 

results in the lack of clear middle term targets able to trigger the development of RES-H. The administrative framework also remains 

largely unclear or inappropriate. For instance, the environment criteria for bio-energies are based on a worst case scenario; they are 

not adapted to the majority of cases and lead to excessive costs. Regarding the building sector, the methodology for calculating the 

share of renewable energies in the Energy Performance of Buildings (EPB) is inappropriate and not in line with real life practice. There 

is also a lack of understanding regarding the potential of renewable gas solutions, such as biogas and synthetic biogas (re-frame.eu 

Database).  

As far as Flanders is concerned, the situation regarding the heating and cooling sector has fairly changed in comparison to last year; 

not at least due to the introduction of the energy performance obligation for new buildings. Since 1 January 2014, 20% of the total 

investment sum for new buildings has to be spent on renewables to cover the electricity or heating demand. The actual effects, 

which this new obligation will finally have on the sector, are hard to predict at this stage; still, € 6 million are available for larger 

green projects in this regard (Bode, ODE). 

Due to the lack of political vision, there is also a dramatic lack of specific support mechanism for the production of heat from 

renewable energies as well as for the injection of biogas into the gas grid. The main existing support mechanism for the production 

of heat from renewable energy is the green certificates system for electricity, which indirectly supports the production of heat 

through the allocation of green certificates for CHP plants. Some investment support can also be granted, but they are often based 

on too complex systems. In addition, some other subsidies can be sporadically granted, but only within the framework of greater 

projects such as for sportive infrastructures, certain administrative buildings or agricultural projects. As a result, current projects 

involving renewable energies for heat production suffer from insufficient profitability and investment uncertainty. In Wallonia, the 

energy administration is currently reflecting on solutions to gather, or at least to coordinate, all subsidies into one single support 

scheme (re-frame.eu Database). 

 



 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

The main barrier reported under the category of “grid regulation and infrastructure” deals with the lack of infrastructure and 

infrastructure development. The district heating network is currently only poorly developed in Belgium, which  makes an 

enhanced production of heat through CHP and biomass rather uncertain. Moreover, the development of new district heating 

networks is difficult in Belgium, considering that the underground is often already taken up by existing infrastructures for other 

utilities (re-frame.eu Database). 

As far as Flanders is concerned, the poor existing district heating network is also addressed through the Flemish action plan on green 

heating; yet under the section on energy efficiency (with a focus on recuperation of produced heat). However, the existing 

regulation removed the obligation for larger project to always develop a gas grid. This provision might contribute to the 

development of a district heating network. In fact, developers will have the choice between developing a gas grid, a district heating 

network or introducing the use of heat pumps for larger project (Bode, ODE).  

 



 

The Belgian RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

In Belgium, the promotion of renewable energy sources in the transport sector  (RES-T) is a matter of federal competence. The main 

support scheme for renewable energy sources used in transport is a quota system. This scheme obliges companies importing or 

producing petrol, gas or diesel fuels to ensure that biofuels make up a defined percentage of the company’s total annual sale of 

fuel. Furthermore, biofuels are supported through tax regulations (RES LEGAL Europe database).  

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

One of the most important barriers identified is the uncertain position of the European Commission regarding the future of 

biofuels. Several EU-reports question their sustainability and their efficiency, particularly as regards their impact on carbon dioxide 

emissions and their use of arable lands (EU Transport GHG). Consequently, the European Commission published on 17 October 

2012 a proposal to limit the share of biofuels produced from food crops to maximum 5% of the total fuels production. The 

prescribed overall target of renewable energy in the transport sector is set to 10%. This instable atmosphere combined with the fact 

that biomass faces numerous competing applications does not favour investments into biofuel technologies (re-frame.eu Database).  

At national level, the development of biofuels is not enough considered as a priority for political stakeholders. As an example, there 

has been no evolution of the Belgian legislation regarding biofuels since 2009. In this respect, the support of biofuels suffers from 

the current political and budgetary difficulties of the Belgian federal state, being the competent authority for biofuels (whereas 

renewable energies are a regional matter) (re-frame.eu Database). In addition, the national and regional biofuels targets are 

addressing a wrong market. In this regard, the focus of the existing regulation is on bio-ethanol and less on bio-diesel. Most cars in 

Belgium are however driving on diesel, resulting in wrong quantities of biofuel production (Bode, ODE).   

As far as e-mobility is concerned, policy makers still abstain from launching targeted support mechanisms and incentives, electric 

vehicle technologies being under development and remaining too expensive. Some incentives are offered in form of tax reliefs and 

premiums (Bode, ODE). However, no investments are made in order to adapt the electricity grid to the use of electric vehicle 

networks. The resulting insufficient number of loading stations in Belgium as well as the high investment costs for e-cars (despite the 

given subsidy) are therefore considered as the biggest challenges for the development of e-mobility (Bode, ODE). Moreover, the low 

battery life of electric vehicles is not necessarily compatible with today’s way of living, i.e. non-urban living or the need to bridge 

larger distances with the car (inner-city or inter-city) (re-frame.eu Database). Last but not least, e-mobility and its respective support 

scheme are not conditioned to the use of electricity from renewable energy sources; any form of electricity can be used, also the 

high nuclear base load in Belgium (Bode, ODE).  

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

One of the main obstacles to the further development of e-mobility is due to technological and infrastructural bottle-necks, 

namely regarding the limited battery life of electric vehicles and the lack of standardisation of electric batteries. In fact, electric 

batteries are produced by each car manufacturer for his own vehicles without harmonised standards. Therefore, the problem of 

battery life is more difficult to resolve (Marenne, ICEDD). 

 



 

Other 

The uncertainty towards biofuels is also characterised by a societal criticism linked to the negative image of biofuels. The latter is 

also reflected by the fact that no country of the European Union has decided to go beyond the targets set by the European 

renewable energy directive, whereas several member states already plan on exceeding the renewable energy targets in the electricity 

and heating sector (Marenne, ICEDD). 
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C. Bulgaria 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Bulgaria has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target, which is equal to its interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in the RES-E share has been more than enough to achieve the 2020 target share if maintained. In RES-H&C, 

the 2020 target share has already been achieved and no further growth is necessary. Growth in RES-T has been 

negative, possibly due to statistics issues. 



 

2. National Barriers Report 
The Bulgarian RES-E Sector 

In 2013, the political debate in Bulgaria was greatly influenced by the turmoil caused by the resignation of Prime Minister Boyko 

Borisov on 20 February 2013, which came after thousands of Bulgarian citizens initiated protests in more than a dozen Bulgarian 

cities against skyrocketing electricity bills issued by the power distributors ČEZ, EVN, and Energo-Pro. The resignation was followed 

by a political standstill of nearly four months, after which early parliamentary elections on 12 May 2013 established a new 

government under Plamen Oresharski.  

However, from June to December, thousands of demonstrators gathered daily in Sofia to protest corruption, patronage and 

widespread poverty, demanding the resignation of Oresharski and his coalition. Among others, these allegations also concerned the 

Bulgarian energy sector. In May 2013, the World Bank detected “non-transparency in the management of state-owned companies, 

a widespread sense of corruption and an insufficiently independent regulator to control the entire energy system” (Novinite, 2013a). 

The protests were also directed at Oresharski’s plans to reinitiate the project for constructing a new nuclear power plant with the 

help of Russian state company Atomstroyexport (Europe Online, 2013).  

In November 2013, the Bulgarian Ministry of Economy and Energy confirmed plans to construct a new unit at the Kozloduy nuclear 

power plant. Additionally, the Bulgarian Government also intends to extend the lifetime of units 5 and 6, which will expire in 

November 2017 and October 2019 respectively (Novinite, 2013b). 

Hence, with regard to energy policy, the incumbent Bulgarian Government is focusing mainly on expanding the country’s nuclear 

capacities rather than developing Bulgaria’s renewable energy production. On the contrary, the Government intends to levy further 

taxes on the renewable industry in order to mitigate the economic burden for electricity consumers and to save the National Energy 

Company (NEK15) from bankruptcy (Petrova, Moiry Consult Ltd.). 

Originally, the legal situation in Bulgaria was quite favourable for the development of a renewable energy sector – there was a 

profitable feed-in tariff and renewables were granted priority access to the transmission and distribution grid. In May 2011 however, 

a new Renewable Energy Act (REA16) was passed, which considerably changed these conditions. Even though art. 18 of the REA still 

grants priority access to the grid for renewable energy producers, the new law introduces annual quotas for grid connection which 

should be prepared by the transmission and distribution companies and approved by NEK. However, since the REA came into force, 

the adopted “quota for grid connection” is zero. This is actually in contradiction with art. 18 and in practice there is no more 

“priority grid access” (Petrova, Moiry Consult Ltd.). Furthermore, feed-in tariffs could now be drastically reduced every year. 

Together with the approval of the new law, the feed-in tariff periods have been cut for wind and photovoltaic projects, to 12 and 20 

years respectively. 

These measures could partly be explained by the fact that before the new law was passed, a lot of precontracts for the grid 

connection of wind and solar energy plants were concluded. Yet, many of these announced RES projects were in fact only of 

speculative nature, being mainly intended to reserve the grid capacities and subsequently sell them to foreign investors (RES 

Integration – National Report Bulgaria). Another reason for the large amount of precontracts was the lack of a grid development and 

grid investment plan. In case an investor wanted to know if there was any available grid capacity in the region of his investment 

interest, the only option was to apply for grid connection (Petrova, MOIRY CONSULT Ltd.). 

15 Bulgarian: Националната електрическа компания 
16 Bulgarian: Закон за енергията от възобновяеми източници 

                                                                 



 

 

Support scheme 

In Bulgaria, electricity from renewable energy sources (RES) is mainly supported through a feed-in tariff. Producers of electricity from 

RES are contractually entitled against the grid operator to the purchase and payment of electricity at a guaranteed price (RES LEGAL 

Europe database). 

On 14 September 2012, a retroactive grid usage fee was introduced for all RES-E plants connected to the grid since 2010, which had 

to be paid by RES-E plant operators to the grid operator in charge. For some technologies, this grid usage fee amounted to almost 

40 % of the respective feed-in tariff (RES LEGAL Europe database). Particularly because of its retroactive nature, this measure 

subsequently led to a massive loss of trust in Bulgaria’s governing and investment climate, as the European Commission began 

examining the legality of the grid usage fee in order to identify potential breaches of EU law. 

However, on 18 June 2013, the Supreme Administrative Court of Bulgaria overruled this grid usage fee, after almost 1,000 

companies filed official complaints (PV Magazine 2013). The court concluded that the fee was introduced in violation of the Energy 

Act, which stipulates that prices must be non-discriminatory, based on objective criteria and determined in a transparent manner. 

Subsequently, on 12 December 2013, SEWRC announced that renewable energy companies will receive a refund of the sums they 

paid to the three power distributors (ČEZ, EVN and Energo Pro) and the Electricity System Operator (ESO) in form of the grid usage 

fee (Petkov, Long Man Holding AD). According to SEWCR, the total sum of grid access fees amounted to over BGN 400 million 

(approx. € 200 million). 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

Most barriers which were reported under this category are connected with the existence and reliability of the general RES-E 

strategy as well as the revenue risk under the given support scheme. 

As was identified in the first year of the Keep-on-Track! Project, the unstable and unpredictable legislative climate constitutes 

one of the most severe barriers to the development of the renewable energy industry in Bulgaria. Changes and amendments of 

legislation happen as often as each 6 months. Laws, ordinances and other tertiary legislation are being created, changed and 

amended with no assessment of the impact this might have on the interested parties, with no long term planning or even 

coordination between the responsible authorities. As a consequence the newly adopted laws contradict with the old ones and 

investors that have received financing from institutions might lose it or declare bankruptcy as this state of affairs have not been 

envisaged (Kiriakov, APEE Bulgaria). Therefore, frequent amendments to the support system and abrupt regulatory changes have to 

be considered as threatening to the future of the entire industry. Although the Bulgarian Socialist Party, which currently heads the 

new coalition government, promised during its election campaign to guarantee more transparency in decision-making, the practice 

of changing the law without stakeholder consultation continues (Petkov, Long Man Holding AD). 

Despite the recommendation from the European Commission to avoid abrupt and retroactive measures, sudden steps are still 

being enforced. This includes but is not limited to cutting off feed-in-tariffs that have been already adopted (with as much as 40% 

for some technologies). What is more, even permits, issued officially by ministries (e.g. Ministry of Environment and Waters) are 

being declared null and void for investors/energy producers who have already commissioned their power plant. These brought many 

investors on the brink of bankruptcy. 



 

Another example for this barrier is the way how the new 20% tax on the income of photovoltaic and wind power plant operators 

was introduced (Petkov, Long Man Holding AD). After the grid usage fee had been ruled unconstitutional by the Supreme 

Administrative Court, the Bulgarian Government tried to find another way to raise a retroactive burden on renewable energy 

producers. On 5 December 2013, the Bulgarian Parliament approved a proposal to introduce a new 20% fee on the revenues of 

photovoltaic plants and wind farms by passing an amendment of the Renewable Energy Act (REA), which came into effect on 1 

January 2014. This drastic change to the support scheme came very suddenly, as there was no public debate prior to the proposal. 

RES associations are now protesting against this new amendment which is legally not a tax but an additional fee (Petrova, Moiry 

Consult Ltd.).  

In essence, the tax is contrary to the principles of the Bulgarian Constitution and violates the regulations of the European legislation 

(Petkov, Long Man Holding AD). Representatives of the Bulgarian Photovoltaic Association (BPVA) condemned this measure as 

populist and unconstitutional and declared that the tax would “effectively kill off any investor interest in renewable energy” in 

Bulgaria (Solarnovus, 2013). As a result, Bulgarian President Rosen Plevneliev decided to notify the Constitutional Court about the 

renewable energy fee stating that it had been adopted “amid a lack of transparency” and that it would have a “dramatic impact on 

the business climate in Bulgaria”. However, Prime Minister Plamen Oresharski said that if the Constitutional Court rejected the tax, 

the government would find a new way to tax the renewable energy producers. 

Generally, there is a serious lack of transparency in the political decision-making process. Even in cases when a public discussion is 

held, in general statements, opinions, notes of suggestions are not taken into account. This situation can partly be explained by the 

fact that conventional energy producers play a dominant role in the political process. This “conventional lobby” aims at building 

large, centralised energy projects, which are characterised by a lack of transparency and are suspected of corruption (Petkov, Long 

Man Holding AD). 

For instance, in the beginning of September 2012 the National Energy Company NEK and the three distribution system operators 

Energo-Pro, ČEZ Bulgaria and EVN Bulgaria turned to the State Energy and Water Regulatory Commission (SEWCR) with a demand 

for imposing of provisional grid access fees for the renewable energy producers. Quite peculiarly that happened behind closed doors, 

with no public discussion with the interested parties. Two days after submitting the request-letters, SEWRC voted the new fees in a 

rather unlawful manner (not following the existing legislation and procedures of decision taking; not giving proper motives for the 

distinction between technologies).  

In a similar fashion, the distribution system operators EnergoPro and EVN filed a request to the regulatory commission in 2013 to 

introduce a new grid access fee for renewable energy producers. In a draft proposal, the energy regulator SEWCR proposed a 

permanent fee in the amount of BGN 2.45 (approx. € 1.25) for the access of wind and solar power plants to the transmission grid, 

which shall be paid to the transmission grid operator ESO. If adopted, the grid access fee in combination with the renewable energy 

tax would amount to approx. 40% of the revenues from the feed-in tariff scheme. This would lead to the situation that payback 

periods will be longer than the duration of the guaranteed tariffs and investors will not be able to pay back their loans (Petrova, 

Moiry Consult Ltd.). Moreover, as the grid access fee only considers access fees for the transmission grid, the three distributors also 

demanded to raise fees for the access to their distribution grids. SEWCR took a final decision on 14 February 2014 and approved the 

new grid access fee (Capital, 2014). 

Furthermore, access to finance is also a serious issue for the Bulgarian renewable energy industry. Due to the uncertain investment 

climate, the local banks deny financing of renewable energy projects. Not only the European Commission but especially the 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) reacted very harshly to the legal changes which have been taken since 

2011. In an interview in October 2012, the EBRD’s vice president stated: “We do not contemplate any investments in renewables in 

Bulgaria, not this year, not next year, not until the framework is more clear.” (SeeNews, 2012) 



 

 

Market structure 

The barriers within this category are mostly related to the fair and independent regulation of the RES-E sector. 

According to stakeholders, one of the biggest problems in Bulgaria is the fact that the unbundling of the transmission system 

operator provided by the Third European Energy Package has not been transposed into national law so far. Despite the clear 

requirements for unbundling, the National Electric Company (NEK) and the Electricity System Operator (ESO17) are still closely linked 

(Kiriakov, APEE Bulgaria). These requirements foresee that ESO is supposed to be entirely separated from NEK, so that ESO becomes 

owner of the grid and is solely responsible for its maintenance and investment, while NEK would be in charge of the production and 

commercial activity.  

However, after the European Commission launched an official investigation against Bulgaria in December 2012 to inspect potential 

abuse of dominant position on the wholesale electricity market, the Bulgarian authorities were forced to act. Due to the fact that 

Bulgaria has so far failed to implement the Third Energy Package, the country could be penalised by the European Court of Justice 

with daily fines in the amount of € 8,448. At the beginning of October 2013, the Bulgarian Ministry of Economy and Energy 

presented its plans to transfer the Bulgarian transmission grid, which is currently operated by the country’s largest utility NEK, to the 

Electricity System Operator (ESO). While ESO is currently still a subsidiary of NEK, the Bulgarian government envisages transferring 

the company to the Bulgarian Energy Holding (BEH), which in turn owns NEK. Whereas some of NEK’s creditors disapprove of this 

plan and criticise the lack of an acceptable financial model, the Ministry countered these claims and pointed out that the new model 

had been consulted with the creditors of NEK (Novinite, 2013c). On 4 February 2014, BEH issued an official statement declaring that 

the separation of grid ownership of NEK and ESO had reached its final stage ensuring compliance with the Third Energy Package 

(BEH, 2014). 

Effectively, there is still no liberated and working energy market in Bulgaria. Even though the Renewable Energy Act set a 

deadline for the distribution and transmission companies until June 2011 to adopt and enforce the Terms and Conditions for Grid 

Connection Contracts (low and medium voltage), the reality turned out different. Only two of the three distribution grid operators 

prepared their drafts of the Terms and Conditions in due time, yet even with their attempts at following of the procedure the State 

Energy and Water Regulatory Commission further delayed the process by not approving the drafts (Re-frame database). 

According to the Parliamentary Committee for Energy, all three electricity distributors operating in Bulgaria are facing 

bankruptcy. This situation was supposedly caused by falling electricity prices, as well as the new rules for the purchase of electricity 

from renewable sources, which came into effect in March 2013. Since then, the reimbursement of expenses by SEWRC has been 

limited. The committee unveiled that EVN has recorded losses of almost BGN 300 million and ČEZ nearly BGN 200 million. According 

to Energo-Pro, the company expects to run up losses totalling BGN 143 million by the end of 2013. According to the new 

methodology which was introduced through an amendment of the Renewable Energy Act, NEK reimburses the power distributors 

on the basis of forecasts. Therefore, the risk of connecting excessive renewable capacity to the grid has been transferred to the 

distribution system operators (Novinite, 2013d)  

Before the amendment of the reimbursement system, power distributors bought renewable energy, sent invoices to the transmission 

system operator NEK and were reimbursed for their expenses. However, due to the fact that the renewable energy output was much 

higher than expected, NEK amassed debts of nearly BGN 2 billion. Along with these liabilities, NEK is also facing bankruptcy due to 

17 Bulgarian: Електроенергиен Системен Оператор (www.tso.bg)  
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excessive expenses for the Belene nuclear power plant as well as the Tsankov Kamak Hydro Power Plant which in total amount to 

more than BGN 2 billion (Petkov, Long Man Holding AD). 

Due to political reasons the Bulgarian Government keeps household and industry prices for electricity as well as prices for coal from 

the Maritsa Iztok mines artificially low. In August 2013, the Regulatory Commission even reduced electricity prices by 5%. This 

situation has to be considered a barrier to the development of renewable energy and Bulgaria and is also one of the reasons why the 

Bulgarian National Electric Company (NEK) is now technically bankrupt (Petrova, Moiry Consult Ltd.). 

Even though the Bulgarian Minister for Economy and Energy, Dragomir Stoynev, stated that electricity prices will remain unchanged 

in 2014, the urgent need for a price increase of approximately 7-9% was also underlined by the distribution grid operator EVN. 

Kalina Trifonova, member of the EVN Managing Board, said that the end price for consumers could remain unchanged, but there 

was a strong need for cost redistribution somewhere in the entire chain, stressing that power distributors' costs for technology losses 

remained largely uncovered (NovaNews, 2014). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

The barriers which were identified within this category, are mostly connected with the predictability and transparency of the 

connection procedure as well as the treatment of RES-E dispatch (curtailment). 

Not only was the grid access fee only introduced for renewable and not for conventional power plants, but the renewable energy 

producers are being further discriminated with complicated administrative procedures that oblige even the small producers (below 

200kW) to obtain all the necessary permits for a large power plant. In addition, there was a moratorium proposal for RES producers 

in 2010, which, curiously did not apply for conventional power plants, gas-stations, landfill, etc. but only and solely for renewables. 

Since June 2012, the State Energy and Water Regulatory Commission introduced a moratorium on all kinds of new large-scale RES-E 

installations. The moratorium is valid up to 2016 and it is not relevant only for wind and PV installations up to 30 kW mounted on 

rooftops and biomass and hydro power plants up to 1.5 MW (Re-frame database).  

Moreover, the indicative provisional targets are taken for caps for the RES development. Using intently inflated figures for the RES 

share in gross final energy consumption, the government declares renewable installations redundant, and renewable energy – in 

surplus and of too high costs that should be considered a sufficient argument for putting breaks on the deployment of green 

energy. The suspension of the development of RES-E will hinder the achieving of Bulgarian’s target set by EU. 

The main argument of the transmission and distribution companies is the lack of infrastructure to accommodate the RES energy and 

the fact that not much can be done if there were no allocated budgets for reconstruction and development, which, on the other 

hand is in the purview of State Energy and Water Regulatory Commission. All in all, there are no officially published 10-years grid 

development plans for the distribution grid and we are in the middle of a vicious cycle – no plans – no funds that lead to non-

meeting of the deadlines for grid connection by the transmission and distribution companies, and results in delayed commissioning 

of renewable energy power plants, together with priority curtailing of renewables (on the ground that they are more easily managed 

than the conventional thermal power plants). Even though existing regulations read that renewable energy curtailments should be 

compensated, this is fact only for a small number of companies (Re-frame database). 

From April to June 2013, electricity distribution companies (ČEZ, EVN and Energo-Pro) have been limiting the maximum power 

generation of all PV and wind power plants by 40%. This measure was ordered by the Transmission System Operator ESO and was 

necessary due to an imbalance between the production and consumption of electricity. Now, there are still limitations but only in 

North East Bulgaria due to lack of capacity of the grid. 



 

 

Administrative processes 

The barriers within this category are mostly related to the integration of RES-E in spatial and environmental planning. 

The real issue is not that there are ecological restraints, not that almost a third of the Bulgarian territory is within the borders of 

Natura 2000, it is the ungrounded bans for certain territories. According to some organizations the spread of the ban should be 

throughout Bulgaria, allowing no more than 20% of the land to be used for renewable energy installations. This kind of ecological 

fundamentalism has been denied on number of occasions by most respectful and trustworthy international organizations with vast 

experience and expertise in environmental protection and nature conservation, yet to no success with our Bulgarian authorities. In 

the same manner, there is an official ban for small wind energy installations in urban territories and for ground installation of 

photovoltaics, despite the new technologies that allow this kind of equipment to be safely used in populated places (Re-frame 

database). 

When discussing the preliminary stages of an investment project, we should mention that although there are relief/lay, topographic, 

rough potential wind and solar, etc. maps which are publicly accessible, the finding of the documents is rather a lengthy and difficult 

process related with personal connections, trial-and-fail attempts at communication, pulling strings, etc. Despite the requirements of 

a EC directive, still there are no publicly available cadastral maps. Under these circumstances and as one might expect, there is no 

coordination between the stakeholders as to where one could install RES power plants while following the requirements and 

restrictions of all the authorities (Re-frame database).  

 

Other 

The barriers within this category are connected with the public perception of RES. 

According to the prevailing opinion of the administrative bodies in Bulgaria, renewable energy producers are the main cause for all 

serious problems in the Bulgarian energy sector, as well as for the increasing energy bills for private households, which is definitely 

not true (Petkov, Long Man Holding AD). 

The renewable energy sources have been declared costly, inefficient, and even dangerous for the very climate (the ex-Prime Minister 

Boyko Borisov gave a series of interviews where he announced that the PV installations are causing climate change due to the 

increased temperatures around the installations; equally, WTGs, in his opinion lead to deaths of bee families, insects, and even 

animals). For the past couple of years the government used the mainstream media to create and nurture a negative image of the 

renewable energy sources. RES were branded as the perpetrator for every increase of electricity prices with constant reminders that 

we have expensive energy because of the mischievous investors in RES. Overall, the lack of political will for development of RES and 

unwillingness for diversification of the energy sources were masked as a movement to save the general public from the unjustified 

prices of green energy production (Re-frame database). 



 

The Bulgarian RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

In Bulgaria, the use of renewable energy for heating and cooling is promoted through a subsidy from the European Regional 

Development Fund, several loan schemes and through an exemption for building owners from property tax (RES LEGAL Europe 

database). 

 

Barriers to the heating & cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The barriers which were identified within this category are mostly connected with the existence and reliability of the general 

RES-H&C strategy and the support scheme. 

As of the moment, the RES heating sector is virtually non-existent as there is a lack of incentives such as tax reliefs and feed-in tariffs 

or even legislation. Additionally, there is lack of statistical information about the geothermal energy. 

The figures in the National Renewable Energy Action Plan envisage mass usage of biomass which would lead to clear felling and 

unsustainable development of the forests. 

The lacking development of the biomass sector can also be explained by the fact that in Bulgaria there are only a few big farmers 

who would be able to breed energy crop plants. These farmers however are usually not willing to change crops, since they receive 

additional payments from the EU which are considerably higher than the amount of the support tariff they could claim for energy 

crops (Petrova, MOIRY CONSULT Ltd.).  

On the other hand, the geothermal segment is virtually non-existent as the difficult approval procedure poses a severe barrier for 

investors (Petrova, MOIRY CONSULT Ltd.).  Additionally, there is lack of statistical information about geothermal energy (Kiriakov, 

APEE Bulgaria). 



 

The Bulgarian RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

In Bulgaria, the main support scheme for renewable energy sources used in transport is a quota system. This scheme obliges 

companies importing or producing petrol or diesel to ensure that biofuels make up a defined percentage of their annual fuel sales. 

Furthermore, biofuels are supported through a tax regulation mechanism (RES LEGAL Europe database). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The barriers which were identified within this category are mostly connected with the existence and reliability of the general 

RES-T strategy and the support scheme. 

With the adoption of the Renewable Energy Act, the obligatory mixing of liquid oils with biofuels has been delayed and according to 

it, must be implemented in phases, starting from 2012. Thus, the government wants to halt the continuously rising prices of 

gasoline. As a result of this measure, the development of the sector has been obstructed and Bulgaria lags behind in achieving its 

target set by EU. The figures published in the First Progress Report show that the renewable energy sources in the transport are only 

0.6%. In comparison, the targets set by National Renewable Energy Action Plan are ten times higher, namely 6% (Re-frame 

database). 

Before joining to EU in 2007, Bulgaria treated the biofuels as an excise-free product but thereafter a subject to excise tax. Despite 

the fact that the European Commission has allowed the biofuels to be zero-rated, the Bulgarian authorities do not take any actions 

to exempt them from this tax burden. As a consequence of the existing excise rates, there is only one operational biofuel plant. For 

instance, ten bio-diesel and six bio-ethanol plants were operating before the implementation of the excise (Re-frame database). 

As of this moment, there are no existing tax reliefs or subventions to support the electric vehicles. Furthermore, the electric vehicles 

are being treated as same as the motor vehicles. Thus, except for the capital of Sofia, electric vehicles are obliged to pay municipal 

taxes and in the entire country they are obliged to pay vignette taxes. In general, the development of the sector is extremely slow. 
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D. Cyprus 

1. National Deviations Report 
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National Barriers Report 

• Cyprus did not meet its NREAP 2012 target but managed to achieve the less ambitious interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth rates in RES-E and RES-H&C shares, however, seem enough to catch up and achieve the 2020 target.  The 

RES-T share has moved from 2% in 2010 to 0% in 2012, possibly due to statistics issues. 



 

The RES-E Sector of Cyprus 

Cyprus is an infrastructurally small and isolated island with no interconnections so far. This is why its electricity generation was 

dominated by imported fossil fuels (Partasides, 2013). As of 2011, the cost of energy supply represented almost 25% of the cost of 

total imports and in relation to electricity generation 96.5% came for fossil fuelled plants (Partasides, 2013). 

Concerning the production of electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E), according to its National Renewable Energy Action 

Plan (NREAP)18, Cyprus had renewable energy (RES) contribution of zero to the gross final energy consumption in 2005. More 

specifically, 0.16 MW of PV plants generating 0.07MWh were connected to the grid19. Nevertheless, the RES-E situation changed in 

2010, as there were 6MW of PV and 82MW of wind energy installed generating 6.46GWh and 31.4GWh respectively20.  In 2011, 

RES-E accounted for 4% of primary energy consumption and 6% of final energy consumption (Partasides, 2013). As of 2012, RES-E 

increased their share to 5.24% of primary energy consumption (ΔΣΜΚ, 2013). Table 1 presents a detailed analysis of the RES-E 

situation in Cyprus. 

 

 2011 2012 

Renewable Energy 

Source 

Installed Capacity 

(MW) 

Production (MWh) Installed Capacity 

(MW) 

Production (MWh) 

Solar (PV) 9.3 10,232 16,3 19,827 

Biomass 7.9 39,712 8.7 37,634 

Wind 133.5 114,251 146.7 185,149 

Total Production  164,195  242,610 

Table 6: RES-E penetration in Cyprus for 2011 and 2012. Source: ΔΣΜΚ, 2013. 

The legal framework on RES-E was until recently regulated by the Law 33(I)/2003 on the Promotion of RES and Energy Efficiency and 

its amendments21. In September 2013, the Law 33(I)/2003 was replaced by Law 122(I) 201322 transposing the Directive 2009/28/EC. 

This is legal basis on which the support scheme for RES-E is stipulated. 

 

Support scheme 

In Cyprus, electricity from renewable sources (RES-E) is mostly promoted through a combination of a subsidy scheme, premium tariff 

as well as a net metering scheme (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

The feed-in tariffs, as well as the subsidies for the different renewable technologies are stipulated annually by the Ministry of Energy, 

Industry, Commerce and Tourism (MCIT). MCIT and more specifically the Administrative Committee of the Special Fund for RES and 

18 http://ec.europa.eu/energy/renewables/transparency_platform/doc/dir_2009_0028_action_plan_cyprus.zip  
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ο περί Προώθησης και Ενθάρρυνσης της Χρήσης Ανανεώσιμων Πηγών Ενέργειας και της Εξοικονόμησης Ενέργειας Νόμος του 2003 (33(I)/2003) 

(http://www.cylaw.org/nomoi/enop/non-ind/2003_1_33/full.html)  
22 Νόμος που προνοεί για την προώθηση και ενθάρρυνση των ανανεώσιμων πηγών ενέργειας 122(Ι)2013. (http://www.cylaw.org/nomoi/arith/2013_1_112.pdf)  
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Energy Efficiency, issues a number of “Support Schemes for RES and Energy Efficiency”. Those support schemes vary with the 

eligible parties (i.e. there are separate Support Schemes for natural persons and legal entities and for legal entities that exercise 

economic activity) and with the type of technology (RES LEGAL Europe Database). After the issue of the support schemes, eligible 

parties can then apply for support. For 2013, Cyprus introduced for the first time a PV net metering scheme for the domestic sector 

(coupled with the purchase of the PV installation for low income households), industrial and public sector (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database).    

For 2013, MCIT issued the following three support schemes for RES and Energy Efficiency: 

• “Support Scheme for RES and Energy Efficiency for natural persons and legal entities that do not exercise economic 

activity”23: Concerning RES-E the support scheme provides subsidies for the purchase and installation of equipment. The 

amount of subsidy varies with the technology and a specific subsidy cap is also foreseen. 

• “Support Scheme for RES and Energy Efficiency for natural persons and legal entities that exercise economic activity”24: 

Concerning RES-E the support scheme provides subsidies for the purchase and installation of equipment. The amount of 

subsidy varies with the technology and a specific subsidy cap is also foreseen. 

• “Support Scheme for the Electricity Production from RES (Wind, Solar-Thermal, PV and Biomass)25: For 2013, Wind, PV 

from 20kW until 150 kW and Biogas is eligible for a premium tariff. 

In addition, the Cyprus Energy Regulatory Authority (CERA) announced in July 2013 two distinct net-metering schemes26: 

• The first scheme aims at permitting the installation of PV with a cumulative capacity of 15.2MW. More specifically, 

0.2MW are destined for public administration buildings, 9MW for households and further 6MW for households, whose 

installation will be financed by the “Support Scheme for RES and Energy Efficiency for natural persons and legal entities 

that do not exercise economic activity”. For the last category, the selection process is based on social-economic criteria. 

• The second scheme aims at permitting the installation with a cumulative capacity of 10MW in commercial and industrial 

units. 

Deadline submission varied but all schemes ended in December 2013. 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

One of the major barriers RES-E is facing in Cyprus is the limited access to finance. This is mainly the result of the economic crisis 

that hit the country since 2012. The situation culminated in June 2012, when Cyprus requested a bailout from the European 

Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) (Financial Times, 2012). In March 2013 a € 10 billion bailout was agreed between the Cyprus the 

European Union (EU) and the International Monetary Fund and a radical restructuring of the banking sector is foreseen with bank 

deposits over € 100,000 to be used to support the bailout (BBC, 2013). 

23 Σχέδιο Παροχής Χορηγιών για Ενθάρρυνση της Χρήσης των Ανανεώσιμων Πηγών Ενέργειας για φυσικά πρόσωπα και οργανισμούς, στο βαθμό που δεν ασκούν οικονομική 

δραστηριότητα (http://www.cie.org.cy/menuGr/pdf/sxedia-xorigiwn/Sxedio_Xorigiwn_Fusika_Proswpa_2013.pdf)  
24 Σχέδιο Παροχής Χορηγιών για Ενθάρρυνση της Χρήσης των Ανανεώσιμων Πηγών Ενέργειας για φυσικά πρόσωπα και οργανισμούς, στο βαθμό που ασκούν οικονομική 

δραστηριότητα. (http://www.cie.org.cy/menuGr/pdf/sxedia-xorigiwn/Sxedio_Xorigiwn_Nomika_Proswpa_2013.pdf)  
25 Σχέδιο Παροχής Χορηγιών για Ενθάρρυνση της Ηλεκτροπαραγωγής από Μεγάλα Αιολικά, Ηλιοθερμικά, Φωτοβολταϊκά Συστήματα και συστήματα Αξιοποίησης Βιομάζας. 
(http://www.cie.org.cy/menuGr/pdf/sxedia-xorigiwn/Sxedio_Xorigiwn_Hlektroparagwgis_2013.pdf)  
26 Σύστημα συμψηφισμού μετρήσεων της εισαγόμενης από το δίκτυο με την παραγόμενη ενέργεια από Φ/Β. (http://www.cera.org.cy/main/data/articles/netmetering04_07_2013.pdf)  
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Under such negative circumstances, it is clear that the RES-E cannot remain unaffected. Since March 2013 the financing of new RES-

E investments can be observed. Some funds have been given by the European Central Bank as far as big RES-E investments are 

concerned. Nevertheless, smaller RES-E investments are hindered as under the current financial cannot ensure the necessary 

financing support by the banking sector (Timotheou, AERES). 

Another significant problem that RES-E in Cyprus is facing is the existence and reliability of the RES-E support schemes. As it 

was explained earlier, there is basically a general framework concerning the RES-E support. Based on that, support schemes are 

issued by the Ministry of Energy, Industry, Commerce and Tourism and more specifically the Administrative Committee of the Special 

Fund for RES and Energy Efficiency.  As those support schemes are issued annually, the budget of the Special Fund for RES and 

Energy Efficiency that is in charge of the support schemes should also be defined annually. Consequently, the whole process of 

designing new support schemes, based on the yearly budget creates uncertainties and unnecessary delays in the realization of 

prospective investments (Aggelides, SEAPEK). Characteristically, the 2013 support schemes were announced in July 2013 along with 

the Fund’s total budget that amounted to € 25 million27. In other words, such a delay leaves potential investors inactive for almost 

six months, as they wait for the next call. In addition, as the Fund’s total budget is yearly defined, the level of support cannot be 

clear und this hinders the comprehensive design of new investments on that sector. However, it should be noted that the Ministry of 

Energy, Industry, Commerce and Tourism has taken into consideration that specific barrier as for the year 2014, it has already asked 

relevant stakeholders for a public consultation on the Fund’s budget for 2014 (Aggelides, SEAPEK).  

Another problem concerning biomass and biogas is the remuneration level for RES-E. It was observed that the remuneration level 

for biomass and biogas is very low in Cyprus (€ 0.12 per KWh) and this creates unfavourable conditions for the creation of such 

facilities that are capital intensive (Andreou, PAEE). Despite the availability of biomass as a primary product (from agriculture and 

livestock e.g. swine farms), biomass facilities are located near them, as with the current level of support and in correlation with the 

additional transport costs it is not profitable to locate a biomass plant further than 5km from the source of its primary input 

(Andreou, PAEE). 

 

Market structure 

The major barrier faced by RES-E plant operators in that category is the fair & independent regulation of the RES-E sector. 

Currently, the national power company (EAC) plays a dominant role on the island of Cyprus, which currently hinders the 

introduction of other producers in the electricity market. Cyprus has transposed the Directive 2009/72/EC concerning common rules 

for the internal market in electricity with the amendment of Law N. 122(I)/2003 concerning the regulation for the electricity 

market28. Since 2009 the market has been liberalised for “non-domestic” users (RES Integration, 2011). Since 1 January 2014 full 

liberalisation of the electricity market is formally in force, so that every consumer can choose its electricity supplier. Despite the fact 

legislation is in force, EAC continues to keep its monopolistic role. This is mainly due to the fact, that plant operators do not have a 

clear overview of the process and mainly of the charges e.g. for grid stability and grid use, defined by the Cyprus Regulatory 

Authority on Energy (Timotheou, AERES). Such instability creates a certain degree of uncertainty, not only to RES-E plant operators 

but also to conventional fuels plant operators and does not facilitate the liberalization of the electricity market. The Cypriot 

government has acknowledged the specific barrier and has already begun a public consultation on a new Model for its electricity 

market (Aggelides, SEAPEK). It is expected that by the end of February, the Cyprus Regulatory Authority on Energy will have a 

concrete proposal on the new model of the electricity market (ΧΧΧΧΧΧΧ, 2013). 

27. Greek: Νόμος Ν35(ΙΙ) 2013που προβλέπει περί του Προϋπολογισμού  του Ειδικού Ταμείου Ενθάρρυνσης Χρήσης των Ανανεώσιμων Πηγών Ενέργειας και Εξοικονόμησης Ενέργειας 
για το Οικονομικό έτος που λήγει στις 31 Δεκεμβρίου 2013. (http://tinyurl.com/www-mof-gov-cy)  

 
28 Greek: Ο περί ρύθμισης αγοράς ηλεκτρισμού (τροποποιητικός) νόμος του 2012 (211(Ι)2012). (http://www.cylaw.org/nomoi/arith/2012_1_211.pdf)   
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Grid regulation & infrastructure 

As far as grid regulation and infrastructure is concerned, there seems to be no transparent and foreseeable grid development 

infrastructure. Cyprus has established a single transmission system operator (DSMK) that belongs to the national power company 

(EAC). As with the electricity market, grid regulation is also a monopoly. The process foreseen for grid development is very 

complicated and hinders the further development of RES-E investments (Aggelides, SEAPEK). However, it should be advocated that 

grid development in Cyprus is based on the crucial fact that Cyprus is a small isolated island that puts energy security as a primary 

priority and this is why grid development should be done very carefully.  

Apart from that another barrier mentioned is the cost of RES-E grid access. This applies mainly to new RES-E plants, as since since 

01.01.2013 the plant operator is obliged to bear all connection costs29. Before that a shallow cost connection method was applied 

(RES Integration, 2011). 

 

Administrative processes 

The complexity and the duration of administrative procedure remains one of the long lasting problems of the RES-E sector. For 

the licensing procedure of a 100kW PV plant 6 ministries are involved in that process in addition with the necessary studies that 

should be submitted to the different instances (Aggelides, SEAPEK). A more specific example is the “Support Scheme for the 

Electricity Production from RES (wind, solar-thermal, PV and biomass)” of 2012. At that call, PV installations until 150kW were 

eligible for € 0.25 per KWh. 551 applications were submitted and finally only 18 were accepted in 2012 and 107 in 2013 

(Timotheou, AERES). Apart from that the amount of support was reduced to € 0.138 per KWh and in correlation with the increasing 

prices for PV, it radically modified the circumstances under which the investment will be realized and urged investors to reconsider 

their investments (Timotheou, AERES). Similar problems were visible at the tender for PV plants above 150kW in 2012. The bidding 

process delayed and the lowest bid offered (approximately € 0.741 per KWh) was significantly lower than the electricity market price 

(€ 0.28 to 0.3 per KWh) and the then existing situation could enable possible plant operators to offer that bid. Consequently, under 

the current circumstances and given the duration of the administrative procedure such investments cannot be deemed viable 

(Timotheou, AERES). 

 

Other 

A further barrier for the deployment of RES-E in Cyprus is the current taxing regime. As a prerequisite for the € 10 billion bailout 

between the Cyprus, the EU and the International Monetary Fund, Cyprus was obliged to raise its corporate tax from 10% to 

12.5%30. Along the increasing prices for PV, due to the introduction of anti-dumping measures to PV panels imported from China31, 

the PV marginal cost increases substantially. In addition, the amended Transmission and Distribution Rules, included a revised 

connection process of new producers (> 8MW) and consumers (> 12MVA) as well as a revised connection agreement between the 

transmission system operator or the distribution system operator and the producer along with the introduction of a revised 

methodology on charging electricity losses. Despite the fact that those amendments entered into force after the 2012 tender for PV, 

29 Greek: Διαχειριστής Συστήματος Μεταφοράς- Βασικές αρχές πολιτικής χρέωσης για σύνδεση πελατών και παραγωγών στο σύστημα μεταφοράς και διανομής. 
(http://www.dsm.org.cy/media/attachments/Section4/BILLING_POLICY_PRINCIPLES.pdf)  
30 Greek: Νόμος 27(Ι) 2013-Νόμος που τροποποιεί τους περί φορολογίας εισοδήματος νόμους από 2002 έως (αρ.2) του 2013. (http://www.cylaw.org/nomoi/arith/2013_1_027.pdf)  
31 For a more detailed analysis of the anti-dumping measures and how this is developed: http://www.pv-magazine.com/features/trade-cases/eu-anti-dumping-

timeline/#axzz2sXrrV7wB  
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the licensing procedure has not yet completed for all installations and as a consequence those PV installations were subject to the 

new provisions, inflicting additional costs, thus rendering PV investments unsustainable (Timotheou, AERES). 

In addition, there are barriers related to information exchange / communication between relevant stakeholders. This is 

caused by the nature of the support schemes (yearly call along with yearly budget definition) that necessitates a continuous and 

carefully planned communication between stakeholders (plant operators, ministries and other) and this has not been realized so far 

(Aggelides, SEAPEK). However, as it was stated earlier, the Ministry of Energy, Industry, Commerce and Tourism has taken into 

consideration that specific barrier as for the year 2014, it has already asked relevant stakeholders for a public consultation on the 

Fund’s budget for 2014 (Aggelides, SEAPEK). 

 



 

The RES-H&C Sector of Cyprus 

Regarding the use of renewable energy in the heating and cooling sector (RES-H&C), Cyprus started with a 9.61% share (45.47ktoe) 

in 2005 and reached 17.7% (81.25ktoe) in 201032. This is mainly attributed to the solar thermal sector as it accounts for 75% of 

RES-H share (61ktoe) in final energy consumption. Biomass and heat pumps follow with only marginal contributions33.  

In general, the prospects for the further deployment of RES-H&C technologies cannot be considered optimistic. Even on the field of 

solar thermal installations, the sector shows a decline of 0.8% on the annual evolution of total installed capacity (ESTIF, 2013) after a 

decade of continuous growth (Partasides, 2013). Characteristically, almost 92% of the households and 53% of hotels have a solar 

thermal unit (Partasides, 2013). 

Support scheme 

In Cyprus, RES-H is mostly promoted through a subsidy scheme (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

The subsidies for the different renewable technologies are stipulated annually by the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Tourism 

(MCIT). MCIT and more specifically the Administrative Committee of the Special Fund for RES and Energy Efficiency, issues a number 

of “Support Schemes for RES and Energy Efficiency”. Those support schemes vary with the eligible parties (i.e. there are separate 

support schemes for natural persons and legal entities and for legal entities that exercise economic activity) and with the type of 

technology (RES LEGAL Europe Database). After the issue of the support schemes, eligible parties can then apply for support. For 

2013, MCIT issued the following two support schemes for RES and energy efficiency and concern RES-H: 

• “Support Scheme for RES and Energy Efficiency for natural persons and legal entities that do not exercise economic 
activity”34: Concerning RES-H, the support scheme provides subsidies for the purchase and installation of equipment. The 
amount of subsidy varies with the technology and a specific subsidy cap is also foreseen. 

• “Support Scheme for RES and Energy Efficiency for natural persons and legal entities that exercise economic activity”35: 
Concerning RES-H the support scheme provides subsidies for the purchase and installation of equipment. The amount of 
subsidy varies with the technology and a specific subsidy cap is also foreseen. 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Other 

Despite the subsidies offered by the support schemes for RES-H, such technologies are not yet amply applied in Cyprus. 

Nevertheless, there are prospects for the future deployment of that sector in Cyprus and this is directly correlated with the existing 

development of the few existing RES-H technologies on the island. Apart from that, due to the climate of the country, heating needs 

are not demanding (Andreou, PAEE) and are covered by the existing infrastructure e.g. solar thermal installations.   

 

 

 

32 Greek: 1η Έκθεση προόδου για βάση του Άρθρου 22 της Οδηγίας 2009/28/ΕΚ. (http://tinyurl.com/www-mcit-gov-cy)   
33 Ibid. 
34 Greek: Σχέδιο Παροχής Χορηγιών για Ενθάρρυνση της Χρήσης των Ανανεώσιμων Πηγών Ενέργειας για φυσικά πρόσωπα και οργανισμούς, στο βαθμό που δεν ασκούν οικονομική 

δραστηριότητα. (http://www.cie.org.cy/menuGr/pdf/sxedia-xorigiwn/Sxedio_Xorigiwn_Fusika_Proswpa_2013.pdf)  
35 Greek: Σχέδιο Παροχής Χορηγιών για Ενθάρρυνση της Χρήσης των Ανανεώσιμων Πηγών Ενέργειας για φυσικά πρόσωπα και οργανισμούς, στο βαθμό που ασκούν οικονομική 

δραστηριότητα. (http://www.cie.org.cy/menuGr/pdf/sxedia-xorigiwn/Sxedio_Xorigiwn_Nomika_Proswpa_2013.pdf)  
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The RES-T Sector of Cyprus 

The use of renewable energy in the transport sector (RES-T) is slowly developing in Cyprus. This is due to a number of factors that 

are related to the physiology of the island and its relative restricted potential for the development of biofuels. In 2005 Cyprus had no 

production of biofuels, while in 2010 biofuels production amounted to 14.96 ktoe36. Nevertheless, more than 10 ktoe came from 

imports and concerned only the production of biodiesel37  and accounting for only 2% share in the transport sector. 

In September 2013, Cyprus has voted the amendment of Law 148(l) of 200338 concerning the standards of petroleum products and 

fuels, containing provisions concerning the definition of sustainability criteria for biofuels as well as their assessment. Additionally, 

the law foresees the establishment of national system that will be responsible to for monitoring the sustainability criteria. A 

mandatory quota of biofuel use in transport is also imposed on the fuel suppliers so that a 6% reduction of GHGs can be achieved 

by 2020. 

Support scheme 

In Cyprus, RES-T is solely promoted through a subsidy scheme (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

The subsidies for the different renewable technologies are stipulated annually by the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Tourism 

(MCIT). MCIT and more specifically the Administrative Committee of the Special Fund for RES and Energy Efficiency, issues a number 

of “Support Schemes for RES and Energy Efficiency”. More specifically for RES-T, under the “Support Scheme for RES and Energy 

Efficiency for natural persons and legal entities that exercise economic activity”39 provides a subsidy for the construction and 

operation of a biofuels distillery plant. The amount of subsidy varies with the type of subsidy (de minimis or regional). In average, 

35% of the budget can be financed and the maximum amount of the subsidy is € 200.000 (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

One major barrier reported within this category is due to the existence & reliability of general RES-T strategy & support 

scheme.  As it was explained above there is only limited support for biofuels in Cyprus and this is directed exclusively on the 

installation of biofuel plants. Nevertheless, the problems are not focused on the infrastructure but on the primary product. Currently, 

an excise vehicle duty is imposed on biofuels. In addition, the introduction of stringent criteria in relation to biodiesel i.e. used fried 

oils utilized as the primary input for biodiesel production should come from non-genetically modified crops, imposes additional costs 

to the local production of biofuels (Andreou, PAEE). Such a disproportionate high cost creates unfavourable conditions for the 

development of biofuels. More specifically, most of the used fried oil collectors prefer to export their used fried oil in Greece, where 

their purchase is more profitable and Cyprus is importing at the same time biodiesel from other non-EU e.g. Israel. It should be 

noted that there are currently two biodiesel processing plants on the island, the one is closed while the other one is not operating 

properly due to the lack of raw materials (Andreou, PAEE; SigmaLive, 2013). 

 

36 Greek: 1η Έκθεση προόδου για βάση του Άρθρου 22 της Οδηγίας 2009/28/ΕΚ. (http://tinyurl.com/www-mcit-gov-cy) 
37 Ibid. 
38 Greek: Πέρι προδιαγραφών και καυσίμων τροποποιητικός νόμος 111(Ι) 2013. (http://www.cylaw.org/nomoi/arith/2013_1_111.pdf)   
39 Greek: Σχέδιο Παροχής Χορηγιών για Ενθάρρυνση της Χρήσης των Ανανεώσιμων Πηγών Ενέργειας για φυσικά πρόσωπα και οργανισμούς, στο βαθμό που ασκούν οικονομική 

δραστηριότητα. (http://www.cie.org.cy/menuGr/pdf/sxedia-xorigiwn/Sxedio_Xorigiwn_Nomika_Proswpa_2013.pdf)  
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Other 

There are also a number of barriers that are not closely related to any category and do not concern policy on RES-T. As it was 

mentioned above, Cyprus is an island that is already affected by the consequences of climate change. The annual mean temperature 

during the period 1980-2010 was 18.2οC and was 1.4οC higher than that of the previous period 1960-1990 (17.2οC) and in 2010 it 

reached 20.6οC. The same was observed to the mean annual rainfall (8% reduction during the same period) (Ελεγκτική Υπηρεσία της 

Δημοκρατίας 2012). It is also estimated that in the next 30 years a gradual temperature increase between 1-3οC is expected and it 

could reach 3.5-7οC at the end of the century (IPCC 2007; The Cyprus Institute 2011).  These facts in correlation with the limited 

availability of agricultural fields create one of the basic barriers for the further deployment of biofuels in Cyprus. It is clear that 

Cyprus cannot dispose large agricultural plains for biofuel production with water consuming energy crops and sets as a priority food 

security i.e. the cultivation of crops used as food (Andreou, PAEE). This minimizes surely the prospects of biofuels on the island.
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E. Czech REpublic 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• The Czech Republic has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth rates in RES-E and RES-H&C shares are more than enough to achieve the 2020 target if they can be 

maintained.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 
The Czech RES-E Sector 

Following the forced resignation of Prime Minister Petr Nečas’s goverment in June 2013, the caretaker government of Jiří Rusnok 

temporarily took office until the planned parliamentary elections took place on 25-26 October 2013. Prime Minister Rusnok followed 

the route of the previous government and was focusing mainly on reducing the country’s energy consumption in order to meet the 

country’s 2020 renewable energy targets. Furthermore, the government intended to mitigate the economic burden for electricity 

consumers by amending the support system for renewable energy. 

In 2013, the Czech caretaker government was focusing mainly on expanding the country’s nuclear capacities rather than developing 

the Czech Republic’s the production of electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E). The Czech Ministry of Industry and Trade 

(MPO) is planning to build three additional reactor units at Czech utility ČEZ's Temelín and Dukovany plants. According to the latest 

update of the Czech State Energy Concept (Státní energetická koncepce), nuclear energy would account for 30-35% of the 

domestic energy mix by 2040, an increase from current levels which are at 16%. The share of solid fuels would drop from 40% to 

12-17% (Tretiruka, 2013).  

According to Czech legislation, the grid operator is obliged to give priority connection to renewable energy sources and to conclude 

connection agreements with the RES-E producers. The transmission system operator (TSO) and the three distribution system 

operators (DSOs) are obliged to connect the RES-E installations within the area delimited in their licence. The grid operator is entitled 

to refuse the connection of a RES-E plant only if he can provide evidence of a capacity shortage or of a threat to the reliable 

operation of the grid (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

Initially, the grid operation scheme was designed assuming only a small share of RES-E generation. The massive increase of PV 

capacity took the grid operators and the legislators by surprise. Due to the favourable legal conditions, a lot of new photovoltaic 

installations applied for grid connection before 2010. Therefore, the transmission grid operator ČEPS decided in February 2010 to 

block the connection of new PV and wind plants to the grid and declared a temporary connection moratorium. At the time of the 

connection moratorium, investors planning to install about 8,000 MW new photovoltaic and wind power capacities had applied for 

grid connection. According to the TSO, their connection would have led to a collapse of the transmission grid (RES Integration). 

Eventually, the connection moratorium was suspended in January 2012. However, the transmission system operator ČEPS introduced 

an annual cap for intermittent renewable energy sources, which for 2012 amounted to 65 MWp (ČEPS, 2011). 



 

 

Support scheme 

Until the end of 2013, renewable electricity generation was supported through a feed-in tariff. Plant operators could choose 

between a guaranteed feed-in tariff and a premium tariff paid on top of the regular electricity price achieved in the market (a so-

called "Green Bonus"; Czech: “Zelený bonus”). Every electricity producer could make this choice once a year. To be able to enforce 

their claim for the feed-in tariff, plant operators were obliged to conclude an agreement with the grid operator (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database).  

However, in 2013 this support scheme was notably restricted through two legal amendments: 

On 1 January 2013, the Act on Supported Energy Sources (Zákon č. 165/2012 Sb. o podporovaných zdrojích energie a o změně 

některých zákonů) entered into force. According to the new law, only operators of plants with an installed capacity less than or 

equal to 100 kW (or 10 MW in case of hydro power) were eligible for the feed-in tariff, and the tariff rates are now determined in 

accordance with the general rule of a “15 year simple return of investment”. Whereas grid operators used to pay the tariff, it is now 

the responsibility of the owners of renewable generation with the Ministry of Industry and Trade now selecting “mandatory 

purchasers” from electricity trading licence holders. At least for the years 2013 and 2014, these mandatory purchasers will be the 

distribution grid operators. 

On 16 August 2013, the Czech Parliament adopted an amendment (Předpis č. 310/2013 Sb.) of the Act on Supported Energy 

Sources which primarily intends to halt the increase of electricity prices for consumers by implementing more strict subsidies and 

reducing the renewable fee for consumers which has now been set at CZK 495 (approx. € 18) per MWh. The amendment de facto 

abolishes the feed-in and premium tariff schemes in the Czech Republic. According to the current legislation, only new solar energy 

plants put into operation before 31 December 2013 will receive the guaranteed electricity tariffs. Wind, hydro or biomass plants that 

were issued a construction permit or an authorisation by the Ministry of Industry and Trade before the amendment entered into 

force (2 October 2013), are still eligible for support if the plant will be put into operation before 31 December 2015 (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database).  

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are due to the revenue risk under the given support scheme. 

Currently, one of the most severe barriers to the Czech renewable energy sector has to be considered the fact that the guaranteed 

support for electricity generated by photovoltaic, wind, hydro or biomass plants in form of feed-in tariffs or premium tariffs was 

de facto entirely abolished by the end of 2013. According to the latest amendment to the Renewable Energy Act, only new solar 

energy plants put into operation before 31 December 2013 are eligible to receive the feed-in or premium tariff. Wind, hydro or 

biomass plants put into operation in 2014 will only be eligible for support if the building permit was issued before 2 October 2013. 

Obviously, this decision poses a severe barrier for RES investors from all branches of renewable electricity generation. Until now, the 

wind power, geothermal and biogas sectors have not been highly developed in the Czech Republic. In these cases, the abolition of 

further support will prevent these branches from reaching market maturity. Even though the biomass sector is further developed 

than the aforementioned technologies, the current high fuel prices make the operation of biomass plants without state subsidies 



 

unprofitable (Stupavský, Czech Pellets Cluster). In the case of solar power which has so far been the predominant renewable energy 

technology in the Czech Republic, the further development of the rooftop segment could also be possible without feed-in or 

premium tariffs. However, the PV sector has been targeted by other severe constraints: 

Since January 2011, investors who commissioned photovoltaic plants with an installed capacity of more than 30 kWp in 2009 and 

2010 (the peak years of the “solar boom” in the Czech Republic) have to pay a retroactive tax on their revenues from the feed-in 

and premium tariff schemes. Initially, this tax varied from 26 percent (in case of feed-in tariffs for electricity sold to grid operators) to 

28 percent (in case of the Green Bonus payments for electricity produced and consumed in the consumption place) and was valid for 

three years (2011-2013). In August 2013 however, the Czech Parliament approved an amendment to the Act on Supported Energy 

Sources which among others also foresees to extend the “solar tax” for plants put into operation in 2010, which now has been set 

at 10% of the revenue from feed-in or premium tariffs. Because of the retroactivity of this measure, the Czech Republic could face 

arbitration proceedings from the side of the European Commission (re-frame.eu Database).  

Furthermore, a recycling fee for solar panels has been introduced in 2012. In case of the panels which were installed by 31 

December 2012, this recycling free has to be paid by the PV system operators. If the panels were installed after 1 January 2013, the 

fee has to be paid by the manufacturers of the PV panels. The total recycling fee should be charged at a minimum rate of CZK 8.50 

per kg (approx. € 0.31 per kg). The amount should be paid within five years 2014-2018 (it means during first ten years of the PV 

installations´ lifetime). Operators and manufacturers are obliged to pay these recycling fees to private companies which are in charge 

of organising the collection and the recycling of waste on the Czech market. The selection of these companies Representatives of 

the renewable energy industry have criticised the selection of these companies as non-transparent (re-frame.eu Database).  

According to the Czech PV Industry Association (CZEPHO), the result of all these steps is that the payback period for PV installations 

(whose lifetime is about 20 years) now amounts to more than 15 years, as opposed to the general rule of a “15 year simple return 

of investment” which is stipulated in the Act on Supported Energy Sources. Therefore, under the current conditions in the Czech 

Republic, photovoltaic power plants are operating at a loss. Many of them have a negative cash flow as their operational costs 

are higher than revenues after the solar tax. CZEPHO keeps track of several forced sales when entrepreneurs were unable to repay 

bank loans (PV Grid, 2013). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Most of the barriers which were report within this category are related to the predictability or transparency of the connection 

procedure. 

The Czech transmission system operator (ČEPS) has the legal authority to control the amount of electricity generating sources in the 

system to maintain a balanced budget, a stable network, etc. After the solar boom of 2009-2010, ČEPS decided to take preventive 

measures and set an annual connection limit for volatile energy sources. This limit varies every year; however, the method of 

determination remains unknown to the public. 

According to stakeholders, even in case of small-scale photovoltaic systems, there is a risk that the grid operator refuses the 

connection approval. It is often unclear what the true reasons are, although the operator usually argues they are of purely technical 

nature. Usually, distributor system operators argue there was insufficient grid capacity in the respective location and thus another 

electricity generating plant with non-linear production (PV or wind power) could seriously endanger the stability of the distribution 

grid (re-frame.eu Database). 



 

Therefore, it is almost impossible to predict if the connection permit will be actually granted. It is unclear how to satisfy the 

requirements of the transmission or distribution grid operators. Allegedly, the Czech Republic’s predominant energy utility ČEZ uses 

a special software to decide whether a connection is feasible or not. However, it is unknown to the RES investors what its 

parameters are, or if the company always follows the results the software offers (re-frame.eu Database). 

 

Administrative processes 

The decision of the Czech Parliament from January 2013 to limit the state support only to renewable energy installations with an 

installed capacity of no more than 100 kW measurably harmed the further development of all renewable energy technologies in the 

Czech Republic. In 2013, especially the wind energy sector suffered a considerable setback. However, this negative development was 

not only due to the revenue risk under the support scheme, but also due to the complexity and the duration of the 

administrative procedure. 

At the end of 2013, a total of 25 projects with a combined capacity of 401 MW had received an authorisation from the Czech 

Ministry of Trade and Industry (Ministerstvo průmyslu a obchodu – MPO). While the Czech Wind Energy Association (Česká 

společnost pro větrnou energii – ČSVE) expected that in 2013 turbines with a total capacity of 30 MW could be commissioned and 

connected to the grid, in fact only seven projects with an output of 7.4 MW were issued a licence by the Energy Regulatory Office 

(Energetický regulační úřad – ERÚ). The spokesman of ERÚ commented this development as follows: „This year, the era of the 

rapid development of subsidised renewable energy plants finally ends“ (E15, 2014).  

A similar situation could be observed in the solar energy sector. In 2013, a total of 6.000 applicants obtained a license to operate a 

photovoltaic system, the overall installed capacity of these new solar power plants amounted to 52 MWp. This is about one third less 

than in 2012. Due to the reduced subsidies, the investors’ interest shifted towards rooftop installations on family houses and 

businesses, where most of the electricity generated can be directly consumed. The Czech photovoltaic association CZEPHO estimated 

that, after the support of new PV plants was entirely abolished from 1 January 2014, the installation of a rooftop system can only 

pay off if at least 70 % of the generated electricity is consumed by the plant operator himself. However, the installation of these PV 

systems is hampered by a number of administrative barriers. For instance, even owners of small rooftop installations have to be 

registered as an entrepreneur in order to generate electricity for own consumption (CZEPHO, 2014).  

Furthermore, stakeholders reported that it frequently happens that the authorities repeatedly request identical documents justifying 

this by the alleged termination of their validity. This administrative barrier may lead to the postponement of the actual connection of 

the renewable energy system to the grid, which in return may result in the situation that the plant operator loses his right for 

receiving the feed-in or premium tariff under the conditions of the respective year. The amounts of financial support declined from 

year to year; since the beginning of 2014 the support scheme was stopped completely (re-frame.eu Database). 

 

Other 

The barrier within this category is connected with the public perception of renewable energy sources. 

After the peak of the Czech “solar boom” in 2010, the public image of photovoltaics in particular, but also all renewable energy 

sources in general, has suffered severely. Due to the fact that the guaranteed feed-in tariffs at that time were rather generous, large 

capacities of volatile (especially photovoltaic) energy sources were connected to the grid. Therefore, the distribution system operators 

allocated the major part of the costs for the support scheme to final consumers through a renewable energy surcharge which raised 

their electricity bills considerably. Hence, even other renewable energy technologies than photovoltaics are now widely regarded as 



 

cost drivers. This does not only affect the public image of renewables, but especially their political support through the authorities. 

The government has declared renewable energy sources to be costly, inefficient, and dangerous to the stability of the electricity grid. 

Overall, the lack of political will for the further development of RES was masked as a movement to save the general public from the 

unjustified prices of green energy production (re-frame.eu Database). 



 

The Czech RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

In the Czech Republic, the combined generation of heat and electricity from renewable energy sources (CHP plants) is also eligible 

for feed- in and premium tariffs (see chapter on RES-E). However, the main support for renewable heating and cooling (RES-H&C) is 

provided by different subsidy programmes. These include the following: 

The ECO-ENERGY programme is part of the Operational Programme Enterprise and Innovations (Operační program Podnikání a 

inovace – OPPI) and gives entrepreneurs the opportunity to apply for investment grants for projects in the field of renewable energy 

under calls for applications. This programme is funded by the ERDF (European Regional Development Fund). The Operational 

Programme Environment (Operační program Životní prostředí – OPŽP) allocates investment grants from the Cohesion Fund to 

individual (up to € 50 million) and large projects (more than € 50 million) (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

For the household sector, there are two further subsidy programmes which, among others, shall encourage the use of boilers 

utilising RES: The New Green Savings programme (Nová zelená úsporám) and the so-called “Boiler subsidies” (Czech: “Kotlíkové 

dotace”) provided by the Ministry of Environment (Ministerstvo životního prostředí -  MŽP) and specific regions of the Czech 

Republic. 

Furthermore, renewable heating plants are exempt from real estate tax. Properties used solely for the purpose of improving the 

environment are exempt from real estate tax. According to a regulation issued by the Ministry of Finance, this includes constructions 

used exclusively for solar thermal collectors, biogas, biomass and geothermal energy sources (including heat pumps) (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database).  

 

Barriers to the heating & cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are due to the existence and reliability of the general RES-E strategy and 

the given support scheme.  

According to stakeholders, one of the main barriers in the renewable heating sector is the unstable and unpredictable legislative 

climate. In the past five years, changes and amendments of the support system are happening very often, which notably hampers 

long-term planning of RES investors.  

Regarding the different support schemes for heat from renewable energy sources, it can be stated that in the past, the most part of 

state subsidies was assigned for large industrial heating plants and not for the use of renewable energy in households. This support 

however turned out to be rather inefficient. Furthermore, the industry sector was also more vulnerable to corruption than the 

household sector. Due to the fact that both industry and households make up for similar shares of carbon emissions, the Czech 

government should therefore focus on supporting renewable heating installations in households (Stupavský, Czech Pellets Cluster). 

In August 2013, the first round of the New Green Savings programme (Nová zelená úsporám) was opened. The programme 

focuses on the support of heating installations utilising RES as well as investments in energy savings. However, due to the fact that 

representatives of the energy efficiency sector were mainly involved in the development of this programme, renewable energy 

projects are rather under-represented in the calls for tender (Stupavský, Czech Pellets Cluster). 



 

A better opportunity for the development of renewable heating installations in households are the so-called “Boiler subsidies” 

(Czech: “Kotlíkové dotace”). In the framework of this subsidy programme, the Ministry of Environment publishes joint calls for 

tender in cooperation with specific regions of the Czech Republic in order to promote the exchange of solid fuel boilers for new low-

emission biomass boilers in family homes. Originally, the “boiler subsidies” started in the region of Moravian-Silesia, where they 

enjoy great popularity: In December 2013, the fourth call in this region was announced providing a total budget of CZK 60 million (€ 

2.2 m). So far however, only three other regions have followed the example of Moravian-Silesia and have also issued calls for tender, 

albeit with considerably lower budgets: Central Bohemia, Plzeň and Ústí. This situation can be explained by the fact that the regions 

have to provide 50% of the total budget, the other half being allocated by the MŽP. Nevertheless, according to the current 

legislation, the Czech government will be forced to engage more actively to encourage households to switch to more ecologic 

heating sources. Following the Clean Air Act (Zákon o ochraně ovzduší), all Czech households are obliged to dispose of their old 

solid fuel boilers until 2022. Taking into account that at the moment there are still approximately 500,000 of these environmentally 

harmful boilers in operation, there is still a great potential for development (Stupavský, Czech Pellets Cluster). 

Further barriers under this category are also connected with the access to finance. Due to the fact that the legislative framework 

regarding the support of renewable energy sources in the Czech Republic has been quite unstable in recent years, the long-term 

planning in the sector has been hampered. As a result, banks are now experiencing financial straits, which in turn poses a substantial 

barrier for the cashflow of renewable energy companies.  

 

Administrative processes 

The Czech Republic has introduced one of the strictest regulations in the EU regarding the certification of renewable energy 

installers. Every person who wants to install a renewable energy system in his household, has to obtain an authorisation issued by 

the Ministry of Industry and Trade. If he fails to do so, he can be charged a fine in the amount of CZK 100,000 (approx. € 4,000). In 

most other EU Member States, the certification procedure is regulated on a voluntary basis. Peculiarly, according to Czech 

legislation, it is possible to install a gas-fired furnace – which can be far more dangerous – without the need to obtain any permit. 

Originally, the certification of RES installers was supposed to become effective from 1 January 2014. But since the Ministry was not 

able to prepare the necessary administrative procedures in time, this obligation was postponed to 1 January 2015. It can be 

speculated that the main reason behind this strict certification system are financial interests of the Czech Chamber of Commerce 

who is in charge of issuing these permits (Stupavský, Czech Pellets Cluster). 



 

The Czech RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

In the Czech Republic, the main support scheme for renewable energy sources used in transport (RES-T) is a quota system which is 

based on the Clean Air Act (Zákon o ochraně ovzduší). This scheme obliges companies importing or producing petrol or diesel to 

ensure that biofuels make up a defined percentage of their annual fuel sales. A person introducing petrol or diesel fuel on to the 

Czech market for the purposes of transport is required to ensure that these fuels reach the minimum biofuel quantity of 4.1 % for 

petrol and 6.0 % for diesel. If he fails to do so, he is charged a fine in the amount of CZK 40 (€ 1.60) per litre of unfulfilled biofuel 

content (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

Furthermore, pure biofuels as well as the biofuel content of mixed fuels are exempt from consumption tax. Subject to the tax 

allowance are only biofuels distributed for transportation purposes. For regular petrol fuel, this tax amounts to CZK 12,840 (approx. 

€ 500) per 1,000 litre (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The barriers which were identified within this category are mostly connected with the existence and reliability of the general 

RES-T strategy and the support scheme. 

The fact that the European Council was not able to reach an agreement on biofuel regulations constitutes a severe barrier for 

renewable energy producers in the transport sector and has led to a long-term legislative uncertainty in the entire EU. After a cap 

of 7 % on conventional biofuels failed to reach a majority, the Members of the European Parliament voted that 1st generation 

biofuels should not exceed 6% of the final energy consumption in transport by 2020, as opposed to the current 10% target in 

existing legislation, while advanced biofuels should represent at least 2.5% of energy consumption in transport by 2020 (Biofuels TP, 

2014). 

Moreover, the use of biofuels in the Czech transport sector is also hampered by the high costs of agricultural raw materials.  

Furthermore, the development of electric vehicles and charging infrastructure is progressing very slowly in the Czech Republic. One 

of the key reasons is that expansion of electric vehicles in the Czech Republic is hampered by the lacking financial support. Due to 

this political uncertainty investors are unwilling to take risks. Additionally, there are no support schemes offering financial assistance 

for those acquiring electric cars (re-frame.eu Database). 
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F. Germany 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Germany has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in the RES-E share was enough to achieve the 2020 target, if it can be maintained. Growth in the RES-H&C 

share needs to accelerate.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The German RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

In Germany, electricity from renewable sources is supported through a feed-in tariff (FiT). The criteria for eligibility and the tariff 

levels are set out in the Act on Granting Priority to Renewable Energy Sources (Renewable Energy Sources Act - EEG). According to 

this act, operators of renewable energy plants are statutorily entitled against the grid operator to payments for electricity fed into the 

grid. The EEG also comprises the so-called market premium and the flexibility premium for plant operators who directly sell their 

electricity from renewable sources. Moreover, low interest loans for investments in new plants are provided by the KfW Renewable 

Energy Programme – Standard (RES LEGAL Europe Database). The new government, formed by a coalition between the CDU/CSU 

(Christian Democratic Union of Germany/ Christian Social Union of Bavaria) and the SPD (Social Democratic Party of Germany), 

announced the “fundamental reform” of the feed-in tariff system as one of the first measures to be implemented. In January 2014, 

the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) presented a draft paper with key issues of this reform encompassing the 

reduction of support levels as well as fundamental amendments to the support system, such as obligatory direct marketing and a 

tendering procedure for determining support levels as of 2017.  

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

The existence of a general RES-E strategy and the reliability of the support scheme are questioned. In the context of last 

year’s political debate on reforming the EEG and the draft paper presented by BMWi, the political and financial framework 

conditions for RES-E plants remain mostly uncertain. Especially with regard to the future design of the electricity market, no clear 

strategy exists. Building on coal as an indispensable energy source with shares of up to 40-45% in Germany’s electricity mix until 

2035 contradicts a rapid energy transition (re-frame.eu Database).  

Moreover, the proposals for reforming the EEG as outlined by the responsible Ministry are detrimental to the future development of 

renewables in Germany (re-frame.eu Database). In the wind sector, the proposed amendments, such as reducing support levels, 

introducing obligatory direct marketing and abolishing the market premium, and their implementation in the years to come, will 

cause uncertainties in capacity planning (Klusmann, juwi). These factors have already led to the reassessment of a number of wind 

projects that were in the pipeline, questioning their profitability under altering conditions (Fischer, DKB; Klusmann, juwi). The biogas 

sector, too, is hesitant to invest in new installations due to the uncertain future of the EEG, including future remuneration levels (re-

frame.eu Database). 

With regard to revenue risk under the given support scheme, the lengthy political discussion on slowing down rising electricity 

prices and the draft paper presented by the ministry created unstable general framework conditions for RES-E plants for the future 

(Fischer, DKB; Klusmann, juwi). For wind power, concrete support tariffs have not been defined yet. It has only been indicated that 

support levels under the new EEG will be reduced by 10-20% as compared with 2013 support levels. Plant operators and banks 

need to turn to own assumptions in order to be able to assess the profitability of projects (Fischer, DKB; Klusmann, juwi). Rising 

financing risks tend to be passed on to project developers. Additional uncertainties regarding the costs and profitability of wind 



 

power generation are due to the introduction of obligatory direct marketing by 2017, the proposed flexible degression rate and 

repealing the market premium (Klusmann, juwi). In addition, a tendering procedure should be introduced by 2017 (BMWi, 2014).   

For biogas, not only did the Ministry lower remuneration levels in 2012, but proposals now include a yearly cap of 100 MW (Fischer, 

DKB). Given the increasing environmental and technical obligations for biogas plants (re-frame.eu Database), this technology cannot 

pay for itself anymore, which obstructs project financing (Fischer, DKB).   

The latest proposals for amending the EEG affect remuneration levels for RES-E across most technologies. Feed-in tariffs for wind 

power are set to be reduced by 10-20%, and yearly installation will be capped at 2500 MW with a flexible degression rate. For now, 

remuneration levels for wind power are estimated by banks and plant operators increasing financing risks for wind projects (Fischer, 

DKB). The 2012 amendments to the support system for PV installations, i.e. the reduction of tariffs by a flexible monthly degression 

rate, are considered effective by the new government and should be maintained. But tariffs have been reduced too much and too 

fast (re-frame.eu Database; Fischer, DKB). The amendments caused a decrease of newly installed plants of approx. 50% in 2013, 

with negative impacts on medium-sized producers in the PV sector (Fischer, DKB).  

The ongoing talk about reform of the EEG has had negative impacts on RES projects’ access to finance. In order to finance RES-E 

plants, banks need to take into account the financial framework conditions for these technologies over a period of at least 10 years. 

Uncertainties regarding the EEG have as a consequence the increase of investment risks for RES-E projects. Over the last years, new 

investors entered the market for PV installations. Insurances, fund managers and financial investors looked for long-term investment 

opportunities with reliable rates of return. These additional financial resources positively contributed to the development of the PV 

market over the last years, scaling up size and the financing security of PV projects. But in the course of 2013, decreasing rates of 

return ending up at 2-3% reallocated investments toward capital markets or other technology markets (Fischer, DKB). For wind 

power, financing costs increased, especially for project developers. This questions the profitability of a number of wind projects for 

which the authorisation procedure is in progress (Klusmann, juwi).   

 

Market structure 

The proposals for reforming the EEG include policy measures which might substantially transform the electricity market. Therefore, 

the existence of functioning markets for RES-E cannot be guaranteed in the future.  Policy proposals for a significant transition 

to a market that sets sufficient incentives to sell renewable electricity are missing. Introducing obligatory direct marketing by 2017 

and repealing the market premium do not allow for a better integration of renewables in the electricity market. What is more, the 

green electricity privilege will be abolished without any comparable alternative (Klusmann, juwi).  

Another barrier, especially relevant in the Northern part of the country, where wind energy is well developed, is curtailment of wind 

power plants. This negatively impacts the financing of the project. According to existing legislation, wind power plants can be 

curtailed by the grid operator in case of grid bottlenecks. It is at the grid operator’s discretion to compensate plant operators or not. 

Both options are regulated by law40, though the decisions are most often non-transparent and difficult to question (re-frame.eu 

Database).   

 

40 Curtailment with compensation is laid down in § 11 EEG; Curtailment without compensation is regulated by §13.2. EnWG.  

                                                                 



 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

An important source of barriers within this category is the lack of transparent and foreseeable grid development. As already 

outlined in last year’s report, the current policy framework does not sufficiently stimulate grid reinforcement (Fischer, DKB). Taking 

into consideration that the amortisation of grid reinforcement investments takes approximately 40 years, the current policy 

framework does not provide adequate financial incentives to grid operators to undertake grid reinforcement. To date, transmission 

system operators (TSOs) are facing too high interest rates and have to account for risk liabilities, which leads to negative investment 

decisions. Financial incentives for a swift reinforcement are different for different grid operators. On one hand, there are two 

privately-owned TSOs which have vast financial resources at their disposal. On the other hand, there are partly state-owned TSOs 

which do not have these resources and cannot reinforce the grid accordingly.  

The same holds true for distribution grid operators (DSOs). Due to the vast number of DSOs, designing regulation to stimulate the 

financing of grid reinforcement is particularly difficult. Furthermore, the business model of DSOs – based on collecting concession 

fees for the energy they transfer – is in danger, partly due to the increase in own consumption. Seeing that many grids belong to 

municipalities, which can choose to invest the mentioned revenues in other areas, grid reinforcement activities are difficult to be 

carried out.  

In addition, grid expansion at the transmission and distribution level lacks coordination. Network development at the transmission 

level has to take (regional) network plans at the distribution level into account in order to achieve even greater coherency. Vice versa, 

bottlenecks at the transmission level also affect producers connected at the distribution level, and many RES-E producers feed in at 

this level. In case this relation between the transmission and distribution levels will not be considered, acceleration of grid expansion 

and optimisation will not be sufficient for keeping pace with the installation of RES-E plants (re-frame.eu Database), especially seeing 

how the implementation of grid expansion measures is already delayed – both at transmission and distribution level (re-frame.eu 

Database).  

Another issue refers to the costs of RES-E grid access, which are increasing for biogas plants. Grid access is becoming more 

complex and costly due to higher technical requirements. In addition, plant operators have difficulties having grid access at all, given 

the delayed grid expansion (re-frame.eu Database).   

 

Administrative processes 

The majority of barriers reported within this category regard the integration of RES-E into spatial and environmental planning. 

Spatial planning in Germany differs from one federal state to another, for example as regards height and distance restrictions for 

erecting wind power plants. Spatial planning can even differ within one state, as some municipalities have planning authority on 

these issues and can decide for example to include a height limitation in their land-use plan (a common limitation is around 100 m 

overall height). These restrictions may hamper repowering of older wind power plants. Thus, in many German regions, it is not 

possible to use all available wind energy potential (re-frame.eu Database).  

While land-use planning has improved in this regard, for example in Schleswig-Holstein, where areas designated to wind doubled 

(re-frame.eu Database), federal states like Saxony and Bavaria intend to make use of the so-called “Länderöffnungsklausel”. 

According to the draft paper on reforming the EEG, this clause grants federal states even more regulatory freedom for determining 

minimum distances between wind power plants and residential areas. In February 2014, Bavaria passed a cabinet decision defining 

minimum distances for wind power plants, which must be at least ten times its hub height (Bavarian State Chancellery, 2014; 

Fischer, DKB). As a consequence, nearly 100% of potential areas for wind power development are not available anymore (Fischer, 

DKB). What is more, Bavarian District Offices ceased to emit authorisations for wind power plants even prior to the Bavarian cabinet 

decision (Klusmann, juwi). In other regions, an increasing number of wind projects are prohibited for the duration of the amendment 



 

procedure of regional plans (re-frame.eu Database). It is clear that this current tendency in spatial planning has the potential to 

completely stop the development of wind power at federal state level.  

Further issues regard units with an overall height of more than 100 m which require daylight marking and night-time safety lights 

and the proximity of wind turbines to radar areas. Residents feel disturbed by night-time safety lighting, which makes it difficult to 

realize potentials (re-frame.eu Database). Secondly, the proximity of wind power plants to radar areas is gaining significance. This 

applies to military radar areas as well as civil ones, of for example meteorological services or civil aviation (re-frame.eu Database; 

Klusmann, juwi). By the end of 2013, approx. 3500 MW planned wind power projects could not be realised due to objections by 

operators of radars (BWE, 2014). A dialogue with the military on this matter has been initiated and contact persons have been 

assigned.  Thus, progress has been made on this matter. However, cooperation with the German air traffic control and the German 

Weather Service proves to be more difficult constituting are more serious barrier (Klusmann, juwi).  

Another barrier is related to the complexity of the administrative procedure for grid reinforcement. Authorization processes 

are lengthy at every level, and there is public resistance and delays by grid operators (re-frame.eu Database). 

 

Other 

In order to analyse public perception of RES-E in Germany, one needs to differentiate between public endorsement of the support 

mechanism at an overarching level and the opposition from local communities to the erection of such plants. Regarding the 

overarching public support, the debate still focuses on the cost aspect and the distribution mechanism of the support system for 

RES-E (EEG-Apportionment scheme). The mechanism used allows utility companies to pass the costs of the scheme on to consumers 

in form of a surcharge on electricity prices. However, equal burden sharing is undermined by existing exemptions for energy 

intensive industries on grounds of competition. It has been pointed out that the political debate focuses disproportionately on these 

cost aspects, neglecting the generally high level of support required for such a fundamental energy transition (Klusmann, juwi).  

As regards the acceptance of erecting RES-E plants in local communities, it has improved over the last two years, mainly due to 

public participation. Getting local citizens involved in the early stages of a project and giving them the possibility to take a financial 

share in the project is key to maintaining public support for the energy transition (Fischer, DKB; Klusmann, juwi).  

However, public acceptance varies across different technologies. Public acceptance of biogas in Germany is declining. The public 

discourse focuses on the food vs. fuel dilemma, creating thus a negative image of biogas as a renewable energy source. This 

perceived negative image influences political decisions about the support scheme for biomass and the concrete remuneration levels 

(re-frame.eu Database).  

Geothermal energy projects have struggled with acceptance issues as well. Several project sites have experienced opposition by local 

citizens. The reasons were risks (such as seismicity) or economic inefficiency of the projects. The geothermal sector represents only a 

small fraction of the German renewable energy sector. Thus, it lacks the capacities to start comprehensive information campaigns to 

positively influence public perception so that projects get realised (re-frame.eu Database). 



 

The German RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

In Germany, heat from renewable energy sources is supported through the Market Incentive Programme (MAP)41. The Federal Office 

of Economics and Export Control (BAFA)42 provides investment support for heating systems under the MAP. Heating systems in 

existing buildings are eligible for this investment support. Systems in new buildings are only eligible under the Market Incentive 

Programme if process heat is used. The investment support is divided into basic support, bonus support and innovation support. 

Furthermore, the KfW bank offers loans for RES-H projects. By means of the Premium component of the KfW Renewable Energies 

Programme, the KfW provides long-term, low-interest loans including a repayment-free start-up period for the development and 

expansion of heat systems/plants. In order to be eligible for the above-mentioned support, systems need to be erected in Germany 

and need to continue operation for at least 7 more years after receiving support (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category refer to the existence of a general RES-H&C strategy and the reliability of 

the support scheme. Politics and the media – and thus public discourse – focus almost exclusively on transforming the electricity 

sector when referring to the German “Energiewende”. The heating market, with its huge potential for financial and CO2-savings, is 

widely ignored or considered only to a negligible extent (re-frame.eu Database). In addition, existing policy focuses mostly on new 

buildings (EEWärmeG and EnEV). As described in last year’s report, the MAP (for existing buildings) has only had a minor positive 

effect on increasing the sales volume of renewable heating technologies, as it offers a continually changing and not sufficiently 

lucrative financing framework. Moreover, its technical and administrative requirements are too demanding and hard to be met (re-

frame.eu Database). After being interrupted in 2010, the MAP lost reliability in the public perception. Because of that and because 

of discussions about introducing a tax relief for retrofitting the building stock - which had been going on during coalition 

negotiations in autumn 2013 - the fear of missing financing led to a lack of confidence and to an inertia of consumers and installers. 

Finally, no tax relief was included in the coalition agreement of the new government.  

The unreliable funding, together with the intrinsic lack of confidence of consumers, has had a negative impact on the choice of 

technology, among which systems for heat from wood pellets (re-frame.eu Database).  

Furthermore, the replacement of the heating system itself competes with energy efficiency investments. When deciding to renovate 

a building, private consumers are faced with a choice between different measures – better insulation, new windows or the 

replacement of the heating system. Due to the high costs incurred by a new heating system and even more by the ones incurred by 

a solar thermal one, energy efficiency measures tend to be prioritised by consumers (re-frame.eu Database).  

41The provisions of the MAP are laid out in the Guidelines for the support of RES-H (Richtlinien zur Förderung von Maßnahmen zur 

Nutzung erneuerbarer Energien im Wärmemarkt vom 11. März 2011). 
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At the same time, the lack of possibilities to implement energy efficiency measures, for example due to monument conservation 

regulations, may leave the buildings stock with a very high heat demand. Therefore, the different RES-H technologies may not live 

up to the building’s high heat demand when operated in an energy and cost efficient way (Wenzel, INER). As a consequence, the 

absence of energy efficiency measures can be an indirect barrier for the use of RES-H technologies.  

The tenant-landlord dilemma is another barrier. Under current legislation, a new heating system based on renewables incurs costs, 

which cannot be passed on to the tenants, while tenants profit from reduced heating costs. Private landlords are not interested in 

replacing the heating systems of their buildings, and even among commercial landlords the interest is low (Wenzel, INER). To 

conclude, support instruments appear to be rather ineffective in substantially increasing the share of RES-H in buildings.  

Regarding the remuneration level for RES-H&C, solar installations have high investment costs, of which approx. 60-75% go to 

installers for sale, installation and maintenance. Furthermore, the systems have a long payback period, of 15-20 years (re-frame.eu 

Database; Wenzel, INER). Due to the absence of price transparency and competition between installers, decreasing production costs 

of solar installations are rarely passed on to the customer. However, it has to be considered that solar installations require a higher 

level of proficiency and skills of installers, as well as a higher amount of work to integrate the new heating system into the existing 

building than conventional heating systems (Wenzel, INER).  

Another barrier within this category refers to the access to finance. For example, geothermal projects are characterised by high 

capital requirements, but access to financing from banks can be obtained only after project developers have financed the boreholes 

(re-frame.eu Database). There are many uncertainties regarding the profitability and the stability of boreholes over refinancing 

periods of approx. 20 years. That is why banks usually consider geothermal projects to be venture capital businesses. In the context 

of access to finance, geothermal projects qualify as R&D projects, with corresponding risk levels (Fischer, DKB). 

 

Market Structure 

Within this category, the dominance of conventional retailers can be observed. RES heating systems still play a minor role when 

customers consult installers for alternatives. One reason is the cooperation agreements that installers have with conventional heating 

system providers (re-frame.eu Database). Furthermore, some installers do not even recommend investing in renewable heating 

systems, which has a detrimental effect on the general acceptance of RES-H. 

 

Other 

The public perception of RES-H&C is a relevant source of barriers within this category. The consumers are increasingly insecure 

and misinformed with regard to the best available heating system and to future possibilities for financial support. This applies to 

various technologies, for example heat pumps and solar thermal installations. In case of solar thermal installations, thermal energy 

meters are also not common, so that the correct functioning of the installation cannot be monitored. This means that the 

monitoring is delivered only at an additional cost. Regarding financial support, a lot of decisions to exchange old and inefficient 

heating systems were postponed, because consumers were expecting a policy introducing tax reductions for renewable heat to be 

passed. The policy was discussed during coalition negotiations in autumn 2013 by the coalition parties, but was finally excluded from 

the coalition agreement (re-frame.eu Database).  

As regards the distribution of heat pumps, this technology is very influenced by the negative perception of the general public about 

using electricity for heating purposes. However, because of Germany’s altering electricity mix in the coming years and an increasing 

share of RES-E, heat pumps’ carbon footprint will improve further. The use of biomass for heating purposes is characterised by the 



 

same negative and mostly undifferentiated public perception as in the electricity and transport sector (re-frame.eu Database). 

However, in the future, the use of biomass for pellet heating might be restricted by Germany’s overall biomass potential (Wenzel, 

INER).     

The training of installers also represents an important barrier to the diffusion of RES-H. Installers and craftsmen often lack the 

technical expertise necessary for a successful installation and maintenance of the different RES-H technologies. In many cases, 

installers and craftsmen cannot warrant the efficient operation of RES heating systems. Due to these inefficiencies, the operating 

costs of these installations increase. As a consequence, many installers do not even recommend investing in renewable heating 

systems. This has had a detrimental effect on the general acceptance of RES-H. Producers and manufacturers of the various heating 

systems will have to work on standardising their products and on making them more “installer friendly” in a plug-and-play mode 

(Wenzel, INER).  



 

The German RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

In Germany, the main support scheme for renewable energy sources used in transport (fuel for road transport) is a quota system. 

This scheme obliges companies importing or producing petrol, gas or diesel fuels to ensure that biofuels make up a defined 

percentage of the company’s total annual sale of fuel as set out in the Biofuel Quota Act. Obliged fuel suppliers may assign this 

obligation to other companies. From 2015, a greenhouse gas reduction quota will replace the biofuels quota. Besides the quota, 

biofuels are supported through fiscal regulation. The Energy Tax Act on mineral oil products obliges companies 

producing, processing, holding, receiving or dispatching energy products to pay a defined amount of tax. The tax relief for biofuels 

varies by the type of biofuel. The tax relief is only granted if the biofuel is pure and not used to fulfil the biofuels quota (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database). 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The barriers best described as the European institutions’ position on RES-T create a disadvantageous general framework for the 

German biofuels sector. The European Commission’s 2030 climate and energy goals, presented on 22 January 2014, do not mention 

any RES targets for the transport sector (European Commission 2014). This lack of European perspective for the transport sector 

beyond 2020 fails to encourage EU member states to focus on target achievement for 2020 in their RES-T sector and will require 

national policy making. A renationalisation of RES-T policy in the European Union might narrow EU-wide market opportunities for 

the German biofuels sector (Daum, VDB).  

Another relevant barrier at the European level regards the ILUC debate. In October 2012, the European Commission released a 

legislative draft addressing indirect land use change (ILUC) caused by biofuels. However, there is no reliable scientific basis for 

measuring ILUC. The Commission, the Parliament and the Council could not reach an agreement on the draft leaving the European 

biofuels industry to grapple with a lot of uncertainty. The additional amount of administrative work for reporting on biofuels’ GHG 

emissions due to ILUC and the proposed cap of 7% for 1st generation biofuels might stop the development of the biofuels sector 

altogether. Furthermore, the issue of indirect land use change is addressed selectively by focusing on biofuels, when ILUC occurs for 

every land use change, for example for fossil fuel power plants, for the building industry and for agriculture and food production 

(Daum, VDB; re-frame.eu Database).  

Restricting market opportunities for biofuels will also have negative impacts on R&D activities, such as R&D for shifting toward 

advanced biofuels based on agricultural and forestry residues as well as on used cooking oils and animal fats (Daum, VDB).  

Another problem is that there is no coherence between the Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC and the Fuel Quality Directive 

2009/30/EC. So far, there is no approach at EU level to link the 10% target for renewables in the transport sector of Directive 

2009/28/EC with the 6% GHG reduction target for fuels of Directive 2009/30/EC. On the one hand, most Member States have not 

transposed Directive 2009/30/EC into national legislation. On the other hand, the European Commission has not yet issued related 

definitions or methodologies, for example for GHG accounting of fossil fuels (re-frame.eu Database).   

Important sources for barriers in the RES-T sector at the national level are the lack of a general strategy and the missing 

reliability of a RES-T support scheme. As already outlined in last year’s report, German policy lacks a long-term vision about the 

role of biofuels in the German fuels market. A concretisation of how to implement the national 2020 target for the transport sector 



 

is missing. For the period after 2020, German policy lacks both targets and a plan for action (Daum, VDB).  This leads to the lack of 

appropriate goals for the market development of biofuels – a barrier prevailing since last year’s report. The mineral oil industry is 

statutorily required to place each year a fixed share of biofuels on the market in order to fulfil a fixed quota of 6.25%. The biofuel 

quota will be abolished starting in 2015. Instead, global greenhouse gas reduction targets for the entire fuels market will be 

introduced, which can be achieved through the use of biofuels. As of 2015, 3% must be saved annually, as of 2017 4.5%, as of 

2020 7%. The 3% annually until 2017 can be met without any significant growth in the use of biofuels (re-frame.eu Database).  

Another still relevant barrier is the absence of financial incentives for pure biofuels. The fiscal stimuli for biofuels as set out in the 

Energy Tax Act are insufficient to stimulate the development of a functioning market for pure biofuels. The tax relief for biodiesel 

(B100), vegetable oil, bioethanol (E85) and biomethane are granted if the produced biofuel is pure and not used to meet the biofuel 

quota43 (RES LEGAL Europe Database). However, the tax relief for biodiesel has been phased out on 1 January 2013, completing the 

gradual taxation of pure biodiesel that had started in 2007. The tax exemption for bioethanol will be phased out by 2015. As a 

result, the interest in developing pure biofuels has been reduced and market shares have decreased significantly over the last years 

(Daum, VDB; re-frame.eu Database). By neglecting the use of pure biofuels, for example in freight transportation, German policy 

misses an opportunity to increase the flexibility for achieving the 2020 target in the transport sector (Daum, VDB). 

 

Market structure 

Within this category a central barrier is related to the lack of fair and independent regulation of the RES-T sector at EU level. A 

dysfunctional single European market for biofuels still exists, with discriminatory, non-transparent administrative and tendering 

procedures in some EU Member States. This reduces the level playing field for German biofuel producers and needs to be solved at 

EU level (Daum, VDB).  

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

As regards technological issues, an ambitious policy regarding blending limits is so far missing. The current blending quotas of 7% 

biodiesel with diesel and 10% ethanol with gasoline are insufficient to meet the 2020 target of 10% in the transport sector. Within 

the limits of technical feasibility, higher blending limits need to be set politically. Car manufacturers and the mineral oil industry have 

to be given sufficient time and incentives to adopt the new standards and to adapt technical standardisation. This way, the use of 

biofuels could be diversified. First attempts to bring forward standardisation of blending limits of 10% (B10) and 30% (B30) 

biodiesel with diesel can be witnessed at EU level (Daum, VDB; re-frame.eu Database). 

 

Administrative processes 

In this category, it is environmental issues concerning biofuels that represent a barrier for the sector. Switching to a greenhouse 

gas reduction quota in 2015 will again increase requirements for the German biofuels sector. Showing the achieved greenhouse gas 

savings will involve complex calculations and translate into an increased workload for biofuel producers (re-frame.eu Database). 

Moreover, the concrete processes, methodologies and provisions for calculating the quota are still undefined (Daum, VDB; re-

frame.eu Database). Since Germany is the only EU country to introduce a greenhouse gas reduction quota, the level playing field for 

German biofuel producers will be reduced once again as compared to their European competitors. The same effect was witnessed 

when Germany unilaterally tightened its sustainability criteria for biofuels and European competitors could benefit from the 

experiences of German biofuel producers.  

43Art. 50 EnergieStG in connection with  Art. 37a (1), (3) and (3a) BImSchG. 

                                                                 



 

 

Other 

Sustainability criteria for biofuels are one source of barriers within this category. Biofuels have to be certified as sustainable if 

they are counted towards fulfilling the quota or apply for tax exemptions or reductions. So far, not all EU Member States have 

introduced sustainability standards. At the same time, existing standards and certification practices vary considerably across Member 

States with Germany having a comparably rigid and far reaching regulation for certification. The absence of verification procedures 

or cross-country rules for the approval of national and voluntary schemes place German producers in a disadvantaged position on 

the European market. Furthermore, the absence of a harmonised EU-wide database for proofs of sustainability and a European 

clearing point for proofs of sustainability increases the risk for using one proof of sustainability in more than one Member State  

(Daum, VDB; re-frame.eu Database).  

As regards the taxing regime of biofuels, the tax exemption for biomethane will end by 2015. Until now, there is no decision to 

extend the tax exemption (re-frame.eu Database). 

The absence of a positive public perception of RES-T is an important barrier for the development of renewables in the transport 

sector. Despite the introduction of sustainability criteria, the media and the public debate frequently focus on the “food vs. fuel 

dilemma”, due to the extensive growth of monocultures (maize), associated by the public with fuel production (re-frame.eu 

Database). Displaying greenhouse gas emissions caused by indirect land use change as foreseen by the European Commission might 

damage public reputation of biofuels even further. This is especially unfair, because ILUC regulations apply selectively to the biofuels 

sector and leave out other sectors like the fossil fuels sector or the food processing sector.  

In general, there is little differentiation in the public debate between different biofuels, and this hampers public acceptance. Most of 

the negative consequences of biofuel production such as land use change and deforestation of rainforests refer to palm oil 

production. It remains unmentioned that biofuels on the German market were produced to approx. 80% from canola in 2012, while 

palm oil covered a market share of only 5%. The complexity of the topic and the resulting lack of differentiation give rise to low 

levels of public acceptance (Daum, VDB).  
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G. Denmark 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Denmark has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth rates in both the RES-E and RES-H&C share are enough to achieve the 2020 target, if maintained.  Growth in 

the RES-T share was high, but the 2012 target share was not achieved. 



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Danish RES-E Sector 
In 2012 the Danish parliament passed a broad energy strategic paper in the form of an “Energy Agreement. Accelerating Green 

Energy towards 2020” setting a stable objective for all energy sectors. The agreement sets policies and goals intended to reach 

Denmark’s long-term domestic target of 100% renewable energy in both the energy and transport sectors by 2050, and several 

other benchmarks by 2020. The latter includes obtaining 35% of final energy consumption from renewables, 50% wind power in 

electricity consumption, and a 7.6% reduction in gross energy consumption compared to 2010. The measures in the agreement are 

expected to reduce GHG emissions by 34% by 2020 compared to 1990.  

 

Support scheme 

In Denmark, electricity from renewable sources (RES-E) is promoted mainly through a premium tariff. The premium tariff system is 

based on bonus payments. The operators of renewable energy plants usually receive a variable bonus, which is paid on top of the 

market price. The sum of the market price and the bonus shall not exceed a statutory maximum per kWh, which depends on the 

source of energy used and the date of connection of a given plant. New wind power plants receive a fixed premium, for 6,600 full 

load hours and for electricity generation of 5.6 MWh per m2 rotor area. The support for off-shore wind energy is based on tenders. 

The winner of a tender is the one with the lowest bid for a premium tariff for 50,000 full load hours per MW installed capacity. 

Electricity producers using all or part of the electricity produced for their own needs are totally or partly exempt from paying Public 

Service Obligation on this electricity. The Public Service Obligation is a charge levied to among others support renewable energy. In 

addition, small renewable electricity generation installations deemed to be of strategic importance in Denmark may receive a subsidy 

(RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

The development of renewable energy sources, especially wind energy, is very successful in Denmark. In December 2013 wind 

power production in December 2013 accounted for what corresponds to more than half of the Danish electricity consumption 

during the month. On an annual basis, the share of wind power of the national electricity consumption reached 33.2% in 2013. 

(Holbech, Vindmølleindustrien) Further development of this energy source is to be expected. However, there are still some barriers, 

which may hinder or slow down the deployment of RES in Denmark. 

 

Political and economic framework 

Political issues constituting barriers for further development of RES can be divided into the policies on the European level and these 

on the national level.  

European policy hindering RES is the 2030 framework discussion currently ongoing in the European Union. The framework suggests 

no binding targets for RES for Member States (MS). This may put the Danish ambitions for RES development under pressure. It 



 

might also affect Danish RES industry. If other MS stop developing renewable energy, Denmark’s companies producing and 

exporting wind energy technologies might face a decline in export opportunities for wind technology (Holbech, 

Vindmølleindustrien). 

Also the European guidelines on environmental and energy State Aid for 2014-2020 in the EU cause insecurity regarding the 

continuation of support for wind energy in Denmark. If these guidelines categorise off-shore wind energy as a deployed technology, 

the support would have to be organised in a different way. There is insecurity among off-shore wind energy developers on how the 

support design will have to change (Holbech, Vindmølleindustrien). 

Concerning barriers on the national level, there is a conflict between the energy and climate policy on one side and the tax 

policy on the other side. In Denmark there are a lot of so-called “green taxes”, which are levied on electricity, heating and 

transport from fossil fuels. The conflict is caused by the politicians’ expectation on high revenues from these taxes and the 

environmental targets they want to follow. The more renewable energy sources are used in energy generation and the more 

effective the energy efficiency measures are, the lower the tax revenues are (Ahm, PA Energy). 

As a part of the Energy Agreement an analysis on current support scheme and its financing design (Public Service Obligation – 

PSO) is conducted.  The analysis is planned to be finished by the end of 2014. As a result of it, it is expected that the financing 

scheme will be put under pressure (Holbech, Vindmølleindustrien, van het Erve Grunnet, Dansk Energi). 

Also the support behind Energy Agreement has become unsure. The Agreement constitutes a very stable framework for 

development of RES in Denmark. The Liberal Party, the biggest party in Danish parliament, which is not a part of the government, is 

considering leaving the coalition supporting this agreement (Holbech, Vindmølleindustrien). 

 

Market structure 

A quite severe problem, which is not yet so visible, but in a long term (around 2018-2020 and onwards) will have a great impact on 

electricity system in Denmark is the enormous amount of fluctuating wind power reaching around 50% of Danish electricity 

consumption. A very important challenge will be to establish an adequate technical and regulatory framework for integration of 

wind power in the energy system. One of the proposed solutions is to use wind electricity in the district heating sector through 

introduction of big heat pumps (see RES-H&C sector) (Holbech, Vindmølleindustrien).  

 

Other 

There is increasing local opposition towards wind energy. In December 2013, the Danish Ministry of the Environment, the 

Danish Ministry of Climate, Energy and Building and the Ministry of Health started a shared financed study of the relationship 

between noise from wind turbines and its effects on health. Since the results of the survey are still unknown, the municipalities are 

more caution with permissions on installing turbines on their land (Holbech, Vindmølleindustrien). 

In Denmark, next to already known on-shore and off-shore wind energy, there are also so-called near-shore wind energy 

installations, which are erected in a distance of at least 4 km from the coastline. This technology is still in the starting point and no 

tender on installing such turbines have been conducted yet. However, since on some planned locations the wind parks will be visible 

from the coast line, there is some insecurity among investors of near-shore wind energy on how the agreement between 

the wind park operator and people living on coastline will work. Neighbours of such turbines are, just like these of the on-

shore turbines, entitled to receive compensation from the investor and to a local ownership scheme. This scheme means that at least 



 

20% ownership shares are to be offered for sale to local citizens. Local citizens can thereby have a share in the revenue created by 

the wind farms. This has not been a problem regarding on-shore wind. On the contrary, it supported the acceptance of local 

populations towards wind energy. However, there is some insecurity concerning the possible impact this will have on the risk 

premium for the near shore tenders (Holbech, Vindmølleindustrien). 



 

The Danish RES-H&C Sector 
In 2012 the Danish parliament passed a broad energy strategic paper in the form of an “Energy Agreement. Accelerating Green 

Energy towards 2020” setting a stable objective for all energy sectors. The agreement sets policies and goals intended to reach 

Denmark’s long-term domestic target of 100% renewable energy in both the energy and transport sectors by 2050, and several 

other benchmarks by 2020. The latter includes obtaining 35% of final energy consumption from renewables, 50% wind power in 

electricity consumption, and a 7.6% reduction in gross energy consumption compared to 2010. The measures in the agreement are 

expected to reduce GHG emissions by 34% by 2020 compared to 1990.  

District heating is very popular in Denmark. This infrastructure covers approximately 63% of residential heating. Up to 50% of fuels 

used in district heating in Denmark is CO2-neutral. Main sources are: biomass (biodegradable waste included), biogas, solar thermal, 

geothermal, biofuels and biooil (Lauersen, Dansk Fjernvarme). 

 

Support scheme 

In Denmark there are several taxes on fossil fuels for heating. Renewable energy sources are exempt from the general energy- and 

CO2-taxation, but are subject to taxes on sulphur and NOx. Moreover, the use of biogas, if upgraded to natural gas, for heating 

purposes is supported through a direct premium tariff (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The most severe barrier for renewable energy sources used for heating purposes is lack of consistent policy. There are very 

ambitious targets, however, the taxation policy and single regulations are inconsistent with this policy.  

There is a conflict between the energy and climate policy on one side and the tax policy on the other side. In Denmark 

there are a lot of so-called “green taxes”, which are levied on electricity, heating and transport from fossil fuels. The conflict is 

caused by the politicians’ expectation on high revenues from these taxes and the environmental targets they want to follow. The 

more renewable energy sources are used in energy generation and the more effective the energy efficiency measures are, the lower 

the tax revenues are (Ahm, PA Energy). This conflict causes insecurity for developers on how high the taxes on fuels might be 

in the future (Lauersen, Dansk Fjernvarme). 

 

Market structure  

Another problem that heating from renewable energy sources is facing is the sustainability problem concerning biomass (wood 

chips, pallets and straw). Energy Agreement foresees the transition from fossil fuels towards biomass in big combined heat and 

power plants. In case of bigger plants with big demand for these sources, they will have to be imported. It is crucial to ensure the 

sustainability of such solutions (Lauersen, Dansk Fjernvarme; van het Erve Grunnet, Dansk Energi). 



 

One of the solutions concerning both the electricity and heating sector is the use of wind power for district heating. Wind 

power in hours of very high production is very cheap; there have been some hours in year where the electricity prices were negative. 

These fluctuations might be overcome through usage of big heat pumps in district heating grids (Lauersen, Dansk Fjernvarme; 

Holbech, Vindmølleindustrien). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

A severe problem concerning the construction of new solar heating plants is the price of land, especially in bigger agglomerations. 

This problem is not so severe in smaller towns and villages (Lauersen, Dansk Fjernvarme). 

Biogas is of growing political importance. This is mainly due to extend of agricultural sector in Denmark. However this technology is 

facing some problems, especially technological ones. It is still unclear how biogas shall be used –should it be directly fed into the 

district heating grids or upgraded and fed into the gas grid. Also security of supply has to be guaranteed (Lauersen, Dansk 

Fjernvarme). 

 

Other 

Due to a low temperature of geothermal sources the construction of bigger plants using geothermal sources for district heating 

constitutes huge and risky investment. This technology is still in its infancy in Denmark (Lauersen, Dansk Fjernvarme). 



 

The Danish RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

The main incentive for renewable energy use in transport (RES-T) is a quota obligation. Companies importing or producing petrol, 

gas or diesel fuels are obliged to ensure that biofuels make up 5.75% of the company’s total annual fuel sales. Furthermore, biofuels 

are supported through tax incentives. Companies producing, processing, possessing, receiving or dispatching energy products are 

obliged to pay a defined amount of tax. This amount is reduced for fuels blended with biofuels. Apart from that, selling of biogas for 

transport purposes is supported through a direct premium tariff. 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

Denmark is currently planning its first plant for industrial scale for bioethanol, which will be the second such plant in Europe (after 

Italian one) (Holmsgaard, Biorefining Alliance). 

Uncertainty on the European market, due to failure of the European Council to reach an agreement on biofuels regulations, 

constitutes a very severe barrier for the advanced biofuels. A compromise proposal, introducing a 2% target of second generation 

biofuels as part of the general 10% target for biofuels, has not has not been agreed on. The discussion is still not finalized. The lack 

of this goal setting hinders the development of advanced biofuels (Holmsgaard, Biorefining Alliance). 

Another barrier originating in the European Union is the EU framework discussion for 2030, which does not include any 

target for renewable energy sources in transport sector. This might not only hinder the development of biofuels after 2020 but 

also already before that period (Holmsgaard, Biorefining Alliance). 

In Denmark, there is an E5 standard for ethanol, which is considered as too low to allow this biofuel to enter the market 

(Holmsgaard, Biorefining Alliance). 

There is no sufficient support scheme for biofuels in Denmark. There is a tax allowance scheme in place and a biofuel quota 

obligation. These schemes, however, do not distinguish between a first and second generation of biofuels and are in this way not 

sufficient for supporting the development of the advanced biofuels (Holmsgaard, Biorefining Alliance). 

There is a conflict between the energy and climate policy on one side and the tax policy on the other side. In Denmark 

there are a lot of so-called “green taxes”, which are levied on electricity, heating and transport from fossil fuels. The conflict is 

caused by the politicians’ expectation on high revenues from these taxes and the environmental targets they want to follow. The 

more renewable energy sources are used in energy generation and the more effective the energy efficiency measures are, the lower 

the tax revenues are (Ahm, PA Energy). 

Market structure 

Concerning second generation biodiesel there is a small feed stock barrier. This does not constitute a barrier for the development of 

second generation bioethanol (Holmsgaard, Biorefining Alliance). 
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H. Estonia 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Estonia has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• The growth rate in the RES-E share is more than enough to achieve the 2020 target, if maintained. For RES-H&C, the 

2020 target share has already been surpassed. However, the RES-H&C share has decreased very slightly (-0.2%) from 

2010 to 2012, and care should be taken not to let it sink too far.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Estonian RES-E Sector 
In 2012 overall electricity consumption in Estonia was 8,1TWh. Installed production power in the Estonia's electricity system is 2739 

MW. Production on any given moment depends on the wind, water resources, repair works of power plants etc. In 2013 September, 

276 MW of wind parks were installed into Estonia's electricity network. Maximum capacity of wind energy has been 230 MW, 

measured on 23 October 2013 (ELERING). In 2011 and 2012 renewable energy amounted up to 25 % in the final consumption. This 

meets the Estonia's renewable electricity target for 2020. During last few years there has been significant increase in renewable 

electricity production. Main potential of renewable electricity (RES-E) lies in biomass, wind energy, biogas and small-scale 

hydroelectricity production (Estonian Government). 

 

Support scheme 
Estonia’s current premium price by feed-in tariff policy for renewable energies came to force in 2007 and is based on the Directive 

2001/77/EC on the promotion of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in the internal electricity market. As per this 

directive, the support scheme must be proportional and adjusted after a period of transformation, according to electricity market 

changes. Estonian authorities thus aimed to reform existing renewable energy support in order to achieve climate goals for 2020. 

The context for renewable energy support in Estonia has changed since 2007, as the premium-priced feed-in tariff turned out to be 

much more successful than foreseen. Initially, policymakers aimed for renewable energy to account for 5.1% of the country’s overall 

electricity consumption - in the first half of 2012, it accounted for up to 25%. Since 2010 the premium-priced by feed-in tariff was 

the same for every type of renewable electricity producers. It was €0.0537 per KWh in addition to the income from the sale of the 

electricity. In 2012 the payment of subsidy was changed. For companies whose renewable energy production facilities are using 

renewable energy sources, except wind, or who have by the date of 15 July 2012 arranged an agreement for selling the heat or who 

has by the date of 15 July 2012 received a building permission and whose output does not exceed 10MW are entitled to premium-

priced feed-in tariff of €0.0537 per KWh for period of 12 years in the future. The projects started after 15 July 2012 will be 

calculated with formula € 0.093 minus last months weighted average spot price. The premium-priced feed-in tariff will be valid for a 

certain producer for 12 years (EU Semester). 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 
Political and economic framework 

The main barrier for the RES-E sector in the context of the existence and reliability of RES-E support schemes is the ongoing 

process of amending the support scheme. A final decision has not been taken on how exactly the support scheme will be amended, 

but it is foreseen to replace the premium by a feed-in tariff – contrary to the development in most other European markets and the 

respective guidelines by the European Commission. The discussion about the changes of the support places have been going on for 

several years and have thus discouraged investors and reduced the investment security in Estonia (Estonian Wind Power Association; 

Estonian Renewable Energy Association). 



 

As the support scheme is currently being amended and the discussed conditions foresee that the new system will also apply to 

existing wind power systems. This would seriously endanger the business plans for existing power plants and it would reduce the 

trust of investors in future projects (Estonian Wind Power Association; Estonian Renewable Energy Association). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Main problems occur with regards to the predictability of the connection procedure: The preparatory work to obtain a grid 

connection permit and to be eligible for the support scheme is extremely complex. The process foresees several tests that are unique 

and not required in any other EU member state. Also, the transmission system operator has to conduct a grid study that should 

foresee the impact of the wind power system on the overall grid. For this calculation the TSO requires information from wind turbine 

manufacturers which are considered business secrets. As a consequence the permission process for project developers is very risky, 

burdensome and lengthy (Estonian Wind Power Association). One solution to overcome this barrier is to reduce the amount of level 

of details that the grid operator can ask from wind power developer and to standardize the tests to the level of detail in other 

countries (Estonian Wind Power Association). 

 

Administrative processes 

Overall, the administrative procedures have improved but the administrative process is still very challenging when it comes to the 

integration of RES-E spatial and in environmental planning. Estonia still lacks a spatial planning of the maritime area. The 

planning process has now started. However, in this process the planning of wind power systems have only very little priority and 

because of environmental reasons and other aspects the process takes very long. For some project developers the length of the 

process is unbearably long and causes severe financial distress. The process is led by the environmental authority which practically 

has a veto power for wind power projects. Discussion and negotiations are not foreseen which prevents many projects (Estonian 

Wind Power Association) 

Moreover, the complexity of the administrative procedure is an issue. The Estonian air forces assess whether wind parks could 

disturb military radar communication systems. If this is their assessment then they will withhold their approval which is necessary to 

conclude the permission process. While this process was a serious barrier in the past it has become much easier also due to the 

cooperative role by the Estonian defence ministry. In some cases, however, it is still a reason why wind power plants cannot be 

realized (Estonian Wind Power Association). 

 

Other 

As regards operational issues, there is a lack of technical experts. As a consequence foreign developers have to import their own 

staff (Estonian Renewable Energy Association). 



 

The Estonian RES-H&C Sector 
In Estonia 60% of population uses district heating (National Audit Office of Estonia). In 2010 renewable energy accounted for 

42,6% of total heating and cooling sector. Other energy sources are shale-derived fuel oil and gas.  All heat and cooling produced 

from renewable energy sources and transferred into district heating network was from biomass. As Estonia has a lot of biomass 

potential, then development of renewable energy production is expected in this field (Ministry of the Economic Affairs and 

Communication). 

 

Support scheme 
Different periodical investment subsidies were foreseen from European Regional Development Fund, from C02 quota selling monies 

for period 2007-2013. Investment subsidies were granted for reconstruction of boiler plants, reconstruction of heat distribution 

networks and construction of combined heat and power plants (Environmental Investment Center, a). Investment subsidies for 2014 

and forward are not yet published. Under Electricity Market Act only electricity produced with combined heat and power technology 

is subsidized with premium by feed-in tariff.   

 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 
Political and economic framework 

Dominance of conventional retailers is an issue as micro-producers are not allowed to sell produced heat to the network. This 

reduces possibilities to establish energy cooperatives which could be formed for a purpose of energy producing, consuming and 

sharing communities. Energy cooperatives are not regulated and therefore not developed in Estonia (Estonian Development Fund). 

Currently, a significant part of logging products is exported to foreign markets. Best way to increase usage of renewable energy in 

Estonia is to increase the scale of biomass energy. In this case allowed logging capacities must be raised and export of wood 

products must be decreased. Currently it is difficult to find enough raw material if renewable energy percentage increase and this 

will leads to higher heat prices (Estonian Development Fund). 

The access to financing is an additional barrier as smaller heating companies are not able to get financing from banks, because heat 

consumption in some networks are relatively small (Estonian Development Fund).  

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Access to district heating distribution network is based on high bidding system and if consumption is met by production then no 

extra heating is allowed to the network.  

Distribution networks are old and leakages exist. In some networks investment pay back period is longer than life time of the whole 

network. Therefore investors are not keen on investing into the heat production. Currently no local heat management plans are in 

place. Therefore there is no certainty how local district heating systems will be developed. Heat management plans should be 

county, town or other area based depending on cirqumstances. Moreover without local heat management plans which are based on 

cost-benefit analysis, investors are not willing to make the investment decision (Estonian Development Fund). 

 



 

Other 

The public perception of RES-H is an issue in the sense that the increasing part of renewable energy is heavy burden for the 

consumers as renewable energy fee is already very high. This applies to private investments also. Consumers are very price sensitive 

and cannot pay for higher heating prices. Necessary investments into production facilities will also increase the price of the heat. 

Insulation of houses decreases consumption. Currently state owned financial institution Kredex offers renovation loans for apartment 

houses. Apartment associations are becoming more active and renovating the buildings with loan from Kredex. 

Regarding Operational Issues the waste to energy production market is almost full as there is not sufficient amount of waste. 

Recycling of waste has increased and waste that is possible to burn into heat is not enough. Small scale waste energy plant is 

considered into Southern part of Estonia and it will also cover Northern part of Latvia (Estonian Development Fund). 



 

The Estonian RES-T sector 
Estonia imports all the petrol and diesel used in transport. According to the reports presented by producers of biofuel, in 2008 there 

was one supplier of biofuels in Estonia who released biofuel for consumption (undenatured ethyl alcohol) blended with varying 

proportions of petrol in the total amount of 2 849 777 litres and four suppliers of biofuels who released biofuel for consumption 

(100% fatty acid methyl esters (FAME)) for using either purely or blended with diesel in the total amount of 3 560 804 litres 

(NREAP). 

Estonia has set up a renewable energy usage target of 10% in the transport sector by 2020. This target is mainly expected to be met 

due to usage of biogas (NREAP). For example since 2011 Tartu City is served by 5 buses which run on compressed natural gas (Tartu 

City). As production of biogas increases, plans have been made to use biogas instead of natural gas. Decision to build Estonia's first 

biomethane production facility was taken in the beginning of 2014. Environmental Investment Center will subsidy the project with 

€3million. All produced biomethane shall be used in Estonia as transport fuel in order to support Estonia meeting its 10% renewable 

energy target for the transport sector by the year 2020.  Biomethane production facility will be built into Siiman farm in Viljandi 

County. Raw material will be collected from 1700 bovine animals and small amount of grass silage will be added. In this way, 70 

000 tons of raw material will be reprocessed. Estimated production amount is at least 1,2 million m3 per year (Environmental 

Investment Center, b). 

 

Support scheme 
Only available support in the transport sector is a grant up to 50% of buying price of the electric vehicle. The grant is provided by 

state owned financial service institution Kredex. The purpose of the grant is to decrease the pollution load of transport and increase 

the use of renewable energy in transport through wider commissioning of electric cars in transport. Therefore the price of supported 

electric cars is brought to a comparable level with ordinary cars with similar parameters. Supported actions are purchase of an 

electric car, including the down-payment of leasing, procurement of one charger of electric car per one electric car, including the 

necessary installation work (RESLEGAL Europe Database). The grant amount for purchase of an electric car and down-payment of 

leasing is up to 50% of the purchase price of the electric car, but not more than € 18,000 for a person, who is not a VAT payer. The 

grant amount for purchase of an electric car for a VAT payer is 35% eligible costs, but not more than € 18,000 per car.  The 

maximum grant amount for purchasing of a charger of an electric car, including the installation work connected therewith, is € 1000 

(ELMO). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 
Political and economic framework 

A major barrier for the transport sector is the dominance of conventional retailers in the sense that market design favours using 

conventional fuel. Estonia's domestic legislation does not oblige fuel distributors to mix diesel nor petrol with biofuels. Furthermore 

there does not exist an obligation to sell biofuels. Draft amendments to Liquid Fuel Act (Vedelkütuste seadus) has been worked out 

by Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communication but have not reached the reading phase in the parliament (Estonian Institute for 

Sustainable Development). 

 



 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

An additional barrier is linked to the lack of a infrastructure: As mentioned earlier, biogas has a potential of providing Estonia's 

transport sector with biofuels. Produced biogas e.g biomethane is usually produced in rural areas and often not possible to transport 

via gas pipeline. Therefore biogas must be transported by a truck which is seldom fuelled with other than diesel. Therefore also 

sustainability calculation play a major role, deciding whether biofuel projects are sustainable or not (Estonian Institute for Sustainable 

Development).    

 

Administrative processes 

Integration of biofuel production in spatial planning is non-existent. Currently local development plans e.g Rural Development 

Plans (Maaelu arengukava) and Local Governments Development Plans (Kohalike omavalitsuste arengukavad) do not foresee any 

special measures on how to increase production of raw materials for the purpose of biofuel production. As biofuel sector consists of 

production, distribution and consumption, strategic cooperation must take place between all market players. Local authorities have 

to play a larger role promoting and developing production of biofuel (Estonian Institute for Sustainable Development).  

 

Others 

Considering practical operational Issues Estonia has a potential for biogas produced from waste from the animal farms. Produced 

amount of dung is easily predictable every year as would be raw material from lands which are mowed every year with a purpose 

other than food production. Small scale gasification of those mowed crops is considered in Estonia. Barrier is the lack of large scale 

agricultural industry that would provide enough raw material. Small scale projects are possible. Biofuels such as ethanol and 

methanol are produced from grain. The development of an ethanol plant with grain input would have to be large scale in order to 

be profitable. This would mean that over half of the amount of grain, that is produced in Estonia for food industry must be used for 

production of ethanol. Lack of sufficient amount of grain grown in Estonia is the barrier for ethanol production. Production of 

biofuels in Estonia is usually powered by energy from oil shale. In order for the biofuels to be sustainable, they must provide 

sustainable benefits. If more energy from the oil shale is used, than the gain received from using the biofuels, then biofuel projects 

do not meet sustainability criteria (Estonian Institute for Sustainable Development). 

Taxing regime does not provide incentives for biofuels. Excise duty on ethanol is the same as on petrol and excise duty on 

biodiesel is the same as on diesel. Therefore energy content is not taken into consideration. Fuel taxation based on energy content 

would provide incentive for consumer to prefer biofuels (Estonian Institute for Sustainable Development). 
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I. Greece 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Greece has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012, in part still as a result of the 

economic crisis and subsequent lower energy consumption.  

• The growth rate in the RES-E sector is enough to achieve the 2020 target if it can be maintained. For RES-H&C, 

the 2020 target share has already been achieved. The negative growth rate in the RES-T sector may possibly be 

due to statistics issues, but must be closely monitored. 



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Greek RES-E Sector 
Greece’s RES electricity generation (RES-E) has been characterized by continuous growth until 2013, starting with a share of RES-E, 

which was 6.9% of the national total in 2005 according to the National Renewable Energy Action Plan44 and reaching 11.6% in 

2011, according to Eurostat45.  

With the adoption of Law No. 3468/2006, Greece introduced a coherent legislative framework for the development and 

implementation of RES-E projects. Four years later Law No.3851/2010 transposed the majority of the provisions of Directive 2009/28 

into Greek Law and reaffirmed the feed-in tariff system as the basic support mechanism for the further development of RES in 

Greece.  

Thus, renewable capacity (mainly wind and PV), supported by a  legal framework characterized by attractive feed-in tariffs  and the 

provision of capital subsidies for particular technologies, increased considerably during 2009-2013 (Seimanidis and Konstantopoulos, 

2013). 

 

Renewable Energy  Source Installed Capacity (MW) 

2011 2012 July 2013 

Wind 1,636 1,753 1,784 

Biomass 44 45 46 

Small Hydro (<15 MW) 206 213 218 

Solar (PV) 626 1,536 2,451 

Total 2,512 3,547 4,499 

Table 1: Total installed RES capacity in Greece by technology. Source: Seimanidis and Konstantopoulos, 

2013 

The adopted feed-in tariff system led to the rapid and largely uncontrolled installation and operation of expensive PV systems in 

Greece, as it is shown in Table 1. This led in turn to an exacerbation of the pre-existing deficit of the Special Account for renewable 

energy sources (RES), managed by the Electricity Market Operator (LAGIE) and resulted in acute liquidity problems for the national 

energy market and mainly for the RES-E producers (Seimanidis and Konstantopoulos, 2013). This development along with serious 

project financing difficulties resulting from the on-going economic crisis constitutes major barriers to the development of new RES-E 

projects. 

44 http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=CEYdUkQ719k%3D&...   
45 http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&language=en&pcode=t2020_31&plugin=1  
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Support scheme 

In Greece, electricity generation from renewable sources has been supported during the past fifteen years through various versions 

of a feed-in tariff system concept.  In addition, RES-E projects have been eligible for capital subsidies   and /or tax exemptions (RES 

LEGAL Europe Database). 

Law No. 3468/2006 and its amendments set for the first time an integrated set of rules for guaranteed feed-in tariffs. Plant 

operators are contractually entitled against the Grid Operator/ Electricity Market Operator to the payment of electricity exported to 

the grid. The Grid Operator is obliged to enter into these contracts. The amount of the feed-in tariff varies for each electricity 

generation technology. Based on a regulation issued in the Greek Government  Gazette (FEK 1079/2009) the support scheme has 

been expanded to incentivise electricity generation from small PV installations (capacity of 10 kW or less) through a feed-in tariff, 

which is deducted from the consumers’ electricity bill) (RES LEGAL Europe Database). During 2012, feed-in tariffs for PV installations 

were revised (reduced) twice, while since November 2012 a retroactive levy on the yearly turnover of all operating RES plants has 

been entered into force. During 2013, a further revision of PV feed-in tariff was introduced, while a levy on all RES-E producers to 

support interruptible load contracts for the industrial sector has been also established by Law in October 2013 (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database). The implementation of the latter has been blocked by the Troika. A moratorium on the licensing and connection of all 

new PV projects was imposed in April 2013 and is expected to expire in December 2014. 

Apart from the feed-in tariff mechanism, non-PV RES projects may come under the provisions of Law No.3098/2011 (Investment 

Law) and can be eligible for a subsidy and / or a tax exemption scheme (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

The reliability of the general RES-E strategy and that of the existing support scheme is considered as a major barrier for the 

further development of RES-E in Greece. The national RES-E strategy and its implementation, as it was formulated and described in 

the country’s National Renewable Energy Action Plan in 2010, has been proven problematic. More specifically, the RES-E strategy did 

not provide for the establishment of effective tariff monitoring and control mechanisms and for the correction of the calculation of 

the required support for RES-E projects. These led to the aforementioned, uncontrollable growth of the deficit of the Special 

Account for RES of the Market Regulator and the resulting liquidity problems that were further exacerbated by the inability of 

electricity consumers to pay their bills on time. 

The implementation of the national RES-E strategy was legally supported through Law No. 3468/2006 and Law No.3851/201046. 

The introduction of the latter improved the conditions for the deployment of RES-E through the simplification of licensing 

procedures and reaffirmed the attractive feed-in tariffs established under the previous regime (RES Integration, 2011). PV project 

developers, installers and owners enjoyed particularly hefty financial margins from the new scheme, as e.g. they could receive € 400 

per MWh for a PV plant above 100kW. Even more attractive feed-in tariffs were offered to domestic roof-mounted PV systems (<10 

kW) at € 550 per MWh. The rapid decrease of PV panel costs increased financial margins even further. By contrast, wind tariffs 

remained constant at € 90 per MWh levels and margins for wind projects were up to three times lower than PV ones. 

46 http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=qtiW90JJLYs%3d&tabid=37  
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This resulted in the rapid expansion of the PV sector in Greece (Kapellos, HELAPCO). As shown in Table 1, installed PV capacity 

almost doubled during the 2011-2012 period and in 2013 PV installations surpassed their sectoral NREAP 2020 target seven years 

earlier (Seimanidis and Konstantopoulos, 2013).  

The explosive growth of the PV sector and its consequences were not properly handled by the State.  The absence of an effective 

monitoring and control mechanism that could promptly adjust the feed-in tariff scheme to the market conditions had a more 

pronounced negative impact on the non-PV RES-E technologies (Seimanidis, GAREP). 

The weaknesses in the planned energy strategy for RES and its implementation created instability in the electricity market and 

rendered the existing feed in tariff scheme unsustainable. This is why revenue risk under the existing support scheme is seen as 

another major barrier for the further deployment for RES-E. 

The Electricity Market Operator (LAGIE), established as a public entity under the provisions of Law No. 4001/2011 (known as “Energy 

Law”)47, is responsible for clearing the daily electricity market and for paying the renewable electricity producers on a monthly basis 

according to their contractual feed-in tariffs and the electricity they have provided to the national electrical system. This is done 

through a Special Account (Art. 40 Law No.2773/ 1999), set up solely for that reason (RES Integration, 2011).  

LAGIE presented a deficit from the time it was established and by the end of 2011 it had a deficit of € 202 million, which at the end 

of 2012 reached € 340.69 million48. It was clear to the related stakeholders that the existing support scheme was not sustainable 

anymore and this is why a number of revisions of the existing support scheme were introduced. 

Those revisions targeted mainly the overgrown PV sector. In 2012, two subsequent revisions of the PV feed-in tariffs led to their 

drastic reduction. In addition, since August 201249, any licensing procedure for new PV plants is on hold. Nevertheless,  the rest of 

the RES-E technologies were also affected as with the Law No. 4093, a special solidarity levy has been  applied on the yearly turnover 

of all operating renewable electricity installations for 3 (2+1) years (25%-30% of the yearly turnover for PV installations and 10% for 

other renewable energy sources50).  

In 2013, deeper cuts for PV feed-in tariffs were introduced accompanied with an increased solidarity levy for new PV plants (34%- 

42% of the yearly turnover for PV installations)51. Furthermore, since December 2013, no connection and purchase agreements can 

be offered to PV installations52. 

Despite, the subsequent cuts of the feed-in tariff and the imposition of retroactive levies, the deficit of the Special Account for RES 

culminated in November 2013 to € 540.6 million53.   

The constantly increasing deficit hampers the RES-E sector in general, as the Electricity Market Operator (LAGIE) is not able to 

remunerate RES producers. Currently, a six month delay of LAGIE’s payment to the RES producers has been established (Kapellos, 

47 Greek: Νόμος 4001/2011, “Για τη λειτουργία Ενεργειακών Αγορών Ηλεκτρισμού και Φυσικού Αερίου, για Έρευνα, Παραγωγή και δίκτυα μεταφοράς Υδρογονανθράκων και άλλες 
ρυθμίσεις”. Available at http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=9rVkIH6aN2E%3D&tabid=506&language=el-GR  
48 http://www.lagie.gr/fileadmin/groups/EDSHE/MiniaiaDeltiaEL/2013_12_Miniaio_Deltio_EL_APESITHYA.pdf  
49 Greek: Αναστολή διαδικασίας αδειοδότησης και χορήγησης προσφορών σύνδεσης για φωτοβολταϊκούς σταθμούς, λόγω κάλυψης των στόχων που έχουν τεθεί με την απόφαση 

Α.Υ./Φ1/οικ.19598/01.10.2010 του Υπουργού  Π.Ε.Κ.Α.http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=Ru%2btfEs6Pao%3d&tabid=555&language=el-GR  
50Greek:  Επείγοντα μέτρα εφαρμογής των νόμων 4046/2012, 4093/2012 και 4027/2013 (Παράγραφος Ι΄ - Ρυθμίσεις θεμάτων Ανανεώσιμων Πηγών Ενέργειας). Available at 

http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=nKAZ%2bx9OCDs%3d&tabid=555&language=el-GR  
51Greek:  Νόμος 4093/2012: Έγκριση Μεσοπρόθεσμου Πλαισίου Δημοσιονομικής Στρατηγικής 2013-2016 - Επείγοντα Μέτρα Εφαρμογής του ν. 4046/2012 και του Μεσοπρόθεσμου 

Πλαισίου Δημοσιονομικής Στρατηγικής 2013-2016. Available at http://www.forin.gr/articles/article/7488/nomos-4093-2012-egkrish-mesoprothesmou-plaisiou-dhmosionomikhs-

strathgikhs-2013-2016-epeigonta-metra-efarmo%C2%ADghs-tou-n-4046-2012-kai-tou-mesoprothesmou-plai%C2%ADsiou-dhmosionomikhs-strathgikh  
52Greek:  Νόμος 4223/ 2013: Ενιαίος Φόρος Ιδιοκτησίας Ακινήτων και άλλες διατάξεις. Available at http://www.hellenicparliament.gr/UserFiles/bcc26661-143b-4f2d-8916-

0e0e66ba4c50/e-enfia-pap.pdf  
53 http://www.lagie.gr/fileadmin/groups/EDSHE/MiniaiaDeltiaEL/2013_12_Miniaio_Deltio_EL_APESITHYA.pdf  
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HELAPCO; Papastamatiou, HWEA). Apart from that, the Electricity Market Operator is obliged to eliminate its deficit by the end of 

201454. 

All in all, RES-E producers are faced with an uncertain and constantly changing environment. Under such uncertain and instable 

conditions, development of RES-E is at risk and RES-E producers are waiting for the so-called “new deal on PV” (Chaviaropoulos, 

CRES), expected to be introduced at the end of February 2014, so as the RES-E sector can finally restart on a more stable basis 

(Kapellos, HELAPCO). Nevertheless, the abrupt changes of the support scheme for RES-E so far show that there is no concrete 

strategy for RES-E from the Ministry of Energy, Environment and Climate Change.  

Apart from that, the instability of the RES-E sector in Greece has also consequences on the access to finance for RES-E projects. 

The situation is also aggravated by the current economic crisis. Even after the radical reform of the banking sector in Greece, limited 

funds were at the disposal of interested investors. The banking sector, taking into consideration the unstable RES-E market with the 

feed-in tariff cuts and the retroactive levies , was not willing to provide the necessary capital for the realization of big RES-E projects, 

as it was unsure that such an investment could pay off under the current circumstances (Kapellos, HELAPCO; Chaviaropoulos, CRES).  

 

Grid regulation and infrastructure 

Another persistent obstacle for the development of renewable electricity is electrical interconnections and grid stability, or more 

specifically the uncertainty for infrastructure development. 

There exist many areas in the Greek territory that are currently unable to exploit mainly their wind potential. Characteristically, the 

Aegean islands, dispersed on the Aegean Sea, are not interconnected to the central continental grid. Apart from that, there are also 

other areas where grid development works are needed but they are not realised. As a consequence, those areas are characterised as 

congested and no further renewable energy plants can be connected to the grid (AEON, 2010).  

There is a Study for the development of the Greek Transmission Grid 2010-2014 (MASM)55, which includes all the necessary grid 

development works until 2014 (RES LEGAL Europe Database). Another study that foresaw grid development works for the period 

2014-202456 has been issued but has not yet approved by the Ministry of Energy, Environment and Climate Change.   

It is argued that the lack of infrastructure development is caused by the insufficient progress of unbundling in Greece (Law No. 

4001/2011) as well as the privatization of the Greek TSO (ADMIE), which is progressing slowly. The Greek TSO (ADMIE) although in 

charge of transmission system faces the same problems as any public authority, i.e. it lacks the required funding to realize the 

necessary grid development works. Consequently, the main question here is which authority will take the responsibility for assuring 

the funds for realizing grid development (Chaviaropoulos, CRES). 

 

Administrative processes 

The cost and complexity of administrative procedure due to the unstable framework has also been identified as a barrier for 

RES-E. The unstable legislative framework for RES-E, mainly during the last two years has created problems in the design and the 

operation of RES-E investments. RES-E investors were confused as they should follow the latest legislative developments that entered 

54Greek: Νόμος 4111/2013. Available at:  http://www.minedu.gov.gr/publications/docs2013/fek18a.pdf  
55 Greek: Μελέτη Ανάπτυξης Συστήματος Μεταφοράς 2010-2014 (ΜΑΣΜ). Available at http://www.admie.gr/fileadmin/user_upload/Files/masm/masm_2010-2014-RAE.pdf  
56 Greek: Δεκαετές Πρόγραμμα Ανάπτυξης Συστήματος Μεταφοράς 2014-2024. Available at http://www.admie.gr/uploads/media/DPA_2014-2023_Prokatarktiko_Schedio.pdf  
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hastily into force (Papastamatiou, HWEA).  In addition, such changes require the redesign of new investments, under a new financial 

and business environment and with a considerably lower ROI (Kapellos, HELAPCO; Papastamatiou, HWEA).  

In addition, the frequent changes of the legislative framework make administrative procedures more complex, as regional and 

national authorities are not able to interpret the new legislation adequately. Consequently, licensing procedures delays and 

applications are not examined at all. This of course leads to the cancelation of projects and will finally bring forward the need for 

redesigning. 

 

Other 

There seems to be a mixed public perception towards RES-E projects currently in Greece. This is mainly manifested on a general- 

public level and on a local level. 

On a more general level, the deficit of the accounts of the Electricity Market Operator has resulted in the increase of electricity bills, 

through the Special Levy for the reduction of GHGs (ΧΧΧΧΧΧ). In other words, consumers were obliged to share the burden of the 

Electricity Market Operator’s deficit, which under the current financial circumstances cannot be considered as socially acceptable. 

This created to a certain degree a negative public stance towards RES-E (Chaviaropoulos, CRES). 

On a local level, certain reactions to the installation of new RES-E investment can be witnessed. This can be mainly attributed to lack 

of knowledge on green energy and environmental awareness as well as local interests (Papastamatiou, HWEA). A number of projects 

could not be realized and this concerns a number of technologies such wind, geothermal and biomass/ biogas (Kapellos, HELAPCO). 

On the other hand several thousands of small and medium sized enterprises along with tens of thousands of households have 

revenues through selling their PV production to the Market Operator. Despite the aforementioned liquidity problems, and the delays 

in their remuneration, these groups continue to support RES.  



 

The Greek RES-H&C Sector 
Regarding the use of renewable energy in the heating sector (RES-H), Greece has only marginally favoured RES-H. According to the 

National Renewable Energy Action Plan57, as of 2010 Greece had a share of 14.7% in the RES-H sector. 

The development of the RES-H sector is fairly restricted and it is limited to certain technologies. The solar thermal sector is worth 

mentioning as it can be considered as a mature market. Solar collectors for hot water production were installed en masse in Greece 

in the 1980’s. The total installed capacity in 2012 amounted to 2.9 GWth (4.1 million m²), the second largest in the EU after 

Germany (ESTIF, 2013). The sector was also affected by the current economic crisis and after a decline in 2009, it shows signs of 

stabilization. However, stabilization cannot be seen as a positive trait of the market, as with the drastic decline of building activity in 

Greece along with the necessity of replacement of older solar thermal installations (older than 20 years), a greater development of 

the solar thermal sector was expected (ESTIF, 2013). 

The use of biomass/ biogas in the heating sector is also fairly limited, and only a number of installations have been realized so far 

(Charalambidis, RAE). According to the National Renewable Energy Action Plan58 the specific sector contributes almost 1 Mtoe to 

the final energy consumption. However, this can be attributed to the fact that wood fuel for domestic use in fireplaces and stoves is 

also estimated in that category. Nevertheless, it has been suggested that there is a potential for biomass/ biogas for heating, beyond 

the technical difficulties associated with that specific technology (Charalambidis, RAE; Tzouros, MEEC). 

 

Support scheme 

RES heating sector is supported by a tax relief, a number of national programmes and the new investment law (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database). 

Tax relief is granted for the installation of renewable boilers or the replacement of existing fossil heating boilers with renewable 

ones. The Programme “Exoikonomisi kat’oikon” supports measures to increase the energy performance of residential buildings 

through the provision of interest-free loans and subsidies for the installation of RES-E and RES-H systems and energy-saving 

measures. Apart from that, the new investment law (Law No. 3908/2011) supports the installation of RES-H plants (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database). 

Although Law No. 3908/2011 (Investment Law) states explicitly that PV projects are not eligible for capital subsidies or tax relief 

support, such support may be provided to other RES projects, especially under the provisions of Art. 6 (General Investment Plans). 

Art. 6 distinguish three types of general investment plans: General Entrepreneurship, Technological Development and Regional 

Convergence plans. RES projects are eligible if they come under one of the three categories mentioned above (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database). 

 

57 http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=CEYdUkQ719k%3D&...   
58 http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=CEYdUkQ719k%3D&...   
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Barriers to the heating & cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The main barrier the RES-H sector confronts is the lack of general RES-H strategy and that of a comprehensive relevant 

support scheme. Despite the fact that the Country’s National Renewable Energy Action Plan foresees an increase to the RES-H 

share by 19.6%, only a number of policies were directed to RES-H and were mainly integrated to more general energy efficiency 

policies and measures. In addition, the RES-H technologies cannot be promoted through a feed-in tariff support scheme, like RES-E 

technologies and they cannot be financed by the Special Levy for the reduction of GHGs (ΧΧΧΧΧΧ) (Drosou, CRES). Coupled with the 

technical difficulties associated with those technologies, this leaves little room for further development of RES-H in Greece. 

 

Other  

In that category, barriers concerning the development of biomass in the RES-H sector will be presented. As it was stated above, there 

is a potential for the exploitation of biomass in Greece. One of the main problems is the collection and the storage of biomass as 

primary product (Kapellos, HELAPCO; Tzouros, MEEC). Concerning forest residuals that can be used as an input to biomass plants, 

the existing legislative framework is very restrictive, thus leaving little room for their exploitation (Tzouros, MEEC). However, it should 

be advocated that a possible revision of the legislative framework might cause other problems under the current circumstances i.e. 

the overexploitation of forest resources (Tzouros, MEEC). A lack of coordination between the relevant stakeholders has impeded the 

creation of necessary storage facilities for biomass and consequently the agricultural products could not be exploited. Based on those 

facts, it can be said that there is an absence of a market for biomass products that could enhance the RES-H sector (Tzouros, MEEC). 

These barriers along with the absence of a general RES-H strategy and the limited access to finance (biomass plants are characterized 

as a capital intensive investment) hinders the development of biomass for heating in the immediate future. 



 

The Greek RES-T Sector 
The use of renewable energy sources in the transport sector (RES-T) in Greece is currently having a marginal role in the overall 

development of the RES sector. As of 2010, Greece had a share of 1.7% in the RES-T sector and this was slightly increased in 2011 

(1.9%), placing it in the 23rd place among the EU27 (Ντέμιαν, 2013).  

Law No. 3054/2002 defines the legal framework for RES-T in Greece. The law was amended in 2012 with the transposition of the 

relevant provisions of Directive 2009/2859.  

During the period 2005-2009, 354,000 kilolitres of biodiesel were distributed, significantly less than it was foreseen (516.000 

kilolitres) (Ντέμιαν, 2013). Apart from that, biodiesel imports have been increased from 4.9% in 2006 to 11.4% in 2010. In 

addition, no bioethanol was produced in Greece and it seems that Greece aims at fulfilling its RES-T target through imports 

(Ντέμιαν, 2013). 

 

Support scheme 

Greece is using a quota system for biofuels. Law No. 3054/2002 obliges producers and distributors of petrol and diesel to blend their 

fuels with a certain amount ("quota") of biofuels. The mandatory quota is set by ministerial resolution and is reviewed every year 

(RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

As with other RES sectors, RES-T transport is plagued by the non-existence and effectiveness of a general RES-T strategy. 

Greece has achieved to cultivate almost 1,000,000 acres of energy plants in 2011 but the initial prospects were harmed by the 

inconsistent policy on that sector. Firstly, the amount of biofuels that should be distributed is defined yearly by a Ministerial Decree. 

It began with 50,000 kilolitres in 2005, culminated in 2011 with 182,000 kilolitres (ΧΧΧΧΧΧ, 2011) and reached 92,000 kilolitres in 

2013. Additionally, the amount of kilolitres announced diverges from the amount that is finally distributed, leaving a considerable 

amount of biofuels undistributed (ΧΧΧμΧΧΧ, 2013). Apart from that a lack of monitoring mechanisms has been observed concerning 

the blending ratio of conventional fuels with biofuels and local cultivations are substituted with cheaper imports (ΧΧΧμΧΧΧ, 2013). 

Further problems have to do with collection and the storage of biomass as primary product. Under such circumstances, biofuel 

plants cannot be fully operational, impeding the possible emergence of economies of scale (Ντέμιαν, 2013).  
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J. Spain 

1. National Deviations Report 
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National Barriers Report 

• Spain did not meet its NREAP 2012 target, but achieved the less ambitious interim target 2011/2012. 

• The growth rate in the RES-E share was enough to achieve the 2020 target if maintained. Growth in the RES-H&C 

share needs to accelerate. The low RES-T share and the negative growth rate between 2010-2012 may possibly be due 

to statistics issues, but must be closely monitored.  



 

The Spanish RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

Currently there is no support scheme for RES-E in Spain. A payment scheme in accordance with the new electricity law (24/2013) is 

being implemented at the time of writing. 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

The new electricity sector law, (24/ 2013) establishes that new incentive schemes for renewable energy will be developed only 

exceptionally and solely for achieving European Goals.60 The law establishes that there would be a capacity-based specific retribution 

system based on the profits from market sales of electricity plus a complementary retribution provided to cover costs that RES would 

not otherwise be able to recover and allowing for a “reasonable return on investment (ROI)” of about 7,5%.61 The complementary 

retribution would be based on a set of standard projects, that is, theoretical project models that respond to certain characteristics, 

such as proper management, and capability to guarantee the identified ROI.  

This formula will be applied to investments following a competitive process (investors would bid for €/MW). As it seems, older plants 

could face strong difficulties in presenting a winning bid. Furthermore, as this new calculation method for the ROI applies for the 

overall lifetime of existing RES-E installations, existing installations that could have had higher profit margins in the past for being 

more efficient or because they benefited from good entrepreneurship of their owners (i.e. for using innovative and very efficient 

technology, etc.), would see those additional revenues subtracted from the financial support they are to receive in the future. 

As this payment scheme would be based on installed capacity and sustained costs, for each standard project the government has 

calculated what the producer’s revenue should have been in each year, and gears the complementary retribution accordingly. In 

other words, the additional retribution is calculated based on the initial investment and on the installed capacity, not on the 

generated electricity, and is based on theoretical costs calculated in the laws, not on the real costs that each investor had to face. No 

final version of such standard project has yet been presented, creating strong uncertainty among producers. At the time of writing 

(end of January 2014), however, a draft of the retribution system had been presented. The draft lists 1020 different parameters on 

which to base the retribution for eight RES technologies. Consultations will take place for about 2 weeks, a timeline deemed way 

too short by contacted experts. 

These parameters will be extremely important as, if they were too far from reality (which is strongly feared among producers), they 

could cause a cut in producers’ revenues so large that many RES systems would risk default. Specifically, if the actual ROI of the 

investor is less than 7.5%, this retribution system would cause the investor to receive a sum by the government that is lower than 

what would be needed in his specific case. This perspective is worrying for both large plants and small plants in family units. A large 

plant default will result in job loss for the employees. Family units, instead, have often given their house as a guarantee for the bank 

loan needed for the installation. This has two main consequences: 

60 It can also be granted in insular territories as long as the RES energy supported is cheaper than the conventional one in those territories 
61 Defined in the law as the average yield of Spanish 10-year Government Bonds in the secondary market, plus a spread of 300 basic points, which should lead to an average ROI 

of 7.5% before taxes 

                                                                 



 

1. If producers cannot repay the loan that they received to install their plant, the plant itself would be taken back by the 

bank. This could cause the plant to be managed in a less-than-optimal way, as banks’ primary business is not in the 

energy sector.  

2. Furthermore, should this plant be paid for but be uneconomical, owners may choose to detach it from the grid and halt 

the investment.  

Because of these two points, there currently is a real, tangible risk that the progress towards the 2020 goals for Spain will be altered 

or blocked: it may well be, in fact, that if producers chose to disconnect their plant from the grid, the total installed capacity would 

be brought down. Furthermore, this system does not incentivise generation, as it is dependent solely in the initial investment. 

Furthermore, the parameters are to be revised every 3-6 years, adding further uncertainty to potential future investments. 

In an enlarged perspective, the whole system settings appears to have a strong damaging potential for the entire RES sector in Spain, 

including existing RES plants, as adopted measures have retroactive effects on them. The new system has in fact completely wiped 

out the previous incentive scheme (Régimen especial), even for plants that were to receive it for some more years. 

As regards the Régimen Especial, PV producers have challenged the legitimacy of the Government’s decisions to cut down tariffs in 

court. At the end of January 2014, however, the Spanish Supreme Court ruled in favour of the government for the cuts, indicating 

that investors should have been aware of the economic unsustainability of the system. The court also indicated that such a stable 

and fixed retribution would have eliminated completely the entrepreneurial risk for RES producers, which would not have been 

acceptable in the current conditions. The supreme court has also ruled out the possibility of citizens to appeal to the European court 

on this topic (see paragraph below). 

 

Attitude of the government 

The content of the new laws is not the only point that creates massive tension between the sector and the government. The law 

type and the process used to approve these changes is also a very strong topic of debate. Most of these acts, in fact, are “Royal 

Decree-laws”. These acts are approved directly by the Government in case urgent approval of some matters is deemed necessary, 

and are not debated in the Parliament prior to approval. Because of this lack, producers lament a strong lack of investment security, 

which would have the consequence of driving away potential investments in the area, as the situation could be likely to change 

drastically without warning. Unfortunately in this case the choice of a Royal Decree makes any access to jurisdiction very difficult 

because there is not an administrative act to appeal and, at the same time, the Spanish Supreme Court (SSC) is denying to open a 

preliminary ruling before the European Court of Justice. According to stakeholders, this can be considered to be a clear infringement 

of article 24 of the Spanish Constitution and thus several law firms will lead this issue before the SSC.  

 

Autoconsumo 

A proper self-consumption regime could have been a solution for smaller RE plants, as at last year producers could have counted on 

a high electricity cost and a low PV production cost, but changes in the legislation turned this into an uneconomical possibility. 

Namely, the government has raised the fixed component of the electricity bill and lowered the variable component (63% and -10% 

in 2013), bringing the bill closer to a flat rate, and thus making energy saving unattractive. It is expected that the fixed component 

will further increase of 18% and that the variable component will decrease of an additional 10%. Furthermore, right now the self-

consumption regime does not allow for net-metering, but only for direct sale in the market. In case a producer wishes to do so, he 

or she must comply with the same requirements of large plants, which poses a massive barrier to entry. In addition, in case a self-

consumption installation connects to the grid, not only must it pay a new ad-hoc fee charged on the amount of energy self-



 

consumed instantaneously (“peaje de respaldo”) but it must also pay a generation fee (“peaje de generación”) – in other words it is 

more expensive for such plants to connect to the grid (except in the case of cogeneration, which has been exempted from the peaje 

de respaldo until the end of 2019). Fines for non-compliance with the law (even just for not declaring a rooftop installation) have 

been fixed between 6 million and 60 million €. 

 

Background 

The official reason that has been given for such policies is the fact that the tariff deficit is still too high and costs must be cut in order 

to reduce it. It is also argued, however, that the real reason is to be found in the overcapacity of gas plants that are operating in 

Spain, which are all operating at 10% to 30% of their potential. The following paragraph describes the situation in further detail. 

 

Grid regulation and infrastructure 

Experts indicated that overcapacity in the Spanish electricity market is an overarching barrier which has similar consequences for 

future RES-E installations as the ones linked to the tariff deficit. Overcapacity has existed for several years, but has clearly aggravated 

with the decrease in electricity consumption due to the current economic crisis and to the increase of conventional power capacity (+ 

27 GW combined cycle gas plants, CCG, during the last 10 years, being roughly a quarter of the overall installed capacity). Whereas 

at the beginning CCG could be understood as a smart back-up strategy for the increasing wind capacity in Spain, apparently this 

investment strategy was not combined/accompanied by a realistic scenario analysis for future electricity consumption development. 

Not only was a decrease in consumption not expected, but on the contrary a high annual load factor of CCG plants of 5,000 – 

6,000 operating hours was used to calculate each business case. As these plants currently only run with 1,000 – 2,000 hours per 

year, but their owners must pay for the ordered natural gas anyway due to the fact that the gas supply is based on “take or pay” 

contracts, large amounts of money are being lost. This fact has put a lot of pressure on the Spanish Government from the side of the 

gas industry to slow down (or even stop) the further growth of RES-E installations, as those dispose of priority access and of a 

purchase guarantee for their RES electricity produced. An additional problem is the fact that the Spanish Government in 2010 

introduced the obligation to use domestic coal, which even aggravated the problem for the CCG plant owners.  

The new Electricty Sector Law, just approved on December 19 2013, replacing the former one which dated back to 1997, amongst 

others, includes a formulation that restricts priority access and dispatch for RES-E to "equality of economic conditions in the 

market", which means that such priority would be granted only when RES-E producers would offer their electricity in the market at 

lower or equal prices as conventional players. This would signify a clear breach of article 16 of the European RES Directive 

(2009/28/CE) which stipulates priority access and dispatch for RES-E independently of the price offered in the wholesale power 

market or the (degree of) dispatchability of certain power sources. 

In terms of interconnections, Spain is an energy island. The low level of interconnection capacities between Spain and mainly 

France – Spain´s access to the European transmission grid – are caused mainly by the strong delay to construct new lines due to 

financing problems or disputes between the involved national governments as well as local opposition, both based on NIMBY 

phenomena and nature / landscape protection issues. It should be pointed out that, although a goal of a 10% interconnection 

capacity with France was established, such strong problems impeded its achievement. The missing interconnection capacities and in 

parallel the strong increase of wind power production capacities has led to an increasing number of curtailment of wind power. 

Although after decades of delay a new transmission line (440 kV) between Bescansó in the Catalan Pyrenees and Baixas (France) is 

currently under construction, its coming into operation is not foreseen before the end of 2014. Once operational, it will double the 

existing interconnection capacity between Spain and France from 1,400 MW to 2,800 MW.  



 

 

Administrative process 

Administrative and permitting procedures are deemed very complex in Spain. The barrier is caused mainly by the fact that 

competences for the permission & connection of RES-E plants are highly dispersed between the State, regional (autonomous 

communities) and local/municipal level. According to the Windbarriers project, grid connection lead-times are estimated at 34 

weeks, with differences at regional level with lower and upper limits of 3 and 120 weeks. Most of this time is imputable to the 

administrative processes, and to the varying attitudes and resources put in place by the Spanish Regional Administrations.  

According to the EU project “PV GRID”, Spain is one of the countries with the longest waiting periods (129 weeks on average) 

related to receiving a reply from all the administrations bodies involved in the permitting procedures. In the case of wind energy, up 

to 25 different permits may be needed from regional and national authorities. Regarding small hydro power plants, six years would 

be required on average to obtain the permits for construction and operation, and there are numerous requests for hydropower 

concessions pending for longer time, even reaching 20 years, resulting mainly from the lack of coordination between the different 

authorities responsible for the permit procedures. In November 2011, through Royal Decree 1699/2011 of 18 November, the 

Spanish Government, at least simplified part of the permit procedures for small installations. Considering the current status of the 

RES-E market, however, it is difficult to assess positive effects related to it. Additional measures could be a simplification of permit 

procedures also for bigger RES-E plants as well as a one-stop shop approach and the principle of administrative silence for all RES-E 

installations. 

Even longer permit and construction periods have been outlined also for the realization of (small) hydropower projects. It takes 

6-10 years in average to obtain the permits for construction and operation, and there are numerous requests for hydropower 

concessions pending for longer time, even reaching 20 years, resulting mainly from the lack of coordination between the different 

authorities responsible for the permit procedures.  



 

The Spanish RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

A tax reduction mechanism is in place for solar thermal installations and some other subsidies are available, depending on the 

technology. 

 

Barriers to the heating & cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

Presently, some support schemes are in place, however a more comprehensive instrument is still lacking, and the existing 

remuneration levels are deemed to be low. There are also some political aspects to the current situation. For example, Directive 

2002/91/EC on the energy performance of buildings has still not been transposed in the 

Spanish legislation and Spain has been condemned by the European Court of Justice for 

failing to comply. (the Energy Performance in Buildings Directive  was to be transposed into national legislation by all 

Member States by 4 January 2006 at the latest) 

The few existing subsidies for low enthalpy geothermal facilities are in fact reinterpreted subsidies that had been established 

for other renewable technologies and in consequence are not particularized for geothermal energy. The administrative procedures 

and permits required for obtaining the grant does not take into account the long installation works of geothermal plants, so that the 

short documentation deadlines make it almost impossible to access the subsidies. The possibility of not accessing such subsidies 

creates legal uncertainty both with respect to the promoter and the user and discourages the implementation of new facilities.  

Beside the fact that only a few support programs for solar thermal energy (STE) are left in Spain, those still existing are normally 

affected by the following shortcomings: 

• Most application for grants can be submitted only in a short period of time once a year (often only 4 weeks) and the 
submission dates differ in each region 

• Reference costs (for STE plants) and level of assistance are different in each region 

• The volume of aid relies on available annual budgets 

• Different criteria to allocate funds 

• Little or no diffusion by the Autonomous Communities 

• Limitations by de minimis ceiling regarding the aid available in some regions, which prevents carrying more than 2 solar 
thermal installations 

A proper support mechanism for biomass heat is also currently unavailable. Despite the fact that a biomass heat plant in Spain 

results profitable in the mid/long-term, the initial investment costs of this types of RES heat installations are high and there is only 

relatively poor (financial) support existing. The main effect of this barrier is that biomass heat in Spain until now remains strong 

behind its potential. Recommendations brought forward by stakeholders to overcome this issue included 



 

• Promoting of the installation of biomass heating networks; 

• Investment subsidy of 30% on equipment for domestic use of biomass; 

• Development of standards and regulations for thermal biomass installations in buildings; 

• Direct support for the installation of biomass heat installations in new buildings, public facilities, residential buildings, rural 
housing, residential, industrial or business premises. 

As to the shortcomings described above regarding the existing support programs for RES-H before, the RES Plan 2011-2020, 

adopted in November 2011, included a recommendation of implementing a production based support instruments for RES-H 

installations, called ICAREN (RES Heat Incentive). ICAREN was thought to be applied to projects developed by Energy Service 

Companies (ESCOs), which would receive a premium per unit of energy sold (invoiced) to the final consumer. Although the aid 

would have been non cumulative with investment grants and limited to a certain number of projects (with annual quotas according 

to the different RES-H technologies), it would have been the first time that an operation-based support instrument for RES-H would 

be introduced in Spain. As a government change took place in Spain at the end of 2011, however, no concrete steps have been 

taken and stakeholders report that the new government does not seem interested to introduce ICAREN anymore. This hesitance is 

maintaining the Spanish RES-H sector in general and the solar thermal sector in particular in a quite desperate situation, without 

functioning or sufficiently attractive support to be able to fulfil the fixed technology targets for 2020. 

 

Market structure 

A lack of sufficient demand has been outlined for several sources. Multiple causes have been brought forward with respect to this 

issue.  

As for biomass, it appears difficult to ensure a steady and guaranteed biomass supply to biomass plants despite its large availability 

in Spain. Reasons for this differ depending on the source:  

• Forest biomass: 

o Unclear regulation for forest biomass (except for waste and crops) 

o Existence, in some cases, of alternative uses. 

o No biomass pre-treatment to reach (sufficient) resource adequacy 

• Woody and herbaceous agricultural waste: 

o Availability of resource quantity, quality and price. 

o Dispersion and small scale of the farms generating the biomass resource. 

o No biomass pre-treatment to reach (sufficient) resource adequacy 

• Energy crops: 

o Need for a legislative framework and aids. 

o High costs that compromise the profitability of their cultivation. 

In general, the use of biomass in the domestic setting is not well known by potential users and requires large initial investments. 

Despite the fact that a biomass heat plant in Spain results profitable in the mid/long-term, the initial investment costs of this types of 

RES heat installations are high and there is only relatively poor (financial) support existing. Furthermore, the technology is not 



 

sufficiently known by both professional and user agents, as well as financial institutions. In addition, there is no market for biomass, 

meaning that there is no mobilization of the existing biomass despite the millions of tons of biomass existing in Spain. Although the 

Spanish Energy Agency (IDAE) started in 2007 to elaborate a method for the certification and traceability of biomass that should 

have been published by the Ministry of Industry after its finalisation, still there is no official version. 

As for geothermal energy, there is a general lack of knowledge regarding the technology both from the side of the professional 

agents and the users, as well as concerning financial institutions. In particular, there is no demand for such facilities because the 

technology is not known, being a relatively new one. In addition, the geothermal energy sector currently appears as a residual 

market for manufacturers of heat pumps. Furthermore, the national and regional regulatory framework creates insecurity especially 

regarding drilling issues and legalizing geothermal energy facilities  

In addition the economic downturn has also reduced demand for solar thermal installations. The severe economic and 

financial crisis in Spain directly affected the Spanish housing sector: The number of new buildings annually constructed dropped 

from 615,000 in 2008 to just around 150,000 in 2011. This also reduced the number of new solar thermal installations accordingly: 

the amount dropped by 14% between 2009 and 2010 and by another 21% in 2011 in comparison to 2010. With the expected 

continuation of this tendency in the coming years, the installation target for solar thermal according to the Spanish NREAP and 

National Energy Plan (10 million m2 of solar collector surface installed until 2020) will surely be failed. A possible solution would be 

the swift adoption of a support scheme for RES-H like ICAREN or similar and the adaptation of the existing Spanish Technical 

Building Code (CTE) to the new situation, not only by applying more ambitious and binding installations targets, but also by 

widening its scope/area of application also on existing buildings  

 

Other 

Further, with respect to the current Spanish Technical Building Code (CTE), it appears that there is a lack of control of compliance 

with the minimum standards / obligations regarding the use of solar thermal installations as established in the CTE, paired with some 

alleged cases of unclear exceptions regarding the reduction of the minimum usage of STE installations as stipulated in the CTE. In 

particular, it was pointed out that the lack of controls on the STE installations is quite strong, and that because of this, the 

percentage of inactive installations on buildings may be reaching 50%.  

Other issues include:  

• Lack of specific and qualitative formation/training of designers and installers of STE facilities 

• Lack of obligation to install STE meters, to allow direct control of the installations by users 

• Lack of control regarding the certification of the STE installation 

• High costs of legalisation/certification of the installations 

These issues may lead to a slow progress regarding the installation of STE facilities in new buildings. Furthermore, these issues may 

results in a considerable number of new dwellings with STE installations of poor quality or not-complying with some of the standards 

set by the RTE which clearly affects negatively the confidence of users in STE technologies. Stakeholders indicated that a 

modification to the existing CTE may be advisable in this case, possibly providing that all new buildings and up to 20% of the 

existing buildings should produce the energy they consume with renewable energies. Furthermore, stricter and more efficient control 

mechanisms regarding the compliance with the standards / criteria it establishes should be considered.  



 

The Spanish RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

The support measures in the transport sector for renewable energies consist of an obligatory share of renewables in transport fuels 

and until end of 2012 of a tax exemption of renewable energies. According to the 2020 targets, Spain is to reach a 13.6% share for 

the transport sector. Within this context, the CNE has been designated as the body responsible for the issue of biofuel certificates, 

management of the certification and supervision mechanism and control of the mandatory commercialization of biofuels. The tax 

exemption, defined in Law 22/2005, establishes a zero tax rate for biofuels in order to improve their market position compared to 

fossil fuels. The scheme remained in effect until 31st December 2012 and hasn’t been prolonged afterwards. As regards the 

renewable transport infrastructure, it is improving and some technical barriers have been removed. However, studies indicate that 

there are still some concerns of how Spain will achieve its RES transport target (mainly due to the dubious position of the major oil 

companies).  

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The main barrier to the commercialization and consumption of biofuels in Spain in the very low level of the national targets. The 

Spanish Government approved in February 2013 a severe reduction in the biofuels consumption mandates from the year 2013 

onwards. Without any previous consultation global biofuels mandate has been axed to 4.1% from 6.5%, whereas biodiesel and 

bioethanol targets have been reduced to 4.1% (from 7%) and 3.9% (from 4,1%), respectively. This Spanish u-turn policy on 

biofuels is devastating. This sudden and retroactive decision provides with uncertainty to the sector and will not approximate Spain 

towards the 10% goal of renewables in transport by 2020. 

The tax incentive for biofuels established in Spain to compensate the higher production costs of biofuels finalized on 31st 

December 2012. After that date the hydrocarbon tax for biofuels has been set at the same level as for the corresponding fossil fuel. 

As a consequence, the price of the fuels containing biofuels will increase, especially for those with higher biofuel blends (B30, B100, 

E85). Therefore the consumption of these higher blends, which are considered better from an environmental and energy strategic 

perspective, will disappear. A suggested solution to avoid this, would be to modify articles 49.2 and 50.1 of Law 38/1992 of 28 

December on excise duty to maintain the tax incentive at least for the biofuel contained in the higher blends (i.e. those that have to 

be labelled due to a higher content of biodiesel or bioethanol than the established in the corresponding fuel standards for diesel fuel 

and petrol).  

Biofuels in higher blends (B10, B30, B100, E 85) also suffer from a lack of a specific incentive scheme, causing a great barrier to 

their commercialization and consumption. As consequence, the consumption of these products in Spain is negligible. 

This barrier could be avoided with proper regulation on the following: 

• Increasing the obligation of commercialization of higher blends of biofuels in services stations. 

• Creation of national technical specifications for some of these products (B10, B30, E85). 



 

• Establishment of an obligation for the vehicle manufacturers to guarantee their vehicles for the higher blends of biofuels. 

• Establishment of tax incentives to purchase vehicles guaranteed for higher blends of biofuels. 

• Obligation to adapt all the logistic facilities to be able to store and blend biodiesel with diesel fuel and bioethanol with 
petrol. 

 

Other 

Bioethanol blending restrictions due to the protection grade petrol 

The petrol quality in Spain follows European standard EN 228. However, an additional restriction has been established: the 

obligation that all petrol stations should offer “protection grade petrol” with max. bioethanol 5% (V/V) and max. oxygen 2.7% 

(m/m), which has to be the lower octane index petrol (95 OI). The protection grade petrol restriction is established by the second 

transitional provision of the Spanish Royal Decree 1088/2010 of 3rd September, that partially transposes the Fuel Quality Directive 

(FQD). In practice this obligation undermines the development of E10 petrol with max. bioethanol 10% (V/V) and max. oxygen 3.7% 

(m/m) and its consumption. As around 90% of the petrol consumed in Spain is 95 OI, the restriction that all petrol stations should 

deliver at least the protection grade petrol with this OI forces 95 OI petrol with higher bioethanol or oxygen content out of the 

market and halts thus the consumption of E10. A suggested solution would be to amend the current regulation to allow the 

introduction of the E10 in the Spanish market. This could be achieved by eliminating the obligation that this petrol has to be the 

lower OI and that it has to be present on each petrol station.  

Lack of regulation on double counting of biofuels 

The Renewable Energy Directive (RED) establishes that for the purposes of demonstrating compliance with national renewable 

energy obligations placed on operators and the target for the use of energy from renewable sources in all forms of transport, the 

contribution made by biofuels produced from wastes, residues, non-food cellulosic material, and ligno-cellulosic material shall be 

considered to be twice that made by other biofuels. Although this provision of the RED has been transposed into the Spanish 

legislation, it has not been implemented in practice and therefore the consumption of this kind of biofuels is not been incentivized in 

Spain as expected by the Community legislation, preventing therefore the increase of their consumption.
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K. Finland 

1. National Deviations Report 
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National Barriers Report 

• Finland has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in the RES-E share needs to accelerate to achieve the 2020 target. For RES-H&C, the 2020 target share has 

already been achieved and growth over the last two years has been more than enough. The low RES-T share and the 

negative growth rate between 2010-2012 may possibly be due to statistics issues, but must be closely monitored. 



 

The Finnish RES-E Sector 

Finland has the highest power consumption per capita in the EU and the fifth largest consumption in the world (indexmundi). Also 

for historical reasons, energy independency and security of supply has always been an important issue (RES INTEGRATION 2011). 

Thanks to its large hydro and biomass resources, Finland has traditionally generated a large share of its electricity supply from 

renewable energy source (RES-E). According to the figures from Statistics Finland, the production of RES-E amounted to 41% in 

2012. Hydropower had the highest and a growing share (25%). Other important sources were wood-fuel (7%) and black-liquor 

(7%), respectively. Wind power and other renewable had both a share of approximately 1%.  

 

Electricity production by energy source 2012. Source: Statistics Finland. 

 

These figures demonstrate on the one hand an impressive share of “traditional” renewable energy sources, such as hydro power 

and wood-based products. “New” renewable energy sources, such as wind power but also photovoltaic and biogas system show a 

rather disappointing development.  

 

Support scheme 

Since 2011, electricity from renewable energy sources is mainly promoted through a premium feed-in tariff. The generators of 

electricity from wind, biogas and biomass receive a variable premium feed-in tariff on top of the wholesale electricity price for a 

period of 12 years. The generators thus get a fixed (target) price for their electricity. Wind energy plants will be eligible for an 

increased target price until the end of 2015 (RES LEGAL Europe Database). The premium tariff is applicable only for wind power 



 

installations with a capacity of at least 500kVa and biomass and biogas systems with a capacity of at least 100kVa (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database).  

In particular systems which are not supported through the premium feed-in-tariff (such as smaller generators and PV systems) can 

benefit from the so called “energy aid”, a state grant for investments in RES production facilities (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

Many barriers regarding Finland's renewable electricity sector and especially promotion of wind energy have been acknowledged by 

the Ministry of Employment and Economy in 2012 in a report "Promotion of Wind Energy. Explanations by Lauri Tarasti" 

(Tuulivoimaa edistämään). As a lot has changed in between this report provides complementary information about current barriers. 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are due to the existence and reliability in terms of the scope of the 

support scheme.  

The main problem for small RES-E and PV systems is the lack of an attractive support scheme. As mentioned above, the premium 

feed-in-tariff in Finland is not available to small producers and PV power producers and the processes to receive the support are very 

burdensome and expensive. Moreover, it is still difficult to find companies which would purchase the produced electricity. Those 

which exist take margins and sometimes billing fees which in addition reduce the margins of the producers. There is the plan to map 

down those companies which are willing to buy but this has not happened so far. As a consequence of these conditions small 

producers are either completely excluded from the main support scheme for RES-E or it is quite impractical for them (PV System 

Supplier; Association Stakeholder 1).  

The best alternative for small scale systems is the above mentioned energy aid that covers up to 35% of the project costs. However, 

almost only companies and municipalities can benefit from this aid but no private persons. For that reason owners from residential 

building and other private persons have no access to funding for small scale RES projects. The investment aid for private households 

should be funded by the Ministry of the Environment but the ministry does not have sufficient funding (PV System Supplier; 

Association Stakeholder 1). It is in the nature of the premium feed-in-tariff that it requires certain complex procedures and 

requirements. Therefore, the easiest solution is to expand the budget of the Ministry of the Environment so that more private 

persons can install small RES-E and PV systems and the Ministry of the Environment can take a stronger role in the expansion of RES-

E.   

From the perspective of operators of wind power systems that are eligible for the premium feed-in-tariff, the current system 

functions without major barriers. However, problem can arise due to the existing cap and the processes to get an approval to benefit 

from the feed-in-tariff. The wind power turbines have to be installed and connected to the grid before they can be accepted to the 

feed-in-tariff. At the moment that is not a problem as there are only about 400 MW of capacity in the tariff system. But as the cap 

(2 500 MW) draws closer, investment decisions will become increasingly difficult. There is a proposal to change the law in the 

parliament at the moment. The proposal would allow that the project could secure the acceptance to the system after receiving the 

building permit and the grid connection agreement but before making the investment decision (Association Stakeholder 3). 

 



 

Market structure 

The fair and independent regulation of the RES-E sector is questioned by some stakeholders because of strong market players. 

In this regard the company Metsähallitus has been mentioned. Metsähallitus is a state enterprise that administers more than 12 

million hectares of state-owned land and water areas which comprises to approximately 35% of the area of Finland. Due to a 

decision by the Finnish government Metsähallitus is not allowed to operate wind power parks. However, Metsähallitus develops 

wind power parks which are operated by other companies. Because of its access to a substantial part of the overall Finnish area, 

Metsähallitus has a strong position on the Finnish market. This enables Metsähallitus to dictate conditions and veto projects of other 

wind power developers (Wind Power Developer). Other stakeholders, however, described the role of Metsähallitus as less 

problematic. They argue that Metsähallitus takes some of the risk away from the developers by developing the project to a certain 

level (wind measurements, EIA, spatial planning, etc). After that they choose the actual project developer/ investor trough tendering. 

This does not cause market disorders or problems: There is still plenty of private, municipality etc. owned land for other developers 

to start their projects with (Association Stakeholder 3). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

For small RES-E installations, the predictability and transparency of the connection procedure is hampered to a certain degree. 

There are no general instructions for grid operators as regards the connection of small RES systems. Since there are 70 different grid 

operators in Finland, the procedures can vary a lot. The energy industry has published recommendations on this topic but these 

recommendations are not binding. As a consequence, RES developers need to spend additional time and resources in the grid access 

process to get adapted to the particular process (PV System Supplier; Association Stakeholder 1). 

A similar problem also exists with regard to the costs of RES-E grid access. The transparency of the grid connection costs and the 

availability of the grid can be a problem in some areas of Finland. The costs in the TSO (Fingrid) grid are quite clear, but when 

connecting a smaller wind farm to a local grid the costs can vary a lot. And in some cases there is a competition between the 

projects under development: not all of them can fit to the grid! 

With regards to larger RES-E plants (in particular wind parks), the transparent and foreseeable grid development could 

constitute a major problem in the future. A substantial percentage of the planned wind power plants will be developed in the 

northern part of Finland. However, most of the electricity that these plants will produce will be consumed in the South of Finland. 

Therefore, the produced electricity must be transported through whole Finland. For the moment this does not constitute a serious 

problem. Still, it will become an urgent issue if wind power capacities are built up as planned as the transmission grid may become 

too weak. It will lead to lower injection permits which will jeopardize the financial security of future projects (Wind Power 

Developer). 



 

Administrative processes 

The complexity of administrative procedure has been identified as one of the main barriers to both small and large RES-E 

installations.  

Small system providers identified varying processes to acquire a building permit as a main barrier. There are no general instructions 

for municipalities how to deal with small RES systems. As a consequence different municipalities have different requirements: Some 

require a building permission, some do not, others ask for administrative fees and some require full plans in drawing. As a 

consequence, RES developers have to spend additional time for each project (PV System Supplier; Association Stakeholder 1). 

Project developers of onshore wind power plants struggle mainly with the rejections of wind parks by Finnish air force due to 

operational capability of radar systems. Finnish air forces assess whether wind parks could disturb military radar communication 

systems. If this is their assessment then they will withhold their approval which is necessary to conclude the permission process. 

Depending on the location, responsible authorities have shown a restrictive approach in the past (approx. 11 % of all applications 

are not approved). If the approval is not given, the project either fails or project developers have to take a substantial share (about 

30%) of the costs for modifying the existing radar systems (approx. € 50.000 per wind power plant). This does not make all projects 

impossible but leads to substantially higher costs and risks which in practice prevent many of the disapproved projects (Wind Power 

Developer). The problem exists because during spatial planning process military forces cannot give or deny their permission in some 

cases. In the vital areas for the military, they would need to know the exact location and the dimensions of the turbines before they 

can say if the turbines are accepted or not. Therefore local governments are not aware of military forces preferences and work out 

spatial plans as they see the need for it. 

Another barrier to the development of wind power plants is due to noise limitations. The legally binding noise limits for all human 

actions are from year 1992 (VNp 993/1992). The projects have been developed mainly by using those noise limits. Ministry of 

Environment published their guidelines for wind farm development in 2012 with 5 -10 dB lower noise limits for wind farms. In the 

current situation project developers, authorities and inhabitants don’t know which noise levels should be used. As a result several 

projects have ended up in the court as the neighbours are demanding that the projects should have been developed by using the 

guidelines instead of the legally binding noise limits. The Ministry of the Environment is designing legally binding noise limits for 

wind power during this year. These legally binding noise limits are needed to create a clearer situation (Association Stakeholder 3). 

The radar assessments by the Finnish air force are also relevant with regard to the duration of administrative procedures: All 

applicants of wind power plants have to go through the assessment process and the Finnish air force usually decides at the very end 

of the permission process. As a consequence, developers suffer to a large extent from lacking investment security and related 

financial risks independently whether the project is approved or not (Wind Power Developer). At the moment it takes about 7 

months to get the first statement from the Finnish Air Force. In case the effects need to be evaluated with the modeling tool of the 

technical research center of Finland (VTT), it takes even longer than that (Association Stakeholder 3). 

Another reason for delayed administrative procedures are unsubstantial complaints by third parties. The Finnish law (maankäyttö- ja 

rakennuslaki) conveys broad rights to petitioners against wind power plants. The legal procedures at the administrative courts take 

usually 3-12 months. Some people take advantage of their right. They file complaints to make the wind power developers to pay 

them in order to prevent long waiting time. This causes additional costs or waiting time for wind power developers and makes the 

process more burdensome (Wind Power Developer). 

The Finnish Transport Agency has published on 6 June 2011 a legally binding  "Guide on wind generators distance from highways, 

railways and sea routes" (Tuulivoimalan etäisyys maanteistä ja rautateistä sekä vesiväyliä koskeva ohjeistus). The guidelines were 

updated in summer 2012. The updated guideline contains limitations to building wind generators next to the roads. Near roads, 

where there is a speedlimit of 100 km/h wind generators should be built at a distance of at least 300 meters. If the developer can 



 

prove with the risk assessment that there is no risk to the traffic, the wind farm can be located even closer than that. Near other 

roads wind generators cannot be built into road protection zone plus height of the wind generator. There is also a special 

prohibition on construction in road zones which military forces have declared as emergency landing areas (Tuulivoimaa edistämään). 

 

Other 

Operators of small RES-E plant have reported further operational issues due to insufficient smart meters, which prevent own 

consumption of RES-E. If the owner of a small scale system uses the generated electricity for his own use, he does not need to pay 

for taxes and transfer fee for this amount of electricity. However, many smart meters that have been installed and that are necessary 

for calculating the generation and consumption take measurements only every hour. The users of the grid are thus treated 

differently. As a consequence it is difficult for the owners of such net meters to save sufficient money so that their investments pay 

off (PV System Supplier; Association Stakeholder 1). 

Another problem especially for small systems is the lack of statistics on the distribution of RES installations. There are no proper 

statistics on the distribution of small scale wind power and solar power and only limited information on heat pumps (only statistics 

on the selling of systems). Therefore promotion and marketing is very difficult (Association Stakeholder 1).  

There is a certification system under development in Finland for renewable electricity. The proposed system however is favouring 

large systems, as it is complex and expensive to operate. It means that small scale RES producers cannot in practice get their 

electricity certified as renewable, and have to sell the electricity as "dirty" to the spot market with very low price (Association 

Stakeholder 1).  



 

The Finnish RES-H&C Sector 

Regarding the use of renewable energy in the heating sector (RES-H), Finland has a traditionally strong position. The Finnish energy 

industry uses wood, wood residue and other indigenous renewable energy sources for district heating, where the share from 

renewable energy sources amounted to a share of 29%. Even more staggering is the industrial heat production where renewables 

fuels had a share of approximately 50%. Small scale heating systems, on the other hand, are used only very little (Statistics Finland).  

 

Support scheme 

According to RES LEGAL, the production of heat from renewable energies is subsidised through various support schemes and 
investment aids.  

• A fixed “Heat bonus” is paid for heat produced by CHP plants working on biogas and wood fuel if these plants are 

eligible under the feed-in tariff. 

• Investment supports are available for the construction of production facilities using renewable energies. The so-called 

“energy aid” is a state grant for investments in RES production facilities and research projects related to it. Grants are 

available for projects, which promote the use or production of renewable energies, advance energy efficiency and reduce 

the environmental effects caused by energy production and use.  

• Investment support is available for farmers to support the construction of heat plants working on renewable energy (RES 

LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the heating & cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The only barrier mentioned in the context existence and reliability in terms of the scope of the support scheme is similar to 

the above described complex of barriers to electricity and refers to the lack of an attractive support scheme. As private persons are 

usually not eligible for the former mentioned state-aid, there is practically no support scheme for them (Association Stakeholder 1).  

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

In Finland district heating is applied at a large scale. As a consequence the access to the district heating grid is significant in the 

heating sector as well (Association Stakeholder 1).  

Project developers of renewable energy heating projects have pointed at difficulties. The heat market is not well regulated. As a 

consequence heat producers cannot feed the produced heat into the district heating network (Association Stakeholder 1).  

Moreover, the predictability and transparency of connection procedures for connections to district heating networks constitute 

a great challenge. As in Finland there is no single regulation on connection to district heating network for solar power every project 



 

is considered separately. Requirements are regulated in the contract and therefore can vary depending on the local grid operator (re-

frame.eu Database). As a consequence project developers face uncertainties for investments.  

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Stakeholders from the RES-H sector have also pointed at barriers relating to the fair & independent regulation of the RES-H&C 

sector because calculation of heat prices does not provide fair access for solar power input. For small-scale solar energy producers it 

is difficult to sell their heat into district heat network. Heat production companies rarely agree paying full price to small-scale solar 

energy producers. This is because paying for small-producers brings about indirect costs for the heating company. Secondly, heating 

prices are around the year almost the same and are not very much cost-oriented. This means that higher actual costs during cold 

periods do not raise heat prices. If the calculation of heat prices were more cost-oriented, it would help for third heat producers to 

sell their heat more freely (re-frame.eu Database). 

 

Administrative processes 

Similarly to the electricity sector the administrative process is burdensome due to the complexity of administrative procedures. 

As there are no general instructions for municipalities how to deal with small RES systems small system project developers have to 

deal with identified varying processes (Association Stakeholder 1).  

 

Other 

Among operational issues, the calculation scheme of E-Figure have described as being a further challenge. The calculation scheme 

for the E-figure is an indicator for Energy Efficiency of a certain type of building, which also includes the locally produced energy. 

The E-figure, however, does not calculate energy that is produced not directly in the building but next to the building. As a 

consequence this creates limits on feasibility of many projects (Association Stakeholder 1). 

An additional barrier stems from the existing taxing regime as the high income tax for small-scale energy producers is also 

problematic: If a small-scale energy producer would like to sell the energy that he is not using, he is subject to an income tax. An 

income tax on investments (for example rent income, income from selling left over energy) must be paid if that income is higher 

than € 20 per month. Heating companies who are buying the electricity from small-scale energy producers (solar power producers) 

have an obligation to withhold the tax. Therefore they have often agreed on a purchase limit of € 19 per month for one seller. As a 

consequence investments into small RES-H projects are not financially viable (re-frame.eu Database). 



 

The Finnish RES-T Sector 

According to the Finnish National Renewable Energy Action Plan (NREAP) the use of transport biofuels is to be increased to 7TWh by 

2020. The aim is to reach a 20% share for biofuels (taking into account the double counting referred to in the RES Directive 

2009/28/EC) by 2020 (NREAP). The most important measure for promoting RES in the transport sector is the so-called distribution 

obligation system. Distributors of transport fuels liable to pay tax must distribute biofuels for consumption. Yearly biofuel distribution 

obligation according to the second Progress of Report of the Natural Renewable Energy Action Plan is following: 

Year Obligation 
2011–2014  6 % 

2015  8 % 
2016  10 % 
2017  12 % 
2018  15 % 
2019  18 % 
2020 20 % 

 

It must be noted that the distribution obligation does not apply to a distributor who delivers a maximum of 1 million litres of petrol, 

diesel oil and biofuels for consumption during a calendar year (Finnish Petroleum Federation). The final target as seen is 20%. This 

ambitious number is considered possible since Finland is able to increase her domestic biofuels production with new technologies 

and in addition benefitting from the so called double counting mechanism provided by the Renewable Energy Directive. This means 

that biofuels produced from certain raw materials will count double towards the goal of biofuel obligation. The double credit 

biofuels will be manufactured from raw-materials such as waste, residue materials, non-food cellulosic plant materials and 

lignocellulose.  On 1 January 2011, the ethanol concentration of 95 octane petrol was raised in order to ensure that the transport 

biofuel obligation will be met. The increase of ethanol concentration in petrol is one of the key measures aimed at achieving the 

environmental targets set for the transport sector (Finnish Petroleum Federation). 

The Finnish energy tax reform (1 January 2011) changed the calculation methods of the fuel excise tax. Now fossil fuels and biofuels 

are subject to an energy content tax proportionate to their energy content, and to a carbon dioxide tax based on fuel's carbon 

dioxide emissions. This gives a tax incentive to bio components meeting the sustainability criteria. Also the CO2 level is taken into 

consideration and favours biofuels. Life cycles of biofuel emitted CO2 emissions are shorter than from fossil fuels. Therefore usage of 

biofuels is subject to a 50% lower CO2 tax compared to fossil fuels. Taking into consideration the double credit mechanism, biofuels 

are not subject to any CO2 tax. CO2 tax is from the beginning of 2014 € 58 per tCO2. 

 



 

Support scheme 

In Finland the main support scheme for renewable energy sources used in transport is a quota system. This system obliges fuel 

vendors to ensure that biofuels make up a define percentage of the company’s total annual sale of fuel. Furthermore, the use of 

biofuels is supported through a tax regulation: In Finland the taxation of liquid fuels is carried out as taxation of separate fuel 

components based on their energy content and carbon dioxide emission, meaning reduced taxation for biofuels (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are due to the existence & reliability of general RES-T strategy & support 

scheme which is due to a lacking political will by the Finnish government. The Finnish government is mainly interested in the 

traditional RES technologies (hydropower and industrial biomass systems) which are highly competitive. Moreover, the traditional 

energy sector (which is partially owned by the state) is quite resistant against new RES technologies (wind power, small biomass, 

biofuels and so on). As a consequence it is very difficult to introduce new technologies. This lacking interest is further met by a 

lacking interest by Finnish consumers. They are reluctant to change to cars that run on biogas. Financial aspects cannot be the main 

reason because biogas cars are cheaper than cars which use fossil fuels especially under the existing taxing regime. It seems that 

consumers simply lack interest to switch (Association Stakeholder 2). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

As a consequence of the lacking interest at political and consumer level there is also a lack of infrastructure: The users of cars 

running on RES lack an appropriate infrastructure. First of all, there are not sufficient filling- and charging stations in most parts of 

the country. Second, stations which charge electric cars do not sell 100% RES electricity but the blended electricity mix that contains 

electricity from nuclear and other sources as well. This also applies to biodiesel which cannot be bought as 100% biodiesel but 

which is usually blended into the regular diesel. As a consequence people do not have the option to actually use biofuels 

(Association Stakeholder 2).   
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L. France 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• France has neither achieved its NREAP 2012 target  nor its less ambitious interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in RES-E and RES-H&C shares needs to accelerate in order to achieve the 2020 targets.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The French RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

In France, electricity from renewable sources is promoted on the national level through feed-in tariffs, the publication of tenders and 

tax benefits.  

As far as the feed-in tariff is concerned, electricity suppliers and distribution grid operators are obliged to purchase electricity from 

renewable energy sources at a price fixed by order, upon conclusion of a purchase agreement with the plant operator. Moreover, 

the French Regulatory Authority regularly publishes calls for tenders in order to support the development of large renewable energy 

projects, such as photovoltaic plants or offshore wind farms. Finally, several tax incentives are also available, such as income tax 

credits for investments in renewable energy plants, or a reduced VAT rate for the installation of photovoltaic systems on buildings 

(RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported under the category “political and economic framework” relates to the existence and reliability of a 

renewable energy strategy and support scheme. One of the major barriers is namely the lack of stable and durable support for 

renewable energies. This particularly affects onshore wind energy as well as solar energy. In fact, the wind energy sector in France 

is currently suffering from the uncertainty regarding the future of the feed-in tariff (FiT). Following the preliminary question raised by 

the State Council on 15 May 2012, the Court of Justice of the European Union concluded on 19 December 2013 that the French 

mechanism of purchase obligation of electricity from wind energy, financed through state resources, was a competitive advantage 

for electricity producers. Therefore, the purchase obligation was considered as state aid and should have been notified as such to the 

European Commission. This negligence from the French State led to legal uncertainty contrary to the interests of the industrial sector 

and undermining investors’ confidence. At present, the FiT for wind energy may be cancelled by the State Council, which could 

result in a legal vacuum pending the regular notification of a new tariff order. This situation had a devastating effect on wind energy 

development in 2012 and 2013 (re-frame.eu Database). As far as solar energy is concerned, the photovoltaic sector was subject to 

retroactive measures undermining the confidence of investors and developers. On 7 January 2013, a decree was namely adopted 

introducing a reduction by 20% of the FiT for PV installations between 100 kWp and 12 MWp for all projects which had asked grid 

connection after 1 October 2012 (re-frame.eu Database). Besides, the degressive revision of the FiT every 3 months for photovoltaic 

installations is perceived as an additional factor of instability, since it allows very little visibility regarding the amount to be granted. In 

fact, the development of a project can be easily delayed due to lengthy administrative procedures (see below), which results into the 

allocation of a lower FiT for the project (Bescond, FNSEA). 

The report of the Court of Auditors on renewable energy policies in France also casts doubt on the support to solar energy, 

which is deemed too expensive and inefficient. These conclusions gave rise to public debates on whether or not to focus on the 

promotion of more cost effective technologies such as wind energy, to the detriment of more expensive technologies such as 

photovoltaic energy. This debate hampers the development of solar energy and misrepresents the photovoltaic technology. In fact, 

there are some areas in France where the use of photovoltaic systems makes more sense than other technologies (Bescond, FNSEA). 



 

A further barrier refers to the shortcomings of the current support scheme for renewable energies. Stakeholders namely warn 

against the negative effects of the allocation of production capacity by tendering processes. The tender procedure does not 

guarantee the sufficient development of installed capacity, since some tenders do not reach their targets in terms of installed 

capacity. For example, the call for tenders published in 2004 aiming at installing 500 MW of onshore wind energy only led to the 

construction of 278 MW in total, thus reaching only 56% of the initial objective defined by the tender (re-frame.eu Database). 

Altogether, the total installed capacity of offshore wind parks allocated so far through the two national calls for tenders amounts to 

3,000 MW, whereas the decree on multiannual planning of capital expenditure of 200962 foresees a total installed capacity of 6,000 

MW for offshore wind energy. This results into a lack of visibility of project developers, also creating a lack of project developments 

during 3-5 years (Cassin, CGR Légal). 

Moreover, stakeholders point out the instability of the legal framework for wind energy. In fact, the frequency of successive 

reforms slows down the development of the sector. Yet industry players and investors need a reliable legal stability to commit to 

expensive and long-term wind energy projects. In this regard, the government has shown its willingness to simplify administrative 

procedures by introducing a new authorization scheme in order to replace the currently complex legal framework. The Government 

namely plans to implement a unique environmental permit, based on the ICPE authorization63 (operating permit for installations 

classified for environmental protection) and standing as authorisation for other permits. However, the introduction of a new permit 

scheme tends to lengthen the time required to obtain permits. It will condition the examination of the files by the competent 

administrations to the issuance of the corresponding circulars. Moreover, this change of regime could increase the fears of investors 

facing a new and unproven regulatory framework (re-frame.eu Database). 

Last but not least, industry stakeholders express their concerns about the project of the European Commission to come into force on 

1 July 2014, which seeks to impose new rules to Member States for the period 2014-2020 regarding support mechanisms. 

Among others, the draft reform suggests the removal of the mechanism of purchase obligation of electricity from renewable 

energies and the limitation of the duration of support to 10 years. Moreover, it imposes the introduction of tendering procedures for 

technologies representing between 1% and 3% of the national electricity production. The proposed reform will necessarily give rise 

to numerous barriers to the development of renewable energies by imposing a new and unproven support mechanism (re-frame.eu 

Database). 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Barriers reported under this category mostly deal with the cost and duration of grid access. Since April 2012, grid reinforcement 

plans were introduced for the enhanced connection of renewable energy installations to the grid.64 However, the implementation of 

these plans is sometimes problematic. They namely foresee for each renewable energy plant the allocation of a defined connection 

point. Yet some assigned connection points can be located very far from the renewable energy installation. Therefore, this solution is 

not deemed as cost effective, all the more so considering project developers have to bear the costs of the electricity transmission 

infrastructure from the installation to the grid connection point. Moreover, the decree establishing the grid reinforcement plans 

foresees shared grid connection costs between producers and grid operators during ten years. However, in the 10 plans developed 

until now, 82% of the grid reinforcement costs are only borne by the producers. This current unfair distribution of costs for grid 

reinforcement leads to an average 22% increase in the grid connection costs of wind energy developers and thus jeopardises the 

economic feasibility of their projects (Cassin, CGR Légal).  

62 Loi n° 2009-967 du 3 août 2009 de programmation relative à la mise en œuvre du Grenelle de l'environnement et 

l’arrêté du 15 décembre 2009 relatif à la programmation pluriannuelle des investissements de production d'électricité 

63 ICPE stands for « Installation Classée pour la Protection de l'Environnement » 

64 Schémas régionaux de raccordement au réseau des énergies renouvelables (S3REnR) 

                                                                 



 

As far as the duration of grid access is concerned, the procurement of grid connection permits is often slowed down due to long 

waiting periods between the file request, the sending of the technical and financial grid connection proposition65 and the grid 

connection and commissioning contract.66 This waiting time may be explained by several reasons, including missing application 

documents or a work overload of the distribution system operator regarding contract processing (re-frame.eu Database). In addition, 

the grid connection procedure is often hindered by technical constraints due to lacking grid capacity in some areas. For 

example, if the installation is too far from the grid, or if the grid is overloaded, the distribution system operator (DSO) has to 

undertake specific works before being able to connect the installation to the grid. This procedure can be time consuming and have 

serious financial consequences (Cassin, CGR Légal). 

Finally, stakeholders report a lack of transparency from the DSO regarding costs and duration of connection proposals. Costs and 

time-lag for connection are also non-negotiable. This issue is all the more important in view of the fact that most of the renewable 

energy projects are connected to the French distribution system operator. In this regard, it is to be underlined that the distribution 

system operator, contrary to the transport system operator, is not regulated by the French energy regulatory authority (re-frame.eu 

Database). 

 

Administrative processes 

The main barrier belonging to the category of administrative processes results from multi-layered legislation and permits, which 

are dissuasive for project developers, especially in the wind energy sector. Formerly, the wind energy sector was mainly subject to a 

planning permission and to a building permit, whose lengthy procedure already affected the development of the sector. In fact, 

between 6 and 8 years were necessary to develop a wind park in France. Despite these existing administrative procedures, a further 

legislative layer was added for wind turbines in 2011, with the operating permit for installations classified for environmental 

protection.67 This permit implies a heavy administrative procedure normally restricted to the most polluting facilities, such as petrol 

stations or chemical factories. Thus, it is considered that wind turbines are likely to impair environmental protection and should 

therefore be authorized by prefectural order after being subject to a detailed environmental study. Apart from being discriminatory, 

this new requirement further hinders the deployment of wind energy (re-frame.eu Database). Moreover, there is a lack of 

coordination between the competent authorities involved in planning and permitting procedures, since both permitting 

procedures require different time schedules and are delivered by different authorities.68 Whereas the building permit can be refused 

after one year of time, the acquisition of the ICPE authorization can take more than 18 months (re-frame.eu Database). As a results 

of such administrative hurdles, the development of wind energy is experiencing a sharp slowdown since 2011 with only 753 MW 

installed in 2012 against 1,100 MW in 2010 (re-frame.eu Database). 

Furthermore, the multiplicity of appeal proceedings represents an additional administrative barrier and a source of insecurity. In 

this regards, stakeholders particularly reported this issue for the wind energy industry. In fact for wind energy installations, between 

3 and 6 legal permits are delivered by the prefect, each of them being potentially subject to lawsuits (planning permit, operating 

permit for installations classified for environmental protection, electric authorisation, derogation regarding protected species etc.). In 

2011, 31% of the building permits granted for wind turbines were challenged on appeal, 78% of which were confirmed. These 

figures highlight the intensive use of such legal processes on the part of wind energy opponents. As an example, building and 

65 „Proposition technique et financière” 
66 „Convention de raccordement” 

67 « Installation Classée pour la Protection de l'Environnement » 

68 The competent authorities are the departmental directorates (direction départementale des territoires) and the 

regional directorates (directions régionales de l'environnement, de l'aménagement et du logement) 

                                                                 



 

operations permits for wind turbines are often attacked by opponents on the grounds that the simultaneous visibility of a historic 

monument and of a wind farm is considered as inacceptable. The resulting court proceedings can last several years and the 

interpretation of the competent administration in order to protect heritage is deemed excessive. On 19 August 2013, an order came 

in force limiting legal recourses against planning permits. This measure has been welcomed by the wind energy industry. However, 

the multiplicity of permits currently needed for wind energy installations in France still offers numerous opportunities for wind 

energy opponents to challenge the legality of wind energy installations and delay or even block their commissioning (re-frame.eu 

Database).  

 

Other 

One of the most important barriers under this category refer to the taxing regime applying to renewable energies. Wind and solar 

energy installations with an installed capacity over 100 kW are subject to a flat-rate tax on network businesses called IFER69, 

which currently amounts to € 7,210 per MW. The amount of the tax is adjusted every year. The IFER tax was introduced in 2010 to 

level out the amount of a previously existing local business tax.70 Initially the amount of the tax to was set for all energy sources at € 

2,900 per MW. In 2011 it was increased exclusively for solar and onshore wind installations to € 7,210 per MW. Therefore, the tax 

load is unduly high on wind and solar power compared to conventional power (re-frame.eu Database). 

A further barrier lies in the lack of information exchange between the relevant stakeholders. While developing wind projects, 

developers namely face many difficulties due to the lack of communication between grid operators, regional and departmental 

directorates, landowners etc. Developers have to coordinate all stakeholders during the development phase of the project, which can 

easily discourage them from continuing their efforts. Several developers thus sold their projects in France, such as Iberdrola, EON or 

Vattenfall (Cassin, CGR Légal). 

Last but not least, public perception of renewable energies is negatively affected by lighting provisions for wind turbines. While 

an IPSOS poll published in December 2012 showed that 68 % of respondents are willing to accept wind turbines in their town, the 

installation of wind farms remains problematic in France. In particular, lighting provisions regarding wind farms impair their social 

acceptance. Unlike other European and international legislation, the French legislation requires specific output values for flashing 

lights for each and every wind turbine (2000 cd red at night and 20,000 cd white during the day). The lighting must be visible within 

a radius of 360° and have autonomy of at least 12 hours in case of network failure. However, those requirements disturb numerous 

residents who frequently lodge complaints about abnormal troubles of the neighbourhood. In addition, most Regional Climate, Air 

quality and Energy plans71 as well as numerous individual permits are sued. The wind energy industry is thus very concerned by these 

too systematic complaints, which often result into legal proceedings in court (re-frame.eu Database). 

 

69 IFER stands for «Imposition Forfaitaire sur les Entreprises de Réseau » 
70 Taxe professionnelle 

71 Schémas régionaux du climat, de l'air et de l'énergie (SRCAE) 

                                                                 



 

The French RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

In France the production of heat from renewable energy sources is promoted through several support instruments: 

• A Heat Fund was implemented in 2008 in order to support the production of heat through renewable energy plants. The 

Heat Fund allows the yearly publication of a national call for tenders for the development of large biomass plants. On the 

other hand, it provides financial support to smaller renewable energy projects on a regional level (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database). 

• The National Agency for Housing provides support to modest households in the thermal renovation of their buildings in 

order to limit energy losses. Within this framework, the use of renewable energies for heating purposes is subsidized (RES 

LEGAL Europe Database). 

• Several tax incentives are also available, such as income tax credits72 for investments in renewable energy plants, or a 

reduced VAT rate for the installation of renewable heat production systems (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

• Since 2009, investments in refurbishment works aiming at improving the energy performance of housings can benefit 

from a zero percent-interest loan, which allows the financing of works without paying a cash advance and without paying 

interests (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

One of the main barriers identified hindering the development of renewable energies in the French heating and cooling sector is the 

competition with electric heating appliances (Claustre, CLER). In fact, over 30% of the existing individual and collective housing 

in France are equipped with electric heating systems. In 2009, 80% of the new residential buildings were equipped with electric 

heating (ADEME 2014). Several reasons explain this situation. First of all, the price per kWh is less volatile than the price of fossil 

fuels. Furthermore, the lower initial investment and convenience of implementation encourage owners to turn to electric heating 

systems (ADEME 2014). As far as new buildings are concerned, the thermal regulation “RT 2012” currently in force requires the 

mandatory use of a renewable source of energy, primarily for heating production. However, this regulation has only been in force 

since 1 January 2013 and only applies to new buildings. 

In addition, one reports a lack of stability regarding support schemes for the production of heat from renewable energy sources, 

which affects among others the investment policies of manufacturers. As an example, the Heat Fund, which is used for the financing 

of call for tenders, is renewed every year and thus results into a lack of visibility of the sector as regards the content of the tenders 

from one year to another (Claustre, CLER). Moreover, the lack of stability and visibility of the support policy hinders 

investments in research and development activities in order to foster innovations at the technical level. As far as the solar thermal 

sector is concerned, no significant innovation has been brought to the market over the past 20 years (ADEME). 

The French support policy for the promotion of heat through renewable energy is subject to further shortcomings, especially 

regarding the design of existing support schemes. In France, the main share of renewable heat consumption comes from low 

72 Crédit d’Impôt Développement Durable 

                                                                 



 

capacity installations. Yet two important support mechanisms, namely the Heat Fund and the tendering processes of the French 

energy regulatory authority, do not address low capacity installations. In fact, the calls for tenders of the regulatory authority favour 

large operators through the tendering of large heat production capacities and the high complexity of the required administrative 

procedures (Douard, ITEBE). As for the Heat Fund, only communities, collective housings as well as companies of the industry, service 

or agricultural sector are eligible. Moreover, the output threshold required to be eligible to the Heat Fund makes it only accessible to 

large projects and therefore penalizes projects carried out by individuals.  

Apart from being only addressed to limited installations, the Heat Fund is not enough adjusted to the specificities and 

capacities of certain technologies. For example, the productivity thresholds defined in the requirements of the Heat Fund do not 

depend on the technology used. Furthermore, the ceilings for eligible investments are not adjusted according to the size of the 

installation. Also, the Heat Fund does not foresee the financial support of investments needed for the supply of boilers, meaning the 

wood transport and delivery from the forests to the heating plant (Letz, Ines).  

Further barriers related to the existing support schemes include the eligibility criteria of CHP plants to the feed-in tariff, which 

is only granted for installations over 5MW. On the grounds of productivity, the government thus rather promotes CHP plants 

producing a lot of electricity. However from a heating production point of view, one observes that large CHP plants induce a 

significant waste of heat. Nevertheless, some calls for tenders, such as those of the energy regulatory authority, design calls for 

tenders for CHP plants based on their electricity production, regardless of the heat requirement of the site. Consequently, such 

installations have a very low energy efficiency of 50% to 60% (Douard, Bioenergy International). By adopting a contrary approach, 

i.e. adapting the thermal output to the heat requirements of the site and then modulating the electricity production of the CHP 

plant, installations could reach an energy efficiency of between 65% and 80% (Cousin, CIBE). 

Finally, a significant barrier related to the existing renewable energy strategy is the rivalry between solar thermal and other 

energy efficiency measures. Since heating is their largest source of energy consumption, households first tend to undertake 

refurbishment works in order to reduce their heating bill. Insulation works, the replacement of windows or of the heating system will 

thus be carried out in priority before installing devices for the production of hot water (ADEME). This trend is reinforced by the fact 

that the purchasing costs of solar thermal systems is higher than conventional systems fueled by gas or electricity, especially for 

refurbishment works (ADEME). 

 

Administrative processes 

The complexity of administrative procedures represent additional shortcoming of the Heat Fund. In fact, the project must first comply 

with the scoring model set by the Heat Fund, depending on the type of project developer, the size of the installation. The project 

shall also meet productivity and competitiveness requirements as well as maximum investment constraints. In addition, the project is 

subject to adjustments regarding the compliance with Community rules and the price spread between the heat produced from 

renewable energy sources and the heat produced from conventional energy sources (Letz, Ines). 

 

Other 

"In mainland France, the thermal solar market has been stagnating since 2009 at around 250,000 m² per year, which corresponds 

to 175 MW per year" (Loyen, Enerplan). One of the main barriers hindering the development of the solar thermal sector is the lack 

of communication and information regarding the benefits of solar thermal technologies in new and existing buildings. This 

applies for example to the use of individual solar water heaters when replacing old boilers (Loyen, Enerplan). "Quite often, installers 

do not put forward the option of solar thermal facilities, due to a lack of experience, the higher complexity of installation or the 



 

need for installers to come back to the installation site to check the proper functioning of the installation" (ADEME). In addition, the 

solar thermal sector suffers from a negative image among households resulting from bad experiences as well as from a mix-up 

between solar thermal and photovoltaic technologies, since the moratorium for photovoltaic installations. Finally, the equipment and 

installation cost of individual solar thermal devices is still too high. In fact, the high level of tax credit for sustainable development has 

contributed to maintain the high costs of facilities (ADEME).  

Further significant barriers refer to shortcomings of the taxing regime, especially regarding wood energy. Currently, the French 

legislation provides for reduced VAT rates for district heating users as well as for heat produced from at least 50% renewable energy 

sources. However, these provisions do not apply to boilers used in public buildings. This severely penalizes those public institutions 

and local authorities which are not served by district heating network but are equipped with their own wood boiler. In this regard, 

stakeholders also point out a lack of clear definition for eligibility conditions of district heating networks to fiscal benefits. Existing 

definitions of district heating are numerous and may stem both from various public authorities as well as from heat associations. 

Consequently, the lack of official definition for the different types of district heating networks may lead to litigation proceedings as 

to whether or not fiscal benefits apply (CIBE).  

Last but not least, shortcomings are reported regarding the tax credit for private individuals owning sub-stations connected to a 

district heating network and using renewable energy sources. In practice, the sub-station is part of the local authorities’ grid 

infrastructure and is therefore financed and installed by the local authority or its delegate. The user has a grid connection right and 

only is only charged 20% of the cost of the sub-station and of the connection fees. The tax credit is therefore not effectively 

designed and should rather apply to the connection fee paid by private users of district heating (CIBE).  



 

The French RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

The promotion of biofuels in France is mainly provided through fiscal regulation mechanisms. On the one hand, the lower 

competitiveness of biofuels compared to conventional fuels is supported through a partial exemption of the domestic consumption 

tax. On the other hand, the tax on polluting activities foresees higher rates for companies releasing fuel for consumption, in case 

they do not respect the national quota of biofuels to be blended within conventional fuels, which is defined for each fuel type (RES 

LEGAL Europe Database).  

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

Most of the barriers impeding the further development of biofuels are related to the European institutions’ position on 

renewable energies in the transport sector. In fact, the failure of the European Commission to provide for a stable support policy for 

biofuels, combined to the lack of clarity of the existing regulations, both contribute to hold back the growth of the biofuels sector. 

This scepticism at European level also affects national biofuels policies.   

The blending of biofuels in conventional fuels is entirely governed by the EU directives and the national legislation. The directive 

2003/30/EC on the promotion of biofuels together with the directive 2009/28/EC on the use of renewable energy have contributed 

to the enhanced development of biofuels in France. However, the most important barrier to the development of renewable energy 

in the transport sector remains the lack of regulatory stability and visibility of support policies in the long term, both at 

European and national level. In fact, while the production of biofuels was originally vigorously encouraged, current debates rather 

tend to discuss their limitation. This lack of visibility is all the more critical since investors of first generation biofuels are the same as 

those of second generation biofuels, and the means of production for the first generation have not yet been amortized. In other 

words, investors who experienced bad consequences from the unstable support policy for first generation biofuels may be more 

reluctant to invest in second generation biofuels (Guizouarn, Sofiprotéol). 

A further major barrier hindering the development of biofuels is the uncertainty regarding the biofuel incorporation rate into 

conventional fuel. Currently, the French regulation limits the blending of biodiesel into conventional diesel oil to 7%. Yet according 

to the mandate submitted to the European Committee for Standardisation in 2006, the European Commission foresees a blending 

rate of biodiesel amounting to 10% (Guizouarn, Sofiprotéol). However, the blending targets are currently being called into question 

at European level. In fact, there have been suggestions to lower the 10% target down to 5% incorporation for first generation 

biofuels, in order to promote the blending of second generation biofuels. This debate is considered particularly premature and 

confusing, since second generation biofuels are still at the stage of research and development (Suau, FNSEA). Moreover, to lower the 

first generation biofuel incorporation rate to 5% would imply a setback for France, which already imposes an incorporation rate of 

7%. This would also represent a major challenge for the country to achieve its 2020 targets. In fact, the development of renewable 

energies in the transport sector mainly relies on the use of biofuels, since the e-mobility sector is currently very limited. The latter is 

mainly explained by the inertia of the French car fleet during 10 to 15 years, due to the fact that private individuals do not change 

their cars often (Suau, FNSEA). 



 

In parallel, the European Commission demonstrates no severity regarding the non-enforcement of its mandate to allow the 

blending of 10% biofuels. Although the target of 10 % renewable energy as foreseen in the renewable energy directive is 

mandatory, its implementation remains very flexible in practice. The failure to apply penalties may thus lead to the failure of member 

states to fulfil their obligations. As far as France is concerned, stakeholders point out a turnaround of the overall opinion regarding 

biofuels. In fact, the French Framework Law on Agriculture of 2006 provided for a 10% incorporation of biodiesel into diesel oil. 

However in September 2012, the Grenelle Environment Forum73 declared a freeze in the amount of incorporation rate to 7% for 

first generation biofuels (Guizouarn, Sofiprotéol).  

Last but not least, the lack of clarity of existing regulations regarding the double counting of biofuels seriously hinders the 

healthy and sustainable development of the sector. The introduction of double counting of biofuels produced from waste, residues, 

non-food cellulosic material, and ligno-cellulosic material has been acknowledged by the biofuels’ sector. However, its application is 

not sufficiently regulated at European level, since there is no exact definition of the energy products benefiting from double 

counting. As a result, applications of double counting are very different from one member state to another, thus causing distortions 

of competition. No traceability system was implemented in order to monitor the origin of products classified as eligible to 

double counting by the member states. Originally, the possibility of double counting was introduced to support the development of 

emerging biofuels technologies. However, the lack of clarity of the relevant regulations regarding the definition of double counting 

led to a dead-weight effect. France being a large producer of biodiesel, the application of strict rules for double counting represents 

a significant stake for the country. The French biofuels industry therefore calls for an enhanced traceability, a better monitoring as 

well as a more restrictive registration system for energy products benefitting from double counting, in order to avoid fraud in certain 

countries. However, governments are currently not entitled to perform such monitoring activities outside their own countries. Thus, 

French authorities do not have the competency to control certifications of energy products originating from other member states 

(Guizouarn, Sofiprotéol). 

 

Market structure 

Some countries apply dumping measures which seriously affect the national development of biofuels. In fact, each significant 

fraud implies a substantial involvement of the French biofuels industry in order to launch infringement procedures at the World 

Trade Organisation. These procedures are very financially demanding and can last up to 3 or 4 years before leading to the concrete 

application of coercive measures (Guizouarn, Sofiprotéol). 

 

Other 

Stakeholders point out that the sustainability criteria for biofuels are not respected by the Member States. This is mainly due 

to the fact that the European Commission has not defined a single enforcement policy for the application of the sustainability criteria 

to which biofuels are subject, as established by the 2009/28/EC directive. Although penalties are foreseen, they are not enforced by 

the European Commission when Member States have not transposed the provisions of the directive. In addition, stakeholders 

deplore the large degree of leeway given to Member States regarding the timeframe for the enforcement of sustainability criteria. 

This lack of Community scrutiny gives rise to distortions of competition and fraud (Guizouarn, Sofiprotéol). 
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M. Croatia 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Croatia has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth rates in RES-E and RES-H&C shares were enough in the last year to achieve the 2020 target, if they can be 

maintained.  
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1. National Deviations Report 
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• Hungary is comfortably above both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in the RES-H&C share was more than enough to achieve the 2020 target. However, growth in the RES-E share 

was negative from 2011-2012. This trend needs to be reversed in order to maintain the overall favourable situation.   



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Hungarian RES-E Sector 

Hungary’s RES target for 2020 amounts to 14.65% (NREAP 2010). Electricity generation from renewable sources as a percentage of 

gross final electricity consumption increased from 2005 to 2011 and reached 6.38% in 2011. In 2012, the RES-E share slightly 

decreased to 6.07% (Eurostat 2014).  

Currently, the main renewable energy source used in Hungary is biomass, followed by wind power and hydro power (Eurostat 2014; 

Ministry of National Development 2012). Solar power has a low share in Hungary summing up to 0.7 ktoe (Eurostat 2014). Even 

though Hungary has a significant geothermal potential, there is no geothermal power plant for electricity generation installed so far 

(HEA).  

However, the government also stresses its intention to diversify energy supply technologies and does not focus on renewable energy 

exclusively, but counts as well on nuclear power in the country’s future energy mix (EU Semester - Country Report Hungary).   

 

Support scheme 

In Hungary, electricity generated from renewable energy sources is promoted through feed-in tariffs. The feed-in period and the 

feed-in quantity are determined by the Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority (HEA) in its decisions. The feed-in 

tariffs are determined by Governmental Decree No. 389/2007. Feed-in tariffs are adjusted yearly with the rate of Hungarian 

Consumer Price Index of the previous year for those renewable generators who were licensed before the 1st January 2008. For 

waste-to-energy producers and those renewable producers licensed after the 1st of January 2008, the price is indexed yearly with 

the consumer price index of the previous year reduced with one percentage point. The tariffs are different for renewable electricity 

and waste-to-energy electricity. Furthermore tariffs are differentiated by size (nominal capacity), time of licensing (before or after the 

1st of January 2008), time zone (peak, valley and deep-valley period), as well as by technology, since solar and wind energy receive 

slightly different tariffs. The time periods are defined by law and depend on the area where the electricity is generated and vary for 

weekdays and weekends/holidays as well as for summer and winter time. All renewable energy generation technologies above 

50kW are eligible. All producers selling electricity in the feed-in tariff system are obliged to have a valid qualification for the 

guarantees of origin system (HEA; RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

For household-sized RES-E power-plants up to an installed capacity of 50kW a net-metering system applies. The DSOs are obliged to 

connect household-sized power plants by net-metering.  

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are due to the existence & reliability of general RES-E strategy & support 

scheme. However, the opinions differ on whether a reliable and transparent long-term political strategy for developing the 

Hungarian RES-E sector exists. While the Energiaklub negated this (Csanaky, Energiaklub), the regulator differentiated between an 

existing national political strategy on RES-E and lacking adequate policy tools for achieving the national RES-E targets (Kapros, HEA).  



 

However, the government’s strategy on renewable energy sources may appear inconsistent when it comes to the replacement of the 

reactors of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant. In January 2014, the Hungarian government concluded a contract with the Russian 

company Roszatom for constructing two new reactors to the Paks Nuclear Power Plant. The old reactors will be operated together 

with the new reactors for several years. Over this time, the plant’s generation capacity will be doubled by the two new 1200MW-

reactors. Hungary’s only operating nuclear power station in the country currently accounts for over 40% of the country’s electricity 

production. In the years to come, this development will hamper the development of renewables in the electricity sector, since 

infrastructure and market system requirements of nuclear power and a growing share of renewables differ too much to not impede 

each other. The necessity of the new reactors for Paks Nuclear Power Plant is justified with the political objective to focus on e-

mobility in the transport sector (Csanaky, Energiaklub). 

Another example for lacking strategic reliability in the RES-E sector refers to the introduction of the so-called METÁR system. Since 

2011, there have been attempts to reform the Hungarian feed-in tariff system replacing the old system with the METÁR system. The 

last concept of the new feed-in tariff system had been put up for public debate in September 2011 (Csanaky, Energiaklub; HEA). 

However, the introduction of METÁR was postponed a few times without fixing a new date for its introduction. The METÁR system 

is currently in a prenotification process at the European Commission (HEA). Over the last months it has also been communicated by 

the Ministry of National Development that a feed-in-tariff system might not be the right policy approach after all, especially when 

looking at the experiences in other EU member states (Csanaky, Energiaklub). Thus, the future of the METÁR system is very unclear 

just like the political strategy on this regard. Nevertheless, various experts considered the new concept to be very positive. Especially 

the differentiation of tariffs according to the benchmark costs of different technologies and their installed capacity was very much 

welcomed. As regards biomass, for example, tariffs would have differed according to different feedstock used. Feed-in tariffs would 

have been granted for 15 years. Under the current system, eligibility period is defined on a case-to-case basis and shall not exceed 

the plant’s pay-off period. Small-scale RES-E plants under 50kW, wind power plants under 500kW, geothermal power plants under 

100kW and 1MW in case that waste is used as raw material, would not have been eligible under the METÁR system. Altogether, the 

new METÁR system would have been more predictable and transparent, especially regarding the eligibility period (Csanaky, 

Energiaklub). Postponing the METÁR systems introduction created considerable insecurity in the Hungarian RES-E market and caused 

investors to withhold their investments (Csanaky, Energiaklub; HEA). In order to overcome this uncertainty, a reasonable introduction 

deadline of the METÁR system should be announced in order to restore investors’ confidence. Furthermore, public consultations 

about the new system should be introduced (HEA). 

However, it has to be observed that especially those RES-E projects that have obtained financial support under the EEOP subsidy 

programmes are well able to operate under the current feed-in tariff system. A better alignment of investment subsidies for RES-E 

projects and operation support under the current feed-in tariff system would be possible even without introducing a the METÁR 

system (Kapros, HEA). 

Another example for the gap between political announcements and the realisation of these policies is the introduction of a 

Renewable Energy Act. This was foreseen in the National Renewable Energy Action Plan from 2010, but has not been realised so far. 

The Renewable Energy Act would encompass the feed-in tariff system and probably the licensing procedure and would thus 

concentrate all relevant RES-E provisions in one legal act (Csanaky, Energiaklub). 

Finally, a severe barrier in this section applies to wind power. Since 2007 wind power plants above household size can only be 

realised on the basis of a tender, which is necessary for the authorisation procedure and the construction of wind power plants. So 

far, there was only one tender for 410MW, but it was cancelled in 2010. For now, there is no information about future tenders for 

wind power plants and uncertainty in the wind power sector is very high (Csanaky, Energiaklub; HEA). 

When it comes to the remuneration level for RES-E plants, the present feed-in tariff system, the so-called KÁT system, 

differentiates tariffs only for wind power and PV-installations. For other technologies, tariffs are consistent. Differentiation rather 



 

takes effect by the length of the support period. However, feed-in tariffs are in general too low for most technologies requiring 

additional support, for example by investment grants. Feed-in tariffs under the new METÁR system would be based on benchmark 

costs of different technologies, while fixing the eligibility period to 15 years (HEA). Nevertheless, a more relevant problem will apply 

in the next years, when the eligibility period for the feed-in tariff system will end and RES-E plants will have to operate under market 

conditions. In this case, the profitable operation of biogas power plants will not be warranted anymore, since so far other support 

mechanisms for the operation of RES-E plants aside from the KÁT system are missing (Kapros, HEA).  

With regard to access to finance no state funded soft loan programs for RES-E projects exist. The realisation of RES-E projects 

completely depends on financing from commercial banks (HEA). In case of geothermal projects, no state guarantees are granted for 

geothermal drilling risks. In the past, the MOL Company received backup support for drilling risks from the International Finance 

Corporation (IFC), which guaranteed to pay 85% of costs of unsuccessful geothermal exploration wells. However, there isn’t any 

stable, state financed insurance scheme to cover drilling risks of geothermal projects which hampers the roll-out of geothermal 

power generation. For electricity generation deeper drilling is needed in order to tap high temperature reservoirs (HEA). 

 

Market structure 

Referring to the existence of functioning & non-discriminatory short term markets for RES-E, the Hungarian Power Exchange 

(HUPX) does not offer an intraday power market for wind and PV power. This is unfavourable for the integration of volatile 

renewable energy sources like wind and solar power. HUPX plans to introduce an intraday power market. Nevertheless, intraday 

trading is in principle possible on Over-the-counter (OTC) markets. Furthermore, there is also some leeway for improvement 

regarding shorter gate closure times on Hungarian electricity markets (HEA).  

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

An important barrier within this category refers to grid capacity and transparent and foreseeable grid development. The grid 

has only limited capacity for integrating volatile RES-E technologies, i.e. wind and solar power. According to the Hungarian National 

Renewable Action Plan, an additional 410MW of wind capacity could be integrated at present grid conditions. Thus, improvement of 

grid infrastructure along with development of balancing capacity and smart grid measures are essential for increasing the share of 

these technologies in the future (HEA).  

The lack of predictability and transparency of the connection procedure gives rise to additional barriers. Regarding grid 

connection, clearly defined rules are missing as only minimal obligations are defined by law. The detailed technical and procedural 

rules are defined in the regulations of the different DSOs. Furthermore, the legislation stipulates the principle of least costs for 

defining a grid connection point. However, this term is not sufficiently defined since legislation remains unclear whether this 

principle applies to the DSO or the plant operator. The grid connection procedure is even less reliable as no sanctions apply if the 

DSO breaches the regulations (HEA). Moreover, information asymmetries between the DSO and the plant operator undermine the 

transparency of grid connection. As plant operators do not know the potential connection points they have an information 

disadvantage against the DSOs. On the other hand, requests for grid connection are free of charge and DSOs are legally required to 

reply to the requests and to elaborate on possible grid connection points for the respective RES-E plant. Investors often only mean to 

receive information on grid connection possibilities without actually planning to build a RES-E plant (so-called “paper RES-E plants”). 

This can result in non-remunerated work for the DSO and may hamper the development of real RES-E projects (HEA). Finally, current 

legislation does not provide sufficient incentives for DSO to connect RES-E plants. Contrary to new consumers connected to the grid, 

generators do not pay network usage fees. Thus, the DSO is facing only additional network costs caused by connected RES-E plants 

without having additional income. This is why DSOs often press RES-E operators to pay the network expansion costs on their own 



 

(HEA). It also determines lacking incentives for the DSO to accelerate grid connection leading to long duration of RES-E grid 

access, especially as there are no legally binding deadlines defined. Thus, introducing final deadlines RES-E grid connection 

combined with financial sanctioning in case the DSOs fail to meet the deadlines might ease this problem (HEA). Costs of RES-E grid 

access are determined by a so-called semi-deep approach. According to Paragraph 6 of the NFM Decree No. 76/2011, the 

connection fee of power plants is determined based on the capitalised value of investments needed for connection. Based on 

Paragraph 6 point 3, the connection fee, which has been determined by the above methodology, shall be decreased by 30% if at 

least 70% of the energy used by the power plant is renewable and shall be decreased by 50% if at least 90% of the energy used by 

the power plant is renewable. To this end, the plant operator has to make statement of its utilised energy resources. However, RES-E 

operators often do not make use of this possibility as it can be less costly for them to make the necessary investment themselves 

instead of paying the charges. In addition, the reduction of the connection charges is considered to be a financial support when 

determining the eligibility period for feed-in tariffs and thus reducing the eligibility period (HEA). 

 

Administrative processes 

The complexity of administrative procedure constitutes a relevant barrier for putting RES-E plants into operation. The 

administrative procedure for RES-E installations is very complex and not sufficiently transparent. Furthermore, there is no reliable 

overview of all the necessary documents and applications (Csanaky, Energiaklub). Furthermore, competent authorities can involve 

various additional so called professional authorities, for example state chief architects, fire safety agencies, cultural heritage 

administrations, etc., into the licensing procedure. This significantly increases the number of the involved authorities. Moreover, this 

practice lengthens the duration of the administrative procedure. Involving professional authorities does not count into the main 

competent authority’s administration deadlines. Thus, the whole process may take longer and becomes less reliable (HEA). The costs 

for the administrative procedures are high and are not in line with the labour demand of the licensing procedure. Moreover, the 

costs are inconsistent varying considerably between different authorities. As a consequence, administration costs are not transparent 

and reasonable to investors. Moreover, the high level of fees and charges constitute a direct source of income for the different 

authorities. Hence, authorities have an interest in defining additional administrative processes at additional costs, so that investors 

are facing even more complex and more costly administrative procedures. Revising the various administration fees and bringing them 

in line with actual costs within the authorities is recommended (HEA). 

 

Other 

The lack of training in the field of RES-E technologies is a serious problem in Hungary and may hamper the efficient operation RES-E 

plants. This is affecting especially small producers (HEA). Thus, trainings on RES-E technologies have to be integrated into vocational 

and academic training programmes (Kapros, HEA; HEA). Furthermore, exchange of experiences and the establishment of technology 

specific organisations may contribute to ease this problem (HEA).  

Public perception is closely linked to the development of electricity prices and the associated costs of the RES-E support scheme. This 

immediate effect overshadows the long-term, rather indirect positive effects of RES-E generation in public perception (HEA). The 

lacking willingness of the population to pay higher electricity prices of “green” electricity limits the possibilities for setting higher 

remuneration levels for RES-E technologies and thus indirectly hampers their development (RES-Integration – Country Report 

Hungary). However, it should be noted, that Hungary is facing a very high share of energy poverty, meaning that households spend 

more than 10% of their income on energy bills. Resistance to increasing electricity prices is comprehensible.   



 

The Hungarian RES-H&C Sector 

Hungary’s energy demand in the heating sector is comparably high among the EU Member States. Due to the poor energetic 

condition of the country’s buildings, 40% of Hungary’s overall energy demand is consumed in buildings, of which a share of two 

third is used alone for heating purposes. Households’ energy demand for heating purposes even sums up to 80% of their total 

energy consumption. In 2007, the main energy sources used for heating were natural gas providing more than half of households’ 

energy demand, followed by firewood and district heating (Ministry of National Development 2012).  

At the same time, Hungary has a very favourable starting position regarding its use of renewable energy in the heating sector. The 

country has a significant geothermal potential with vast geothermal water sources (Csanaky, Energiaklub; Kapros, HEA). The largest 

geothermal potential can be found in the Great Hungarian Plain in the south-eastern part of the country. Utilising geothermal 

resources, e.g. for thermal baths or horticulture, already has a tradition of 50 years in Hungary (Kapros, HEA). Aside from its 

geothermal potential, Hungary has favourable biomass and solar energy potential. Hungary’s renewables share in the heating and 

cooling sector 13.55% in 2012 (Eurostat 2014).  

The use of biomass for heating purposes (e.g. wood) is very common in Hungary, especially in rural areas, but the technology used, 

like tile stoves and old boilers, cannot compare to modern biomass heating systems and their efficiency level. In urban areas, solar 

installations are preferred (Csanaky, Energiaklub; Kapros, HEA). 

Support scheme 

The most relevant form of promoting RES-H&C technologies in Hungary is granted by various subsidy programmes. On the one 

hand, there is support through the Environment and Energy Operative Programmes (EEOP). Under these programmes small and 

medium-sized enterprises, public authorities, non-governmental organizations and local administrations are eligible. In the financing 

period 2014 to 2020, the EEOP programmes will apply to private persons and households as well as public authorities and 

organisations. SME’s will then be supported under the Operative Programme for Economic Development and Innovation (GINOP) in 

order to improve SME’s competitiveness. This is a positive development, since the largest share of financial resources in the new 

financing period are dedicated to improving the economies competitiveness. This will enable the energetic modernisation, including 

the use of renewable energy sources, of a large number of Hungarian enterprises (Kapros, HEA).  

On the other hand, households and private persons were eligible to apply for grants for RES-H&C projects under the Green 

Investment Scheme (ZBR) during 2007 to 2013. These programmes are financed by revenues from Hungarian EUA units and 

supported different RES technologies, among these for example solar installations (Csanaky, Energiaklub; Kapros, HEA). As regards 

the financing period 2014 to 2020, the focus will rather be to realise comprehensive energetic refurbishment of multi-storey 

dwellings (PANEL III programme). To this end, budgets from revenues of Hungarian EUA units and the EEOP programmes are going 

to be allocated. However, energy efficiency measures might be combined with renewable energy projects, but the concrete 

programme conditions still have to be determined (Kapros, HEA).  

 



 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The most widespread and most general barriers within this category affecting all technologies refer to the existence & reliability of 

general RES-H&C strategy & support scheme. The Hungarian Renewable Energy Action Plan (NREAP) focuses on heat generation 

and mainly on geothermal and biomass generation. Even though there is political will to develop the RES-H&C sector and a 

renewable energy strategy exists on national level, Hungarian policy lacks appropriate tools to achieve the national targets. However, 

in the context of updating Hungary’s renewable energy strategy, renewable energy targets for the different sectors may change. 

Still, the overall national RES target of 14.65% up to 2020 is set and ensures the ongoing political will to develop the country’s RES 

sector. Nevertheless, increasing the use of renewable energy sources in the heating sector requires innovative solutions in order to 

address the high heat demand of large shares of the population (Kapros, HEA).  

Looking at the tools for promoting RES-H&C technologies, financial support is only allocated in terms of grants, mainly by the 

Environment and Energy Operative Programmes and the Green Investments Programmes. Currently no calls for projects are open 

and thus no grants are available under these programmes for the heating sector. Furthermore, the availability of grants does not live 

up to very high potential for demand of renewable energy installations in the heating sector. This problem is indicated, e.g. when 

subsidy programmes are closed due to exhausted funds only few days after being launched (Csanaky, Energiaklub).  

The reliability of calls for projects under the different subsidy programmes and the time period regarding the programmes’ 

availability constitute another barrier (Csanaky, Energiaklub). While issuing of subsidy programmes under the EEOP framework is 

quite regular and well predictable, programmes under the Green Investment Scheme is irregular and less predictable as these are 

financed by revenues from Hungarian EUA units (Kapros, HEA).  

Related to these issues, market development and actual demand is strongly driven by availability or lack of public funding. Taking 

solar installations as an example, a subsidy programme targeting exclusively solar installations had been launched in 2011 and was 

initially open for project applications until May 2012. However, the programme closed shortly after being launched due to over 

demand and exhausted funds. The short time frame foreseen under the programme for realising the solar installations caused such a 

huge demand for solar installations that Hungarian producers and installers couldn’t live up to this drastically increased demand. 

These unpredictable framework conditions undermine a steady market development for RES-H in Hungary and hamper a solid 

capacity planning of producers and installers (Csanaky, Energiaklub). 

Concerning geothermal exploitation, significant revenue risks apply to the whole drilling project. Geothermal projects are facing 

uncertainties with regard to the temperatures and capacities they find on the site. Even the required drilling depth can only be finally 

determined when the well is built. Aside from technical risk modelling techniques, financial risk management solutions are necessary 

to promote the development of geothermal generation. These revenue risks hamper exploring the vast geothermal potential across 

the country (Kapros, HEA). Even though various subsidy programmes also address geothermal projects, the revenue risks for covering 

the own financial contribution are still very high. Due to the many unknown factors regarding geothermal drilling, project costs may 

sharply increase in the course of realising the project, e.g. for determining the adequate drilling depth. In other cases, the project 

might be cancelled shortly after starting drilling. Thus, it is very difficult to determine an adequate support level within the various 

subsidy programmes (Kapros, HEA). 

In this context, pricing provision for district heating constitutes another barrier. The higher risk of geothermal energy may not be 

reflected in district heating pricing, thus undermining geothermal energy’s profitability. As regards geothermal district heating that 

supplies heat energy to households, only project costs of realised geothermal projects can be included in the final heat prices. The 

expenses for cancelled, unrealised geothermal projects cannot be passed on the final consumers. However, in case of final 



 

consumers other than households, e.g. public authorities or enterprises, the supplier is free to agree on a price bilaterally (Kapros, 

HEA).   

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

The lack of infrastructure and infrastructure development of district heating is mainly due to lacking finances. Within district 

heating prices, the share dedicated to infrastructure development and renewal is very low. The share of investments and capital costs 

for infrastructure development, that can be passed on to final consumers through district heating prices is three to four times lower 

in Hungary than in Western European countries and can be estimated to be around 10%. Thus, district heat companies face 

difficulties to bring up the own financial contribution for infrastructure development (Kapros, HEA).  

Furthermore, there have been some negative experiences with district heating operators regarding large-scale RES-H projects. A 

district heating operator expressed strong opposition against a RES-H project in Budapest in a large multi-storey dwelling with more 

than 800 households. A large solar thermal installation has been built so that energy demand from the district heating system 

decreased significantly (Csanaky, Energiaklub). 

 

Administrative processes 

District heating generation as well as operation of large power plants requires authorisation. In this context, the complexity of 

administrative procedures for RES-H installation constitutes a barrier (Kapros, HEA). A reliable overview of all necessary steps to be 

taken and all documents and applications to be handed in is missing. Furthermore, a very high number of authorities is involved in 

the administrative process. This is also due to overlap of responsibilities of different authorities and insufficient delimitation of 

responsibilities (Csanaky, Energiaklub). However, the procedure has started to simplify. For example, several authorities responsible 

for environmental permits have been concentrated in one so-called green authority. Still, the administrative procedures are 

particularly complex for someone dealing with this process for the first time (Kapros, HEA). The high number of authorities involved 

also gives rise to lengthy administrative procedures. Even though not all authorities have to be attended in person, the 

processing times take long and may easily be delayed. It is envisaged to reorganise the whole administrative procedure toward a 

one-stop licensing system, but this requires immense internal reorganisation in Hungarian authorities. Currently, the efficiency 

potentials to be realised by this measure are unknown (Kapros, HEA).   

 

Other 

Public perception of district heating is quite negative and households tend to refuse district heating. This constitutes barrier to the 

deployment of biomass and geothermal based district heating. In addition, individual heating systems increase the value of a real 

estate compared to utilisation of district heating (Kapros, HEA). Another important aspect relevant in this section refers to the 

preference of complex energetic investments including energy efficiency measures. Over the last years, subsidy programmes under 

EEOP combining the support of energy efficiency measures and renewable energy installations were among the most successful 

subsidy programmes for SMEs and (public) institutions. Households also tend to gradually realise complex investments in energy 

efficiency and renewable energy sources (Kapros, HEA).  

As regards statistics, the level of information and information availability about RES-H&C technologies and their potential is 

deficient. Local administrations, for example, are very often not even aware how much they spend on heating for their real estates 



 

and what type of heating system is installed in the buildings not to mention the potential of RES-H&C installations. This hampers the 

implementation of RES-H&C projects (Csanaky, Energiaklub). 

The lack of training for installers as well as technical experts is a serious problem in Hungary (Csanaky, Energiaklub; Kapros, HEA). 

Furthermore, specialists often emigrate. Training has to be improved by integrating adequate trainings on RES-H&C installations into 

vocational and academic training programmes. In addition, appreciation and quality of vocational trainings need to be improved in 

general in order to make professions like installers for heating systems and electricians more attractive for young people (Kapros, 

HEA). First improvements regarding respective training programmes and vocational trainings are ongoing, though it will take some 

years to make an observable impact on the RES-H market (Csanaky, Energiaklub). 

A general problem for realisation of RES-H&C projects are the high costs for these installations compared to the low income level of 

average households. In general, households do not have the financial capacity to invest in new heating systems or to reconsider the 

energy source they use for heating. This problem gained even more relevance in the context of the Hungarian taxing regime and 

the ongoing reduction of final consumer prices for energy (gas, electricity, district heating). This undermines financial incentives to 

switch to RES-H&C installations (Csanaky, Energiaklub). Taking into consideration the diminished prices for natural gas, the 

amortisation period for renewable energy installations increased, thus becoming less profitable and economically less justifiable 

(Csanaky, Energiaklub; Kapros, HEA). Nevertheless, the reduction of final consumer prices for energy significantly contributes to 

maintaining an acceptable level of energy prices compared to the low average income of households. On the one hand, there is a 

very high share of energy poverty74 in Hungary among households. On the other hand, the share of households not being able to 

pay their energy bills increased considerably. Under these circumstances, intervention was necessary in order to maintain the 

functioning of the energetic system and to avoid large-scale public resistance, as for example in Bulgaria. Furthermore, energy 

expenses in Hungary should not exceed the EU average. Reducing final consumer prices notably contributed to improving both the 

high energy expenses as well as the increasing share of unpaid energy bills (Kapros, HEA).  

Another barrier regarding the taxing regime arises from the high value added tax amounting to 27% for renewable energy 

installations. Taking into consideration that most subsidy programmes grant approx. 30-35% of eligible costs, this is just sufficient to 

cover the tax expenses. Consequently, especially when no subsidy can be obtained, very often RES-H&C installations are set up 

without billing. In this way, renewable energy installations are usually realised even without financial support (Kapros, HEA).  

One barrier regarding operational issues applies to the use of geothermal energy for heating purposes and to reinjection 

requirements. In the Pannonian Basin, due the porous geographic structure, reinjection proves to be technologically extremely 

difficult. This leads to increased costs and energy demand for geothermal heat generation and decreases the profitability of these 

projects (Csanaky, Energiaklub; Kapros, HEA).Reinjection obligations threatened to cause existing geothermal producers to switch to 

natural gas utilisation or to shut down the power plants (Kapros, HEA). As a consequence, in 2012, the Parliament postponed 

reinjection obligations until 2015 and extended the postponement until 2025 in March 2013, exempting existing geothermal plants 

from reinjection obligations (Csanaky, Energiaklub; Kapros, HEA). Though, on the long run, the question remains how sustainable 

the use of geothermal sources is without reinjection. So far, scientific positions and evidence is inconsistent regarding the effects of 

lacking reinjection (Csanaky, Energiaklub). 

74 Energy poverty applies when more than 10% of households’ income is paid for energy bills.  

                                                                 



 

The Hungarian RES-T Sector 

The Hungarian transport sector is facing high efficiency deficits. Even though the number of passenger cars was still way below EU 

average in 2009, the vehicles’ average age was above ten years. Besides, the number of vehicles is consistently approximating 

Western European levels. Furthermore, the share of carriage of freight on the road also increased (Ministry of National Development 

2012). In 2012, Hungary’s share of renewable energy sources in the transport sector reached 4.61% (Eurostat 2014).  

Hungary has a very good potential for bioethanol generation based on corn, which is cultivated on almost 1.2 million hectare across 

the country. Corn production varies from 4.5-5 million tonnes in years of weak yields to 8-9 million tonnes in very productive years 

(Héjj, Bioetanol).Still, the demand for bioethanol on the domestic market is very low and approx. 90%  of the produced bioethanol 

goes to export (Csanaky, Energiaklub; Héjj, Bioetanol). Altogether, only approx. 3 million tonnes of corn are consumed on the 

domestic market, including its consumption as food, feeding stuff or for bioethanol. Regarding the availability of feedstock, the 

Hungarian Bioethanol Association estimates that the country’s overall petrol demand could be met with domestically produced 

bioethanol. The Hungarian biodiesel potential is much lower. In Hungary, biodiesel is produced from canola, which covers an area of 

250,000 hectare (Héjj, Bioetanol). 

There are some projects by local administrations for biofuel driven public means of transport. Most of these localities are currently 

testing this public means of transport (Csanaky, Energiaklub). One example is the town of Zalaegerszeg, where three years ago 

investment started into CNG buses, which are driven by biomethane from sewage water (Héjj, Bioetanol). 

On the national level, for example in the national strategy for transport, it is expected that e-mobility will spread and thus will justify 

the forecasted increase in electricity demand up to 2030. Increasing the share of e-mobility over the next years is one argument used 

by the Government in favour of extending the Paks Nuclear Power Plant (Csanaky, Energiaklub).  

 

Support scheme 

In Hungary, the main support scheme for the promotion of renewable energy sources in the transport sector is a quota system. This 

support scheme obliges fuel retailers to ensure that biofuels and hydrogen make up a certain percentage of their yearly sales. 

However, only certified biofuels satisfying specific sustainability criteria can be accounted into fulfilling the prescribed quota. The 

sustainability criteria for biofuels as well as the procedure for certification are regulated by law. Likewise, biofuel profiting from tax 

reduction is not eligible. Until 31 December 2013, the biofuel quota for diesel was 4.4% and for petrol 3.1%. From 1 January 2014 

until 31 December 2015, the quota is 4.9% for both petrol and diesel (RES LEGAL Europe database). 

Furthermore, a tax reimbursement applies to certain biofuels in case of engine development projects and vehicles used in the mining 

industry and in water management. The amount of biofuels used in these cases cannot be taken into account for quota fulfilment 

(RES LEGAL Europe database). 

 



 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

Some of the most relevant barriers reported within this category are due to the existence & reliability of general RES-T strategy 

& support scheme. In Hungary, the political strategy regarding biofuels is quite contradictory. On the one hand, investments into 

biofuel generation and biomass cultivation are politically desired and authorities are eager to enable these investments. Even foreign 

investors appreciate the good geopolitical conditions, the high agricultural potential and the very good availability of raw materials 

for biofuel production. On the other hand, a consistent strategy for increasing domestic demand for biofuels produced in Hungary is 

missing. Consequently, approx. 90% of Hungary’s bioethanol production is exported. At the same time, Hungary imports fossil fuels 

to meet the country’s energy demand. From an environmental perspective, the local utilisation of domestically produced biofuels 

would be much more preferable (Héjj, Bioetanol).  

Aside from an inconsistent political strategy, Hungarian biofuel targets are comparably low and unambitious. The quotas are 

insufficient to meet the 2020 target of 10% renewable energy sources in the transport sector (Csanaky, Energiaklub; Héjj, 

Bioetanol). The biofuel quotas for biodiesel and petrol of 4.4% and 3.1% respectively remained unchanged from 2009 to 2013. The 

quotas increase to 4.9% as of 1 January 2014, but are still quite unambitious. However, fuel retailers still failed to meet this quota 

since the beginning of 2014. Thus, beside unpretentious targets Hungarian authorities fail to enforce compliance with the prescribed 

quota (Héjj, Bioetanol).   

The political focus on the national level shifted toward the development of e-mobility. The National Strategy for Transport, for 

example, published in November 2013 as a draft version and put up for public debate, stresses the utilisation of e-mobility, over the 

next decades. However, the current share of electric cars is extremely low summing up to approx. 100 cars (3K, 2013) and the 

development of the necessary infrastructure, such as charging points, is very slow. However, a clearly defined action plan for 

bringing more electric cars on the road and for infrastructure development is missing (Csanaky, Energiaklub).  

Regarding European institutions’ position on RES-T, an important barrier on EU-level is the ILUC debate. In October 2012, the 

European Commission released a legislative draft addressing indirect land use change (ILUC) caused by biofuels. However, a reliable 

scientific basis for measuring ILUC is missing so far and the Commission, Parliament and Council could not reach an agreement on 

the draft yet leaving the industry across Europe with a lot of uncertainty.  

The additional administrative burden for reporting on biofuels’ GHG emissions due to ILUC and the proposed cap on 1st generation 

biofuels at 7% might stop the development in the biofuel sector. Such provisions do not have to be met by any other products, e.g. 

the foodstuff industry. This policy considerably hampers the market access of first generation biofuels and significantly increases the 

administrative burden for biofuel producers. In Central-Eastern European countries, markets for first generation biofuels are just 

starting to develop. Thus, the ILUC factor jeopardises the biofuel sector on a political and a financial level. Amending the legal 

provisions under the RES Directive by the European level seriously deterred the European biofuel market and the Hungarian market 

in particular. Since the RES Directive entered into force in 2009 and determines the time period up to 2020, it is even more striking 

that such significant interventions are discussed after only a few years. According to the Hungarian Bioethanol Association, this also 

mirrors a certain bias towards Central Eastern European countries. Due to their undeveloped first generation biofuel markets, the 

biofuel sectors in these countries will be much more hampered than in EU Member States with prospering biofuel markets – despite 

the large biofuel potential in Central Eastern Europe. Furthermore, reducing biofuel quotas on European level sets a negative signal 

to Hungarian fuel retailers reassuring them to ignore meeting nationally stipulated quotas, because amendments and quota 

reductions from the European level might come along (Héjj, Bioetanol). Considering the financing of biofuel production, production 

facilities in Hungary have mainly been realised by private investments and not by means of state funding. Therefore, these 

investments have a long amortisation period 10-15 years, being at risk due to such far reaching legal modifications. In addition, new 



 

investments would cease to be realised. Restricting market opportunities for first generation biofuels would also have negative 

impacts on R&D activities of second generation biofuels and their marketable development. All research projects on second 

generation biofuels in Hungary are conducted on the level of fundamental research by research institutes or universities. Investments 

from the private sector in such projects are very costly summing up to some € 10 million bearing also high risks, as the technology is 

still immature. However, in the context of unstable political and legal conditions, there will be no investment in these projects in the 

future (Héjj, Bioetanol). 

According to the Hungarian Bioethanol Associatin, the ILUC factor and its methodology do not take into account the very different 

agricultural developments in the various EU Member States. In Hungary, for example, agricultural cultivation was much more 

intensive before 1990. Today, the reforestated area in Hungary, for example on former grazing land, is constantly growing. The 

argument of threatening food security by biofuels production does not apply to the European Union, where an oversupply of 

agricultural yields can be witnessed. In addition, restricting the biofuel sector in Hungary will have negative impacts on the 

Hungarian rapeseed production. This rather expensive oil will not realise any sales to the food industry while cheap palm oil will still 

find its way into the Hungarian food industry (Héjj, Bioetanol).   

 

Market structure 

Within this category a central barrier is related to the lack of fair & independent regulation of the RES-T sector among the 

various Member States. Compared to the free movement of other goods within the European Single Market, the trade of fuels is 

more complex as various taxes apply in different Member States aside from the value added tax. This creates a high administrative 

burden when exporting biofuels. Furthermore, the single European market for biofuels is characterised by discriminatory, non-

transparent administrative and tendering producers in some other EU Member States. Market distortions may also be created by 

inconsistent application of double accounting, e.g. for re-use of waste such as used cooking oil for biodiesel generation in Hungary. 

Thus, biofuels falling under double accounting can achieve higher prices, triggering trading of biofuels towards Member States 

where double accounting is applied (Héjj, Bioetanol).    

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

A lack of infrastructure and infrastructure development applies to processing corn to bioethanol. Taking into consideration 

Hungary’s corn production, processing capacities for bioethanol could be increased by approx. eight times. In the case of biodiesel 

and canola cultivation, processing capacities are sufficient and the canola production is limited. With higher processing capacities, up 

to 3 million tonnes of corn could be processed to bioethanol without compromising the food or feed supply. In this way, the annual 

variation of crop yields could be balanced within the Hungarian market, since corn overproduction of one year could be stored for 

bioethanol production (Héjj, Bioetanol).  

 

Other 

The public perception rather focuses on the price of biofuels compared to petrol and diesel rather the food vs. biofuels dilemma. 

Even though diverting farmland or crops for biofuel production is disapproved, the general public perceives biofuels on the cost 

level, especially in comparison to petrol and diesel. This mainly determines the purchasing decision of the general public. One 

example is the introduction of E85, which has not been very successful. The demand for E85 underachieved and did not meet the 

expectations (Csanaky, Energiaklub).  



 

As regards the taxing regime, EU legislation stipulates that biofuels benefiting from tax reimbursement may not be taken into 

account for meeting the nationally prescribed biofuel quota. Tax reimbursements rather qualify for enhancing the distribution of 

(almost) pure biofuels, such biodiesel or E85, to which a minimal tax reimbursement applies in Hungary (Héjj, Bioetanol).The success 

of E85 also diminished after reducing the tax reimbursement. When E85 became more expensive, there was no price incentive left 

determining the purchase of E85 over petrol (Csanaky, Energiaklub).  

The taxing regime is hindering the development of biofuels also on another level. Bioethanol production for own consumption is 

legally prohibited in Hungary and is classified as tax fraud with serious penalisation. Just like in many other countries, bioethanol is 

taxed in the same category as alcohol with very high tax rates as long as producers do not produce pure bioethanol of 99.8%. At a 

certain point, the Hungarian government intended to support small-scale bioethanol producers. However, given such complex tax 

regulations, small producers will stand no chance to raise the necessary capital for the tax burden on the one hand and to handle 

the very complex related administrative proceedings on the other hand. Grants have been allocated by the government for small-

scale bioethanol projects, but in the end none has been realised (Héjj, Bioetanol).Filtering used cooking oil and utilizing it for own 

consumption, e.g. in agricultural machinery, is also forbidden. This is mainly due to the monopoly position of the Hungarian mineral 

oil company MOL. The company has a special interest to collect used cooking oils in order include this resource by double counting 

into fulfilling the national biofuel quota. As used cooking oil classifies as waste, MOL does not pay for the oil, but “relieves” 

households of it (Héjj, Bioetanol).  

Sustainability criteria for biofuels are another source of barrier within this category. Biofuels have to be certified as sustainable in 

case they are accounted for fulfilling the quota or apply for tax exemptions or reductions. Lacking verification procedures or rules for 

cross-approval of national and voluntary schemes at European level increases the administrative burden for biofuel producers. This is 

particularly relevant for a country like Hungary exporting most of its biofuel production. The target countries have to be determined 

in advance and the respective national legal requirements for circulating biofuels on those markets have to be identified and have to 

be documented accordingly. Furthermore, the absence of a harmonised EU-wide database for proofs of sustainability and a 

European clearing point for proofs of sustainability respectively increases the risk for using one proof of sustainability in more than 

one Member State (Héjj, Bioetanol). 

Finally, considering operational issues, there is no political strategy to align the activity and production of various actors in the 

agricultural sector, especially stockbreeding, and the biofuel and biogas sector. By means of e.g. financial incentives many synergies 

from processing as many components of the same feedstock could be explored for the Hungarian market. For example, the by-

product from bioethanol generation can be used as feed stuff in stockbreeding. This would enhance local cycles of feedstock 

materials (Héjj, Bioetanol).  
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O. Ireland 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Ireland has not achieved its NREAP 2012 target, but is on track regarding the less ambitious interim target 

2011/2012. 

• Growth in the RES-E share was just sufficient to achieve the 2020 target. Growth in the RES-H&C share needs to 

accelerate, however. The growth rate for RES-T has been high enough, but the actual share was still below the 

2012 target share – although this may be due to a statistics issue. 



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Irish RES-E Sector 

Ireland started with a share of renewable energy in the electricity production (RES-E) amounting to 6.9% in 2005 according to the 

National Renewable Energy Action Plan. Wind power was the dominant RES-E technology with an installed capacity of 494MW and 

1,588MWh gross electricity production. Hydro power followed with 234MW and 766GWh. Finally, biomass had a small share with 

20MW and 128GWh75. 

During the period 2009-2012 RES succeeded in increasing their share in gross electricity consumption, as it is shown in Table 1. 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Hydro 754 754 752 759 

Wind 2,936 3,227 3,830 4,247 

Solid Biomass 65 111 137 244 

Landfill Gas 169 184 181 175 

Biogas 17 17 22 21 

Total 3,941 4,298 4,920 5,446 

RES share (in %) 13.7% 14.9% 17.6% 19.6% 

Table 7: RES-E gross electricity consumption (in GWh) and RES-E share during 2009-2012. Source: SEAI, 2013a. 

Ireland has succeeded in increasing its RES-E share annually since 2005 and it had reached almost 20% in 2012. Characteristically, 

RES-E contribution to gross electricity consumption has increased by 778% since 1990 (SEAI, 2013). 

Regarding the different technologies, there is potential for a number of renewable technologies in Ireland. After the signing of the 

Memorandum of Understanding on Energy Cooperation (MoU)76 between Republic of Ireland and UK, Ireland seeks to be a net 

exporter of wind energy to the UK until 2020 (Eirgrid and National Grid, 2013; BusinessETC, 2013). As Ireland has the best wind 

resources in Europe, there is room for further development of wind energy in the country (IWEA, 2012). Nevertheless, other 

technologies such as offshore wind and tidal/wave energy can boost Ireland as a net energy exporter (DCENR, 2013).  According to 

the Offshore Renewable Energy Development Plant, published in February 2014, Ireland can develop up to 4,500MW of offshore 

wind and 1,500MW of tidal/ wave energy until 2030 (DCENR, 2014). For that reason the introduction of a support scheme for tidal 

energy, initiating in 2016, is proposed. More specifically, the support scheme foresees a € 260 per MWh support and it will be 

limited to 30MW for ocean (wave and tidal) energy. Apart from that, the budget of the Multi-annual Ocean Energy Development 

Budget will be increased by 16.8 million € in the period 2013 to 2016 so as to support research and development (R&D) projects in 

tidal energy (DCENR, 2014). 

75http://www.dcenr.gov.ie/NR/rdonlyres/C71495BB-DB3C-4FE9-A725-0C094FE19BCA/0/2010NREAP.pdf  
76 http://www.dcenr.gov.ie/Press+Releases/2013/Irish+and+UK+Energy+MOU.htm   
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Support scheme 

In Ireland, electricity from renewable sources is mainly promoted through a feed-in tariff scheme (REFIT) that operates as a floor 

price. The entities entitled to this tariff are those suppliers that purchase electricity from renewable sources from generators with 

whom they have entered into a commercially negotiated REFIT Power Purchase Agreement (PPA). This regulatory system incentivises 

the generation of electricity from renewable sources (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

Additionally, a tax relief scheme for corporate investments in projects generating electricity from renewable sources (solar, wind, 

biomass, and hydro) aims to encourage investments in RES. The scheme was introduced in 1998 and was recently extended until 31 

December 2014 (section 486B TCA 1997 amended by section 25 Finance Act 2012) (RES LEGAL Europe Database) 

Ireland first announced the REFIT scheme in 2006 to promote the construction of wind energy, biomass and hydro plants. The 

scheme, now called ‘REFIT 1’ to distinguish it from the other schemes, obtained state aid clearance in 2007 and allowed new 

applications to be accepted until 31/12/0977.  Currently, two new schemes (REFIT 2 and REFIT 3) obtained state aid clearance and 

opened in 2012 for new applications. REFIT 278 covers small and large scale onshore wind, small hydro (≤ 5MW), and biomass 

landfill gas whereas REFIT 379 covers only biomass technologies. Both schemes cover new projects built and operational between 

2010 and 2015 (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

Regarding the tax relief scheme80, projects generating electricity from solar, wind, biomass, and hydro (including ocean, wave or 

tidal energy) are eligible for the support (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

One of the barriers concerning renewable energy is the remuneration level of RES-E. This is not merely a problem of the feed-in 

tariff paid to plant operators but the way this is calculated. More specifically, feed-in tariff for wind energy is based on metered 

77 Renewable Energy Feed in Tariff 2006 (REFIT 1): A Competition for Electricity Generation from Biomass, Hydro and Wind. Available at:  

http://www.dcmnr.gov.ie/NR/rdonlyres/E260E316-B65A-4FDC-92F0-9F623BA18B55/0/REFITtermsandconditions.doc and REFIT 1 change document. Available at: 

http://www.dcenr.gov.ie/NR/rdonlyres/4B3DA031-D93C-4733-9EC0-8F1F2DF7F996/0/REFIT1ChangeDocumentSept2013.pdf    

78Renewable Energy Feed in Tariff 2012 (REFIT 2): A Competition for Electricity Generation from Onshore Wind, 

Hydro and Biomass Landfill Gas Technologies 2010-2015. Available at: 

http://www.dcenr.gov.ie/NR/rdonlyres/DF253F94-8366-4DE0-A2E6-

DFA244E634DD/0/REFIT2TermsandConditionsMarch2012c.pdf  and REFIT 2 change document. Available at: 

http://www.dcenr.gov.ie/NR/rdonlyres/6DD0BA32-0B3E-47FB-A85A-

8152074417EB/0/REFIT2ChangeDocumentJune2013.pdf.  

79 Renewable Energy Feed in Tariff 2012 (REFIT 3): A Competition for Electricity Generation from Biomass 

technologies 2010-2015. Available at: http://www.dcenr.gov.ie/NR/rdonlyres/66F84902-6F06-49B8-8861-

4AAE06641FFD/0/BiomassREFITTermsandConditionsTransferring.pdf.  REFIT 3 change document. Available 

at:http://www.dcenr.gov.ie/NR/rdonlyres/32CFCE87-22A7-409B-979F-

527291B2C0B6/0/REFIT3ChangeDocument25072013.pdf  
80 Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 (TCA) and its amendments. Available at: http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/2012/en/act/pub/0009/index.html     
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output (Healy, 2013a). Therefore, any possible losses cause by grid limitations are not taken into consideration and wind plant 

operators are unable to make a reliable revenue forecast (Healy,2012).  

Biomass technologies and more specifically CHP is faced with similar problems that has also further implications for their 

development. The Transposition of the CHP Directive to the Irish Law with The Energy (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act of 200681 (SEAI, 

2013b) and the requirements for high efficiency CHP render the certification of biomass CHP facilities82 extremely difficult as those 

requirements are mainly applicable to CHP from natural gas (Gavegan, Irbea). In correlation with the current feed-in tariffs 

introduced by REFIT 3 (remuneration level of RES-E), returns on investment are low and that restricts the access to finance, as 

banks are reluctant to provide support to investments with a low ROI (Caslin, 2013). 

 

Grid regulation and infrastructure 

The most crucial barriers concerning RES-E development in Ireland are related to grid regulation and infrastructure. In relation to the 

duration of RES-E grid access it can get as much as 6-9 years so as to get a connection and 10-15 years to be connected to the 

grid. Since 2004, renewable energy plants have been connected within the so-called Group Processing Approach according to a 

decision by the Irish regulatory authority CER (CER/04/38183, Section 4 of CER/05/04984). Under this approach, grid connection 

applications are processed in groups, through a series of so-called "Gates", and plants are connected in groups as well. The current 

Group Processing Approach (GPA), Gate 3, is processing applications equating to 3,900 MW of renewable capacity (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database). The “Group Processing Approach” became increasingly complicated with the time as issues of e.g. grid 

connection costs allocation emerged and this has led to the queuing up of grid applications and long delays that persist until now 

(Healy, 2012). Characteristically, there are projects that have applied for connection since 2004 and have not yet received a complete 

grid connection offer (Healy, 2013a).  

Furthermore, the cost of RES-E grid issues is considered a great barrier for the further deployment of RES-E. In average, the cost of 

grid access of wind plant can amount more than € 300,000 per MWh and can reach up to € 500,000 per MWh (Healy, 2013a). 

Such a high cost is correlated with other barriers such as the duration of RES-E grid access as well as the complexity and duration of 

administrative procedure described below. The foreseen grid connection process that has been established and characterized as a 

“backwards development model” has severe effects on project success, which could from 30% to even 5% (Healy, 2013a). This is 

surely caused by the fact that the cost of grid access constitutes the “lion’s share” of a project capital (Healy, 2012a) and is increased 

accordingly to the scale of the investment. 

Another problem mentioned is the treatment of priority dispatch (curtailment).  According to Sec. 9 (5) (e) ERA85 and Sec. 4 (1) 

(a), (b) S.I. No. 147/201186, renewable energy shall be given priority dispatch unless giving priority to renewable energy poses a risk 

to the security and stability of the grid. Based on that, renewable energy technologies are granted priority access to the grid over 

81 The Energy (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act of 2006. Available at: http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/2006/en/act/pub/0040/index.html  
82 The Commission for Energy Regulation was appointed in 2009 to certify high efficiency CHP with SI 299 of 2009 Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Appointment of person to 

calculate power to heat ratios of combined heat and power). Available at: http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/pdf/2009/en.si.2009.0299.pdf  
83 CER/04/381 – Direction on Resuming Connection Offers to Wind Generators. Available at: http://www.cer.ie/GetAttachment.aspx?id=dab4d3f3-354d-465d-908f-

23f0f7df2b3a  
84 CER/05/049 - Group Processing Approach for Renewable Generator Connection Applications. Connection and Pricing Rules. Direction to System Operators. Available at: 

http://www.cer.ie/GetAttachment.aspx?id=2c308364-7459-4bdd-943a-6e5de23a749f   

85 Electricity Regulation Act 199(ERA.) Available at: 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/1999/en/act/pub/0023/index.html  and S.I. 630 of 2011. Available at: 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/2011/en/si/0630.html  

86 Statutory Instrument 147 of 2011 - European Communities (Renewable Energy) Regulations, 2011. Available at: http://www.attorneygeneral.ie/esi/2011/B28381.pdf  
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fossil fuels. Nevertheless, it has been observed that with the initiation of the East- West Interconnector between the Republic of 

Ireland and the UK, interconnectors were prioritized over renewables, as during imports from the interconnector, when there has 

been wind curtailment (Healy, 2013b). Additionally, there are further issues relating to the operation of the Single Electricity Market 

(SEM) such as the balancing of electricity supply and demand, which makes the all-island System Operator (Eirgrid- SONI) to rely on 

fossil fuel powered plants (Healy, 2013a). Finally, one should consider the fact that the interconnected SEM of Republic of Ireland 

and UK consists an isolated island network that puts grid stability as a priority. Eirgrid has defined a 50% level of Non-Synchronous 

Penetration (SNSP) (Eirgrid, 2010) that can rise to a maximum of 75%. However, due to reasons of balancing and dynamic stability, 

System Operator demands high level of fossil fuel minimum plant generation, imposing curtailment on wind plants.  

 

Administrative process 

A major barrier in that category that is related to barriers of grid regulation and infrastructure category is the duration and the 

complexity of the administrative processes. Initially, before applying for grid access, the interested investor should also apply for 

a planning permission.  The planning permission had a duration of 5 years. However, as it was described above, due to the lengthy 

delays for grid connection, the planning permission by the grid connection was delivered could have expired. Even an extension of 

the planning permission from 5 to 10 years was not effective, causing the investors to apply for a grid connection offer before 

applying for a planning permission, creating a “backward development model” with projects granted with a connection offer but 

lacking planning permission (Healy, 2012a). As it was mentioned before such a development model has created many difficulties and 

significantly lowered the success rate of projects (Healy, 2012a). Biomass technologies also faced complex administrative procedures 

as complex planning and licensing procedures are foreseen. More specifically, 5 state agencies and 3 government departments are 

involved in the procedure (Fizduff, 2014). 

 

Other 

Another issue that might emerge as a possible barrier for the deployment of wind power is the negative public perception for 

RES-E. After the signing of the MoU on energy cooperation87 between Republic of Ireland and UK Ireland seeks to be a net exporter 

of wind energy to the UK until 2020 (Eirgrid and National Grid, 2013; BusinessETC, 2013). Despite the positive effects of such an 

export policy e.g. creation of additional jobs (IWEA and Siemens, 2013) on the RES-E sector and increased private investment, local 

protests against the realization of wind energy projects have appeared. More specifically, more than 100 protest groups have 

emerged advocating the protection of the environment, claiming that the massive installation of wind turbines will ruin the 

landscape image and disturb with noise nearby households. Such protest groups teamed up with other protest groups against the 

installation of new electricity pylons (BBC, 2014). However, according to a recent poll, Irish are basically in favor of wind energy 

(almost 80% in aggregate) (Ipsos MRBI and IWEA, 2013) 

In addition, biomass technologies are faced with operational issues. As biomass is a technology that requires an input so as to 

produce electricity, sealing a long term contract for feedstock supply is highly important for the success of the investment. If this 

cannot be achieved, then it is difficult to get the necessary financial support for the realization of the investment (Gavegan, Irbea).  

There have been some negative reactions towards prospective AD investments but they were limited on local level. Nevertheless, it 

should be noted that public perception was not negative, when project developers acted as early as possible through information 

campaigns, so as local communities can form a positive stance towards the prospective investment (Gavegan, Irbea). 

87 Memorandum of Understanding on Energy Cooperation. Available at: http://www.dcenr.gov.ie/Press+Releases/2013/Irish+and+UK+Energy+MOU.htm   
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The Irish RES-H&C Sector 

Regarding the use of renewable energy in the heating and cooling sector, Ireland began with a modest 3.5% share, according to the 

according to the National Renewable Energy Action Plan. RES-H sector witnessed a moderate growth, reaching a share of 4.8% in 

201188 and 5.2% in 2012 (SEAI, 2013a). 

 

Figure 26: RES-H share during 1990-2012. Source SEAI, 2013a. 

As it can be seen in Figure 1, biomass is the dominant technology in RES-H sector and its total energy contribution reached 218ktoe 

in 2012, whereas in 2009 it was 198ktoe89. Technologies such as biogas, geothermal and solar contribute marginally to the RES-H 

sector90. 

All in all, RES-H sector grew 2.7% in absolute terms in 2012, relative to 2011 (SEAI, 2014). The predominant role of biomass and 

consequently the RES-H increase is mainly attributed to wood and wood products of the industry sub sector (SEAI, 2013a; SEAI, 

2014). Nevertheless, as the contribution of the industry sector remained stable, the increase is basically attributed to the residential 

and services sector that grew by 10.6% in 2012, relative to 2011 (SEAI, 2014). 

 

 

88 NREAP- First Progress Report (January 2012): http://www.dcenr.gov.ie/NR/rdonlyres/B611ADDD-6937-4340-BCD6-7C85EAE10E8F/0/IrelandfirstreportonNREAPJan2012.pdf  
89 Ibid  
90 Ibid.  
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Support scheme 

In Ireland, there are two main support schemes for RES-H: a € 800 grant to homeowners for the installation of solar thermal 

installations through the Better Energy Homes scheme and a tax return to Irish companies of 100% of the purchase value of certain 

energy efficient equipments through the Accelerated Capital Allowance scheme. 

As far as the subsidy is concerned, “The Better Energy Homes” scheme allows homeowners of dwellings built before 2006 to apply 

for a € 800 grant aid for the installation of a solar thermal installation (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

In relation to the tax regulation mechanism, the Accelerated Capital Allowance (ACA)91 scheme aims to encourage investments in 

energy efficient equipment and allows companies to write off 100% of the purchase value of qualifying energy efficient equipment 

against their profit in the year of purchase (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

One of the major barriers concerning the further deployment of RES H&C in Ireland is the existence & reliability of general RES-

H&C strategy & support scheme. The Renewable Energy Heat Deployment (ReHeat) Programme was introduced in 2006 but 

ended in 2011 due to budgetary constraints92.The Programme had a budget of € 26 million and was providing support for the 

installation of renewable energy heating systems in buildings in the commercial, agricultural, and industrial, services and public 

sector (Jolley, 2009). After ReHEAT and besides the ACA, no further Programme on the support of renewable energy heating 

systems was announced. Concerning the residential sector, before the “The Better Energy Homes” scheme, the “Greener Homes” 

scheme was in place between 2006-2010 and supported a wider variety of renewable energy heating technologies93. As a 

consequence and in correlation with the revision to the Building Regulations Part L94, the renewable energy heating during that 

period increased from 29 ktoe to 48 ktoe (53 ktoe in 2012) (SEAI, 2014). Currently, there are no programs in place for the 

development of certain technologies such as biomass and more specifically high efficiency CHP (Gavegan, Irbea).  

 

Other 

Further problems concerning the deployment of RES H&C, mainly biomass, are related to training. As installers are not adequately 

trained they could not take into consideration the biomass technologies as an alternative solution (Gavegan, 2013). All in all, it can 

be noted that there is currently a lack of interest concerning investments on H&C technologies. Nevertheless, during the last years a 

drastic increase in the use of firewood, wood fuel and pellets in the household sector has been observed (Gavegan, Irbea). 

 

91 Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 and its amendments. Available at: http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/2012/en/act/pub/0009/   
92 https://www.seai.ie/Grants/Renewable_Heat_Deployment_Programme/  
93 http://www.seai.ie/Grants/GreenerHomes/Scheme_Statistics/  
94 The revision of the Building Regulation Part L sets higher thermal performance / insulation standards for domestic buildings. See more: 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/2011/en/si/0259.html  
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The Irish RES-T Sector 

Ireland had in 2005 no share of renewable energy in the transport sector (RES-T) and in 2012 it reached 3.8% accounting for 

140ktoe when the weightings for double certificates are applied (SEAI, 2013a). 

More specifically, the growth of RES-T sector initiated with the introduction of tax relief support for biofuels, with an increase to 

1.2% in 2008, 1.5% in 2009 and 2.4% in 2010.The Mineral Oil Tax Relief scheme ended in 2010 with the introduction of the 

biofuels obligation scheme (SEAI, 2013a). 

As of 2012, the dominant fuel is biodiesel, representing 66% of the aggregate RES-T share. The remaining 34% was from 

bioethanol. However, it should be noted that there were more biofuels imported than produced indigenously. Indigenous 

production accounted for 34% of biofuels used in 2012, while imports accounted for 66%. The proportion of indigenous 

production compared to imports varies according to the biofuel. All bioethanol used in Ireland in 2012 was imported, whereas pure 

plant oil used for transport purposes was all produced in Ireland. There is some indigenous production of biodiesel from waste oil 

and from rape seed but 65% of all biodiesel consumed in 2011 was imported (SEAI, 2014).  

Recently, Ireland was referred to the European Court of Justice for its failure to fully transpose the RES Directive and is under threat 

of a daily fine of more than €25,000 since the date of issue of the court’s judgment. Concerning RES-T, not yet transposed the RES-T 

target by 2020 (10%) and the adherence to sustainability criteria for biofuels and bioliquids are provisions not fully transposed 

(Irishtimes, 2014). 

Finally, an increase of the RES-T share is expected in 2013 due to the increase in the obligation from 4% to 6%95  (SEAI, 2014). 

 

Support scheme 

 In Ireland, the support scheme for renewable energy sources used in the transport sector is a quota system. This scheme obliges 

suppliers of fuels to ensure that biofuels make up to a defined percentage of the company’s total annual sale of fuel (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database). 

The Biofuels Obligation Scheme (BOS) obliges fuel suppliers to include a certain percentage (currently 6% by volume) of biofuels in 

their annual fuel sales. The scheme is administrated by a state agency (the National Oil Reserves Agency - NORA) (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database). 

95 Energy (Biofuel Obligation and Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2010 and its amendments. Available at: http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/2010/en/act/pub/0011/index.html  
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Barriers to the transport sector 

Other 

As it was described above, the tax relief support was one of the main causes behind the development of biofuels in Ireland (SEAI, 

2014). 8 facilities were established at that time (Gavegan, Irbea). However, the introduction of the biofuels obligation scheme in 

2010 created a crisis in the local biofuels sector. More specifically, small biofuels processing plants were urged to shut down with the 

introduction of the biofuels obligations scheme (Irish Examiner, 2012). The main reason was that with the new regime, biofuel 

producers received a certification that could be sold only at the end of year, while the certificate price was defined at the end of the 

year, creating great uncertainties about the amount of revenue that the biofuel producer finally receives (Irish Examiner, 2012; 

Gavegan, Irbea). This is why the current taxing regime can be seen as an obstacle to the further deployment of the indigenous 

biofuels industry. Nevertheless, positive prospects for the RES-T sector seem to emerge with the use of biomethane in the transport 

sector. There is a transport fleet interested in using biomethane as a fuel and with the support of Bord Gáis and along with an 

appropriate support framework; the production of biomethane can have more potential than the production of electricity (Gavegan, 

Irbea). This can be realized if double certificates can be awarded to biofuel producers and if biomethane can be appropriately 

supported so as to be competitive with other fuels such as natural gas. Apart from that, defining timely the certificate price remains 

a crucial parameter for the deployment of RES-T in Ireland (Gavegan, Irbea).  
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P. Italy 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Italy is comfortably above both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• The target RES-E share for 2020 has already been achieved, and growth is still strong. On the other hand, growth 

needs to accelerate regarding the RES-H&C share.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Italian RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

In Italy, electricity generated from renewable energy sources (RES-E) is promoted through a feed-in tariff (FiT), tax exemptions and a 

tendering system. Depending on the source and the size, RES-E plant operators may be obliged to opt for a certain system or may 

choose between the available ones. Electricity not promoted through a FiT system may be sold on the free market or through “Ritiro 

Dedicato” (purchase by Gestore dei Servizi Energetici). This scheme is applicable to all plant sizes for non-programmable RES (PV, 

wind, wave, marine, geothermal, run-off-river hydropower plants) and to programmable RES (bioenergy and storage hydropower 

plants) under 10 MVA. Under certain conditions, electricity producers can make use of "scambio sul posto" (net-metering) (RES 

LEGAL Europe database). These last two mechanisms are not compatible with new support scheme introduced by the Legislative 

Decrees of 5 and 6 July 2012 (the first for PV sector, now phased out, the second one for the other RES). 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

The issues of virtual saturation and speculation, two major barriers in Italy in the past few years, have been strongly reduced last 

year by two factors: the introduction of Deliberation 328/2012 of AEEG (the regulator) and the reduction of the incentives’ level. 

Deliberation 328/2012, specifically aimed at reducing the virtual saturation phenomenon, has allowed the elimination of purely 

speculative projects from the queue of connection requests. The incentives’ reduction, instead, has caused a general decline of 

connection requests. Overall, these effects have allowed a stabilization of the system. In previous years, in fact, the strong growth of 

renewables, in part related to the high level of incentives, helped to create bottlenecks in the authorization and connection 

procedure. Now, thanks to the above-mentioned effects, the regulatory framework is able to better manage the system, and the 

connection lead times are better aligned with the provisions of the network codes. Long lead times persist, however, with respect to 

the authorisation procedure when dealing with local authorities. 

A negative note, however, is the fact that in 2013, there were very few connection requests. This can be considered in part a 

side-effect of the two factors mentioned above and as a result of the administrative barriers posed by the access to the new 

incentive scheme (registries and auctions). This overall framework has been mentioned as a barrier that may cause problems to the 

sector in the long run. So far, there have been two changes in the PV sector’s settings following this situation. Firstly, the amount of 

capacity installed in 2013 is much lower than the one installed in 2012: from 3.6 GW in 2012 to 1.1 GW in 2013 (and a large part 

of 2013 connections results from processes that had already started in 2012). Secondly, the type of equipment installed is focusing 

on smaller sizes, i.e. below 20 kWp. The reduction of incentives, in fact, has discouraged the realization of large photovoltaic plants 

on land (above 200 kW), Previously, larger plants could cover the operating costs fairly easily through the incentive schemes. 

Following these changes, however, this proves to be now more difficult. It is likely that for this reason installations will focus on 

plants below 200 kW in the future. 

Changes have also been detected in the context of the Ritiro Dedicato scheme. Roughly, this scheme can be defined as follows: 

GSE (Energy System Manager) purchases electricity from producers and resells it to the market thus simplifying bureaucratic 

procedures and partially lowering market exposure. In fact, for small plants with a capacity under 1 MW, minimal guaranteed tariffs 



 

were paid for the first 2 million kWh. With such a setting, even producers using marginal RES were able to operate. At the time in 

which the scheme had been established (2008), these prices were equal for all plants below 1 MW. In 2011, however, a 

diversification process depending on the source started taking place, aiming to link the level of the received guaranteed price to the 

level of actual management cost of each RES and to gradually increase RES-E’s market exposure. Starting from the 1st of January 

2014, the minimum guaranteed tariffs has been lowered for all RES sources and the threshold itself for their application has been 

lowered to the first 1,5 million kWh. assoRinnovabilli and some of its members appealed against the deliberation of the Authority 

and the procedure is ongoing. Furthermore, at the end of February 2014 the so called “Destinazione Italia” law entered into force. 

This law establishes that the electricity already subsidized through one of the support schemes in force cannot be eligible for the 

Minimum guaranteed tariffs within the Ritiro Dedicato scheme, with the exception of PV plants up to 100 kW and hydropower 

plants up to 500 kW (electric capacity). 

Currently, the support scheme environment presents a quite complex structure, counting on several instruments which include 

feed-in and premium tariffs, net metering, bidding schemes and tax incentives; the premium tariff for PV (Conto Energia V) has been 

phased out, as the cap had been reached in summer 2013, tax incentives for the installation of small PV and solar thermal systems 

have instead been stabilised and regulated until the end of 2015. In last few years there have been continuous modifications of 

incentive system for RES (CIP6/92 old incentive system, Tradable Green Certificates - TGC - from 2008, the feed in tariff, I,II, III, IV, V 

Conto Energia from 2005 to now only for PV) which has created some uncertainty among operators. The introduction of a bidding 

scheme (DM 6 luglio 2012) has further pushed in this direction, as the final incentive level for producers (or whether authorised 

plants can access the incentive at all) is not known in advance. 

Problems have also been outlined with respect to access to finance. Some contacted stakeholders, in fact, have outlined how the 

Decrees introduced in July 2012 (new support schemes) have introduced more demanding administrative requirements as well as a 

limit to the amount of plants that could receive the incentive. Because of this limit, then it may be that not all plants that apply 

would be granted access to the support scheme at the end. Considering that in general the economic viability of a RES-E investment 

still depends on support schemes, stakeholders have reported that banking institutions are being more cautious to grant loans for 

such investments, making it in turn more difficult for producers to actually undertake the investment for a new plant. 

Retroactive impacts of specific measures have been outlined as a possible barrier. This is a critical issue especially with regard to 

changes in the Ritiro Dedicato (Minimum guaranteed tariffs) and the taxation system (a specific additional fiscal measure – the so-

called Robin Hood Tax – has been expanded via Art.5 of Decree-law 69/2013 and can now impact medium/large RES-E plants). 

According to producers, the effect of these two interventions has substantially changed the situation for several operators, who are 

now having to deal with a very different reality from the one assumed at the time of the investment. This retroactive aspect of such 

intervention has been indicated by producers as likely to create a negative environment for the sector, and damage the credibility of 

the country. 

 

Market structure 

The issue of imbalance payments presents two open points in Italy:  

1. Whether it is right that non-programmable RES participate in imbalance adjustments 

2. What the amount of these payments should be 

As for the first point, the European Commission and the Authority have issued a positive opinion as well as the Lombardy Regional 

Administrative Court. As for the second point, according to the Authority, imbalances should be valued on the basis of their market 

price, which represents the value of electricity delivered in real time and not subject to programming, and therefore there should be 



 

no difference between the sources. It is up to producers and traders to promote forms of aggregation to manage the imbalance risk, 

avoiding that the risk is fully transferred on to the final consumer. Producers, on the other hand, claim instead that they would be 

able to take part in imbalance payments only as far as technically possible to each of them in relation to the type of plant, 

transferring the remaining part on consumers. According to some contacted experts, the perspective on the topic could also be 

enlarged: on the one hand, in fact RES participation to imbalance costs is justifiable, on the other hand it is also fair that they can, if 

they have the opportunity, offer balancing services and gain from it. Following a decision of the Lombardy Regional Administrative 

Court, the previous imbalance payment setting had been deemed unfair and suspended, although it was welcomed and deemed 

necessary in general terms. From October 2013, imbalance payments have been partially re-introduced, but a final decision from the 

Court is not yet available.   

 

Grid regulation and infrastructure 

Sistemi Efficienti di Utenza – SEU can be roughly defined as generating installations directly connected to a consumption point, 

thus allowing a producer to consume directly the electricity it produces, without having to pass through the grid. In this context, the 

regulator has reported that in the future there may be problems related to the coverage of the general system charges if SEUs and 

similar systems will remain exempt from the payment of such charges. At the moment, in fact, system charges are paid only by 

consumers who draw power from the grid. SEUs, not drawing power from the grid, do not pay such charges. From the point of view 

of the Authority, should SEUs become widespread, the electrical system may have difficulties to cover its costs – unless a different 

allocation of such system costs is established. These costs, in fact, are fixed and independent from the number of subjects taking 

electricity from the grid and the amount of electricity taken. From the point of view of producers, on the other hand, if the coverage 

of the general expenses of the system was extended to SEUs , the cost of electricity generated from renewable sources would 

increase, creating difficulties in the development of the sector. 

In the producers’ eyes, the vision of the Authority has been reported as exaggerated, as the calculations of the regulator to forecast 

the SEU growth were deemed to have assumed an excessively rapid growth rate. Furthermore, producers indicate that it would also 

be advisable to adopt a larger perspective and to consider SEUs an integral part of the electrical system in the future, even for 

purposes of accumulation and balance the system. In any case, it remains difficult to precisely predict how SEUs will develop. 

A further delicate point is the inclusion of the AE component in the electricity bill. The AE component has been inserted to allow 

the coverage of the costs of energy-intensive customers, who are entitled to certain costs exemptions by law. With Deliberation 

340/2013/R/EEL, however, the authority amended the definition of energy-intensive customer, expanding it and thus increasing the 

amount of costs that need covered. Some producers deem the application of this new component in parallel to the modifications in 

the Ritiro dedicato and guaranteed minimum prices to be favouring energy-intensive customers too much and to be damaging the 

renewable energy sector. 

 

Administrative processes 

Authorisation procedures play a relevant role in terms of posing a barrier to RES-E development, deployment and integration. As 

regards grid connection, the main issue still appear to be the time-consuming grid connection procedures. This is mainly due to 

the fact that authorisation procedures are to a large extent regulated at regional level, thus plant operators need to deal with 

different regulations and procedures, depending on the area in which they need to build a plant. This may be particularly relevant in 

case the plant and the connecting line range across two regions with different regulations. Although the issues linked to virtual 

saturation and speculation have been solved, administrative authorisation issues of this kind remain relevant. 



 

Grid operators, also face difficulties in the expansion and reinforcement of the grid because of existing blockages linked to 

authorisation procedures. This barrier concerns in turn also RES-E plants, as reinforcing and expanding the grid is a necessary step to 

accept additional RES-E capacity. Given their steep growth, PV and wind are the most affected technologies. Because of the current 

regulatory framework for grid expansion and reinforcement, grid operators need to obtain permission to construct or reinforce the 

line from all local authorities affected by the project. With respect to the previous situation, Legislative Decree 387/2003 managed to 

simplify the procedure to a large extent, although it was not fully able to solve the issue and problems linked to the administrative 

procedure for grid expansion and reinforcement still persist.  

Although in the last years there were some progresses to simplify procedures, with Legislative Decree 387/2003 and especially for 

small plants, experts indicated that the complexity of the authorisation process does not yet entirely allow full certainty in 

programming timing and investment costs for developers. Specifically, this complexity is caused by some lack of clarity of procedures 

and by the delay experienced in the release of documents from authorities. In addition, laws may be interpreted differently in 

different areas of the country and different documents may be required for the same process, further adding to this complexity. An 

example of this is the non homogeneous application, across the country, of Legislative Decree 115/08, related to building-integrated 

PV panels and small wind turbines. According to the law, in case a building is located in an area not subject to regulatory 

constraints, no Activity Start-up Notice (ASN) should be required for installing a RES-E plant. According to stakeholder, however 

some small municipalities are not aware of this decree and still require and ASN application required even if no restriction is present. 

The main consequence is a delay (the 30 days required for the tacit approval) and an increase in the costs of the authorisation 

process for the ASN application, thus again contributing to longer lead times, and causing additional costs for the authorisation 

process. 

 

Other 

Clarity in terms of taxation is a further aspect that has been outlined as problematic. Specifically, the tax structure is quite 

complex and many bureaucratic fulfilments are necessary at this stage. In addition, at times local tax agencies may provide different 

interpretations for the rules, thus leading to different treatments of operators. Experts outlined that a revision of the laws, providing 

a clearer, unambiguous rule, could be advisable.  

Local opposition also remains as an issue with respect to plant constructions, and is not always sufficiently dealt with at 

administrative level. 



 

The Italian RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

In Italy, there are three different and alternative incentive schemes for RES-H: white certificates (based on the installed units or on 

the monitored savings depending on the type of solution and its size), Conto Termico (based on the sustained investments or on the 

monitored savings, depending on the type of solution and its size), and the 65% tax deduction for residential appliances. In addition, 

a low-interest loan (Fondo Kyoto) is provided for the years 2012, 2013, 2014 for new installations and some incentive schemes are 

available at local or regional level, usually in form of grant funding. 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

A first aspect that arose about the legal framework is its peculiar complexity. Several laws regulate the use of renewable energy 

sources in the heating and cooling sector (RES-H&C) and some clarity lack and instability have been brought forward as an issue. In 

particular, several legal provisions are set up at regional level and thus lack common references. Groundwater heat pumps face 

complex procedures, different among regional and provincial governments, to obtain the building permit. Also the emissions level 

for biomass boilers vary depending on the regional and provincial governments and can affect negatively the adoption of these 

solutions in certain areas. 

Contacted stakeholders have brought forward specific cases with respect to different RES-H sources when it comes to the overall 

legal framework. In particular, problems affecting the sector include a lack of implementation of primary measures and inconsistency 

between measures of different nature. For example: 

• solar thermal is affected by a lack of controls on the adoption of systems on new buildings, whereas the diffusion on 

existing buildings is hampered by the lack of integrated DHW distribution systems in the buildings; 

• for medium to large size biomass plants, the main issue is related to regulate urban, industrial and agricultural biomass 

residues and pruning as waste, with the practical impossibility to use them as fuels in places different from their origin; 

same goes in the case of ashes, which at the moment are not always used as soil improvers; 

• the development of electrical heat pumps is hampered by a progressive electrical tariff for residential customers; 

• dominance of retailers and installer of traditional boilers, not qualified for promoting and installing RES-H; 

• complex regulations and uncertain legislation make it difficult to develop district heating networks; 

• ground water systems are subjected to very different regulations at provincial level; 

• lacking development of the supply chain that involves management of forests, short rotation forestry, transformation of 

biomass into high standard fuels (to improve yields, reduce emissions and automate boilers feed), transport logistics on 

the spot, management of ashes). 

These issues, though technology-specific, can be traced back to the distribution of responsibilities to local, regional and national 

authorities as regards the overall legal framework. Responsibilities, in fact, appear not to always be organised and consistent when it 

comes to drafting and implementing provisions, or to granting authorisations. Furthermore, stakeholders have indicated in some 

cases a lack of internal governance organisation and of effective internal procedures both at national and at local level. This barrier 

has important consequences on the implementation of legal provisions. On the one hand it makes their adoption sporadic, on the 



 

other hand it creates uncertainties that make access to credit more difficult and costly. In addition to this, this barrier has been 

reported to divert and waste resources within administrations, and to disadvantage the development of large corporations or the 

entry of foreign players in the market.  

In the 2013 National Energy Strategy launched by the Ministry of Economic Development, some space is devoted to the review and 

the efficiency of the governance system, however stakeholders outlined that it is unlikely that this transformation will be able to take 

place if efforts are only concentrated in the energy sector, as reviewing the governance system is a long and difficult undertaking. To 

this aim an introduction of a single, centralised legal source could provide additional clarity. This could be published, for example, as 

a legal regulation of the Authority for Electricity and Gas.  

For building-integrated solar panels, the non-homogeneous application of Legislative Decree 115/08 is a further identified 

barrier. According to the Decree, if the building is located in an area not subject to regulatory constraints, project developers do not 

need to submit an Activity Start-up Notice (ASN) to the competent authority. Some local authorities (e.g. small municipalities), 

however, may not be aware of Legislative Decree 115/08, and may thus require the ASN application even if no specific restriction is 

present on the area. This has been reported to cause delays in the process, beyond the 30 days after which a tacit approval is 

granted by law if no answer from the authority is received, and an increase in the costs of the authorisation process for the ASN 

application.   

Administrative procedures for environmental processes have also been indicated as disproportionate in the case of low 

enthalpy geothermal energy plants. Legislative Decree 22/2010 places vertical loop ground heat pumps under the jurisdiction of local 

authorities. Two consequences arise from this: firstly, a fragmentation in terms of regulation, and secondly, since in most Italian 

Regions geothermal heat pumps must comply with stricter general environmental, soil and water protection legislation, specific 

environmental legislation for these plants is lacking. For this reason, this technology might be burdened in some cases with having to 

comply with disproportionate administrative requirements. This is particularly relevant if the case of closed loop technologies is 

considered: these have lower groundwater and soil contamination risks, but need to comply with the same environmental 

requirements of other technologies. As a consequence, the authorisation process is further stretched and may take longer than 

expected. 

 

Market structure 

The supply chain of biomass appears to be still insufficiently developed. This mainly refers to the need to set up a modern logistics 

infrastructure for the biomass supply chain, necessary to tackle a large-scale biomass industry. This involves, for example, forest 

management, short rotation forestry, emission reduction, system automation, transport logistics, management of ashes. Experts 

have indicated that the current lack of such systems is mainly due to a insufficient controls and land management policies. It should 

also be considered, however, that supply-chain-development-issues may occur in general in the market start-up phase or in the 

transition phase from a local market level to the national or international level. In other words, these issues are not unique to 

biomass, but may occur also in other sectors, depending on the development stage.  

Two consequences have been identified as a consequence of these supply-chain issues:  

1. A tendency to use imported biomass, with negative effects on the overall balance of payments and a blockage to the 

development of local activities. 

2. A strong brake on the spread of technologies on a large scale.  



 

Biomass, because of this supply chain underdevelopment, results less competitive in comparison with traditional sources and with 

imported biomass backed by a developed supply chain. Traditional sources supply chains, in particular, can count on several years of 

development and are fully automatic, less polluting and logistically developed, whereas biomass supply chains are generally not. This 

has another important implication: a less-developed supply chain may present higher risks than one adequately developed, and for 

this reason accessing finance for biomass plants may also present additional difficulties. Other consequences of this issue include 

higher costs for users that need to rely on other sources or imported biomass, as well as indirect effects in terms of land not 

exploited or abandoned. Relevance of this barrier is quite widespread: only mountain areas not reached by the natural gas grid are 

exempt from the barrier, but even in this case there may be problems for the diffusion of small biomass systems and district heating 

networks could be favoured.  

Linked to this issue is the fact that urban, industrial and agricultural biomass residues and pruning are treated as waste. This means 

that if the organization that produces them (e.g. a farmer with grapevine pruning, a restaurant with organic residues, an industry 

with sawdust, a local authority with urban trees pruning) wants to sell them, these residues have to fulfil waste procedures, with the 

practical impossibility to use them as fuels at a competitive price. There is presently a discussion with the Ministry of Environment to 

find the mean to consider such residues as fuels, probably by introducing the need of signing contracts that demonstrates their 

future energy use. A similar issue exists for ashes, which at the moment are difficult to use as soil improvers. 

A round table at the Ministry of Agriculture has been initiated following the requests of some associations. Experts have indicated 

that a larger role of the Ministry of Agriculture could be beneficial in terms of promoting laws that support a national industrial 

production of biomass and that include forest management in a wider perspective.  

As regards access to finance it has also been reported that the bank system may not yet be mature for financing RES-H&C solutions 

and there is a need to find ways to finance RES technologies, especially if linked to an ESCO energy performance contracts, based on 

the investment business plan and on the capability of the revenues to finance the loan. A qualification both of banks and of market 

operators (ESCOs and other organizations involved at the supply side) is required in order to overcome this barrier. 

 

Grid regulation and infrastructure 

The main issue in this context is the fact that the possibility of injecting biogas into the natural gas network is still not operational.  

With to reference the district heating networks it is not yet clear if they will be considered a public service treated like electricity and 

gas distribution or not, although it is foreseen to solve the issue in the near future. Presently there are different case studies. The 

incentives due for the realization of new networks provided by D.Lgs. 28/2011 are still vacant. 

 

Other 

The first barrier outlined for RES-H is mainly related to information and awareness. Users may not know about RES-H and the 

opportunities they offer, or may be misinformed and may not trust the technologies, considering them unreliable or having doubts 

about their renewable aspect. Banking institutions, on the other hand, may also lack sufficient knowledge about these sources and 

may thus prove more cautious in allowing credit for investments in this technology. This lack of awareness, apparently, also applies 

to the public side, where sometimes bureaucratic requests for the granting of permits from authorities exceeded the ones set by law, 

particularly in the case of geothermal and biomass. In some cases this also took places with respect to requesting incentives. This 

lack of knowledge is deemed likely to affect the decision-making processes of operators and can lead therefore to negative choices 

related to misjudgements and to delays in the technology diffusion and market development. In time, bodies such as ENEA, Itabia 



 

and other industry associations, as well as regions and universities tried to solve this issue by producing brochures and other tools to 

raise awareness, but more effort seems to be required. In the so-called decree "Conto termico" some information measures that 

could reduce the problem are provided. Similarly, media attention about the topic has increased, in connection with the growing 

general interest in “green” topics and because of this basic information about RES-H is being streamlined. Further steps to be taken 

to overcome the issue call for the non-commercial involvement of relevant RES-H associations, possibly, with collaboration with third 

parties such as universities, energy agencies and scientific and technical associations. 

According to contacted experts, the level of qualification of installers is often insufficient in Italy, except for the ones specializing 

in renewable heat technologies. This means that in the majority of cases, final users are not directly in touch with specialised 

operators and therefore it is less likely that they are provided with advice as regards the implementation of RES-H plants. Moreover, 

because of this lack of specialisation, projects and installations are not always carried out at a sufficiently high standard and may lead 

to lower returns for end users. Examples brought forward by experts in this regard include incorrect integration in existing building 

plans, sub-optimal sizing of the plant or flaws in the operational set-up. Non conventional technologies are often neglected by 

"conventional" operators for lack of know-how and training. Even if some certification body has started its own certification 

process, the interest towards certification schemes is still very limited. One of the main causes of this barrier has been identified in 

the lack of control in buildings by central and local authorities. Stakeholders indicated that because of this lack of control, no actual 

reward is in place for installers that invest time and resources in training and therefore an incentive to undertake such activities is 

lacking. Furthermore, it has been reported that there is a non-negligible black market for interventions of limited size, which also 

does not help end users to protect themselves against lower standard works for RES-H installations. This issue appears to be 

particularly relevant in the case of smaller technologies for the residential market, where an extremely large number of small and 

unspecialised installers is operating. Only medium and large size plants, usually entrusted to specialised companies and technicians, 

and users in areas particularly competitive for RES-H such as mountain areas not reached by a natural gas grid, are exempt from this 

barrier. 

As a consequence of this issue, users may be more inclined to choose traditional technologies over RES-H. Furthermore, incorrect 

RES-H installation projects may cause economic losses to individual users and a consequent loss of image of the technology. In the 

longer term, experts reported that a lack of qualified technicians may hamper a large market growth for renewable heat, except in 

the areas outlined above. 

As indicated by Legislative Decree no. 28/2011 specific programs for qualification of operators, in accordance with the existing EU 

directives were initiated. ENEA, following a recommendation of the Ministry of Economic Development, has drafted training 

programs that will be passed on to the regional administrations and given at regional level. Regional administrations can improve or 

adapt these programs to their needs. The solution brought forward by Legislative Decree no. 28/2011 goes some way to solve the 

problem, however much of the improvement will depend on the actual implementation of the training programmes by regional 

authorities, and on the controls at the local level. Additional actions to be undertaken could be to associate to these trainings an 

adequate system of controls on the achievements planned and to encourage the spread of skill certification schemes by accredited 

third parties.  

 



 

The Italian RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

The main support scheme for biofuels in Italy is a quota system. This scheme is the main tool through which the 2020 biofuels goal 

are meant to be achieved. Incentives for the purchase of low-emission cars (natural gas, LPG, electric, hybrid) were issued in March 

2013 for the period between 2013 and 2015, but the amount of money at disposal of private citizens for 2013 has been already 

used up. On 17 December 2013 a ministerial Decree was published which set up an incentive system for the injection of biomethane 

in the gas grid and for its use in the transport sector. 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Information 

The main barriers outlined in this context are the lack of sufficient information and the insufficient knowledge of involved actors. 

According to experts, this issue is impacting all the process steps in the RES-T sector, from the beginning (initial decision process) to 

the identification of suitable support schemes. A possible solution brought forward would be a further involvement of the Ministers 

of Transport and of Agriculture in terms of implementing a more specific regulatory framework for the development of sustainable 

transport systems.  
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Q. Lithuania 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Lithuania has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth rates in both the RES-E and the RES-H&C share are more than enough to achieve the 2020 target, if they can 

be maintained.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

Common barriers for the electricity, heating and transport sector 

Political and economic framework  

In Lithuania, lack of a long-term strategy for renewable energy sources is a barrier negatively affecting deployment of 

renewable energy sources in the electricity, heating and transport sector (Markovas, 2013; Pikšrys, LVEA; Niedvaras, Lithuanian 

Business Confederation). A number of strategic documents envisaged in the RES Law (in force since May 2011) are not yet adopted. 

These include the National Renewable Energy Development Programme that would set out policy directions for renewable energy 

sources in the electricity, heating and transport sector and would cover the period from 2011 to 2020, the Inter-institutional Action 

Plan implementing National Renewable Energy Development Programme, due to be implemented by national and local institutions 

and organizations, and the National Special Plan for the Use of Biodegradable Industrial and Municipal Waste for Energy Production, 

just to name a few examples (Markovas, 2013). 



 

Common barriers for electricity and heating sector 

Political and economic framework  

One of the key barriers in the electricity and heating sector is a lack of political will to create attractive and stable conditions for 

the investment in renewable technologies (Lapinskas 2013; Riškus, EnviTec Biogas AG Baltics; Pikšrys, LVEA). This barrier adversely 

affects all renewable technologies, except biomass. Recently, biomass boiler installation increased significantly in Lithuania. This is 

due to favourable legislation. For example biomass boilers up to 20 MW are exempt from such requirements like receiving an 

integrated pollution prevention and control permit or carrying out an environmental impact assessment. Meanwhile, development of 

other renewable energy sources is currently at virtual standstill in Lithuania (Pikšrys, LVEA). According to the renewables industry, 

promotion of the green energy in Lithuania is merely of declaratory nature (Mažylis/Pikšrytė 2013; Pikšrys, LVEA Riškus; 

EnviTec Biogas AG Baltics). In practice, politicians seem to be not interested in increasing the share of renewables and becoming an 

energy independent country. EnviTec Biogas AG Baltics indicated that with a favourable legal basis in place, in two or three years’ 

time locally produced biogas could fully satisfy heat demand in households. This could be achieved by using only 30% of pig manure 

and 30% of unused land (Riškus, EnviTec Biogas AG Baltics). However, the industry is convinced that politicians have no real appetite 

in renewables, most probably due to a strong influence of interest groups in the renewable energy policy making (Balsys 2013; 

Pikšrys, LVEA; Riškus, EnviTec Biogas AG Baltics). 

Growth of renewables in both electricity and heating sector is further hindered by the incomplete renewable energy sources 

regulating legislative framework (Markovas, 2013; Niedvaras, Lithuanian Business Confederation; Pikšrys, LVEA; Riškus, EnviTec 

Biogas AG Baltics). Despite the fact that the RES Law entered into force in May 2011 certain implementing regulations have not 

been drafted so far. This includes for instance all the necessary secondary legislation for offshore wind, e.g. the Description of 

Authorization Procedure for the Construction and Operation of Wind Power Plants in Lithuanian Territorial Sea, Lithuanian Exclusive 

Economic Zone in the Baltic Sea and the Coastal Zone and the Basin Plan for the Construction of Wind Power Plants in Lithuanian 

Territorial Sea, Lithuanian Exclusive Economic Zone in the Baltic Sea and the Coastal Zone (Lithuanian Confederation of Renewable 

Resources 2013; Markovas, 2013; Pikšrys, LVEA). In line with the RES Law, the latter was due to be adopted by the Government by 

the end of 2012. However, drafting of these two legal acts cannot be initiated until the Lithuanian General Plan including marine 

solutions is in place. According to the Lithuanian Wind Power Association, the General Plan is expected to be approved by the 

Parliament in spring 2014 (Pikšrys, LVEA). Due to the incomplete legislative framework also biogas purification is at standstill in 

Lithuania. The industry for more than two years is waiting for a legal act that would regulate certain aspects of biogas (e.g. how gas 

grid operator “Lietuvos dujos” has to deal with the green gas injected into the gas grid or how it will regain the price difference 

between the more expensive tariff rate and the retail price) (Niedvaras, Lithuanian Business Confederation; Riškus, EnviTec Biogas AG 

Baltics). Finally, the gas counting and quality control system is unclear so far. Depending on standards to be set project 

implementation cost might rise significantly (Niedvaras, Lithuanian Business Confederation).  

In addition, the existing legal framework regulating deployment of renewables in the electricity and heat sector is 

unstable in Lithuania. This causes further problems for developers when putting their projects together. In 2013, a number of 

amendments to the RES Law and its implementing legislation were carried out. For example the financial support cap for power 

from biomass fixed in the RES Law was reduced from 355 MW to 105 MW. The definition of small power plants was amended by 

reducing the total installed capacity from 30 kW to 10 kW, meaning that more power plants (those above 10 kW) have now to 

compete in tenders in order to receive a feed-in tariff (Markovas, 2013). Important developments could be observed also in terms of 



 

solar power. In February 2013, tariff rates for the electricity generated from solar power were reduced significantly96 (e.g., tariff rates 

for solar power plants with installed capacity above 100 kW decreased from LTL 1.14 per kWh (around €0.33/kWh) to 0.81 LTL per 

kWh (around €0.24/kWh)).  Moreover, amendments to the RES Law of 17 January 201397 restricted permitting of solar power 

facilities applied for after July 2013 (ecologic/eclareon 2013). According to the Lithuanian Wind Power Association, original feed-in 

tariff for solar power was too generous and economically unjustified. These developments discredited not only the solar power, but 

also the entire renewable energy in the eyes of the public (Pikšrys, LVEA). The biogas industry reported the unstable legal framework 

as a key barrier preventing deployment of biogas (Lithuanian Confederation of Renewable Resources 2013; Niedvaras, Lithuanian 

Business Confederation). Currently, introduction of a new support scheme for biomethane (investment support or some other 

support scheme) is discussed in Lithuania. As a result, project developers put their projects on hold until details on the new support 

scheme will be revealed. Thus, combined with the absence of a long-term strategy for renewables, unstable legal framework results 

in uncertainty and increased risk for both project developers and investors (Niedvaras, Lithuanian Business Confederation).  

In Lithuania, municipal action plans for the use of renewable energy sources were expected to significantly encourage their 

deployment in municipal territories. The adoption of such plans containing targets for renewable energy and measures for their 

achievement for the period 2011-2020 is envisaged in the RES Law and is mandatory. According to the law, first action plans were 

due to be adopted by municipalities by the end of August 2012. However, to date only a few municipalities adopted action plans, 

mainly those who are in favour of renewable energy because they are aware of benefits of renewable technologies (Pikšrys, LVEA).  

Administrative processes 

Finally, it was communicated that the project implementation is slowed by the requirement to prepare a detailed plan, as well as 

public consideration and environmental impact assessment procedures. Detailed plan preparation may take around 2 years in 

Lithuania (Pikšrys, LVEA). Moreover, land use change procedures are complicated. It was reported that though neither the Land 

Law98, nor the Law on Territorial Planning99 require changing land use from agricultural to commercial, in fact project developers 

must often carry out this time consuming procedure (Mažylis/Pikšrytė 2013; Niedvaras, Lithuanian Business Confederation). Such 

ungrounded requirements by local governments may reasonably be perceived as a bureaucratic obstacle to renewable energy 

development (Mažylis/Pikšrytė 2013).  

96 Resolution of the National Control Commission for Prices and Energy, No. O3-58, 28.02.2013. Available at: https://www.e-

tar.lt/portal/forms/legalAct.html?documentId=TAR.F27BB5D13A8D   
97 Law amending articles 2, 11, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21 of the Law on Energy from Renewable Sources (No XII-170). Available at: 

http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter3/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=441938    
98 Land Law, No. I-446, 26.04.1996. Available at: http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter3/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=454379  
99 Law on Territorial Planning, No. I-1120, 12.12.1995. Available at: http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter3/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=453648   
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The Lithuanian RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

In Lithuania, electricity from renewable sources is supported mainly through a feed-in tariff. The tariffs for renewable electricity 

generating plants with a capacity exceeding 10 kW are awarded through tenders. The National Control Commission for Prices and 

Energy quarterly sets tariff rates for renewable power producing plants with a generating capacity of up to 10 kW and maximum 

tariff levels for RES plants exceeding 10 kW. RES-plant operators are entitled against the electricity company designated by the 

Ministry of Energy - a public electricity supplier serving the area in which the RES producer is operating or an independent electricity 

supplier - to payment for electricity exported to the grid. There is a technology-specific cap for the total amount of electricity eligible 

for promotion through the feed-in tariff. The caps are set in the Law on Energy from Renewable Sources (hereafter - RES Law)100 

that was adopted in May 2011. Until 2020 the following caps are fixed: 500 MW for wind power, 10 MW for solar power, 141 MW 

for hydropower, and 105 MW for power from biomass (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

In addition, renewable electricity is eligible for subsidies by the Lithuanian Environmental Investment Fund (LEIF) as well as subsidies 

and loans from the Fund for the Special Programme for Climate Change Mitigation, and is granted a relief from the excise tax (RES 

LEGAL Europe Database).  

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework  

In Lithuania, caps for financial support set in the RES Law are seen as one of the key barriers for the expansion of renewables in 

the RES-E sector. As given above, state is committed to support 500 MW of wind power by 2020. From these, 270 MW are already 

installed. Further around 200 MW have been allocated through tenders organized by the National Control Commission for Prices 

and Energy and the projects are currently being implemented (Lithuanian Confederation of Renewable Resources 2013). Thus, the 

quota of 500 MW for wind power has already been exhausted and without financial support no new projects will be developed in 

this field. According to the Lithuanian Wind Power Association, the cap for wind power should be increased to at least 800 MW for 

onshore and 800 MW for offshore wind power, since the electricity generated by wind is currently the cheapest electricity in 

Lithuania. The Feed-in Tariff rate set for wind power during last tenders amounts to around €ct 0.07, while electricity generated by 

Elektrėnai Power Plant fired with natural gas, heavy fuel oil, and a bitumen-based fuel costs twice more (around €ct 0.14). The 

Government claims that further development of renewables, including wind power, depends on two documents currently being 

drafted – the amended National Energy Strategy (first draft for discussions is expected in spring 2014) and the Renewable Energy 

Feasibility Study. The latter will examine issues concerning connection to the electricity grid, balancing, reservation, etc. (Pikšrys, 

LVEA). 

The renewables industry complained also about tenders which are obligatory for renewable electricity generating plants above 10 

kW, seeking guaranteed feed-in tariff for 12 years. Investors see tendering procedure as an irrational and financially unattractive 

100 Law on Energy from Renewable Sources, No. XI-1375, 12.05.2011. Available at: https://www.e-tar.lt/portal/forms/legalAct.html?documentId=TAR.FC7AB69BE291   
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scheme (Mažylis/Pikšrytė 2013; Pikšrys, LVEA; Riškus, EnviTec Biogas AG Baltics). To be able to participate in a tender, a company 

needs to submit a letter of intent signed by the grid operator. To get the letter of intent signed, the company needs to pay a 

guarantee amounting to LTL 50 per installed kW (approx. € 14.5 per installed kW). Moreover, detailed plan has to be prepared and 

approved in advance. Thus in case of a bigger project, a company willing to participate in a tender already has huge investments and 

there is no guarantee that it will eventually win the tender. In addition, not all successful projects can be implemented later on, e.g. 

due to lacking funds. If within two years at least 50% of the project have not been implemented, Ministry of Energy has the right to 

revoke the permission for power expansion and a new tender has to be organized by the National Control Commission for Prices 

and Energy (Pikšrys, LVEA). Thus, the industry sees tender as one of the key legal barriers hindering renewable energy growth in the 

RES-E sector.      

It was further reported that the share of EU structural funds for developing renewable energy between 2014 and 2017 (LTL 

1.1 billion (approx. € 318.7 million)) are insufficient. According to the Lithuanian Wind Power Association, alone the development 

of cogeneration from biomass to the optimal 350 MW capacity in the biggest Lithuanian cities would require similar amount of 

money (Lithuanian Confederation of Renewable Resources 2013; Pikšrys, LVEA).   

Deployment of small-scale solar power systems in Lithuania could be greater, if net metering, which is already used in some other 

countries, would be adopted. Net metering would allow the development of small-scale solar energy without using funds of public 

service obligation (PSO). Moreover, grid operator’s electricity balancing costs could be covered by the difference between the day-

time price (when the power is fed into the grid) and the night-time price (when the power is withdrawn from the grid). Overall, net 

metering could encourage both individuals and businesses to harness the energy from the sun and use it for their own purposes 

(Lithuanian Confederation of Renewable Resources 2013; Pikšrys, LVEA).    

In Lithuania, hydropower development is virtually stopped due to strict environmental requirements. By amending the Law 

on Water101 in 2004, it was forbidden to build dams on ecologically and culturally valuable rivers. However, the industry believes that 

there is potential for further development of small-scale hydropower, while maintaining a balance between the need for 

environmental protection and benefits of renewable energy, especially now, when a number of new and advanced hydropower 

technologies have emerged (Pikšrys, LVEA).     

 

Other 

According to the Lithuanian Wind Power Association, opposition of local communities sometimes can cause problems for 

onshore wind power projects. For example in Klaipėda district, the local community was so vocal and active that it was able to 

convince the local government to act against wind power development in the region. As a result, land areas for onshore wind farms 

were not envisaged in the General Plan of the Klaipėda district, the district with the highest potential for wind energy (Pikšrys, LVEA). 

Protests are usually based on such reasons as the absence of the sanitary zones, bird migration areas, health concerns, conflicting 

development interests (especially tourism), landscape damage, etc. (Paplauskis 2009). According to the Lithuanian Wind Power 

Association, the best option in overcoming this barrier is discussion with the local community, during which environmental, social 

and economic benefits of the wind power can be explained and arguments against unfounded fears presented. Sometimes, 

however, beliefs of local communities are so strong that they cannot be changed even by means of reasoned discussions (Pikšrys, 

LVEA).  

101 Law on Water, No. VIII-474, 21.10.1997. Available at: http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter3/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=363338  
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The negative public perception of renewable technologies is triggered by misleading statements in the media. It is often claimed 

that renewables are characterized by instability and their balancing requires huge cost. However, according to the industry, 

renewables can perfectly perform the balancing role themselves. For example electric cars can act as a great surplus power battery. 

Biomass CHP produces more electricity during the cold season, when the demand for power is greater. Thus, by complementing 

each other, renewable energy resources may generate the greatest benefit for the country and totally replace expensive imported 

fossil fuels (Lithuanian Confederation of Renewable Resources 2013). Moreover, politicians often refer to renewable energy as one 

of the most expensive types of energy. However, according to the Lithuanian Wind Power Association, the tariff rate set for the wind 

power during last tenders amounts to around €ct 0.07, while electricity generated by Elektrėnai Power Plant fired with fossil fuels 

costs twice more (around €ct 0.14) (Pikšrys, LVEA). Besides, environmental and social benefits of using renewable technologies have 

to be taken into consideration (e.g. reducing air pollution and dependence on fossil fuels, creating new jobs, etc.) (Mažylis/Pikšrytė 

2013; Lithuanian Confederation of Renewable Resources 2013).   



 

The Lithuanian RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

Lithuania promotes the purchase of heat produced from renewable energy sources. Heat suppliers are obliged to purchase all 

renewable heat generated by independent producers which is cheaper than the heat produced by the heat supplier himself and 

which satisfies quality, supply security and environmental requirements. This obligation does not apply where the supply of heat 

from renewable energy sources generated by independent producers exceeds consumers’ heat demand (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database). 

Renewable heat is also eligible for subsidies by the Lithuanian Environmental Investment Fund (LEIF). Supported under this support 

scheme are projects aiming to reduce environmental damage in the long term, including the conversion of heating plants in order to 

change from solid fuels to liquid biomass and geothermal resources (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

Finally, natural and legal persons using biogas, solid and liquid biomass for heating purposes are released from environmental 

pollution tax liability for all stationary source emissions resulting from the use of biogas, solid and liquid biomass (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database).  

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework  

In Lithuania, there is a lack of economic justification for expanding the use of biomass in district heating systems. Biomass as 

a fuel is cheap, however, biomass-fired boilers are typically more expensive than gas-fired ones. As a result, heat suppliers invest only 

if they receive subsidies for biomass boilers. Yet, the financial support for biomass-fired boilers in Lithuania is irregular and low, 

which prevents an increased use of biomass in district heating systems (Lukoševičius 2012).  

In terms of geothermal energy, there is virtually no support for this renewable technology in Lithuania. The RES Law provides for two 

optional support schemes for heat pumps: the support for acquiring a heat pump (the investment support) and the reduced tariff 

rate for the electricity used by heat pump. With regard to the investment support, LTL 2 million (approx. € 579 thousand) were 

envisaged under the Special Programme for Climate Change for the support of renewable technologies used in individual residential 

buildings (30% purchase price refund). A call for proposals was open from 8 July to 16 August, 2013. However, since the 

announced funding was available for all renewable technologies possibility to get support for heat pumps was very low. The second 

support scheme envisaged in the RES Law does not function at all, because up to now reduced tariffs for electricity used by heat 

pumps have not been set by the National Control Commission for Prices and Energy. And it is not clear when they will be in place 

(D.Legals 2013).  

 



 

Market structure 

There are several market structure related barriers hindering greater deployment of biomass in the RES-H sector. As given above, 

district heating suppliers in Lithuania have a priority purchase obligation for renewable heat generated by independent heat 

producers, however, only if their renewable heat is cheaper than variable production costs of the heat produced by the district 

heating supplier himself. This means that independent heat producers have to supply renewable heat that is cheaper than the price 

paid for fuel by the district heating supplier. In the context of such a distorted competition, the independent heat producer is only 

able to compete when the district heating supplier uses an expensive gas for heat production. If the same fuel is used by both the 

independent heat producer and the district heating supplier, competition is simply impossible. Such a procedure prescribed by law 

(the RES Law and the Law on Heat Sector102) undermines long-term investment plans of potential independent heat producers 

(Lithuanian Confederation of Industrialists 2012). Since current legal regulation of independent heat producers is not balanced and 

does not guarantee a sustainable development of energy from biomass, industry emphasized the need to find an optimal model of 

cooperation between the public and private capital in the field of biomass (Lithuanian Confederation of Renewable Resources 2013). 

In addition, small-scale renewable heat generators have limited market access due to a dominant position by several market 

players. As indicated by Ms Laura Žalaitė, Director-General of “Baltpool”103, the Law on the Energy Resources Market104 requires 

that raw materials for the production of heat are first acquired on the energy exchange. However, not many heat producers become 

participants of the exchange. This is because even 75% of the demand for biomass in heat and power generating plants are met by 

five major market players (Fredaitė 2013).     

According to the National Control Commission for Prices and Energy, long-term contracts with heat producers constitute a 

further barrier preventing new suppliers from entering the market and offering their services at a more favourable price. Besides, 

heat generators are often required to provide reserve storage service along with the delivery service. The problem is that 

small-scale heat generators usually do not have enough storage facilities and working capital and therefore have no ability to 

contract the buyer directly. Thus they are often forced to supply through a large broker (Fredaitė 2013).   

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure  

Several barriers related to grid connection were reported by the industry. In Lithuania, renewable heat producers have two options 

of connecting to the gas network – connecting to the gas transmission network or gas distribution network. If a heat generator 

connects to the transmission network, the total heat that he produces from renewable sources is purchased by the gas network 

operator “Lietuvos dujos”. On the other hand, if a renewable heat facility is connected to the distribution grid renewable heat 

supply may not exceed consumer demand for heat. Thus for example heat from biogas can be produced and supplied all the year 

round but since during the warm season the demand for heat is very low (or there is no demand at all), biogas production during 

this period is simply economically not viable. All the more that seasonality is not reflected in the tariff setting methodology 

(Niedvaras, Lithuanian Business Confederation).  

In addition, the two connection options mentioned above are associated with different costs. JSC “Jametana” indicated that if 

connecting to the gas distribution network, 1 kilometre costs around LTL 200 thousand (approx. € 57.9 thousand). The connection 

cost increases to around LTL 2 million / 1 kilometre (approx. € 579.4 thousand / 1 kilometre) in case of a connection to the gas 

102 Law on Heat Sector, No. IX-1565, 20.05.2003. Available at: http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter3/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=463868  
103 “Baltpool” is Lithuania's state-owned energy exchange. 
104 Law on the Energy Resources Market, No. XI-2023, 22.05.2012. Available at:  http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter3/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=453916  
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transmission network. Thus, if one decides to connect to the distribution network, a huge problem is the supply limitation by 

consumer demand. On the other hand, if connecting to the transmission network, a huge barrier becomes the cost of connection 

(Niedvaras, Lithuanian Business Confederation).                

 

Administrative processes 

It was reported that authorities responsible for renewable energy policy making sometimes lack knowledge and understanding 

of certain renewable technologies. The biogas industry complained that tariff rates for biogas set by the National Control 

Commission for Prices and Energy for 2014 are 40% lower compared to 2013, even though cost of raw material increased and not 

a single biogas plant has been built and connected to the network in Lithuania so far (Niedvaras, Lithuanian Business Confederation). 

According to EnviTec Biogas AG Baltics, it is obvious that the National Control Commission for Prices and Energy mistakenly 

perceives investment in biogas. Investment in biogas comprises not only investment into the gas cleaning, but also in the extraction 

of the gas. Moreover, the tariff rate for biogas for 2014 was based on the outdated information (on the two more than 10-years-old 

studies) (Riškus, EnviTec Biogas AG Baltics). So this huge tariff rate drop, which is difficult to understand, has a negative effect on 

both potential project developers and financial institutions (Niedvaras, Lithuanian Business Confederation).     

 



 

The Lithuanian RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

To support biofuels industry, part of the price of rape oil used for the production of rapeseed methyl (ethyl) ester (RME) and part of 

the price of rape seed and cereal grain purchased for the production of dehydrated ethanol is repaid in Lithuania. The maximum 

reimbursement for rapeseed and cereal grains is set by the Minister of Agriculture each year. Currently, biofuel producers are 

entitled to LTL 160 per tonne (€ 46 per tonne) for rapeseed grains and LTL 114 per tonne (€ 33 per tonne) for cereal grains (RES 

LEGAL Europe Database).  

Moreover, an excise tax relief applies to biofuels for transport in Lithuania. The rate of excise tax is reduced in proportion to the 

percentage of biomass per tonne of biofuel. The relief applies to bioethanol, biodiesel, bio-ETBE and vegetable oil (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database).   

Last but not least, natural and legal persons using biofuels in vehicles are released from environmental pollution tax on their mobile 

source emissions (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework  

Lithuanian biofuel producers are worried about the European Commission’s proposal of 17 October 2012105 for a 5% cap on the 

amount of 1st generation biofuels in the EU’s 2020 road transport fuel mix. According to the Lithuanian Biofuel Association, 

approximately 70%-90% of domestically produced biofuels are exported. So if proposed amendments were implemented and 

foreign clients would cease buying biofuels, not only Lithuanian biofuel producers, but also rapeseed and grain growers, supplying 

raw material for biofuel producing plants, would incur huge losses (Faiktai.lt 2012). 

Furthermore, the development of electric vehicles and charging infrastructure is progressing very slowly in Lithuania. One of the key 

reasons is that electric vehicles are neither regulated in the existing national legislation, nor covered by the national 

strategic documents. Due to this political uncertainty investors are unwilling to take risks (Ministry of Economy et al. 2012).  

In addition to the lacking legal framework and long-term strategic perspective, expansion of electric vehicles in Lithuania is 

hampered by the lacking financial support. Since the purchasing power of Lithuanian consumers is very low, the vehicle price 

alone eliminates a lot of potential buyers simply because they are not able to afford to finance the vehicle. Thus in order to 

accelerate growth of the electric vehicle market, purchase of electric vehicles as well as development of charging infrastructure 

should be supported by the state. However, currently no state funds are available for the implementation of large-scale 

105 European Commission Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Directive 98/70/EC relating to the quality of petrol and diesel fuels 

and amending Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources, COM(2012) 595 final. 

                                                                 



 

infrastructure projects and the interest of private businesses in developing infrastructure is very low in this early stage of electric 

vehicle market. There are also no support schemes offering financial assistance for those acquiring electric cars (Ministry of Economy 

et al. 2012).  

 

Market structure 

In Lithuania, a wider use of biofuels is limited by the market size. According to the industry, Lithuanian biofuel market is simply 

too small. One Lithuanian company producing bioethanol and biogas stated that it is capable of producing 60 cubic meters of 

bioethanol and dehydrated ethyl alcohol a day. However, this amount is too large for the domestic biofuels market. In Lithuania, 

there are just few cars powered by bioethanol so far (Balsas.lt 2013). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure  

Expansion of electric vehicles in Lithuania is further hindered by the very poor state of infrastructure. The capacity of distribution 

network in small towns and large urban residential areas for charging stations is too low. In addition, possibilities of establishing new 

charging stations for electric vehicles near highways are limited (Ministry of Economy et al. 2012). 

 

Administrative processes 

Finally, the coordination process with the municipalities with regard to the development of the infrastructure for electric 

vehicles is complicated because of the high level of municipal autonomy. In practice, it is impossible to oblige municipalities to take 

decisions on improving infrastructure and increasing attractiveness for electric vehicles (e.g. establishing charging stations or granting 

exclusive parking conditions for electric vehicles in municipal territory) because municipalities have exclusive competence on these 

issues (Ministry of Economy et al. 2012). 
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R. Luxembourg 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Luxembourg has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• The growth rate in the RES-E share is enough to achieve the 2020 target, if it can be maintained. Growth in the RES-

H&C share needs to accelerate.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Luxembourgian RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

In Luxembourg, the promotion of electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E) is ensured through three different support 

schemes. The main support instrument is the feed-in tariff (FiT), which is granted to operators of renewable energy plants upon 

conclusion of a contract with the grid operator for the purchase of their produced electricity. Moreover, Luxembourg provides 

investment grants for investments in renewable electricity generation. Finally, the income earned from the sale of electricity from 

photovoltaic installations is exempt from income tax (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

One of the most important barriers reported by stakeholders is the lack of a clear strategy to achieve renewable energy 

targets. Within the framework of the Kyoto Protocol, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg was assigned a target of 11% renewable 

energy in energy consumption, which represents the second lowest target at European level. Luxembourg's strategy to achieve this 

objective primarily consists in focussing on the transport sector, namely on the share of biofuels in fuel consumption. Indeed, the 

transport sector currently represents more than half of the country’s final energy consumption. In order to cover the remaining share 

of renewable energy needed to reach the target, the government relies on electricity imports rather than on indigenous production 

of RES-E. However, the present discussion in Europe about a possible reduction of the incorporation rate of first generation biofuels 

from 10% to 5% calls the strategy of Luxembourg into question. Stakeholders of the renewable energy sector thus hope that the 

government will use this opportunity to promote even more the production of renewable energy in the country. In this respect, 

stakeholders currently point out a lack of governmental communication on the available support schemes for the promotion of RES 

in Luxembourg (Polfer, Klima-Bündnis). 

Moreover, stakeholders have been deploring for many years the lack of sectoral plans for the development of renewable 

energies in Luxembourg, which especially hinders the growth of the wind, solar and biomass sectors. Regarding wind energy, no 

governmental development plan identifying favourable areas for the installation of wind parks was published yet. No environmental 

study for the purpose of environmental protection has been provided in this respect either. Similar to the situation for solar energy, 

the initiative to create a wind energy cadastral plan was taken by stakeholders other than the government. Suitable sites for the 

development of wind energy projects have indeed been identified on the basis of a wind register commissioned by the 

Luxembourgian Electricity Company SEO106. Based on the results of its cadastral plan, the company is currently in the process of 

elaborating large wind farm projects in Luxembourg. In this regard, stakeholders argue that the government has indirectly allowed 

for the creation of a monopolistic situation which is considered as a barrier to the liberalized wind energy development in 

Luxembourg (Polfer, Klima-Bündnis). In fact, only large companies can develop wind projects in Luxembourg, such projects involving 

106 SEO stands for « Société Electrique de l’Our » 

                                                                 



 

heavy financial investments (Weiler, eurosolar). Industry stakeholders still hope that this situation will change due to the presence in 

the government of a Minister of Sustainable Development from the Green Party. The process of carrying out environmental studies 

allowing the identification of official favourable wind energy areas may thus be speed up (Polfer, Klima-Bündnis). 

As far as biomass is concerned, it is very difficult to estimate the amount of biomass resources available in Luxembourg for energy 

production purposes. An analysis of the existing biomass resources from agriculture, household waste etc. would help determine 

how to use the biomass as efficiently as possible. Biomass can namely be used in small decentralized energy production installations 

or for the production of biogas to be injected into the gas grid (Polfer, Klima-Bündnis). 

Regarding solar energy, industry players have long pleaded for the creation of a national solar cadastral plan to inform citizens of the 

insolation rate of their roofs. Unfortunately, the Luxembourgian government has not taken the initiative and had not played its role 

as a coordinator for the implementation of such a cadastre. Consequently, municipalities have each created their own solar register 

according to different criteria and standards. As a result, Luxembourg does not dispose of a unique tool recording the insolation rate 

of Luxembourgian rooftops. This situation thus hinders the homogeneous planning of photovoltaic development at national level 

(Polfer, Klima-Bündnis). 

The lack of sectoral plan for the development of solar energy is linked in turn with another barrier, namely the stop-and-go policy 

for the support of solar energy in Luxembourg. Between 2002 and 2004, the RES support policy in the Grand Duchy allowed for 

a good development of solar energy. The feed-in tariff (FiT) thus enabled the installation of 20 MW electric capacity from 

photovoltaic systems. In response to the boom of photovoltaic installations, the Luxembourgian government stopped in 2004 the 

allocation of feed-in tariffs for PV installations. From 2008 to 2012, the Luxembourg government reintroduced the FiT system. In 

parallel, the price of solar panels dropped significantly, without the level of feed-in tariffs being adjusted gradually by the 

government. This situation represented a windfall for PV producers, which thus led to a new boom in the photovoltaic sector. The 

total installed capacity from photovoltaic installations increased from 20 MW in 2004 to 75 MW in 2012. Consequently, the 

allocation of feed-in tariff was suspended again from 1 January 2013, this time however only for electricity installations over 30 kW. 

Since the installation of ground mounted systems is forbidden in Luxembourg, this decision particularly affects RES producers 

disposing of large roof surface, such as farmers for example (Weiler, eurosolar). 

 

Administrative processes 

The main barrier reported within this category regards the integration of RES-E in spatial and environmental planning. 

Luxembourg wind energy developers face several challenges prior to the installation of wind turbines, such as environmental 

constraints imposed by the military and civil aviation due to the presence of radars, as well as constraints related to environmental 

protection (protection of certain animal species such as bats) (Weiler, eurosolar). 



 

The Luxembourgian RES-H&C Sector 

In Luxembourg, the natural gas grid is well developed. Consequently, the use of gas for heating purposes is quite common in the 

country, which limits the need for RES-H. Besides, regulations on the energy performance of residential buildings in Luxembourg 

have been quite strict in the past years. Therefore, newly built housings require only little heat production. The challenge rather lies 

in meeting the heating demand of historical districts in the country, where it is necessary to develop suitable heat generation 

systems, such as cogeneration systems using RES (Polfer, Klima-Bündnis). 

 

Support scheme 

The production of heat from renewable energy sources (RES-H&C) is promoted through various kinds of subsidies, managed under 

the direction of different ministries, such as the ministry of middle class, the ministry of budget, or the ministries in charge of 

economy and finance. Investment grants are allocated for investments in heat generating systems using certain renewable energy 

sources. Moreover, companies as well as municipalities investing in certain renewable energy plants for the production of heat are 

eligible to subsidies (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The main barrier reported under this category is the lack of information and communication regarding the most adapted 

renewable energy technologies for Luxembourg. The current thermal regulation imposes the use of renewable energy in 

buildings. However, all types of renewable energies are not necessarily adapted to Luxembourg. This is the case of solar thermal 

energy for example, which is deemed too expensive compared to the low insolation rates in the country. Despite this fact, the 

installation of solar water heaters is still regularly suggested. People are not enough informed about the poor profitability of solar 

thermal systems in Luxembourg. On the contrary, the use of wood burning systems is fairly limited, when Luxembourg conditions 

would allow a good profitability of such facilities. One observes instead the existence of negative communication regarding the 

maintenance constraints of wood burning installations in order to maintain their performance (Bertanier, ecoactif).  

Another obstacle worth mentioning, which was observed by several stakeholders and impedes the development of photovoltaic 

installations in Luxembourg, is the over-pricing of subsidized facilities. Although financial support is rather high, stakeholders 

point out that suppliers tend to adjust their prices depending on the level of subsidies. Thus, the market price of solar photovoltaic 

installations has fallen sharply along with the level of subsidies. The barrier lies in the fact that consumers are technically not 

competent enough to detect the abuse of some installers. The latter namely sometimes charge installations at too high prices, 

justified through unnecessary options in the heat production system. In order to avoid these abusive situations, stakeholders suggest 

that experts determine each year the accurate market price of an average installation for each renewable energy technology. The 

calculation could be supervised by the government (Bertanier, ecoactif). 

 



 

Administrative processes 

The subsidy regime in Luxembourg is quite complex, though elaborated and extensive. There are many delays in administrative 

procedures, mainly due to the fact that the administration is overburdened with the handling of application for subsidies. 

Applications have to be perfect in order to be considered admissible, yet applicants are often not technically qualified to fill-in all the 

files properly. As a result, application files are frequently sent back to applicants after having been checked by the administration. 

This process lengthens the lead time for administrative procedures, which can last up to one year before obtaining the subsidy. 

Although the Luxembourgian institution for energy consultancy “Myenergy” has established a certification system of energy advisors 

in order to support applicants in their submission of applications for subsidies, the problem still persists (Bertanier, ecoactif).  

 

Other 

Barriers reported under this category relate to the public perception of RES-E as well as to the lack of appropriate certification 

schemes for RES installers. 

Stakeholders report a lack of communication on the existing support schemes for the production of solar heat. The support 

system in place in Luxembourg provides financial support to up to 50% for heat production systems from solar energy. However, 

this funding is still too little known among households. In fact, no governmental information campaign is running to raise the public 

awareness on the existence of such support schemes (Weiler, eurosolar).  

In addition, there is a lack of certification of installers regarding several renewable energy technologies. As an example, solar 

thermal systems are often badly installed, which leads to energy losses and higher maintenance costs, thus affecting the acceptance 

of such technologies. Regarding wood heating, the presence on the market of low quality wood-burning boilers as well as of less 

technologically advanced installations, both requiring frequent maintenance, generates a bad image as well. As an example, the 

sound of automatic de-ashing on pellet boilers can represent a noise pollution if the installation is not programmed to de-ash during 

the day (Bertanier, ecoactif). 



 

The Luxembourgian RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

In Luxembourg, the use of renewable energies in the transport sector is promoted through biofuel quota. Oil companies releasing 

petrol and diesel for consumption are obliged to fulfil a defined quota of biofuels per year. Currently, the biofuel quota to be 

fulfilled by oil companies is set at 4.75% (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

  

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The main barrier on the policy level regards the insufficient support schemes for biofuels. Since the transport sector represents 

more than half of the country’s final energy consumption, the national strategy in order to reach the 11% renewable energy in final 

energy consumption set for Luxembourg within the framework of the Kyoto Protocol is to focus on the use of biofuels. In this 

regard, the national action plan for Luxembourg mainly relies on the blending of biofuels into conventional fossil fuels in order to 

reach the 10% target of renewable energy in the transport sector by 2020. However, even though the official national strategy aims 

at concentrating on biofuels, one observes that the support policy implemented by the government of Luxembourg towards biofuels 

is rather limited. First, the existing support scheme solely consists in the definition of biofuel quota to be fulfilled by oil companies 

selling gasoline or diesel for transport purposes, whereas other European countries provide additional support measures for biofuels, 

such as reduced energy tax rates. On the other hand, the new government of Luxembourg, which came to office in December 2013, 

has pronounced itself against first generation biofuels and plans not only to limit their maximum incorporation rate, but also to 

condition their support upon social and ecological criteria. According to the government, first generation biofuels have proven not to 

meet the requirements of sustainable development. Instead, the government has committed itself to supporting the development of 

second generation biofuels (Europaforum Luxembourg 2013). In this regard, it is worth mentioning that second generation biofuels 

are currently still in the research and development phase and will therefore no be put on the market before several years. 

 

Other 

One of the main barriers hindering the development of renewable energies in the transport sector relates to the lacking public 

acceptance of biofuels from civil society actors. Numerous advocates of renewable energies in Luxembourg criticize the strategy 

of the government hitherto to focus on the development of biofuels in the transport sector. In this regard, a communication 

platform composed of several non-governmental organisations has been created to protest against the further production and use 

of biofuels. The main arguments of the platform called “cerealkiller-lu” are that biofuels are dangerous for global food security and 

impede biodiversity. Moreover, they are too expensive and their effects on the reduction of CO2 emissions are unsatisfactory 

(cerealkiller.lu). In fact, biodiesel and bioethanol are deemed ineffective compared to electric mobility powered by photovoltaic 

panels. For the same surface, it is said that photovoltaics can provide 100 times more energy than biofuels. Another main argument 

against biofuels relates to the ILUC factor, which underpins the argument contesting the ecological interest of first generation 

biofuels. In fact, opponents of biofuels argue that the additional CO2 emissions resulting from the conversion of forests into arable 

land, annuls the initial positive effects of biofuel (Europaforum Luxembourg 2013). Stakeholders therefore call for a revision of the 

national action plan in order to focus less on biofuels imports, and concentrate on increasing domestic production of renewable 



 

energy for electricity and heat production, but also on reducing energy consumption and implementing cooperation projects with 

other EU countries (Europaforum Luxembourg 2012). 
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S. Latvia 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Latvia has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• The growth rate in the RES-H&C share is more than enough to achieve the 2020 target, if it can be maintained. The 

RES-E share has grown very little between 2011 and 2012, and growth needs to accelerate.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Latvian RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

Due to its favourable natural conditions, Latvia’s electricity generation mix is historically dominated by hydro power. According to the 

National Renewable Energy Action Plan, the share of RES-E in 2008 was 39,6%, of which more than 97% was generated by hydro 

power plants. 

With the adoption of the complex support system based on a feed-in tariff, which also included elements of a quota system and 

tenders, Latvian Government intended to bring new renewable energy technologies such as wind, solar or biomass closer to the 

market. Since 2012 the support scheme is under revision due to concerns about corruption and a lack of transparency in the way it 

was carried out since 2007. A draft Renewable Energy Law was submitted to the Parliament for consideration, but has not been 

adopted yet. At the same time, a new tax for subsidized electricity producers (such as renewable energy generators) was introduced 

in January 2014. The tax will be paid by companies receiving financial support for power generation from renewable energy sources 

or from combined heat and power plants, making those low carbon technologies less attractive. 

On the 1 January 2014 net-metering support scheme was introduced in Latvia. Small autoproducers of green electricity are entitled 

to benefit from a compensation mechanism for the difference between the amount of electricity taken from the grid and the 

amount of electricity fed into the grid.  

In Latvia, access of renewable energy plants to the grid is subject to the general legislation on energy. Electricity from renewable 

sources is not given priority. Thus, all plant operators are entitled against the grid operator to the connection of their plants to the 

grid and to the transmission of electricity according to the principle of non-discrimination. In pursuance of the general legislation, 

the grid operator is obligated to expand the grid. It is planned to open the electricity price zone of Latvia on 1 April 2014 in the 

Nordic electricity exchange "Nord Pool Spot" (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

Stakeholders reported that the overarching barrier affecting sector of electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E), and directly 

or indirectly impacting on all project development steps, is the policy risk and uncertainty in the market. The current support 

system is under revision since 2011 without certainty on the future project support and with possible retroactive effect for existing 

production plants.  

The Energy Strategy 2030 is in place since March 2013 and sets long-term actions to ensure energy supply, competitiveness, energy 

efficiency, and the use of renewable energy, a detailed energy policy framework for the period from 2014 to 2020 is scheduled to 

be developed in spring 2014. However a draft Renewable Energy Law passed by the Latvian Parliament in 2011 is awaiting its 

adoption and during this time amendments to the Regulations on Electricity Production and Price Determination Upon  Production of 



 

Electricity in Cogeneration (Regulations No. 221) and the Regulations on the Production of Electricity Using Renewable Energy 

Resources and the Procedures for Price Determination (Regulation No. 262) foreseen stricter supervision of subsidized electricity 

producers, more stringent controls and limited timeframe for the implementation of RES projects (within 10 years latest). Legislative 

disorder and lack of long-term predictability repels the investors, increases costs and perplexes the project development. According 

to Mr. Palejs from Latvian Renewable Energy Federation, this situation is almost stopping the development of the RES-E sector in 

Latvia. In absence of any support from the government, investment is projected to decrease or even stop (LELTS; Palejs, LAEF). 

Another problem is the lack of coordination and miscommunication between decision-makers and stakeholders which leads 

to conflicting decisions impairing the good development of the sector (e.g. introduction of tax for subsidized electricity producers).  

 

Market structure 

The main barrier under this category is the lack of liberalized electricity market. The electricity sector is still dominated by the 

state-owned national electricity company LATVENERGO, which also controls the Latvian transmission grid. Latvia’s electricity pricing 

zone was slated to participate in power market trading on the spot market of Nordic electricity exchange NordPool first in June 

2013, postponed to 1 April 2014. However the new government is considering to hold over it again until the parliamentary elections 

in the fall. The official reason is the price increase for the population (Palejs, LAEF).  

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

As reported by the stakeholders, the grid in Latvia is currently underdeveloped for renewable energy, resulting in too little 

capacity to transmit and distribute RES-E at the required scales and in some locations. For example, developer of several wind parks 

expressed interest in connection to the electricity grid, however only 80 MW of the applied 834 MW can be connected to the 

national west section (NREAP, 2011). The Kurzeme Ring, the first transmission network infrastructure project launched since 1990, 

which should foster power supply and stability in Kurzeme providing opportunities for increased capacity connections in Kurzeme 

and improving security of power supply within the region, is ongoing, but has been delayed due to lengthy authorisation processes 

and infrastructure problems (Kurzeme Ring). 

Another grave problem that has been reported is the distribution of costs. The costs of grid connection shall be borne by the plant 

operators, including the costs for the grid reinforcement. An exemption from this rule shall apply only if there is a specific agreement 

between the grid operator and the plant producer. Several stakeholders reported especially the costs for the development of the grid 

as one of the key barriers for the deployment and integration of RES-E in Latvia. The Latvian wind power association has reported 

that distribution is one of the main problems further aggravated by unclear calculation and allocation of costs. According to the 

NREAP, the Latvian government is currently working on a legal reform of the RES regulations. In this reform the rules for the 

distribution of costs will be completely changed and should be covered by the system operator (AEON; Palejs, LAEF).  

 

Other 

In January 2014 a new tax on subsidized electricity was introduced. It should be paid by companies receiving financial support for 

power generation from renewable energy sources or from Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plants. It is foreseen, that the revenue 

will flow into the budget of the new Electricity Customer Support Fund, which will compensate Latvian households and companies 

for increased prices resulting from the renewable energy Compulsory Procurement Component (CPC), which is expected to increase 

prices 30% from €ct 2,69 per kWh in 2013 to €ct 3,50 per kWh by 2016. There is also a social support mechanism that will be 



 

offered to poor households in order to limit the potential increase in tariffs following its introduction in 2014. There is a tax rate of 

15% for energy produced from natural gas and a tax rate of 10% for energy produced from renewable sources, and the rate 

applied to central heating systems is 5%. The tax is a temporary one and is scheduled to be in place until 2018, however, there is 

the possibility that it might be reduced or even abolished beforehand in the case of reduced subsidies under the CPC scheme. 

According to the stakeholders, the tax is going to have adverse impact on the economic case for renewables deployment in Latvia. 

The tax is not only hindering the development of new RES-E projects in Latvia, but could also be crucial for survival of the existing 

companies (Palejs, LAEF).  



 

The Latvian RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

In Latvia, heating and cooling from renewable energy sources is promoted through different tax benefits. Companies who are 

supplying biomass and biogas shall pay a reduced Value Added Tax (VAT) rate. Biogas which is supplied to end- users shall be 

taxable; the excise tax rate is reduced if the biogas is used for heating. 

 

Devices for heat production from renewable energy sources are not given priority connection, and there is no special legislation 

promoting the connection of RES heating devices to the heat transmission network at the national level (RES LEGAL Europe 

Database). 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The overarching barrier affecting RES-H in Latvia is the high share of fossil energy. In the last years, Latvenergo invested more 

than € 400,000 million in modernisation of two biggest CHP Plants “Riga TEC 1” and “Riga TEC 2”. After modernisation still gas 

and oil is used for the electricity and heat generation. Although Latvian biomass resources is significant and growing number of 

biogas is produced, the share of RES-H could be much higher. Currently, a large proportion of the biomass is exported to 

Scandinavia (Palejs, LAEF).  

 

Currently one operator AS Latvijas Gaze has been granted exclusive rights for the transmission, distribution and storage of natural 

gas up to 2017, the need to extend existing gas network infrastructure to streamline the integration of gas generated from RES has 

not been evaluated (NREAP). Latvia does not have a legal framework for the introduction of biomethane into the network.  The most 

contracts for the gas supply are long-term and very expensive to terminate, so most municipalities have no interest in switching to 

renewable energy, as it currently could be financially viable (Palejs, LAEF). 



 

The Latvian RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

Both the “Biofuel Production and Use in Latvia (2003-2010)” programme and the state support programme “Aid for Biofuel 

Production” are finished. The only instrument for the promotion of renewable energy sources in the transport sector currently 

available is a tax regulation mechanism. The Law on Excise Duties obliges companies processing, holding, receiving or dispatching 

mineral oil products to pay excise tax.  This amount is reduced if the fuel is blended with biofuels. According to the Ministry of 

Finance, the Biofuel Development Advisory Council is currently discussing the introduction of a new support scheme (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The main barrier reported under this category is the absence of policy instruments and long-term strategy for biofuels since 

2011. Biofuels are the most important renewable energy source used in the transport sector in Latvia, however both the “Biofuel 

Production and Use in Latvia (2003-2010)” programme and the state support programme “Aid for Biofuel Production” ended 

already couple years ago, but there are still no new support scheme in place.  According to the Ministry of Finance, the Biofuel 

Development Advisory Council is currently discussing the introduction of a new support scheme.  Already for two years there is no 

clear information on policy instruments for biofuels. This hampers investments in new facilities producing biofuels. As for now 

investments in producing biofuels are not economically feasible any more. The Latvian market for biofuels is very uncertain right 

now. The state aid is still very important for the deployment of this market, since it is not mature yet (Znatnajs, LBBA).  

Moreover, although there exist tax reliefs to support electric vehicles in Latvia, the development of the sector is extremely slow and 

there is no long-term mechanism to promote and support the development of vehicles powered by electricity from 

renewable energy sources. Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional Development released a tender for electric cars and 

chargers for electric cars back in 2012, but the subsidy programme is still not open for submissions.  The grant amount for purchase 

of an electric car and charger was planned to be up to 85% of the purchase price.  Lack of infrastructure is a further barrier to the 

further development of e-mobility. Until now there are just 44 charging stations installed in Riga, Jurmala and Jelgava (LATAE, 

GAES).  
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T. Malta 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Malta has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012, according to its own Progress 

Report (it failed according to Eurostat estimates). 

• The target 2020 RES-H&C share has already been achieved. The RES-E share is below planned values in 2012, but if 

the high growth rate can be maintained, the 2020 target can still be achieved.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Maltese RES-E Sector 

In Malta, the main focus regarding energy policies is on reducing the energy dependence from imports. The generation of electricity 

is mainly based on imported oil. Little development of RES exists so far; the share of RES in total primary energy consumption was 

1.26 % in 2011 (MRA 2013e). However, the potential for solar and off shore wind is substantial, though costs are high. The 2020 

target for Malta is 10% RES. (AEON) 

In order to fulfil the 2020 target, many studies have been undertaken and the accepted solution was first to focus on offshore wind. 

There were three projects running with the Sikka l-Bajda wind farm (expected potential of 95 MW) being the largest one. This wind 

farm was expected to generate about 5.5% of the Maltese energy consumption in 2020. However, due to environmental concerns 

the construction is still on hold and focusing on offshore wind cannot be considered as the renewable energy key strategy.  

In consequence, Malta has changed its strategy in order to achieve the 2020 renewable energy targets. The majority of electricity 

from renewable energy sources shall be generated from a high number of small capacity installations. Because of the limited space 

on the densely populated islands the focus mainly lies on building integrated technologies such as photovoltaic, solar water heaters 

and micro-wind (EC 2013). 

Besides the main goal of the reduction of oil dependency, Malta’s energy policy aims at stabilizing its energy supply. Regarding this 

aim, the Interconnector project is about to be implemented. Thus, a submarine cable connection to Sicily is going to be completed 

by the beginning of 2014, so that the Maltese electricity grid will be connected to the mainland of the EU. Finishing the construction 

will increase stability and Malta will be able to import electricity generated by renewable energy sources. Additionally, two onshore 

wind farms are being studied, with a total potential of 14.4 MW. However, at micro level, wind energy is being limited (AEON). 

 

Support scheme 

Electricity generated by domestic PV installations in Malta is supported through a feed-in tariff and a subsidy scheme. (RES LEGAL 

Europe database). The feed-in tariff was introduced in 2010 and led to an increase of installed capacity totalling 13.17 GWh in 2012 

(8.43 GWh in 2011, Ministry for Energy and the Conservation of Water 2013). ). In February 2013, the Malta Resources Authority 

has published amendments to the Feed-in Tariffs Regulations, which include a differentiation according to the PV technology and a 

reduction of the tariff from €ct 25-28/kWh to €ct 16-18/kWh (MRA 2013a).  

In addition to the feed-in tariff, the development of the PV sector is promoted by the launch of a grant scheme in May 2013. 

According to the relevant government notice, 50% of the installation costs of photovoltaic panels are covered, up to a maximum 

amount of €2,500 per application. The total investment volume is €21 million provided by EU funds; hence approximately 8,400 

applicants may participate. This scheme will be active until the end of March 2014, unless the funds are exhausted first (MRA 

2013b). 

 



 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Administrative processes 

Substantial barriers have been reported regarding the complexity of administrative procedures. Guidelines for RES installations 

exist only at micro level. Installation of PV panels or solar heaters is rather straightforward and does not pose particular difficulties 

from an administrative point of view. Micro wind energy is being somewhat limited in the built environment by the Malta 

Environment and Planning Authority (MEPA henceforth) because of the requirements, which include a complete environmental 

impact assessment and pose a large burden on the applicant. As for large-scale project, there are no rules or guidelines, nor a clear 

sharing of responsibilities. The Malta Resource Authority (MRA henceforth), MEPA and Enemalta (energy company) refer to three 

different ministries and the responsibilities of each one are not clear to the other two. Private investors have come to Malta for 

developing renewable energy projects. However, they backed out mostly because of administrative reasons (time costliness, unclear 

procedures…). As of now there are no established rules for developing large scale projects and different authorities do not know 

how to deal with such request, resulting in lack of coordination, unclear responsibilities and time costliness for applying. A better 

coordination between these bodies would be beneficial for the country, however considerations need to be done in terms of 

coordination costs vs. possible benefits, given the small opportunities that Malta offers for large-scale projects (AEON).  

Different sources pointed out barriers concerning the duration of administrative procedures. The lead-time that is involved in the 

grid connection including the collection of all permits may take up to 5 years. Another limitation in this regard is the equal treatment 

of all users and prospective developments with small systems as the only exemption as they take priority dispatch (REPAP 2020).  

A decisive barrier is the missing integration of RES-E in spatial and environmental planning.  The demographic and geographic 

characteristics of the country create issues of spatial planning alone, as Malta is a very small and densely populated state. Spatial 

planning, thus, takes into consideration the issue of devoting areas to RES, but often clashes with other planning needs. Large-scale 

RES installations are not possible in Malta, also for this reason. For example, the two onshore wind farms that are being studied, may 

not be implemented because of the destination of the area, which could be made a natural reserve, and because of its vicinity to a 

village, with consequences in terms of competing public interest. Furthermore, spatial planning is not done at a long-term level. A 

structure plan is publicly available at the website of the Malta Environment and Planning Authority, however this dates back to 1990 

and does not take RES into consideration. Furthermore planning guidelines for micro wind turbines are also available, but do not 

consider larger plants. For the reasons mentioned above, large-scale (except offshore wind) approaches are not really possible in 

Malta. As for photovoltaic, the Government has tendered out the installation of photovoltaic panels on the largest possible scale 

(public buildings and schools) (RES Integration). 

The renewable target is consequently expected to be met mainly through the build-up of off-shore wind capacities. There are three 

projects currently running with the Sikka l-Bajda wind farm being the largest one. The wind farm is expected to generate about 

5.5% of the Maltese energy consumption in 2020. However, the construction of the wind farm is currently on hold due to 

environmental concerns the site was identified as a main rafting site for the protected Yelkouan Shearwater bird species. Addressing 

this problem, MRRA has applied for ERDF funds for the construction of a “dummy” wind turbine for measuring potential impacts 

(MRA 2013c).   

 

Other 

A barrier has been reported in the context of information exchange / communication between relevant stakeholders as the 

Government, and politicians in general, lack technical knowledge. There are only few engineers involved in politics, the rest being 



 

architects, economists and lawyers. Technical know-how is given by external advisors, which makes energetic and environmental 

policy dependent on them and which therefore lacks continuity. Political will is present, there is a lot of interest but no factual 

commitment, due to the large lack of coordination between the involved authorities. Planning is done on a very short-term range (1-

3 years) (AEON). 



 

The Maltese RES-H&C Sector 

The RES-H share in total energy consumption in 2011 was 0.8 % (MRA 2013e). Malta benefits from its geographical situation as the 

Islands are situated in the Mediterranean Sea. The requirements for solar heating are given by around 300 days of sunshine per year. 

As a result, solar heating is present in about 15.000 households out of 130.000 (AEON).  

 

Support scheme 

The key policy instrument for RES-H is a subsidy scheme as the Ministry of Resources and Rural Affairs allocates once-only grants for 

solar water heating systems to private house owners, funded only by national budgets. The amount of this grant is 40% of the total 

costs up to €400. The scheme will be active until the end of 2014 (MRA 2013d). 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

In the case of Malta, the existence & reliability of general RES-H&C strategy & support scheme is an issue hindering the 

development of RES. There is only the Solar Water Heaters scheme in place for the promotion of domestic SWH. There is actually no 

more than one grant available per technology. The scheme is active since May 2011 and was relaunched always at the end of the 

year as it is linked with the National Budget. Hence the long-term security of the support measures is not guaranteed (re-frame.eu 

Database). 

Another barrier concerning the remuneration level for RES-H&C has been stated earlier. According to an analysis on the monetary 

sufficiency of the measures in the RES heat sector, the analyzed heat sources (district heating, heat pumps and biomass) have been 

considered to be supported insufficiently. Only in the case of solar thermal applications adequate remuneration levels have been 

identified (REPAP 2020).  

 

Other 

The tenancy and ownership law constitute a barrier in the case of building integrated RES technologies. Solar thermal installations 

are present in approximately 15,000 households out of 130,000. Around 50 % of the Maltese population lives in apartment 

buildings, which means that they might not have access to the roof (except for the last floors). In order to avoiding this problem a 

façade instalment would be a choice, however MEPA does not easily give a permit, for aesthetic reasons or for lack of knowledge, as 

this is a rather new technology in Malta. Another argument is that most detached-house tenants are elderly couples, which have a 

smaller interest in installing, also because the tendency, after their death, is to sell the property, demolish the house and build 

apartment buildings. Another case included in this barrier is, that there are no solar rights in Malta, meaning that if a building has a 

new flat built at its top, which will cast shadow on the solar panels of the neighbouring building, no compensation is paid to the 

solar panel owner (AEON).  



 

 



 

The Maltese RES-T Sector 

In Malta, the share of RES-T in total energy consumption was 0.28 % in 2011 (MRA 2013e). The country has exceeded the target for 

biofuel production it had set for 2005 (0.30%); the share of biofuels in 2006 was 0.58%. Biodiesel in Malta is retailed either directly 

from the manufacturers or from a number of petroleum filling stations, which retail B100 biodiesel from their pumps. Around 30 

petroleum filling stations, equivalent to about 40% of total petroleum filling stations, retail biodiesel. Biodiesel, though, has a 

separate pump in the filling station, forcing drivers to create the mix themselves by taking fuel from two separate pumps. This 

creates a barrier to the uptake, as it adds one step to the procedure of re-filling. Furthermore, high temperatures in the summer 

create concerns as regards volatile components and health-related issues. (AEON) 

In the last years, Malta has intensified its efforts regarding the development of electric mobility: the National Strategy for the 

introduction of electric mobility in Malta (MRRA) outlines the indicative target of reaching 5 000 electric vehicles by 2020. The 

strategy highlights the role of electric vehicles regarding the achievement of the RES target in the transport sector, as about 1% of 

the RES target could be delivered through the use of e-mobility if the best case scenario is considered 107 (MRRA 2012). 

 

Support scheme 

Support for renewable energy sources used in transport is provided through tax relief. Companies producing, processing, holding, 

receiving or dispatching energy products are obliged to pay the tax. The biomass content in biodiesel is exempt from the payment of 

excise duty (RES LEGAL Europe database).  

Additionally, a substitution obligation for fuel imports was implemented by the Maltese government in 2007. The regulation requires 

importers and wholesalers of petroleum to include an amount of biofuel content in any product that is sold in the Maltese fuel 

market. The obligation amounted to 1.5% in 2011 and will be raised gradually to 10% in 2020. In 2014, the obligation amounts to 

4.5% (MRA 2010).  

Electric mobility is promoted by a grant scheme which was introduced in February 2014. The grant scheme on the Purchase of 

Electric Vehicles was introduced in order to incentivize the purchase of Battery Electric Vehicles and Battery Electric Quadricycles. This 

measure aims at a reduction of the number of old motor vehicles on the road. Subject to various conditions, the grant is divided in 

three: A grant of € 4,000 will be given to persons registering an electric car and € 1,500 to those registering an electric quatricycle. 

In case of persons registering a Battery Electric Vehicle while at the same time de-registering another internal combustion engine 

propelled vehicle which is at least 10 years old from the year of its manufacture, the grant increases to € 5,000 (Transport Malta 

2014).   

 

107 The strategy mentions four scenarios. The worse case scenario results in 5.000 electric vehicles in use contributing to 0.32% of total electricity demand in 2020.  The strategy 

considers CO2 savings in the four scenarios starting from worse to best scenario: 1) savings of 6.3kt CO2eq; 2) savings of 6.9 kt CO2eq; 3) savings of 7.2 kt CO2eq; and 4) savings 

of 7.7 kt CO2eq (MRRA, 2012: 157). 

                                                                 



 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

Barriers regarding the existence and reliability of general RES-T strategy & support scheme have been reported. The support 

measures in the transport sector for renewable energies consist of a biofuel obligation and a tax exemption. However, no long-term 

security of the support measures is mentioned in the NREAP. Regarding the supervision and non-fulfillment of the obligation, a pro-

rata penalty is considered for importers/wholesalers. Furthermore, there are no specific support measures for 2nd generation biofuels 

(re-frame.eu database). 
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U. Netherlands 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• The Netherlands missed both their NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in RES-E and RES-H&C shares needs to be accelerated significantly if the 2020 targets are to be achieved.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Dutch RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

In the Netherlands, electricity from renewable energy sources is mainly promoted through a premium tariff (premiums on top of the 

wholesale price). Furthermore, RES-E is promoted through investment subsidies for PV installations, a net-metering scheme as well as 

tax benefits. 

As far as the premium tariff is concerned, the SDE+ scheme is granting a premium on top of the market price to producers of 

renewable energy in order to compensate for the difference between the wholesale price of electricity from fossil sources and the 

price of electricity from renewable sources. The sum of the premium, paid on top of the market price, is variable and depends on the 

annual electricity market price development and is adjusted by a correction value accordingly (art. 13 (5) SDE+). The premium is paid 

for a period of up to 15 years. The support is made available in 6 stages and is allocated on a ‘first come, first serve’ basis.  

The amount of the tariff increases with each stage, but since there is only one overall budget for the whole support scheme 

foreseen, applicants applying at a later stage run the risk of being rejected due to a lack of funds. In general, the SDE+ scheme gives 

an advantage to less cost-incentives technologies, applying for lower tariffs at an early stage of the allocation process. The maximum 

base rate eligible under the SDE+ scheme corresponds to the maximum base rate in phase 6 (RES LEGAL Europe Database) 

Net-metering applies to electricity customers who are at the same time producers of electricity and which are connected to the 

electricity grid through a connection with a throughput value smaller than or equal to 3*80A. Customers need to apply for an offer 

from the responsible grid operator for injecting electricity to the grid and are required to pay a grid use charge (art. 95(a) and (c) in 

conjunction with art. 31(c) Electricity Act). For small scale customers, energy taxes only apply to the net electricity consumption, 

defined as the difference between electricity obtained from and electricity fed-in to the grid (art. 50 (1) and (2) WBM) (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database). 

In addition, generators of electricity from renewable energy sources that use the produced electricity themselves (own consumption 

clause) may be exempt from the tax levied on the electricity consumption (Energy tax). Moreover, enterprises are eligible for a tax 

credit (EIA - Energy Investment Allowance) for investments in renewable energy plants (RES LEGAL Europe Database) 

Finally, investors in RES-E projects (excluding Biomass/Biogas) are eligible for a reduction of the interest rate on the basis of a Green 

project declaration (RES LEGAL Europe Database) 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

A larger complex of barriers for RES-E is addressing the general strategy as well as the associated support schemes for renewable 

electricity: 

A first dominant barrier in this regard is the reliability of the general RES-E strategy and support scheme. A consistent policy 

for the support of renewables is essential in order to stimulate new clean technologies. In the past however, every new cabinet in 



 

the Netherlands introduced its own support scheme and strategy and adapted or stopped previous ones, resulting in conditions, 

where a long term planning concerning the revenue stream was difficult for investors and developers in renewable technologies (De 

Vries, Holland Solar; Hirdes, NWEA; Peeters, Energy Matters). 

The concluded Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth108, which was signed between the Dutch government and representatives 

from the energy sector (inter alia associations, DSOs/TSO, NGOs, labour unions, organisation of employers109), is envisaged to 

provide a more stable framework for the development of renewable energies in the Netherlands until 2020, respectively 2023. The 

agreement sets inter alia guidelines for the definition of mechanisms for financial and non-financial support schemes. These 

mechanisms are being defined and negotiated throughout the upcoming months and shall result in a further support of the 

renewable market within a longer term scope. Subject to the concrete results of the upcoming negotiation within the Energy 

Agreement, the Agreement might help to overcome identified shortcomings regarding the reliability of the general RES-E strategy 

and support scheme; thus, mitigating the before described barrier (De Vries, Holland Solar; Hirdes, NWEA;  Peeters, Energy Matters). 

There are however also voices, which underline the fragility of the Energy Agreement, especially considering the series of upcoming 

elections on municipal (2014) as well as provincial level (2015). To this end, it was highlighted that several political parties, 

which are predicted to receive considerable shares of votes, have declared their reluctance in regards to the renewable support, 

especially regarding wind energy. Depending on the outcome of the elections, future municipal or provincial governments could 

challenge the Energy Agreement, resulting once more in instable conditions for renewables and the required investments (Hirdes, 

NWEA). 

In addition, stakeholders also highlighted the strong focus of the general RES strategy on bioenergy and the heating sector 

as a further barrier for the RES-E sector (particularly for solar); this also in light of the limited national biomass resources.  

In 2012, over 95% of supported projects under the SDE+ scheme came from the renewable heating sector. In 2013, the figure 

slightly decreased but remained still high with a total share of around 65% of renewable heating projects (Schepers/Aarnink, CE 

Delft).  

108 Energieakkord voor duurzame groei, 06.09.2013. 
109 For a comprehensive overview of the signatory parties to the Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth: Schepers/Aarnink, CE Delft, p. 37. 

                                                                 



 

 
Figure 1: Distribution of SDE-Budget (Schepers/Aarnink, CE Delft) -  
Legend: RED: renewable heat; BLUE: renewable gas; GREEN: renewable electricity 
 

Stakeholders especially underlined the limited availability of biomass resources in the Netherlands, leading to the necessity to import 

substantial shares of biomass feedstock; also described in the Dutch NREAP (Van der Elst/Bosch, Rabobank; De Vries, Holland Solar; 

Peeters, Energy Matters). Considering the fact that the Netherlands are having the lowest percentage of forest land cover in the EU 

as well as the high population density of the country, the Dutch NREAP is estimating that by 2020, 38% of the required biomass 

would have to be imported (NREAP NL, p. 109;  Van der Elst/Bosch, Rabobank). The import is however subject to changing global 

market conditions for biomass feedstock, with a current tendency of highly increasing prices. 

While high shares of costs for biomass projects are feedstock related and thus require for a substantial financial investment also after 

the construction of the installation to fuel the system; renewable technologies such as wind and solar have a peak in investment 

costs at the beginning of the project lifetime, in regards to the development and construction of the system; but do not require for 

major ongoing investments, especially not concerning any “fuel” to run the installation. This makes wind and solar much more 

predictable in terms of investment costs (Van der Elst/Bosch, Rabobank).  

While wind energy has always been a central element of the RES-E strategy of the Netherlands, solar energy was for a long time not 

embraced by the Dutch government as a viable renewable energy source on the short term. This perception has changed over the 

last years; not at least due to a growing deviation of renewable growth rates from the predicted development path towards the 

2020 targets (De Vries, Holland Solar).  

In this regard however, stakeholders highlighted a further barrier regarding the reliability of the support scheme in form of the 

future existence of the net-metering scheme for solar installations. The substantial price reduction of solar modules over the 

last years as well as the existing collective purchasing initiatives and the granted support in form of a temporary PV subsidy (of 15% 

on the investment in PV systems) and now of the net-metering scheme (saldering) have resulted in a decisive growth of small scale 

residential systems in the Netherlands. The Dutch government however has already announced that the net-metering scheme for 



 

small scale solar PV installations is not infinitely available and will be subject to revisions (at the latest in 2017). Considering that the 

net-metering scheme is the only available (indirect) support for small scale residential PV systems at the moment as well as recalling 

the impressive impact that this support had on the development of the small scale residential PV sector throughout the last years, a 

revision or at worst the disappearance of the support scheme might have substantial effects on the solar sector (Bosselaar, RVO; De 

Vries, Holland Solar).  

In addition, stakeholders also flagged the latest modification of rules concerning the cumulating of support scheme options 

for large solar installations as a further issue for the development of this technology. To this end, developers of large scale 

commercial PV systems are no longer allowed to cumulate the SDE+ support scheme with the EIA tax reduction scheme. This change 

has resulted in conditions, where most developers opt for the EIA scheme and are excluded from the eligibility of the SDE+ scheme. 

This restriction of the support scheme options is decisively reducing the financial feasibility of large scale commercial PV systems (De 

Vries, Holland Solar).  

In this context, the general access to finance has additionally been identified as a dominant barrier for the RES-E sector in the 

Netherlands. Developers of large scale commercial PV systems, wind developers, biogas & biomass operators as well as geothermal 

developers have flagged their issues concerning the realisation of financial closures with commercial banks. Credit institutions remain 

reluctant to finance renewable projects and show a high risk aversion towards new technologies and projects. This behaviour is not 

at least based the experiences of the financial crisis (Bosselaar, RVO; De Vries, Holland Solar; Peeters, Energy Matters).  

The “Green Deal” between the Dutch government and several commercial (green) banks aims at increasing the financeability of 

sustainable energy projects that were until now difficult to finance. The approach could play an important role to overcome existing 

financial shortages.  

For wind offshore, stakeholders flagged two aspects, which could become a serious issue for the development of this technology, if 

certain conditions are not realised. To this end the political support for the offshore strategy was identified as the first central 

pre-conditions for a successful implementation of offshore wind in the Netherlands. The Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth 

is foreseeing a total capacity from offshore wind installations of 4.500 MW by 2013, with a current capacity of 1.000 MW, already 

developed or under construction. In addition, the Energy Agreement also states that offshore wind shall be developed in the future 

in the framework of a tender scheme. As of 2015, yearly tenders shall constantly develop the required capacities from offshore wind 

installations towards the 4.500 MW target; starting in 2015 with a tender of 450 MW and ending in 2019 with a tender of 900 

MW, which shall ultimately lead to the total capacities for 2013. The tenders for 2015 (of 450 MW) and 2016 (600 MW) are 

essential for the achievement of the European 2020 targets. The realisation of objectives appears however only possible if the 

required policy framework is implemented very timely, allowing for a first tender to actually take place in 2015. To this end, the 

Dutch government has to provide for the required legislation as well as for the necessary spatial planning structures. The process is 

currently on track; yet, the developments until 2015 are only hard to predict and a delay of the process is likely to happen, decisively 

impacting on the realisation of the entire offshore strategy for the Netherlands (Hirdes, NWEA). 

Furthermore, stakeholders pointed out that the Energy Agreement also requires for a substantial reduction of costs for the 

development of offshore wind energy, which could become a major barrier for this technology and its development. To this 

end, the Energy Agreement is foreseeing a 40% reduction of costs over a period of 10 years; being a decrease of 5€/MWh per year 

until 2013. The reduction of costs is depending on a multitude of factors (inter alia technology innovation, policy decision, financing 

options, scale of roll-out), for which different stakeholders are responsible. If the envisaged reductions cannot be realised in the 

foreseen time, there is the risk that in 2018/2019 the Dutch government might reduce the offshore objective for 2023; not at least 



 

to adapt the prognoses to the real conditions. Such a reduction of the overall offshore target would ultimately lead to the non-

compliance of the Netherlands with the European 2020 targets, as there is hardly another renewable technology that could fill the 

then existing capacity gap in such a short period of time (Hirdes, NWEA). 

 

Administrative Processes 

A central barrier regarding the integration of RES-E in spatial planning is the interference of wind turbines with (military) radar 

installations. Due to the constant motion of rotor blades, wind installations are impacting differently on radar installation than 

other immobile buildings or natural obstacles. This constitutes a problem for (military) radar installations, which are having difficulties 

to locate flying objects correctly, respectively are confronted with “blind zones” on the radar, for which a reliable positioning of 

objects is not possible. The issue is currently leading to an increasing share of zones, in which a development of wind installations is 

no longer allowed; thus limiting the development potential of wind energy in general. The problem is not limited to military radar 

systems, but also occurs for the civil aviation and their radar systems. Furthermore, the issue is identified for a number or European 

Member States and constitutes a growing barrier for onshore wind installation on a European scale. Generally, the military case 

differs from the civil one, as both sides have different specifications and needs. In the Netherlands, it was tried to meet the military 

concerns through a revision of rules, respectively through new calculation methods, which only very partially solved the issue; leaving 

eventually more problems than expected. In addition, a further approach is foreseeing the installation of an additional radar port in 

the North of the Netherlands to minimize “blind zones”; still, this solution requires for a substantial financial investment and 

sufficient realisation time. It is thus questionable if this approach can actually be considered as a suitable short term option (Hirdes, 

NWEA). 

A further issue for the development of onshore wind installations is the provincial spatial planning. The Dutch provinces received 

more competencies in the development procedures for onshore wind installations, to regionalise the process. To this end, the 

provinces are inter alia responsible for the allocation of wind development zones and the associated spatial planning procedures. 

Formally, the provinces allocated sufficient zones for the development of the targeted 6.000 MW from onshore wind installations, 

accorded in the Energy Agreement. In reality however, many of the assigned locations are not possible for the development of 

onshore wind. The allocation of new wind development areas is a time consuming process and will delay the envisaged realisation 

period of a number of projects. The occurring delays can also substantially impact on the achievement of the foreseen onshore 

capacities for the European 2020 objectives (Hirdes, NWEA). 

In regard to the spatial planning there is also an issue for large scale commercial PV installations, which are now again eligible under 

the SDE+ support scheme. For the installation of these systems, there is a need for a revision of existing land utilisation plans of 

municipalities through the dedicated spatial planning procedures. This process can be very time consuming and could delay projects 

decisively, resulting in higher realisation costs for developers and investors. The SDE+ scheme generally calls upon developers of large 

scale commercial ground mounted installations to use conversion areas for the realisation of systems (De Vries, Holland Solar). 

Concerning the financial feasibility of PV development, a new zip code model has been introduced, allowing developers of PV 

systems to attract private equity for their projects, in addition to the SDE+ support. The benefit of the zip code model for the private 

investor is a reduction on the energy tax (generally related to the energy consumption). The reduction is insofar related to the 

investment sum.  The benefit for the PV developer is to be able to attract investments from private investors to present a financially 

viable project. There are however geographical limitation of the zip code model regarding the involvement of private investors, 

which are only very partially compatible with the development of large scale commercial installations. To this end, the private 



 

investors need to be located with their permanent residences in the same zip code area where the system will be build or in adjacent 

zip code zones. Recalling again that large scale commercial systems shall use conversion areas for their projects and that these areas 

are not necessarily located adjacent to the large urban cities, there is a limitation as far as the circle of potential investors is 

concerned. This limitation of the zip code model is limiting the development opportunities of solar in the Netherlands in general (De 

Vries, Holland Solar). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

A minor barrier exists regarding the development of grid infrastructure in the Netherlands. The envisaged development of the 

onshore and offshore wind energy will require for a further development of the grid to allow for additional connections of 

installations. Stakeholders however qualified this barrier as minor, due to the fact that the Dutch TSO as well as the Dutch DSOs are 

parties to the Energy Agreement and have acknowledged the 6.000 MW onshore wind target, respectively the 4.500 MW offshore 

target for 2020; including the inherent grid reinforcements and extensions (Hirdes, NWEA). 

In addition, another minor barrier is identified in form of the curtailment of wind installations. Stakeholders reported that 

curtailment of wind installations is taking place in times of overcapacities to the grid; however only at a minor scale. In this context, 

stakeholder especially highlighted that overcapacities in the Dutch grid are manly caused by the fact that neighbouring states 

(especially Germany) are “dumping” their excessive energy on to the Dutch grid, forcing grid operators to take stabilising measures 

for their responsible grid parts (Hirdes, NWEA). 

 

Other 

A further barrier for the RES-E sector in the Netherlands is the (growing) NIMBY resistance against onshore wind installations 

as well as against biogas and biomass systems.  

For onshore wind energy, the issue of local disagreement has to be identified as the biggest issue for the development of this 

technology. More and more local citizens are revolting against a development of wind installations in their direct neighbourhood or 

their community. The NIMBY resistance is making the realisation of projects extremely challenging; especially considering the high 

population density of the Netherlands (Van der Elst/Bosch, Rabobank). Onshore wind developers are having more and more 

difficulties in identifying suitable development locations. In addition, processes are decisively extended and delayed due to objections 

of neighbours in the administrative processes, respectively due to lawsuits of neighbours before courts. The resistance against 

onshore wind is further aggravated by nationally operating anti-wind platforms, which are supporting local citizens in their ambitions 

to prevent a further wind development. The background of these anti-wind lobbying groups’ remains unclear; stakeholders qualified 

them as “non-believers in climate change” (Hirdes, NWEA). The NIMBY resistance is only partially able to entirely stop onshore 

projects; yet, the severe delays of projects are resulting in substantial extra costs for developers and investors, which are substantially 

constraining the development of onshore wind in general; ultimately also impacting on the achievement of the European 2020 

targets (Hirdes, NWEA).  

As a way to overcome the onshore NIMBY objections, it was proposed to focus on repowering existing onshore wind turbines; not 

at least as the bulk of the Dutch turbines now installed are of a relatively small size (Van der Elst/Bosch, Rabobank).  



 

For biomass and biogas installations, local citizens are especially afraid of odour emission from the installations as well as of the 

associated traffic, caused by the required supply of biomass raw materials. The NIMBY resistance has not reached a level comparable 

to the one against onshore wind installations; still, there is a growing fear among citizens, which could become a larger problem for 

this renewable source in the future. Developers of biogas installation are also more and more confronted with objections of 

concerned citizens in the framework of the administrative procedures, respectively with lawsuits, which are substantially lengthening 

the required procedures for developers, resulting eventually in higher realisation costs (Peeters, Energy Matters).  

 



 

The Dutch RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

In the Netherlands, heat from renewable sources is mainly promoted through a premium tariff (bonuses on top of the wholesale 

price). In addition, tax benefits apply. 

As main support instrument for renewable heat, the Netherlands have introduced a premium tariff (bonuses on top of the wholesale 

price) to promote the generation of heat from renewable sources (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

In addition, enterprises are eligible for a tax credit (EIA) for investments in specific types of renewable heating systems (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database). The EIA tax benefit enables entrepreneurs based in the Netherlands to write off investments in renewable energy 

plants against tax (Article 3.42 Wet IB 2001). The eligibility criteria are extensively described in the Energy List.  

The level of funding depends, among other things, on the source of energy and the type of plant used. Investments of less than 450 

Euros are ineligible (Article 3.45 Wet IB 2001). Furthermore, a total of at least € 2,300 (with a maximum of € 118 million) must be 

invested in eligible projects within one year (Article 3.42 Wet IB 2001). 

Furthermore, Investors in RES H&C projects (excluding Biomass/Biogas) are eligible for a reduction of the interest rate on the basis of 

a Green project declaration (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

A central issue is the risk of failing renewable heating projects due to insufficient funding. In this regard, the before mentioned 

focus of the general RES strategy on bioenergy and on the heating sector resulted in a high number of renewable projects in the 

heating sector under the SDE+ support scheme (see figure 1; barriers to the electricity sector).  

In 2012, over 95% of supported projects under the SDE+ scheme came from the renewable heating sector. In 2013, the figure 

slightly decreased but remained still high with a total share of around 65% of renewable heating projects (Schepers/Aarnink, CE 

Delft).  

A high number of project developers of the before mentioned projects applied for the SDE+ support scheme at an early support 

stage of the yearly support round (with a low support tariff level). Not at least to benefit from the offered support at all. To this 

regard, the overall yearly cap of the SDE+ support scheme is to recall, which may lead to a situation, in which the overall defined 

support budget for a given year is already depleted with the applications from the second or third support stage of the application 

round; thus leaving applicants, who wanted to target stages 4 to 6 without a chance for support. Under these circumstances, the 

allocated support tariff that projects received in early stages was not necessarily meeting the actual investment costs for the 

respective projects. This resulted in conditions where projects received only an insufficient revenue stream, which eventually would 

lead to a failing financial closure with banks and the failure of the project in general (Bosselaar, RVO).  



 

To encounter the identified risk of failing projects, applicants for the SDE+ Support scheme are now required to present a technical 

as well as financial feasibility study with their support applications (Bosselaar, RVO). 

The reliability of the general RES-H&C strategy and support scheme is a further barrier for the RES-H&C sector; albeit, at a 

lower severity level. Still, a consistent policy for the support of renewables is essential in order to stimulate new clean technologies. 

In the past however, every new cabinet in the Netherlands introduced its own support scheme and strategy and adapted or stopped 

previous ones, resulting in conditions, where a long term planning concerning the revenue stream was difficult for investors and 

developers. With the before mentioned strong focus of the general policy on renewable heat and biomass (at least since the year 

2012), the heating sector is only affected to a minor degree (Bosselaar, RVO). 

The concluded Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth110, which was signed between the Dutch government and representatives 

from the energy sector (associations, DSOs/TSO, NGOs, labour unions, organisation of employers etc.), is envisaged to provide a 

stable framework for the development of renewable energies in the Netherlands until 2020, respectively 2023. The agreement sets 

inter alia guidelines for the definition of mechanisms for financial and non-financial support schemes. These mechanisms are being 

defined and negotiated throughout the upcoming months and shall result in a further support of the renewable market within a 

longer term scope. Subject to the concrete results of the upcoming negotiation within the Energy Agreement, the Agreement might 

help to overcome identified shortcomings regarding the reliability of the general RES-H&C strategy and support scheme; thus, 

further mitigating the before described barrier 

Another barrier  is the general design of the SDE+ support scheme and the defined application procedures for the support tariffs. 

The SDE+ scheme is only foreseeing a yearly application cycle, i.e. applicants can only apply once a year for the support of 

renewables. This procedure limits the claiming of subsidies for a large share of projects. The building sector is especially affected by 

these procedures, as a large share of renewable heating and cooling technologies is applied in the building sector to comply with 

legal efficiency obligations. For these projects, development cycles may be decisively shorter than the yearly cycle of the SDE+ 

scheme; respectively, projects are initiated oppositely to the application date for the SDE+ support, resulting in condition, where 

projects are either excluded from the offered promotion or have to delay their realization to fall under the support cycle. The 

introduction of shorter and more frequent application cycles could address the issue, allowing more stakeholders to apply for the 

SDE+ support (Bosselaar, RVO). 

The question of access to finance for developers in the heating and cooling sector has also to be identified as a further issue. 

Commercial banks remain generally reluctant to finance renewable projects and show a high risk aversion towards new technologies 

and projects. This behaviour is not at least based the experiences of the financial crisis. To this end, renewable heating and cooling 

projects are equally affected by this shortcoming of private equity (Bosselaar, RVO). 

The “Green Deal” between the Dutch government and several commercial (green) banks aims at increasing the financeability of 

sustainable energy projects that were until now difficult to finance. The approach could play an important role to overcome existing 

financial shortages.  
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Other 

Stakeholders flagged a growing NIMBY resistance against biogas and biomass installations. Local citizens are especially afraid 

of odour emission from these installations as well as of the associated traffic, caused by the required supply of biomass raw 

materials. The resistance has not reached a level comparable to the one against onshore wind installations; still, there is a growing 

fear among citizens, which could become a larger problem for this renewable source in the future. Developers of biogas and 

biomass installation are more and more confronted with objections of concerned citizens in the framework of the administrative 

procedures or even with law suits of citizens, which are substantially lengthening the required procedures for developers, resulting 

eventually in higher realisation costs (Bosselaar, RVO). 

Furthermore, there is a missing perception of the solar thermal technology in the Netherlands. In this regard, customers are 

only very limitedly able to differentiate between the various forms of solar energy, even though they are addressing different energy 

sectors (electricity/heat). To this end, solar thermal is in direct competition with solar PV to the disadvantage of solar thermal, which 

remains the more expensive technology, considering the net-metering scheme for PV. The limited customer perception is decisively 

limiting the development potential for solar thermal (Bosselaar, RVO). 



 

The Dutch RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

The Netherlands has adopted an obligation scheme which should result in a 10% RES share of energy consumption in the transport 

sector. Tax credits exist for biofuel and hydrogen related RES-T investments. 

Concerning the obligation scheme, the Netherlands implemented a biofuels quota scheme. This scheme obliges companies 

importing or producing petrol, gas or diesel fuels to ensure that biofuels make up a defined percentage of the company’s total 

annual sale of fuel (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

Furthermore, the EIA (Energy Investment Allowance) tax benefit enables entrepreneurs based in the Netherlands to write off 

investments aimed at the effective use of energy against tax (Article 3.42 Wet IB 2001). The eligibility criteria are extensively 

described in the Energy List. The level of funding depends, among other things, on the technology/measure invested in. Investments 

of less than 450 Euros are ineligible (Article 3.45 Wet IB 2001). Furthermore, a total of at least 2,300 € (and at most € 118 million) 

must be invested in eligible projects within one year (Article 3.42 Wet IB 2001) (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

In addition, the Environmental Investment Allowance (MIA) provides the opportunity for private companies to deduct an extra 

amount of the investment cost from the taxable profit for investments which are included in the Environmental List. The exact share 

of the investment that applies for the deduction varies between 0% and 36% depending on the nature of the investment. Random 

depreciation of environmental investments scheme (VAMIL) provides the opportunity to depreciate 75% of an investment which is 

included in the Environmental List in a single year, thereby reducing the taxable profit in that year. The depreciation of remaining 

25% of the investment should be spread over the economic lifetime of the obtained goods. Each business can be granted the MIA 

for environment-related investments of a minimum of € 2,300 (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

A dominant barrier concerning the political and economic framework has been identified in form of the reliability of the general 

RES-T strategy and support scheme. A consistent policy for the support of renewables is essential in order to stimulate new clean 

technologies. In the past however, every new cabinet in the Netherlands introduced its own support scheme and strategy and 

adapted or stopped previous ones, resulting in conditions, where a long term planning concerning the revenue stream was difficult 

for investors and developers. For the transport sector, the issue consists in particular regarding the available tax benefits, which are 

provided to support the roll-out of renewable transport technologies and sources. In this regard, tax discounts were revised on a few 

year bases, making long term planning highly difficult and putting severe constraints at the calculations of revenues, respectively of 

amortization periods of investments. At times, even a cycle of three to four years cannot be definitely forecasted regarding the 

development of tax incentives for the transport sector (Schlichting, OrangeGas; Van der Beesen, RVO).  



 

The concluded Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth111, which was signed between the Dutch government and representatives 

from the energy sector (associations, DSOs/TSO, NGOs, labour unions, organisation of employers etc.), is envisaged to provide a 

stable framework for the development of renewable energies in the Netherlands until 2020, respectively 2023. The agreement sets 

inter alia guidelines for the definition of mechanisms for financial and non-financial support schemes. These mechanisms are being 

defined and negotiated throughout the upcoming months and shall result in a further support of the renewable market within a 

longer term scope. Subject to the concrete results of the upcoming negotiation within the Energy Agreement, the Agreement might 

help to overcome identified shortcomings regarding the reliability of the general RES-T strategy and support scheme; thus, mitigating 

the before described barrier (Schlichting, OrangeGas; Van der Beesen, RVO).  

An additional issue has been identified in form of the insufficient flexibility of the SDE+ support scheme regarding the 

switchover of biogas projects from one support scheme option to another. To this end, biogas operators that have opted for the 

SDE+ support are not allowed to resign from the scheme for a certain year or years to benefit from the obligation period for the 

respective period. The current scheme obligates operators to refund the entire receives subsidy through the SDE+ scheme prior to 

the switchover into the obligation scheme (Schlichting, OrangeGas).    

A further dominant barrier consists in the general access to finance for developers in the transport sector, especially considering the 

high initial costs for new technologies. Banks remain reluctant to finance renewable projects and show a high risk aversion towards 

new technologies and projects. This behaviour is not at least based the experiences of the financial crisis (Schlichting, OrangeGas; 

Van der Beesen, RVO).  

The “Green Deal” between the Dutch government and several commercial (green) banks aims at increasing the financeability of 

sustainable energy projects that were until now difficult to finance. The approach could play an important role to overcome existing 

financial shortages.  

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

For biogas-fired vehicles of private individuals, there is a lack of infrastructure in terms of filling stations. Concerning the 

infrastructure for biogas-fired vehicles, a focus has been put on HGVs (heavy goods vehicles), Vans and Taxis as well as on public 

transport vehicles. As a consequence, the dominant share of filling stations has been installed in industrial areas, while a lack of 

stations for passenger cars (e.g. alongside of highways) is to detect. The limited availability of the respective infrastructure is resulting 

in condition, where the attractiveness of biogas-fired vehicles is noticeably reduced for personal cars (Peeters, Energy Matters; 

Schlichting, OrangeGas; Van der Beesen, RVO).  

In contrast to the before described situation for biogas-fired vehicles, no barrier can be detected for e-vehicles and the respective 

infrastructure. The availability of recharging facilities is adequate in most cities as well as on highway (here, even high speed 

rechargers are offered at a larger scale). E-mobility providers and vehicle distributors also offer to their clients additional loading 

station, which are provided and installed free of charge, to allow for installations at the clients home as well as at the working place. 

In addition, municipalities work closely together with infrastructure and loading station providers to ensure that a comprehensive 

charging network is developed. Investments are partially funded by the municipalities as well as the central government (Van der 

Beesen, RVO). 
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Market structure 

A further barrier concerns the resistance of a few traditional petrol station operators against the roll out of a fast recharging 

infrastructure for e-vehicles (mostly alongside of highways) in the Netherlands, mainly motivated by the fact that the traditional 

operators were not benefitting to a larger charge from this new infrastructure. To this end, several legal proceedings were opened 

before courts, which were so far not successful but which lengthened the process for the roll out of the infrastructure decisively, 

resulting in higher costs (Van der Beesen, RVO). 

 

Other 

A larger complex of barriers is addressing the public perception of renewable transport sources:  

In this regard, stakeholders flagged in first a growing NIMBY resistance against biogas installations. Local citizens are especially 

afraid of odour emission from the installations. The resistance has not reached a level comparable to the one against onshore wind 

installations; still, there is a growing fear among citizens, which could become a larger problem for this renewable source in the 

future (Schlichting, OrangeGas).  

In addition, there is a public discourse about the conflict between the generation of (1. generation) biofuels and the 

production of food. The debate in the Netherlands regards the use of agricultural land for the cultivation of energy crops for 

biofuels purposes. In this regard, the discussion is however only addressing first generation biofuels, which are using parts of plants, 

which could also be used for nutrition purposes, such as maize, rye sugar cane or sugar beets. To this end, the public discourse is to 

a large extent focusing on international conditions and on the fact that parts of the world are suffering of hunger, while other parts 

are using agricultural land for the cultivation of mono-energy crops for biofuel purposes. The discussion is however to a large extent 

neglecting that second generation biofuels are no longer using nutrition plants for the biofuel generation. In general, the discussion 

is therefore qualified to change the general public perception and attitude towards biofuels in the Netherlands, which could become 

a substantial barrier for a broad market entry of biofuels. Awareness raising on the differences between first and second generation 

biofuels might be required to meet existing concerns (Peeters, Energy Matters; Schlichting, OrangeGas; Van der Beesen, RVO).   

A further issue concerns the lack of standards for the e-mobility sector on a European level, which is limiting the e-mobility 

potential in the Netherlands. While fuels such as petrol and diesel and any form of blending are uniformly defined for the entire 

European Union, such definitions are missing for the recharging infrastructure of e-vehicles. In this regard, each Member State has 

defined own standards and definitions, resulting in a multitude of systems throughout the European Union. Consequently, 

efficiencies and subsequent cost reductions for the benefit of the final consumer and thus a larger roll-out of the technology cannot 

be realised (Van der Beesen, RVO).  
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V. Poland 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Poland has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• The growth rate in the RES-E share has been more than enough to achieve the 2020 target, while growth in the RES-

H&C share needs to be accelerated.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Polish RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

In the Republic of Poland, electricity from renewable sources is currently promoted by green certificates. The rule governing the 

certificate receipt is identical to all RES technologies – one certificate is obtained for 1 MWh of energy produced from a 

licensed/registered source and confirmed with the proper readings of the measuring devices. The upper limit of the certificate price is 

determined by the value of the unit substitute fee. Electricity producers may also sell their electricity on the market or offer it to an 

electricity supplier at last year's market price. Operators of micro-installations with a capacity up to 40 kW, who decide to sell their 

generated electricity to an electricity supplier, receive 80% of last year's market price. Furthermore, electricity from renewable 

sources is supported through tax relief (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

Up to this day (end of January 2014) Poland did not transpose the Directive on renewable energy sources to the national 

law. In March 2013, the European Commission referred Poland to the European Court of Justice for this delay. Member States of 

the European Union were obliged to implement the RES-Directive 2009/28/EC into their national law no later than by the 5th 

December 2010. Poland has not presented new consistent legal solutions that ensure a sustainable development of RES in Poland. 

The Commission proposes to impose a daily penalty payment of EUR 133,228.80. The amendments of the Energy Law from July 

2013 that Poland introduced in order to avoid the penalty may not be sufficient to meet the EC criteria. 

Since over 2 years, the Polish government is working on the implementation of the new Law on renewable energy sources (RES-

Law). The current draft law, which is the eight draft version, introduces a new support scheme for RES-E in a form of auction 

scheme.  The existing quota scheme should continue and apply for already existing plants for 15 years after their commissioning. 

However, their operators can choose if they prefer to be supported through the auction scheme instead. In the auction system, there 

will be 2 tendering categories, depending on the plant capacity (40 kW - 1 MW and >1 MW). The winner of the tender will be the 

operator who is committed to deliver a certain amount of electricity for the lowest price, which will represent the guaranteed feed-in 

tariff for 15 years. It is still not sure, how the tenders will be organised and if all RES-technologies will compete with each other or if 

there will be separate auctions for different technologies. Support for co-firing will be reduced by 50% and hydro-power plants with 

capacity above 1 MW will be excluded from both support schemes. 

The insecurity regarding new RES-Law – the time of its implementation and its effect on different technologies – prevent new 

investments. Without security regarding support of investments, banks do not grant investments loans. In these circumstances, with 

the typical project financing of 10-30% of own contribution and the rest coming from the bank loan, no project can be 

implemented (Świątek, STRATEGOR). 



 

One of the most severe criticisms regarding the draft RES-Law is the paragraph 39, which restricts receiving support through 

auction or quota scheme in a case when the RES-investor received other public grant, e.g. a subsidy or loan from the 

National Fund of Environmental Protection and Water Management or EU Regional and Structural Funds. This regulation may cause 

that Poland will not be able to use funds dedicated from the European Union for development of renewable energy sources and 

low-emission economy for the time period of 2014-2020. However, according to the interviewed stakeholders, since the Polish 

Ministry of Economy, responsible for designing the RES-Law, did not give any explanation for this rule, it is expected that this 

paragraph will be amended (Świątek, STRATEGOR).  

According to Mr Pietruszko from the Polish PV-Association, the draft law on renewable energy sources does not allow for the 

development of prosumer and distributed renewable energy generation. Auction mechanism will support the development of RES 

based solely on the cheapest technologies (Pietruszko, PV Polska). 

For over a year now there is oversupply of green certificates. In February, the stock exchange price of the certificate fell to a 

record low of PLN 100 per MWh (EUR 23.76), which was approximately one third of the substitute fee designed for this year. In the 

years before, the prices of green certificates normally remained around the cost of this fee. The main reason for this trend is 

including RES-electricity production in co-firing plants, using biomass together with fossil sources (coal and lignite) into the support 

scheme. This production amounts to the volume of about 50% of all electricity generated from renewable sources. In practice, this 

means that over 50% of the revenues from the sale of green certificates go to conventional energy sector. The price of green 

certificates fell also through the support of old and fully amortised hydro power plants and the possibility of paying the substitute 

fee instead of purchasing the certificates form producers of electricity from RES (Siembab, PIGEO). 

As mentioned before, the operators of RES-micro-installations receive a “feed-in tariff”, which however, amounts to only 80% 

of average selling price of electricity on the competitive market, which is not sufficient to constitute a real incentive. According to Mr 

Pietruszko, this regulation will be amended and a net-metering will be introduced for micro-installations (Pietruszko, PV Polska).  

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Access to the grid for new plants, especially those using renewable energy sources is very limited. The most important barrier 

concerning grid issues is lack of free grid capacity. The poor infrastructure of transmission and distribution grid is not adjusted to 

distributed electricity generation as the one coming from the usage of renewable energy sources. This is due to the centralised 

electricity generation system prevailing in Poland. This situation is intensified through insufficient investments in network extension in 

the desired scale, technical restrictions introduced by companies involved in electricity distribution and transmission for those who 

apply for grid connection permits and finally speculators who are closing access to network (Siembab, PIGEO).   

Apart from that there is no guarantee and no priority of grid connection for plants using renewable energy sources. The priority 

for renewable energy sources applies only for the transmission of the electricity but this can only be applied after connection 

(Siembab, PIGEO). The new draft RES-Law will introduce priority of grid connection for renewable energy sources, which will, 

however, still be restricted with regard to technical and economic feasibility of the grid connection.  

Another barrier is the advance payment. According to the Energy Law, a developer wishing to connect his plant to the grid needs 

to submit an application along with additional planning documents and an advance on the connection fee. The payment amounts to 

PLN 30 for each kilowatt of the connection capacity he applied for. The advance payment has to be paid on account of the grid 

operator. Advance payment is dedicated to the payment of the connection fee. The Energy Law states that the grid operator has to 



 

pay the advance payment back when the grid connection permit is refused due to no technical or economic conditions of the 

connection. The advance shall also be paid back if the connection simply does not occur, no matter on which grounds. Yet this is not 

regulated by the Energy Law. There is a risk that a developer may receive connection conditions, which make the investment 

unprofitable and do not allow for the further development of the project and the advance payment will not be paid back (Siembab, 

PIGEO).  

The connection fee claimed by the grid operator differs significantly for the same RES-E plant type and the same 

capacity. Based on data provided by the Transmission System Operator PSE, the difference may be as much as two orders of 

magnitude converted per one megawatt for the same RES source (e.g. wind energy generation). At one location, issued connection 

conditions require a connection fee of PLN 13,000 per MW (€ 3,144 per MW), while at another location about PLN 4 million per 

MW (€ 970,000 per MW) (Siembab, PIGEO).  

Another barrier regarding grid infrastructure, is the requirement for all plants with capacity above 2 MWel, which want to be 

connected to the electricity grid, to conduct a study on the impact of the connected generation facility on the electricity 

system. The study is conducted by the system operator and its results are inaccessible to the plant operator. Apart from that, some 

distribution and transmission companies include the cost of grid modernisation and expansion outside the connection point 

in the connection fee (Siembab, PIGEO). 

 

 

 

Administrative processes 

Another type of barriers are these connected to the administrative processes. 

The time required to develop fully permitted project (with construction permit) is at least 3 years. The most complicated issues are 

lack of spatial plans, lengthy procedures and lack of information on available grid capacities (Siembab, PIGEO). 

First barrier is the lack of local spatial development plans. Most investments in renewable energy sources may be located in an 

area on the basis of including generation facilities in the local spatial development plan. This applies particularly to investments in 

wind farms. Currently, a majority of municipalities in Poland do not have a local spatial development plans and if they have, the 

plans seldom provide for location for the RES plants in the area. In this situation, the building permit is issued on the basis of a 

planning permission (rarely possible for wind farms) or a new local spatial development plan needs to be approved. The procedure of 

a new plan approval is costly and time-consuming and extends the process of preparing the investment project by minimum one 

year. The procedure for obtaining the local development plan is in many cases connected with an assessment on the environmental 

impact (Siembab, PIGEO). 

Lengthy administrative procedures constitute another barrier. There are only few regulations on how long the administrative 

procedures may take, and, in cases when they are specified, the timeframe is considered as too long. Mr Szulc, an expert on biogas 

installations, stated that the administrative procedures in Poland takes approximately 1.5 year, whereas in the neighbouring country 

– Germany – the same procedure is finalised in 1 or 2 months (Szulc, ITEO). 

The proposed draft law on the protection of the landscape is criticised as hindering further development of wind power in 

Poland. The draft law will limit the opportunities for renewable energy in Poland by applying the rigors of location and establish 



 

further areas where wind investment will not be allowed to be realised. Moreover, the proposed regulations significantly reduce 

spatial planning power of municipalities and move the decision making to the provincial level (województwa) (Świątek, STRATEGOR). 

The availability of information on possible connection and vacant capacity is not sufficient. The Energy Law obliges the 

operators of grids with a voltage of more than 110 kV to publish the current connection capacity for a given connection point and 

the planned changes for the next five years.  However, since most RES plants (around 90%) are connected to the grid with a voltage 

of less than 110 kV this obligation does not help further development of RES. Most grid companies do not comply with the 

provisions of the law to provide information. In some cases published data do not bring any information, which might be of interest 

for RES-E developers. Also most of the gird operators avoid giving notice on no available capacity for new connections (Siembab, 

PIGEO). 

 

Other 

One very severe barrier is the public perception of RES as an expensive energy source. Politicians, as for example the Polish 

Prime Minister, Donald Tusk, express the argument that energy generated from such sources is the most expensive one and 

contributes to growing energy prices for end users, deteriorates the landscape and adversely affects the functioning of the electricity 

system (Siembab, PIGEO). 

A good example for this negative perception is the draft of the building act, which proposes an introduction of 3 km distance from 

buildings and forests for wind energy plants. This restriction would in reality ban wind power plants in Poland. Moreover, the act 

would not only affect new installations, but also concern already existing plants, which would in effect have to be moved to other 

locations. It is very improbable that this regulation will be approved by the parliament. The draft, however, shows the attitude of 

polish politicians towards wind energy and affects polish image within international RES investors (Siembab, PIGEO).



 

 

The Polish RES-H&C Sector 

Support scheme 

In Poland, heat generated from renewable energy sources is supported through two different subsidy schemes. One was launched 

by a state-owned bank, the other one by the National Fund for Environmental Protection and Water Management. The former 

supports refurbishment works which, among others, may include the installation of RES technologies for heat generation. The 

subsidy from the National Fund supports the purchase and installation of solar collectors (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

Renewable energy sources in heating are only indirectly supported though a certificate system. Apart from the “green certificates” 

granted for electricity generation from renewable energy sources, there are also certificates for supporting co-generation: “yellow 

certificates” granted for CHP using agricultural biogas and CHP using other RES with capacity up to 1 MW el or “purple certificates” 

granted for CHP using gas derived from any biomass and “red certificates” granted for CHP using solid biomass or bioliquids with an 

installed capacity of at least 1 MW. Certificates are issued for electricity generated in high-performance cogeneration plant, but the 

amount of the certificates granted strongly depends on the amount of generated heat (Siembab, PIGEO). 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The most severe barrier to development of renewable energy sources in the heating sector is the insufficient support system. In 

comparison with renewable energy sources in electricity sector, RES used for heating purposes are poorly supported. There is no 

quota system with certificates for generation of heating from RES, no guaranteed prices and no tax exceptions or reliefs (Siembab, 

PIGEO). 

The certificate system supporting co-generation terminated on 31 March 2013. This applies only to yellow and red certificates 

and not to the violet certificates, which operate until 31 March 2019. The termination of certificates scheme was one of the main 

causes of the crisis, which last year plunged among others biogas industry in Poland. Without a stable mechanism of support with 

certificates for co-generation no development in using heat from renewable sources can occur (Siembab, PIGEO). 

On 24 January 2014, the Parliament passed an amendment of the energy law, restoring the support system for high-efficiency 

cogeneration with includes yellow and red certificates and extends its operation until 2018.  The support scheme is still not 

approved by the European Commission. This procedure might take few months. However, the parliament decided not to wait 

for the decision of the EC and introduce legislation allowing for the restoration of support for high-efficiency cogeneration. In case 

that the European Commission does not approve the scheme, the beneficiaries of the scheme might even have to pay back the 

granted support.  Under such circumstances, the Polish state will have to pay compensations to these beneficiaries (Gram w Zielone).  



 

There is no tax relief for the purchase of renewable energy equipment for heating purposes. This barrier affects primarily 

smaller units. The tax law does not include any suitable mechanism supporting installation of units generating heat using renewable 

energy sources, as for example heat pumps, solar collectors and biomass boilers in residential buildings (Siembab, PIGEO). 

 

Other 

Another barrier is the limited access to biomass for heating purposes. Introduction of green certificates to support producers of 

electricity from renewable energy sources has resulted in transfer of a significant part of biomass delivery from the heat production 

industry to the electricity sector. Consequently, there has been no significant increase in the share of primary energy in domestic 

biomass in recent years. Effectively, there are anomalies in the use of biomass for energy purposes. Energy companies, guided by a 

potential profit derived from green certificates, obtain biomass for blocks generating electricity. A major part of electricity generated 

in Poland is produced from biomass, particularly in installations for co-firing of biomass with coal and from large installations for 

biomass. Thus, availability of solid biomass for energy purposes at a reasonable price for the heating sector is very much limited 

(Siembab, PIGEO). 



 

 

The Polish RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

In Poland, renewable energy in transport is promoted through a biofuels quota obligation. The producers, importers and suppliers of 

fuels are obliged to meet an annual quota of biofuels in the total amount of liquid fuels produced/supplied/imported. The obligation 

levels - the National Indicative Target - are determined every three years for a period of 6 years by the Council of Ministers (RES 

LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

Uncertainty on the European market, due to failure of the European Council to reach an agreement on biofuels regulations, 

constitutes a very severe barrier for the biofuels. A compromise proposal presented by the Lithuanian Presidency, introducing a cap 

of 7% on conventional biofuels has not been agreed on. On 11 September 2013 a narrow majority of Members of the European 

Parliament voted that "first generation" biofuels should not exceed 6% of the final energy consumption in transport by 2020, as 

opposed to the current 10% target in existing legislation, while advanced biofuels should represent at least 2.5% of energy 

consumption in transport by 2020. The Members of the European Parliament vote also endorsed double-counting of biofuels 

produced from UCO (Used Cooking Oil) or animal wastes and a minimum 7.5% limit of ethanol in gasoline.112 The discussion is still 

not finalized, which strengthens the legislative uncertainty in the whole European Union (Stępień, KIB). 

In Poland, like in the majority of the European Union Members States, consumption of liquid fuels is dominated by diesel oil. 

The sales of diesel oil have been recently 3-times higher than of petrol. The major reasons for such development should be seen in a 

long-lasting preference for diesel oil through excise duty rates (that account for some 2/3 of the excise duty in case of petrol) and a 

dynamic technological progress in the automotive industry in building compression ignition engines that has brought about a wide-

spread introduction of Common Rail fuel injection systems which as a result reduced significantly the consumption of diesel oil. Such 

disproportion directly translates into clear dominance of methyl esters in terms of volumes over bioethanol in the achievement of the 

National Index Targets. "Dieselisation" of transport also contributes to lack of interests among fuel businesses in introducing to the 

market liquid biofuels that are based on petrol (Siembab, PIGEO). 

Another barrier is the high costs of biofuel manufacturing caused by the price of agricultural raw materials. They account for 

some 2/3 of all costs related to biofuel manufacturing. Prices of agricultural raw materials are also subject to significant fluctuations 

(Siembab, PIGEO). 

112 Source: European Biofuels Technology Platform (http://www.biofuelstp.eu/legislation.html) 

                                                                 



 

There are no mechanisms in Poland that promote and support initiatives that lead to development of transport operated 

by electricity generated from renewable sources (Siembab, PIGEO). 

 

Market structure 

The grey market, i.e. illegal trade in fuels does not only affect the producers of the fuels but also limits the use of bio-

components. The fuels traded in this “grey market” are not blended with biocomponents. The problem has grown rapidly since the 

beginning of 2012, when the amount of excise duty tax has risen. The share of this “grey market” in the wholesome diesel market is 

estimated at about 8% in the first and second quarter of 2012 (Siembab, PIGEO). 

The targets of the quota obligation (as indicated by National Indicative Target) are mainly met by blending biocomponents into 

normative fuels, while the difference between the National Indicative Target and the share achieved by blending is covered through 

the sale of liquid biofuels. This is in Poland reduced to the trade of B100 (methyl esters forming self-contained fuel). Due to the high 

costs of B100 and the need of artificial lowering prices of this fuel to make it more attractive in comparison to the normative fuels a 

phenomenon of multiple trading of the same product commonly known as "carousel B100"came to life (Siembab, PIGEO). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Technological progress that consists in using the Common Rail fuel injection system in compression ignition engines has 

simultaneously led to technological limitation in the possibilities of using methyl esters as a biocomponent in diesel oil. 

The percentage level of esters in diesel oil that is generally accepted by manufacturers of Common Rail vehicles does not exceed the 

volume of 7% (so-called B7). This is primarily related to specific physico-chemical properties of esters the excessive amount of which 

in diesel oil will significantly affect the life cycle of Common Rail systems. Mass scale use of such technology significantly affects the 

development of quality standards for fuels, and, consequently, the European and domestic policies that determine the legal 

framework for the required properties and qualities of fuels. Older technologies used in diesel engines did not have such limitations. 

What needs to be stressed is that Common Rail technologies used in agriculture equipment (tractors, combines) are adjusted to run 

on clean BIO100 biofuel (Siembab, PIGEO). 

The quantitative limit of maximum permitted content of biofuels is determined to a large extent through the technological 

development of the automotive industry, which – by working closely with the refinery industry – is not interested in the use of 

biofuels on a large scale (Stępień, KIB). 

In Poland, with the exception of biofuels BIO100, there is practically no supply market of biofuels, due to the lack of appropriate 

infrastructure (limited number of tanks at tank stations) and no consumers’ interest in purchasing them (caused by the age of 

the car fleet in Poland and prices of biofuels – small price differences do not compensate for lower energy content of biofuels as 

compared to petroleum-derived fuels)  (Stępień, KIB). 

For over 2 years now the Ministry of Economy has been working on amending the Fuel Quality Monitoring and Control Act that 

consists in changing the definition of petrols that involves increase in the permitted maximum percentage of bioethanol from 5 to 

10% (so-called E10). However, increase of the percentage of bioethanol in petrols is not a safe solution from the technical point of 

view for all vehicles in Poland that run on petrols, primarily because of the age of the car fleet in Poland. Almost each vehicle with 

a petrol engine manufactured after 2000 may safely use E10 fuel, however, according to the data from the Polish Central Statistical 



 

Office (GUS) the vehicle average age in Poland is 14 years (or actually 12 years), and in view of lack of accurate data introduction of 

E10 was abandoned when amending the said act in 2011. Currently, work is under way again on another amendment, however, it 

is based on the same estimates which has resulted in setting up a transition period having 2 types of petrols sold at the same time 

on the market, i.e. having 5% and 10% share of bioethanol by the end of 2016 (as provided for in the current draft of the act). This 

means marginalisation of market importance of E10, which will directly limit the increase of the use of bioethanol as a 

biocomponent of the standard fuel (Stępień, KIB). 
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W. Portugal 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Portugal has missed its NREAP 2012 target, but has met the less ambitious interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in the RES-E share needs to accelerate to achieve the 2020 target share. The RES-H&C share has even 

decreased between 201 0 and 2012. This trend needs to be reversed. The negative growth in the RES-T share may be 

due to statistics issues. 



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Portuguese RES-E Sector 

According to APREN and based on the data released by REN,  58% of electricity consumption in Portugal mainland was supplied by 

renewable energy sources (RES) in 2013, a considerable increase compared to the 39% achieved in 2012, and the highest value 

since there is available data. The increase was a result of more production from water and wind sources - with the latter accounting 

for 23% of domestic consumption 113. 

Due to the budget deficit and macroeconomic imbalances that Portugal has been addressing in the past years, the country is still 

conducting a comprehensive structural reform in several sectors. The legal framework of the electric sector together with the policies 

that support renewables have been under review114. A new power granting and support regime was published in February 2012115, 

followed by a new licensing regime published in August 2013116.  

 

Support scheme 

In Portugal, a feed-in tariff (hereinafter FiT) system was in place for all RES (except large hydropower plants) with tariffs varying 

depending on the technology, size of the installations117 and being applicable for a certain time frame (i.e. 2, 12, 15, 20, 25 or 35 

years) or until an upper limit of electricity produced is reached, whichever occurs first (RES LEGAL Europe Database). There is a 

purchase obligation that creates favorable conditions for the deployment of RES-E installations. 

However, after a moratorium was established in February 2012118, in October 2012 a new regime was published119. This new regime 

has extinguished support schemes for new projects (except for micro and mini generation units) which should from then on be 

under the general regime and paid according to market prices. Support schemes can only be envisaged via a specific power granting 

tender to be launched by the competent energy authority. In addition, an alternative regime for wind farms was introduced in 

2013120 as the outcome of negotiations between the Government and the promoters. Likewise, the regime applicable to micro and 

mini generation units has been updated121 and self-consumption regulation is under preparation. 

 

113 These values are annual and do not take into account the harmonization with the previous 15 years as requested by the European Renewable Energy Directive (hereinafter 

EU-RED). Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources. 
114 According to the MoU 8th Update 2013, the measures foreseen were a downward revision of the feed-in tariffs for new contracts to ensure that production is not over-

compensated, as well as the development of alternative mechanisms, such as a feed-in premium for mature technologies. 
115 See DL 215-A/2012 and DL 215-B/2012. 
116 See Ordinance 243/2013. 
117 Micro and mini generation units have their own regime. See DL 363/2007, amending act DL 118-A/2010 (Micro production), DL 34/2011 (Mini production) and amending act 

DL 25/2013. 
118 See DL 25/2012. 
119 See DL 215-A/2012 and DL 215-B/2012. 
120 See DL 35/2013. 
121 See DL 25/2013. 

                                                                 



 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are connected to the existence & reliability of general RES-E strategy & 

support scheme. The unfavorable political and economic context was already mentioned in the previous report as a barrier with 

severe effects (KoT, 2013:192-5). In fact, an overall reduction of support for RES projects and the lack of long term vision for the 

national energy strategy, as well as the lack of acknowledgement of the benefits of using RES to the economy continue to be 

mentioned. Other barriers include regulatory instability and lack of transparency, considering that the variations and changes of  the 

legal framework, which sometimes encourages the development of renewables and after a while changes the goals122, creates 

insecurity in the market (Joyce, LNEG, 2014).  

It should also be added the complexity of the regulation of administrative processes for obtaining licenses, which have a 

discretionary outcome and might lead to unforeseeable costs not compatible to the type and dimension of the project. According to 

APREN, the new licensing regime introduced by Ordinance 243/2013 is not entirely compatible with European legislation and sets 

deadlines hard to comply with for administrative reasons that cannot be charged upon the promoters, but that can jeopardize them 

by delaying the projects and therefore reducing the value of the support scheme. In addition, the development of emerging and 

mature technologies may have been compromised as there is no FiT for emerging technologies and mature technologies, such as 

wind and hydropower, are now facing the market regime for the first time and uncertainty concerning its functioning are still in 

place (re-frame.eu Database). 

Other barriers mentioned within this category relate to remuneration level for RES-E, access to finance, and the revenue risk 

under given support scheme. According to APREN, on the remuneration level for RES-E, there is a lack of transparent 

information on the real costs of RES support. Moreover, incorrect information has been spread, affecting public opinion, and no 

correct explanation on the origin of the tariff deficit and the contribution of RES in electricity tariffs has been provided. (re-frame.eu 

Database).  

With regards to access to finance, the country risk due to the economic and financial crises induced a decrease in the capital 

available to finance RES projects. Additionally, overpowering projects are felting difficulties to be deployed due to complications in 

maintaining the project finance of the original project while waiting for new specific legislation to be published. With regards to 

revenue risk, the annual cap for micro generation installations has been reduced from 25 MW to 10 MW and a deep cut in the 

solar PV micro generation support scheme lead to lower tariffs in the first 8 years than in the last 7 years123 (re-frame.eu Database). 

Generally, feed-in tariffs have been reduced in Europe, but the drastic reduction of FiTs for PV systems in Portugal in 2014124 sends a 

negative signal to the market (Joyce, LNEG, 2014). 

122 It can be mentioned as an example the goal for PV and CSP set in the NREAP 2010, which was 1,500 MW (for PV and CSP). The plan was reviewed in 2013 and the goal for 

2020 was drastically reduced to 670 MW (for PV) and 50MW for CSP (concentrated solar power). Joyce, LNEG, 2014. 
123 It should be stressed that the remuneration in place for 2014 makes the payback of the registration fee to be more than one year, which might make the regular regime more 

attractive than the supported regime, considering that only the latter requires as counterpart the installation of solar thermal systems or biomass boilers. 
124 For 2013, the FiT for PV under the micro generation regime was €196/MWh (for the first 8 years) and €165/MWh (for the next 7 years) and the FiT for PV under the mini 

generation regime was €151/MWh (Circular DGEG 430 and 431 of 31 December 2012). For 2014, the FiT for PV systems under the micro generation regime was reduced to 

€66/MWh for the first period and €145/MWh for the second period and the FiT for PV under the mini generation regime was reduced to € 106/MWh (Circular DGEG of 26 

December 2013). 

                                                                 



 

 

Market structure 

In this category, a severe barrier related to the existence of functioning & non-discriminatory short term markets for RES-E 

could be identified, considering the fact that RES-E projects are being pushed into a market that has not been completely defined yet 

and whose current design does not favour the integration of RES. The lack of structural definition of the market structure might 

bring great uncertainty to the sector (re-frame.eu Database). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

The barriers in this category were related to transparent and foreseeable grid development, predictability/transparency of 

connection procedure, and treatment of RES-E dispatch (curtailment). As highlighted in the previous report, there is a limited 

interconnection capacity between Spain and France, which actually prevents the export of renewable electricity out of the Iberian 

Market and limits the development of RES-E projects in Portugal  (KoT, 2013:192-5; re-frame.eu Database). Additionally, there is no 

definition for offshore regarding grid access and connection procedures and there is a lack of definition of curtailment rules for RES-

E. 

 

Administrative processes 

The majority of the barriers within this category are related to the integration of RES-E in spatial and environmental planning, 

followed by complexity and duration of administrative procedures. In Portugal, the regulation of RES-E production has been 

spread over many documents, which sometimes hampers the understanding of the rules to which producers are subjected to (KoT, 

2013:192-5; Joyce, LNEG, 2014). The lack of compatibility of RES-E projects to spatial planning instruments in the municipalities (e.g. 

Municipal Master Plans) and incompatibilities of RES-E projects with forest areas might delay the issue of permits125. In addition, 

difficulties to find grid connection points at distances compatible to the dimension of the project were also reported as existing 

barriers. Moreover, it would be important to conduct studies on technical, environmental and economic potential of RES sources to 

allow for better quantification of the remaining potential and identification of appropriate sites still available (re-frame.eu Database). 

With regards to the administrative procedure for grid connection, it is considered long, complex and expensive, especially when it 

is necessary to assess the environmental impact of the activity126. Actually, the complicate and time-consuming procedure to obtain 

a permit has been extensively mentioned in previous studies (e.g. KoT, 2013:192-5, RES Integration, 2011:23; Ragwitz et al., 

2011:82; AEON, 2010:9) as a central barrier and still continues to exist (re-frame.eu Database). According to APREN, the new 

legislation on power granting and licensing procedure127 lacks transparency, adequacy and has discretionary dispositions, bringing 

great uncertainty to RES-E investments. 

Finally, the plant operator, whose plant is to be connected to the grid, shall establish an additional connection point, bearing the 

respective costs. Afterwards, the lines are delivered to the grid operator at no costs (RES LEGAL Europe Database). As producers are 

125 For example: there is a prohibition to build in areas where there have been fires for a period of ten years; some trees in areas where their density can be characterized as 

woodland have a special protected statute and require a specific process; RES projects and corresponding infrastructures located in forest areas need the approval from the 

National Forest Authority. 
126 Almost all RES projects are subject to Environmental studies. APREN highlights that “the procedures of the Environmental Impact Assessment Committees also impact 

negatively on the project, as there is no deadline to answer to additional information requests and the presence of a representative of the promoter is not possible to answer 

immediately all the requests […]” (KoT, 2013:192-5). However it should be noted that under the new legislation for environmental impact assessment (DL 151-B/2013), the 

licensing authority is already eligible to take part in environmental evaluation committees, which was a previous policy recommendation from APREN. 
127 DL 215-B/2013 and Ordinance 243/2013. 

                                                                 



 

not entitled to a special expropriation regime like grid operators are, they usually pay high prices to land owners for land rental in 

order to install the aerial lines. In some cases, they have to use longer lines to contour conflict areas. Considering that the FiT is set 

by a price index of the month before the entry into operation and every delay corresponds to a lower FiT, producers are tempted to 

accept very high prices (KoT, 2013: 192-5; re-frame.eu Database). 

 

Other 

Finally, barriers related to operational issues, information exchange, tax regime, and transparency of energy statistics 

should also be mentioned. In terms of operational issues, it is worth to highlight a certain inflexibility of procedures. Under a CPV 

(Concentrated Photovoltaic) tender which took place in 2010, each promoter was linked to a given supplier; however some suppliers 

are no longer producing solar modules but the permits do not allow to change them (re-frame.eu Database). Concerning exchange 

of information, the certification procedure for wind technology under the micro generation regime is still under development and 

there is a lack of detailed urban wind assessment tools and methodologies applied to the generality of urban areas (re-frame.eu 

Database).  

With regards to tax regime, questions related to tax depreciation of equipment for the production of electricity from renewable 

sources, the incidence of Municipal Real Estate tax (IMI) and fines applicable to micro producers that don't declare annually the 

profits are also in place (re-frame.eu Database). Moreover, the inexistence of long term policies to each sector leads to constrains, 

such as the limits to the fiscal deductibility of financial costs that were introduced by the State Budget 2013 that might discourage 

future investments in the sector and jeopardize existing ones (re-frame.eu Database). 

Finally, it should be pointed out that energy statistics in Portugal can be hard to analyze due to different approaches chosen by 

official entities to publish data, which might lead to incompatible data between available sources and even jeopardize the 

transparency of the statistics (re-frame.eu Database). 



 

 

The Portuguese RES-H&C Sector  

Regarding the use of renewable energy in the heating sector, Portugal still has room for improvement. The operationalization of a 

RES-H&C strategy is necessary in order to maintain the ambition and the deployment of the sector. A decrease in the share of 

renewables in the H&C sector is expected to happen between 2005 and 2020 (Fouquet & Sharick, 2011:22,33). According to 

APREN, the share of RES-H&C in 2009 was 37.86%, but has dropped to 34.45% in 2010 and is expected to drop even more by 

2020, considering the target of 30.6% set in the National Action Plan for Renewable Energy – PNAER 2020 (EREC, 2013:24). The 

reviewed PNAER estimates that the contribution of RES in H&C can be between 33-35% in 2020 (PNAER, 2013: 2069,2086). 

Nonetheless, the main barriers described in the 2013 report for the Keep-on-Track! project are still in place, as detailed below. 

 

Support scheme 

There is currently no direct support mechanism for RES-H (as of January 2014). From November 2012 until July 2013, the Efficient 

Building Program (Edifício Eficiente) foresaw a budget of € 1 million from Portugal's Energy Efficiency Fund (FEE, 2012) for the 

installation of solar thermal panels in existing buildings. The subsidy covered 50% of the investment costs (including installation) up 

to €1,500 (eclareon, 2013). Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that the heating sector is indirectly supported via the micro 

generation regime as electricity producers shall install a minimum of 2m2 of solar thermal panels or a biomass boiler (with equivalent 

thermal energy production) as a counterpart to be entitled to the FiT. 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are related to inexistence & reliability of general RES-H&C strategy & 

support scheme. Actually, the lack of a long-term incentive strategy to support the development of the sector was already 

highlighted in the previous report as a severe barrier (KoT, 2013:196-8) that could jeopardize the achievement of the 2020 target. 

As previously mentioned, there is currently no direct support scheme in place and fiscal benefits have been removed128. 

A lack of equipments produced nationally in case of pellet stoves and boilers was also mentioned 
again as a barrier as most equipments are imported. In fact, there are key players in the manufacture 
of solar thermal equipments, but not many when it comes to other technologies (KoT, 2013:196-8). 
In addition, the difficulty in having reliable market statistics was also pointed out. 

128 Until 2010, an environmental tax deduction of 30% of the amount spent on acquisition of new equipments to use renewable energy (with a maximum cap of € 803) was in 

place. Nonetheless, this tax deduction was repealed by Law 55-A of 2010, which approved the State Budget for 2011. 

                                                                 



 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Within this category, the barriers relate to the lack of infrastructure and infrastructure development.  There is no clear intention 

of developing a district heating infrastructure in Portugal. In fact, it is not new that district heating does not play a significant role in 

the country (NREAP 2010:86). It is worth to highlight though that infrastructure for district heating is expensive and that the country 

does not have tradition in this kind of system, what is understandable considering its climate and the fact that heating needs are 

concentrated in a short period of the year, making more sense to have district heating and cooling, instead of only district heating 

(KoT, 2013:196-8). Another barrier mentioned was the difficulty in installing solar thermal systems in multifamily existing buildings 

due to a lack of knowledge and experience on the implementation of solar thermal systems in this kind of buildings in urban 

environment (re-frame.eu Database). 

 

Other 

In addition, other barriers mentioned for the RES-H sector were mainly related to certification and information exchange. With 

regards to certification, there is a lack of certification schemes to installers and equipments in case of biomass technologies. In the 

AEON Report, Portugal was rated in 2010 as insufficient in the table showing the Member States that have sufficient training on RES 

during the formal education of installers, planners and architects (AEON, 2010: 69). Nevertheless, the lack of certification schemes to 

installers and biomass equipments was still mentioned in 2013 as a barrier (Almeida, CBE; re-frame.eu Database). 

Furthermore, the lack of statistics and the inexistence of mandatory quality controls to check biomass fuel quality (i.e. the physical 

properties of refined biomass fuels, e.g. wood pellets) used either by public or private bodies were once more listed as barriers (re-

frame.eu Database). In fact, ensuring standardized biofuels will protect consumers and increase confidence (Almeida, CBE). For solar 

thermal, it is possible to know the total installed, but that is not the case for biomass. As mentioned in the previous report, national 

statistics on biomass consumption at the household level are only presented in the census - conducted every 10 years (KoT, 

2013:196-8)129 . 

Barriers in the field of information exchange relate to a lack of certification, research, regulation and information on geothermal 

technologies, as well as insufficient information available on RES-H&C technologies. There is still not much information, research nor 

certification available and according to the AEON Report, "Portugal has good conditions for the use of low-enthalpy geothermal 

systems but the effective potential and the types of heat-pumps better suited for each situation still require a better investigation" 

(AEON, 2010:14). In terms of public perception, there is a lack of awareness from policy makers, urban planners, installers and the 

general public about RES-H&C technologies (especially biomass) and their benefits, which leads to an insufficient use of the potential 

and a certain resistance to a widely implementation of the technology (KoT, 2013:196-8; re-frame.eu Database).

129 See INE/DGEG, 2011. 

                                                                 



 

 

The Portuguese RES-T Sector 

In Portugal, the transport sector remains the biggest source of greenhouse gas emissions in comparison with other sectors and these 

emissions will be especially important to be addressed in the future (eclareon, 2013). Some barriers mentioned in the 2013 report for 

the Keep-on-Track! Project are still in place, such as the ones related to the domestic production regime and the remuneration 

regime. Many other new barriers have been identified and are explained below.  

 

Support scheme 

A tax exemption to small producers and a biofuel quota are currently in place in Portugal. The former comprises a total exemption of 

the petrol product tax known as ISP (Isenção de Imposto sobre Produtos Petrolíferos e Energéticos) to small producers of biofuels 

(known as Dedicated Small Producers - PPDs)130. The latter imposes biodiesel plants to produce certain amounts for the domestic 

market based on the sales of the previous year and each plant’s annual capacity. Furthermore, oil companies are obliged to blend by 

the end of 2014, a minimum of 6.75% (v/v) of domestically produced biodiesel (specified by EN 14214) into road diesel. At the 

same, time oil companies are currently obliged to blend a certain amount of RE into the transport fuels’ market. This energy 

percentage increases gradually, starting in 5% (2011-2012) and reaching 10% (2019-2020). There is also the specific obligation to 

incorporate 2.5% in energy content of gasoline substitute biofuels, based on the gasoline quantities to be supplied into the market 

starting from year 2015 (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are related to the existence & reliability of general RES-T strategy & 

support scheme, as well as the remuneration level for RES-T.  

With regards to RES-T strategy, rules protecting the national market oblige blenders to source a minimum of biodiesel domestically, 

which might prevent import of other types of biofuels other than biodiesel - since they are not entitled to renewable energy 

certificates - and might hamper the entrance of new investors in the biodiesel market. Additionally, it is necessary to finalize the 

update of the policy framework for electric mobility. New targets and measures are essential to give positive signs to the market on 

the willingness to have higher penetration of electric vehicles (re-frame.eu Database).  

130 It is worth adding that large biofuel producers benefited from an exemption of the ISP from 2007 to 2010. 

Nowadays the exemption only applies to the above-mentioned Dedicated Small Producers (PPD). 

                                                                 



 

With regards to the remuneration level, Decree-law 117/2010 provided for the fixing of a maximum selling price for biodiesel and 

according to Brouzos, “the pricing of biodiesel produced in Portugal based on the volatile international quotations of this product 

doesn’t seem to ensure the necessary profit margins for the industry to sustain its business for the long term” (Brouzos in KoT, 

2013:199-200). The unavailability of raw materials at competitive prices is a barrier to the small dedicated producers of biofuels. As 

in Portugal, there is no effective collection and management of UCO (used cooking oil) for recycling and production of biodiesel, 

illegal disposal of used cooking oils to non-licensed destinations or exportation to other countries, as for example Spain, still occur 

(re-frame.eu Database). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Within this category, the barriers mainly relate to technological issues and lack of infrastructure and infrastructure 

development.  

Regarding technological issues, there are two issues to consider. First, the limited autonomy of the batteries for electric vehicles 

compared with their price is a barrier to the spread of this technology and the general public continue to find electric vehicle less 

attractive and reliable (re-frame.eu Database). Second, the blending limits for biofuels in the EU fuel market. In Europe, the 

maximum limits for biofuels content in the fuel market are set by two European standards: 7% (v/v) FAME biodiesel in diesel (EN 

590), and 10% (v/v) for ethanol in the gasoline market (EN228). The requirements are set with the agreement of the European car 

manufacturers but they should be reviewed taking into account that the maximum limits are important for the compliance of the 

RES-T target for 2020, as they may influence the market investments for advanced biofuels (re-frame.eu Database). 

With regards to infrastructure, the MOBI.E program (Programa para a Mobilidade Elétrica) established in 2010 is an interesting 

program, but might have been introduced too early (Farias, IST, 2013). The program enabled Portugal to deploy the charging 

infrastructure to electric vehicles; however, the pilot phase of MOBI.E has still not reached its end131, preventing the program to pass 

on to the next stage (re-frame.eu Database). A review of the program planed a revaluation of the target group and network 

planning, as well as a review of the geographical scope of the pilot network and the feasibility of including new municipalities 

(eclareon, 2014); however, no further details nor the results of the revaluation are available as of January 2014.  

 

Administrative processes 

A severe barrier relates to the integration of biofuel production in spatial planning. Over the past decades, the agriculture 

policy in Portugal - framed under the agriculture EU policy - led to a progressive abandon of arable lands (and desertification). There 

is a lot of potential to explore non-woody energy crops and agro wastes/sub products for advanced biofuels (re-frame.eu Database).  

 

Other 

In addition to the aforementioned barriers, other existing issues are connected to public perception of RES-T and information 

exchange, as well as taxation, certification, operational and technical issues. Concerning the first two barriers above-

mentioned, a lack of knowledge on what is an electric vehicle continues to exist. Not only in what concerns the technology itself but 

also regarding solutions available in the market to go around some of the limitations on the use of the technology (re-frame.eu 

Database). Additionally, there is a lack of a strategy to attract investment and promote the country as a privileged platform for 

131 MOBI.E was under review in the second half of 2013 and will have its pilot phase extended until 31 March 2014 (Order 9220/2013). 

                                                                 



 

testing new solutions for electric mobility, as well as there is no consensus around the concept of biofuel, not only among the 

general public, but also between the experts in the sector (re-frame.eu Database). 

Another important issue is the debate on the land use change impacts of biofuels. Indirect Land Use Change (ILUC) cannot be 

observed; hence estimating the GHG impacts of these changes requires the use of models that make assumptions about future 

impacts and the interactions between different input parameters. Consequently, the models are complex and the outcomes 

inherently uncertain (re-frame.eu Database). 

In terms of taxation and market barriers among neighbouring Member States, Portugal has no ethanol production, but there are 

government plans to include ethanol in the energy mix after 2015. There is a potential risk for increased prices of gasoline between 

Portugal and Spain132. For gasoline, the price in Portugal is higher than in  Spain due to national tax burden. The incorporation of 

ethanol could further increase this difference (re-frame.eu Database). In addition, the inexistence of an established value for the 

residual value133 for electric vehicles incorporated in a company fleet leads to serious concerns about the investment on this 

technology (re-frame.eu Database).  

With regards to certification, a number of mechanisms are permissible for proving compliance with the sustainability criteria, 

including national systems in EU Member States, voluntary schemes and bilateral or multilateral agreements. Among these 

mechanisms, the emphasis has been on voluntary schemes, a wide variety of which have emerged in recent years in response to the 

global expansion of biofuels and bioenergy markets, with some aimed specifically in response to the EU-RED requirements. The 

proliferation and variety of the schemes complicated the work of policymakers, investors and other market actors and has illustrated 

the need for harmonization and coordination. Since July 2011, the European Commission already approved 14 voluntary schemes; 

however, the complexity, steps to recognition at national level and costs are also topics that need to be considered (re-frame.eu 

Database).  

Concerning operational issues, difficulties on regulating and implementing charging stations in residential condominiums have also 

been mentioned as a barrier to the development of RES-T (re-frame.eu Database). Finally, it is important to overcome barriers related 

to vehicles’ technology - most of the existing models are designed to work with a liquid fuelled combustion engine and it is 

necessary to develop more efficient propulsion systems that use renewable energy sources - as well as to overcome the barriers 

related to demand/offer and price, as just for most alternative energy sources, a few models are currently available, there is still no 

capacity to offer in large scale, and alternative solutions are currently not competitive in terms of price (Farias, IST, 2013).  

132 A similar situation occurred in the past with the incorporation of biodiesel in the diesel market in Portugal. In Spain, tax exemptions for biodiesel helped to dilute prices 

discrepancies. In Portugal, they existed, but were terminated in 2011. 
133 The residual value can be explained as the value of an asset at the end of its useful life or leasing period. For example, in case a vehicle is leased for 2 years, its residual value is 

how much it is worth after this period. This value has not been established for electric vehicles yet. 
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X. Romania 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Romania has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target, which is equal to its interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in the RES-E share has been fast enough to achieve the 2020 target if maintained. The RES-H&C  target share 

for 2020 has already been surpassed. Nevertheless, the share has been decreasing too quickly over the last two years 

and developments should be closely monitored. 



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Romanian RES-E Sector 

Due to its favourable natural conditions, large hydro power plants are a historically relevant electricity source in Romania’s electricity 

generation mix. Hydro power is also the main renewable energy source in the country. Therefore, Romania started at a quite high 

share of RES-E in 2005 reaching 30.08 % and is intended to reach 42.52 % in 2020 (NREAP Romania). In 2012, Romania’s RES-E 

share in the country’s gross electricity consumption had reached 33.57 % (Eurostat 2014). Aside from hydro power, Romania ranks 

second best among the European wind regions with a wind potential of 14,000MW, mainly in the south-east of the country in the 

Dobrogea Region. This is accompanied by a solar potential of 1.2TWh. However, until 2010 there was hardly any renewable 

generation except from hydro power (RES-Integration – Country Report Romania). Nevertheless, a sharp increase of RES-E 

technologies other than large hydro power plants could be witnessed in 2012 and 2013, mostly wind and solar power. By the end of 

2013, approx. 4350 MW of RES-E power plants other than large hydro power had been installed (Nagy-Bege, ANRE).  

This positive development was mainly due to the application of the Green Certificate Scheme as defined by Renewable Energy Law 

No. 220/2008. The law came into effect in 2008, but the number of GCs allocated established by the law was subject to the 

European Commission’s prenotification procedure until 2011. The allocated number of Green Certificates came into effect in 

autumn 2011 by Emergency Ordinance No. 88/2011. The support scheme set very favorable conditions for solar, wind and new 

small hydro power plants allocating six, two and three Green Certificates for one MWh respectively. Between November 2011 and 

November 2012, the Romanian RES-E market was finally facing stable political conditions. This mainly contributed to the very 

positive development of installed wind and solar power in 2012 and 2013. But by the end of 2012, first concerns rose across the 

RES-E sector, that some technologies might face overcompensation giving rise to new political intervention in the sector. In March 

2013, the report published by ANRE confirmed these concerns and attested overcompensation to wind power, PV installations and 

small hydro power plants up to 10MW. Ever since, the Renewable Energy Law is undergoing significant and ongoing modifications 

also diminishing the support level for wind, solar and small hydro power (Oprisiu, STALFORT). The modifications are outlined in the 

next section. 

Currently, there is still a high unexplored biomass potential. The support schemes for biomass are still stable and reliable (Oprisiu, 

STALFORT). 

 

Support scheme 

In Romania, electricity from renewable sources is supported mainly through a quota system. The so-called Green Certificate Scheme 

is set out in the Renewable Energy Law No. 220/2008 and amendments related thereto. The quota system is based on quota 

obligations, tradable certificates, and minimum and maximum prices. Electricity suppliers are obliged to present a certain number of 

green certificates (GC) by the end of each trimester in order to meet the quota of GCs defined by the Romanian Energy Regulatory 

Authority (ANRE). These tradable certificates are allocated to the producers of electricity from renewable sources and are traded to 

the electricity suppliers. The failure of electricity suppliers to satisfy their obligation to meet the prescribed GCs quota carries a 

penalty. Basically all technologies are eligible for benefiting from the Green Certificate Scheme for max. 15 years (provided that the 



 

power plant is put into function by 31.12.2016). However, only RES-E power plants up to 10MW may benefit from the support 

scheme (RES LEGAL Europe database).    

In the course of 2013, many proposals for amending the Green Certificate (GC) Scheme regulated by Renewable Energy Law No. 

220/2008 have been emitted by the Ministry of Economy and its Energy Department (Nagy-Bege, ANRE; Oprisiu, STALFORT). In June 

2013, Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013 emitted by the Government suspended the issuance of a share of Green Certificates for 

wind power plants, PV-installations and small hydro power plants as follows:  

• For new hydro power plants up to 10 MW: 1 GC out of 3 GC (one third) 

• Photovoltaic installations: 2 GC out of 6 GC (one third) 

• Wind power plants: 1 GC out of 2 GC (half) 

It entered into force on 1 July 2013. The suspended green certificates are withheld and will be issued retroactively starting from 1 

April 2017 for hydro power and photovoltaic installations and from 1 January 2018 for wind power plants. The process for issuing 

the withheld certificates should be determined by ANRE regulations (Nagy-Bege, ANRE; Oprisiu, STALFORT).  

Another amendment affecting the number of Green Certificates allocated to wind, solar and small hydro power was Government 

Decision No. 994/2013. It was published on 16 December 2013 in the Romanian Official Gazette and prescribes a reduction of GCs 

in order to prevent over-compensation for the following technologies:  

• a reduction of 0.5 GCs/MWh for wind power plants in 2014 and a further reduction of 0.25 GCs/MWh as of 2018  

• a reduction of 3 GCs/MWh for PV installations 

• a reduction of 0.7 GCs/MWh for small hydropower plants up to 10MW 

Also in December 2013, the Romanian parliament approved by law Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013 with some amendments. The 

Romanian president however refused to promulgate the law and submitted it to the parliament for re-examination in January 2014. 

The parliament again approved the law without any modifications submitting the law back to the president. On 26 February 2014, 

the president appealed to the constitutional court arguing that Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013 and the amendment of the 

Green Certificate Scheme is lacking approval by the European Commission within the EU Commission’s notification procedure 

(Nagy-Bege, ANRE; Oprisiu, STALFORT).  

Due to the delayed approval of the law adopting Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013, renewable energy power plants accredited as 

of 1 January 2014 for the Green Certificate Scheme are currently subject both to a suspension of Green Certificates as regulated by 

Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013, and a reduction of Green Certificates through Governmental Decision No. 994/2013 

permanently cutting a number of Green Certificates for PV installations, wind power plants and small hydro power plants. The 

Romanian Parliament adjusted the draft for the law adopting Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013 insofar as to restrict the suspension 

of a share of Green Certificates for PV-installations, wind power plants and small hydro power plants to installations accredited for 

the Green Certificates Scheme until 31 December 2013. In this way, a cumulation of the two legal acts, Emergency Ordinance No. 

57/2013 and Governmental Decision No. 994/2013, would have been avoided. Governmental Decision No. 994/2013 reduces the 

number of Green Certificates for PV-installations, wind power plants and small hydro power plants following the proposal within 

ANRE’s report from March 2013 on overcompensation (Nagy Bege, ANRE; Oprisiu, STALFORT).  

Renewable Energy Law No. 220/2008 from 2008 foresees the possibility to introduce a feed-in tariff system for small RES-E power 

plants with less than 1MW and less than 2MW in case of biomass. This system should be introduced together with simplified 

authorisation procedures and simplified marketing of electricity for these plants in order to support the generation from small-scale 



 

production. By the end of 2012, ANRE published a draft for such a feed-in-tariff system and its calculating methodology. The 

methodology was submitted to the European Commission for prenotification in May 2013 and received positive feedback requiring 

only some specifications (Nagy-Bege, ANRE; Oprisiu, STALFORT). The feed-in tariff system is likely to become operational by April 

2014. According to information from ANRE, prices are expected to vary between 170 and 200 €/MWh (Oprisiu, STALFORT). Feed-in 

tariffs will be granted for a period of 15 years. Plant operators of these plants will be allowed to opt between feed-in tariffs and the 

Green Certificate Scheme. Once plant operators decided for one option, there will be probably no possibility to switch between the 

two support schemes (Nagy-Bege, ANRE).  

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

Currently, the most severe and far-reaching barriers in the Romanian RES-E sector refer to the existence & reliability of general 

RES-E strategy & support scheme. As outlined in the previous section, the RES-E sector faces a large number of legal amendments 

giving rise to a high degree of political instability. This discloses the lack of a coherent political strategy or an action plan with an 

adequate allocation financial means (Andrei, Terra Millennium III). These developments deterred national and international investors 

in 2013. Setting a final version of the Romanian support scheme is essential to create legal security and to re-establish investors 

trust. At the same time, remuneration levels need to be aligned with the sharp increase of RES-E technologies since the development 

of PV installations and wind power exceeded by far the political projections in Romania’s National Renewable Energy Action Plan 

(Oprisiu, STALFORT).  

A more general barrier addresses the legislative process in Romania. The Romanian government usually relies on emitting emergency 

ordinances in order to amend the current legislation. Afterwards, these emergency ordinances need to be approved by the 

Parliament and are usually undergoing further amendments. This practice increases legal instability and unpredictability even further 

(Oprisiu, STALFORT). 

As described above, RES-E plant operators accrediting for the Green Certificate Scheme after 1 January 2014 are subject to both the 

suspension and the reduction of Green Certificates as long as the approval of Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013 has not entered 

into force. In order to avoid this situation, many investors requested ANRE to postpone their accreditation for the Green Certificate 

Scheme until the legal situation has been cleared. Investors expected the adoption of Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013 to enter 

into force soon. Thus, only 1 or 2 RES-E installations have been approved since 01. January 2014 (Nagy-Bege, ANRE). Due to the 

president’s appeal to the constitutional court, coming into effect of the law is uncertain.  

As far as Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013 will be approved some significant modifications will enter into force. The period of 

validity for Green Certificates will be reduced from 16 to 12 months. Furthermore, as against larger power plants, installations up to 

1MW and biomass power plants up to 2MW will be allowed to trade all electricity generated and all Green Certificates they receive 

through bilateral contracts. Moreover, the approval introduces the possibility to amend the annual obligatory renewable energy 

quotas as set out by Law No. 220/2008 for the period of 2014 to 2020 by Governmental Decision based on propositions by ANRE. 

The law stipulates that the annual obligatory renewable energy quota for 2014 shall be determined until the end of March 2014. 

Altering the annual obligatory renewable energy quota may have a significant impact on the Green Certificate prices in case that 

there will be an oversupply of Green Certificates on the market, forcing prices toward the minimum prices for Green Certificates. It is 

likely that the annual obligatory renewable energy quota will be diminished (Nagy-Bege, ANRE). 



 

Another barrier arising from the legal amendments of 2013 refer to PV-installations. Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013 stipulated 

that ground mounted PV installations may no longer be subject to the Green Certificate Scheme in case they are installed on areas, 

that is still defined as agricultural land on 1 July 2013. This caused a lot of agitation on the PV-market as project developers were 

eager to accelerate the reclassification of agricultural land in order to avoid exclusion from the Green Certificates Scheme. On 29 

June 2013, Emergency Ordinance No. 79/2013 was published postponing the deadline for reclassification of agricultural land until 

31 December 2013. Otherwise, by 01 July 2013 actually all ground-mounted PV installations would have been excluded from the 

Green Certificates Scheme. However, agricultural land still needs to be reclassified when PV-installations are erected (Oprisiu, 

STALFORT). 

In the light of the overall political and legal development in Romania’s RES-E sector, investors consider to sue the Romanian 

government for failing to guarantee a reliable investment environment in the RES sector. Based on international and bilateral 

agreements (e.g. with Germany), the Romanian government is obliged to ensure the protection of investors. Investors can demand 

compensation if the legal framework is too unstable or unpredictable for developing reliable business plans. These conflicts will have 

to be settled by international arbitration (Oprisiu, STALFORT).  

As a consequence of a missing coherent political strategy in the energy sector, renewable energy is also facing competition by other 

energy sources, like shale gas. This energy source is politically favoured despite the major environmental risks (Andrei, Terra 

Millennium III). Romania disposes of considerable shale gas resources amounting to 1,440 billion m³ - not even taking into account 

the resources in the Black Sea. This amount could cover Romania’s yearly gas consumption of 14 billion m³ for approximately 100 

years (eia 2013). Another source of competition for renewable energy is nuclear power. Besides the Cernavoda nuclear power plant 

with its two 700 MW reactors, the government is planning the construction of two new reactors. The power plant already 

contributes to the production of electricity in Romania with app. 18%. The construction of two additional reactors would increase 

the share of nuclear power significantly hindering the development of renewable energy sources. The Cernavoda nuclear power 

plant is situated in the Dobrogea region, where also a high wind and PV potential exists (Andrei, Terra Millennium III). 

Regarding revenue risks under the given support scheme, the renewable energy industry fears that those green certificates 

suspended and withheld by the Energy Regulator ANRE might not be issued in the end and might thus reduce the support level they 

are entitled to receive under the Green Certificate Scheme (re-frame.eu database).  

Another issue that stakeholders are concerned about is a proposal discussed by the Ministry of Economy during 2013 to reduce the 

maximum price for Green Certificates as stipulated by law (Nagy-Bege, ANRE; Oprisiu, STALFORT). However, the European 

Commission, DG Competition, communicated informally, though very clearly, that altering the minimum or maximum prices of 

Green Certificates is not an option. Therefore, no such modification is to be expected (Nagy-Bege, ANRE).   

Nevertheless, a more likely revenue risk is the future decrease of the average GC prices due to market forces. The background for 

this potential development presents as follows. The obligatory annual purchasing quota of Green Certificates for energy suppliers is 

determined by ANRE by 1 March of each year for the previous year. For 2013, the obligatory annual purchasing quota is 0,224 

GC/MWh.134 This quota is a fraction of all GCs emitted in one year (determined by the production of electricity from renewable 

energy sources in the respective year) and the overall net electricity consumption for that year. By including all emitted GCs in the 

formula, a demand for all these certificates is automatically generated. However, the legal provisions prescribe including all emitted 

134 The quota is determined by ANRE regulation (Ordin ANRE privind stabilirea cotei obligatorii de achizitie de certificate verzi aferenta anului 2013). The regulation can be 

downloaded on ANRE’s website: http://www.anre.ro/documente.php?id=1182  
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GCs into calculating the obligatory annual purchasing quota only until the annual obligatory renewable energy quota is met (14% 

for 2013). In case that Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013 will be approved and the annual obligatory renewable energy quota could 

be adjusted by Governmental Decision, this could have considerable impact on calculating the obligatory annual purchasing quota. 

Reducing the annual obligatory renewable energy quota would probably lead to quota fulfillment and quota overachievement at a 

certain point. But the Green Certificates surplus above the annual obligatory renewable energy quota would not be included in 

calculating the obligatory annual purchasing quota. Thus there would be no demand for these certificates on the Green Certificates 

Market causing an oversupply of GCs. Consequently, the price for GCs would soon drop toward the minimum price. However, lower 

GC prices would probably not have a major impact on investors since banks and investors usually calculate in their long term 

business plans with the minimum prices for Green Certificates. A more serious risk is that the surplus of Green Certificates will not 

be sold at all. In combination with reducing the period of validity of Green Certificates from 16 to 12 months this becomes a serious 

revenue risk for RES-E plant operators (Nagy-Bege; ANRE). 

Finally, access to finance is considered to be very difficult in Romania. A bank financing is necessary for the realization of renewable 

energy projects, but obtaining financing depends on a reliable business plan. However, bilaterally closed power purchase agreements 

(PPAs ) and bilateral contracts for selling GCs are no longer legally allowed outside the centralised markets (for more details see the 

following section) (Oprisiu, STALFORT). The unstable legal situation aggravates a proper estimation for the amortisation period of 

RES-E installations and additionally hinders access to finance (RES-Integration – Country Report Romania).  

 

Market structure 

One barrier partly arising from the very many legal amendments in the energy sector concerns the availability of reliable long 

term contracts (PPA). The amendment of Law No. 123/2012 on Electricity and natural gases banned PPAs outside a centralized 

market managed by the market operator OPCOM (Nagy-Bege; ANRE; Oprisiu, STALFORT; re-frame.eu database). OPCOM has 

recently been sued by the European Commission for abusing its dominant position on the Romanian electricity market for short-term 

energy trade (European Commission 2013). In addition, as of June 2013, Emergency Ordinance No. 57/2013 stipulated that the 

trade of GCs is only allowed on the centralized market for bilateral contracts for Green Certificates operated by OPCOM (Nagy-Bege; 

ANRE; Oprisiu, STALFORT Legal. Tax. Audit.).  

Aside from that, there are still some shortfalls when it comes to the fair & independent regulation of the RES-E sector and the 

trading of GCs in particular (Nagy-Bege; ANRE; Oprisiu, STALFORT Legal. Tax. Audit.). The market for bilateral contracts for GCs 

should have been operational as of summer 2013, but actually started working only in the end of January 2014. It has to be 

observed that the previous bidding rounds including 11 February 2014 have been cancelled due to the lack of participants. A single 

round from 17 February 2014 concluded in sales of 1,100 GCs at a price of RON 189 (approx. € 42.03). Thus, the market is 

developing slowly (Oprisiu, STALFORT). ANRE expects the market to be fully operational by March 2014 (Nagy-Bege; ANRE). The 

regulator assured that the energy market developed over the last years offering various markets to market electricity from renewable 

energy sources: day-ahead market, balancing market, market for bilateral contracts, intra-day market. Almost every producer has 

access to these markets, but a specialist for operating on these markets is of course needed (Nagy-Bege; ANRE). Still, the availability 

of an intra-day market for RES-E producers is negated by other stakeholders (re-frame.eu database). Another barrier is expected to 

apply latest by 2017 hindering the sale of Green Certificates. According to the mechanism described in the previous section on the 

political and economic framework, the market will probably be saturated with GCs and plant operators may no longer be able to sell 

their GCs. The initial version of Renewable Energy Law No. 220/2008 foresaw establishing a Guarantee Fund for such instances, 



 

which was supposed to acquire all the GC in excess to the minimum price. This option has been removed in the latest amendment 

of Law No. 220/2008, but this modification is not in force yet (Oprisiu, STALFORT). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

The main barrier within this category refers to poorly maintained electricity infrastructure and the transparent and foreseeable 

grid development (re-frame.eu database). The Romanian distribution grid of low, medium and high voltage (up to 110kV) 

including transformer stations and substations are in bad condition. To a lesser extent, this also applies to the transmission grid 

(Andrei, TERRA Mileniul III; Oprisiu, STALFORT; RES-Integration – Country Report Romania). The grid development projects as 

outlined in the national grid development plan135 are mostly delayed (re-frame.eu database) due to public opposition on the one 

hand and lack of sufficient financing on the other hand (RES-Integration – Country Report Romania). The regulator pointed out, that 

grid development on national and transboundary level is a question of available financing. Negotiations with the Turkish government 

for building a transmarine electricity line across the Black Sea are still ongoing. This electricity line could export the electricity in the 

south-eastern part of Romania, where the Cernavoda nuclear power is located as well most of Romania’s wind power parks. ANRE 

also stressed that other transboundary grid development projects will have to be developed in order to align the development of the 

capacity of production with a respective development of the grid infrastructure and transboundary connectivity (Nagy-Bege, ANRE). 

The subsidy programme “Investment support for interconnection of national electricity and natural gas transport networks with 

European networks” was financed by European funds for the period of 2007-2013 and aimed also at the development of the 

transmission and distribution of the electricity grid. However, these funds had not been absorbed. Transelectrica was expected to 

apply for these funds, but did not. The TSO probably expected funds for grid development to be reallocated from the state budget 

and thus to avoid all the administrative and documentary work going along with EU funds being granted. Finally, part of the subsidy 

programme’s budget was redirected to other subsidy programmes (Andrei, TERRA Mileniul III).   

Another important barrier within grid regulation and infrastructure applies to the predictability and transparency of the grid 

connection procedure. This is mainly due to the virtual saturation of the grid. So far, technical authorizations for grid connection 

have been emitted for approx. 30 000 MW. Though, only 4350MW of renewable power plants have really been constructed and put 

into operation (Nagy-Bege, ANRE). Reserving grid capacities by such means may hinder the grid access of other plant operators. It 

became common practice to develop renewable projects until the end of the licensing process and to sell the project to an investor 

for building the plant. However, when these projects cannot be sold, the reserved network capacities remain blocked hindering the 

development of other RES-E projects in that region (Andrei, TERRA Mileniul III). The regulator pointed out that the high number of 

technical authorizations is also due to the legal provisions on EU level prescribing grid operators in the EU to connect any consumer 

or producer to the grid (Nagy-Bege, ANRE). Thus, the issue of virtual saturation is the result of broader legal regulations.  

Along with the increasing number of investments in the Romanian RES-E sector, the duration of grid access and for emitting 

technical authorizations for grid connection also increased (Nagy-Bege, ANRE). In many cases, the construction of RES-E projects is 

faster than the possibility for grid connection (Oprisiu, STALFORT).  

As a result of this situation, the distribution of costs of RES-E grid access is ambiguous. This refers to the cost distribution for grid 

expansion in the course of grid access. Current legislation allows the grid operator to refuse plant operators to connect to the 

135 The national grid development plan for the time span 2010-2014 and for 2019 (Planul de Perspectiva al RET Perioada 2010-2014 si orientativ 2019) compiled by the 

Romanian TSO Transelectrica can be downloaded here: 

http://www.transelectrica.ro/documents/10179/39843/Planul+de+Perspectiva+al+RET+2010+2014+2019+iulie2011.pdf/b18c4c8c-2689-418f-be33-03cf188f20e1  
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nearest grid connection point to their power plant in order to maintain the security of the national grid. When more distant grid 

connection points are suggested by the grid operators, the costs for grid expansion from the power plant to the grid connection 

point are assigned to the plant operator (Andrei, TERRA Mileniul III). Furthermore, for several projects in the Dobrogea Region the 

technical authorisations for grid connection do not clearly define the cost distribution between plant operators and grid operators in 

case that grid reinforcement is necessary. The exact amount that plant operators have to pay depends on the number of RES-E 

producers connected to the same network in the same region. Costs for the necessary grid reinforcement will be split among all 

producers in the respective region (Oprisiu, STALFORT). This practice is a result of the large demand for technical authorisations over 

the last years. In order to handle the rising number of requests for grid connection, grid operators started to define conditions for 

grid connection within the technical authorisations. However, fulfilling these obligations fall due only under certain circumstances 

(Nagy-Bege, ANRE). 

Regarding the treatment of RES-E dispatch it is not so much curtailment of RES-E plants constituting a barrier rather than the 

decreasing national electricity consumption. Taking wind power as an example the currently approx. 2500MW installed capacity do 

not jeopardise the security of the national grid. Considering the reduction of the remuneration level for wind power plants, no sharp 

increase of wind power capacities is expected. However, opinions differ on the relevance of curtailment for the future operation of 

RES-E plants (Nagy-Bege, ANRE). It has also been communicated that curtailment constitutes a serious problem for RES-E plants and 

affects the remuneration level for RES-E plants as no GCs are granted for positive unbalances in case of curtailment (re-frame.eu 

database). A more serious issue for the stable operation of the national grid from the point of view of the regulator is the ongoing 

decrease in consumption of electricity, which is also politically intended. Currently, the maximum electricity demand amounts to 

9000MW with an average electricity demand of 7000-8000MW accompanied by 23000MW installed generation capacity in the 

whole country. There are approx. 3600MW installed capacity from wind and solar power alone, being volatile energy sources. So far, 

the large hydro power plants successfully serve as balancing power for the volatile capacities from wind and solar power. A project 

currently under development is the Tarnita-Lapustesti pumped storage hydro power station. The project’s realisation may start soon 

having an installed capacity of 1000MW, which will serve as balancing capacity for the extension of the Cernavoda nuclear power 

plant. Still, the decreasing national electricity demand caps the development of the RES-E sector. One possibility to overcome this 

restriction for RES-E development is the export of electricity and the transboundary grid development (Nagy-Bege, ANRE).   

 

Administrative processes  

Within this category, the complexity of administrative procedures constitutes the main barrier for the realisation of RES-E 

installations. The problem is not so much receiving all necessary authorisations per se as the high number of different licenses and 

permits that are necessary in the course of plant approval. This constitutes a serious barrier for realising RES-E plants and putting 

them into operation. Therefore, an important objective by ANRE is to simplify the administrative procedure for small-scale RES-E 

plants when introducing the feed-in tariff system for these plants. However, this refers only to authorisations to be obtained from 

ANRE, as ANRE has no competences to exert influence upon other authorities (Nagy-Bege, ANRE). The administrative procedures for 

obtaining all necessary environmental authorisations and construction licenses are inconsistent and vary significantly between 

different regions and the different public authorities in charge. The number of necessary permits as well as documents and 

applications to be submitted differ notably and varying time limits within the approval procedures are applied. The very complex and 

scattered statutory provisions applying to the authorisation of RES-E plants are the main reason for these procedural inconsistencies. 

Partly, even the competent authorities are unaware of the permits and authorisations legally prescribed. Furthermore, administrative 

routine and reliable management practices are very often missing due to the still very young RES-E market in Romania. In case of 

biogas plants, for example, environmental impact assessments are sometimes required, sometimes not. Furthermore, in many cases 

engineers from abroad need to be hired for undertaking the environmental impact assessment, as in Romania adequately trained 



 

engineers and the necessary statistical data severing as basis for decision making during the approval process are missing. The many 

legal changes in the sector further aggravate applying transparent and reliable administrative proceedings. Consequently, the 

administrative procedure varies from project to project. Thus, project developers and investors need to be extremely flexible in this 

process (Oprisiu, STALFORT).  

The complexity and inconsistence of the administrative procedure also have a negative impact on the duration of administrative 

procedures in general. Furthermore, during August and September 2013, ANRE stopped emitting preliminary accreditation 

(acreditare preliminara) for the Green Certificate Scheme of RES-E plants and further lengthening the authorisation procedure. This 

constitutes a relevant barrier for investors (Oprisiu, STALFORT).  

Summing up, the lengthy, complex and inconsistent administrative procedures are a relevant barrier for the development of the RES-

E sector and gave rise to a vivid market of fully authorized RES-E projects developed by project developers and sold to interested 

investors (Andrei, TERRA Mileniul III; Nagy-Bege, ANRE). 

 

Other 

Within this category, various barriers have been reported. However, opinions regarding the information exchange and 

communication between relevant stakeholders differ. Some civil society stakeholders consider the communication between 

relevant stakeholders, such as ANRE or other public authorities, to be difficult and perceive it as a barrier within the administrative 

procedure of RES-E plants (Andrei, TERRA Mileniul III). Other stakeholders stressed that the cooperation and communication with 

most public and local authorities, and especially with ANRE, has very much improved and is characterised by straightforward 

communication and ease-of-contact. This goes along with an increased lobbying impact of the Romanian Wind Association (RWEA). 

RWEA has developed effective communication channels with the Romanian authorities and the chambers of foreign trade in order 

to introduce its positions and interests into the political debate. Nevertheless, a more serious problem constitutes the shortage of 

staff for RES issues within ANRE and the high variation regarding the technical expertise on RES-E matters in different public or local 

authorities (Oprisiu, STALFORT).  

Another barrier reported in this area refers to the lacking communication between project developers, investors and local authorities 

on the one side and the local community on the other side. Public participation in the planning and realisation process of RES-E 

plants and small hydro and wind power plants in particular, is not well implemented. Instead, local communities are often faced with 

a fait accompli when the plant’s construction begins, even though in case of wind power plants public participation is legally 

stipulated. Furthermore, communication between public authorities is also deficient (Andrei, TERRA Mileniul III). 

This lack of communication also determines to certain degree the negative public perception of RES-E and small hydro power 

plants in particular. Public resistance against small hydro power plants formed over the last 2-3 years. Many small hydro power 

projects have been realised over the last years without taking into account their environmental impact. Small hydropower plants 

were even built on very small rivers and in protected natural areas without the necessary licenses and authorisations. In many cases, 

the necessary licenses and authorisations were obtained after the plants were built. Furthermore, adjoining municipalities and local 

residents were neither engaged during the planning phase of these power plants nor during their realisation. As a result, 

environmental organisations turned against small hydro powerplants (Andrei, TERRA Mileniul III).  

However, aside from resistance against single technologies, a more general negative public perception of RES-E evolved over the last 

years constituting a serious barrier for RES-E development. In the Romanian news coverage, RES-E plants are hold responsible for the 



 

increasing energy prices at final consumers (re-frame.eu database; Oprisiu, STALFORT). The communication on RES-E is not 

sufficiently differentiated and is reduced to the cost aspect. At the same time, the percentage of the renewable energy levy deriving 

from the Green Certificate Scheme is displayed separately on final consumers’ electricity bill since the beginning of 2013. This 

aggravated the negative impression of RES-E to cause the increase of energy prices (Oprisiu, STALFORT).   

The taxing regime became less favourable, too. By 01 January 2014, a tax of 1.5% on special construction projects has been 

introduced and could also be applied to wind power plants (Andrei, TERRA Mileniul III; Nagy-Bege, ANRE; Oprisiu, STALFORT; re-

frame-eu database). For these very high investments a tax amounting to 1.5% would significantly deteriorate the projects return on 

investment. Depending on the interpretation of the law, which is not determined so far, this tax could substantially change the 

valuation basis of the financial viability of renewable energy plants. For now, the tax applies, for example, to hydropower plants, 

transformation stations, link stations, constructions for the transmission of electricity, cooling towers, road infrastructure. However, 

the tax does not apply to buildings which are subject to local taxes (Oprisiu, STALFORT). It has also been criticised that the tax has 

been introduced without any impact analysis. According to TERRA Mileniul III, this is only one example for the lack of substantiation 

and impact analysis of several regulations in the Romanian energy sector. Another related problem in this context derives from the 

government’s tendency to communicate new regulations as to be imposed from third parties (such as the European Union or 

International Monetary Fund). In this way, the government eludes taking responsibility for the effect of policy measures taken at the 

national level (Andrei, TERRA Mileniul III).  



 

The Romanian RES-H&C Sector 

The share of renewable energy sources in the heating and cooling sector increased from 17.36% in 2004 to 25.74% in 2012 

(Eurostat 2014). Romania has a very favourable solar and geothermal potential. Furthermore, Romania also has a high biomass 

potential due to its large agricultural areas. More specifically, the country has a high agricultural potential for raw materials such as 

sunflower, canola, corn, sugar cane, and soya (TPA Horwath & Schönherr 2013).   

 

Support scheme 

Subsidy programmes are the main instrument for promoting small-scale RES heating and cooling projects. The Romanian 

Environmental Fund provides subsidies to legal entities and natural persons for the installation of heating systems using renewable 

energy sources under the so-called “Casa verde” programmes. 136  However, there has been no call for applications since 2011 (RES 

LEGAL Europe Database).   

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

As regards the existence & reliability of general RES-H&C strategy & support scheme, the Romanian RES-H&C sector faces 

significant unreliability of the existing subsidy programmes. Even though the “Casa verde” programmes administered by the 

Administration of the Environmental Fund should be launched yearly, there has been no call for projects since 2011. The programme 

is lacking funds and the availability of budgets for calls for applications in 2014 is also uncertain (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Romania also faces a lack of infrastructure development. The energy infrastructure, such as the district heating infrastructure and 

the natural gas network, is poorly maintained and characterized by high energy losses. The existing incentives for developing the 

district heat infrastructure are not sufficient, but some positive steps have been made. The subsidy programme “District Heating, 

Heat and Comfort 2006-2015 was reformed and restarted in 2012. The programme provides co-financing from the state budget to 

the local level for investments in the district heating infrastructure. Nevertheless, investment support for maintaining the natural gas 

transport network by the subsidy programme “Investment support for interconnection of national electricity and natural gas 

transport networks of electricity with European networks” under the framework of SOP-IEC, Priority Axis 4: “Increasing energy 

efficiency and security of supply, in the context of combating climate change” has been phased out in June 2013 (EU Semester – 

Country Report Romania).  

136 Information on the former calls for applications under the “Casa verde” subsidy programmes can be obtained on the website of the Administration of the Environmental 

Fund: http://afm.ro/  
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Other 

Since adequate training programmes for RES-H&C installations are missing in Romania, there is also a lack of installers and 

craftsman for biogas power plants, especially those operated on the basis of residual waste.  

Unfortunately, no further barriers for the RES-H&C sector have been communicated.  



 

The Romanian RES-T Sector 

The number of registered vehicles increased since 1990 by 172% reaching approx. six million registered vehicles in 2013. The 

Romanian car fleet is characterised by a large share of old vehicles. More than 3.2 million vehicles are older than 10 years (Ziare.com 

2013). At the same time, Romania reaches only the minimum tax rates for petrol and diesel, which is prescribed by the Energy Tax 

Directive. Thus, Romania has the lowest tax rates on petrol and diesel in the EU (European Commission 2013).  

The share of renewable energy sources in the transport sector started at a low level of 0.93% in 2004 and reached 4.15% in 2012. 

However, until 2007, the country’s RES-T share was solely determined by electricity used in modes of transport other than road 

transport – mainly in the railway sector. The use of biofuels started in 2007 with 40.4 ktoe and reaching 215.7 ktoe in 2012 

(Eurostat 2013). 

 

Support scheme 

In Romania, renewable energy sources in the transport sector are promoted by a quota system. The quota system is regulated by 

Decision No. 935/2011 on promoting the utilization of biofuels and bioliquids and its amendments. Fuel retailers are obliged to 

ensure that biofuels make up a prescribed percentage of their annual sales. The quota for adding biofuels to petrol and diesel 

amounts to 6% in 2014. Biofuels have to fulfill specific sustainability criteria, which are regulated by law, in order to be eligible for 

quota fulfillment. In case that biofuels were used for quota fulfilment which were produced from waste, residues or non-alimentary 

celluloses, the prescribed quota is halved for the respective fuel retailer (RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

Furthermore, a subsidy programme launched by the Administration of the Environmental Fund promotes e-mobility. The programme 

was launched in October 2013 and supports the purchase of electric vehicles. Customers of electric cars may apply for a voucher 

(value of RON 12,000 (approx. € 2,700)). Only one voucher can be offset from the purchase price of an electric car. Eligible parties 

are legal persons conducting economic activities on Romanian territory. The programme is launched in a yearly rhythm. In 2013, the 

programme’s budget was RON 1.2 million (approx. € 260,000) (AFM 2013).  

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The general RES-T strategy & support schemes are not sufficient for a significant development in Romania’s biofuel market. 

There no financial incentives for fuel retailers to purchase biofuels (Bionic 2010).  

 



 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Grid access of biofuels is also inhibited by grid operators, since incentives for injecting biofuels into the grid are missing. More 

generally, the infrastructure and the proceedings for the collecting and processing vegetable oils in a systematic way are also 

lacking (Bionic 2010).  

 

Other 

Concerning the public perception of biofuels, especially economic actors overlook the economic potential of biofuel generation. 

Furthermore, the general public focuses on the price of biofuels compared to petrol and diesel. This determines the purchasing 

decision of the general public to a large extent. This manifested in 2009, when prices for fossil fuels decreased and biofuels were not 

significantly cheaper anymore. As a consequence, demand for biofuels as well as biofuel production decreased (Bionic 2010).  

The unfavourable taxing regime for biofuels is another relevant barrier. The fiscal code requires biofuel producers to pay a prepaid 

tax indifferent from the amount of biofuels produced or marketed. This reduced the number of biofuel producers and retailers in 

Romania (Bionic 2010).   

Unfortunately, no further barriers for the RES-T sector have been communicated.  
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Y. Sweden 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Sweden has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in the RES-H&C share has also been more than enough, as the 2020 target share has already been reached. 

Sweden has also already surpassed its 2012 target shares for RES-E and RES-T  and is close to the 2020 target shares. 



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Swedish RES-E Sector 

Support scheme 

In Sweden the main incentive for the use of renewable energy sources is a quota system in terms of quota obligations and a 

certificate trading system. Energy suppliers are obliged to prove that a certain quota of the electricity supplied by them was 

generated from renewable energy sources. Energy suppliers shall provide this evidence by presenting tradable certificates (Green 

Certificates – GC) allocated to the producers of electricity from renewable sources. The rule governing the certificate receipt is 

identical to all RES technologies – one certificate is obtained for 1 MWh of energy produced from a licensed/registered source and 

confirmed with the proper readings of the measuring devices. Since 2012 Sweden and Norway introduced a common electricity 

certificate market. The producers of RES electricity receive certificates in their own country. These certificates can be traded on both 

the Swedish and Norwegian markets 

Furthermore, Sweden grants subsidies for photovoltaic installations.137 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

Although Sweden already reached its 2020 RES-target, there are still some barriers for further development of renewable energy 

sources.  

The most severe barrier for renewable energy sources in Sweden is low profitability of RES-E investments. The possible investors 

are reluctant to start an investment in new RES-E installations because the profitability is too low. This barrier concerns all RES-E 

technologies. However, especially the development of smaller, not market-mature technologies is hindered. Prices of both electricity 

and of the Green Certificates are too low, making new investments in RES economically less feasible. (Andrén, Svensk Solenergi; 

Steen, Svensk Vindenergi) There is still a fast growth in wind power sector in Sweden, but some investments are hampered and 

approximately 20 TWh of wind power projects, which are in the pipeline and wait for the right price level. (Steen, Svensk Vindenergi) 

The reason for the low electricity price is at one hand the surplus of electricity caused by a high deployment of renewable energy 

sources combined with a share of hydro power (45%) and nuclear power (40%) and the insufficient interconnections to other 

countries making the export of cheap electricity not possible in satisfactory extend. On the other hand the ETS-allowance price is 

very low, which has an impact on the market electricity price. (Steen, Svensk Vindenergi)  

The prices of Green Certificates are low because of not sufficient level of quota, which causes a big oversupply of certificates. 

However, this barrier is expected to be overcome, since the Swedish Energy Agency already acknowledged it and will publish new, 

137 Source: RES LEGAL Europe Database (http://www.res-legal.eu) 

                                                                 



 

higher quota. This minor adjustment should solve the problem. One must mention here, that the majority of Swedish RES-

stakeholders are content with the quota support scheme. It is considered as not making the electricity prices higher, while very 

predictable and effective. The scheme is already used internationally – Sweden has a joint certificate market with Norway. The 

stakeholders want it to expand even more and include more countries. An interviewed stakeholder from the Swedish Wind Energy 

Association, Mr Steen, stated that the RES-industry is for a more European approach when it comes to support schemes. (Steen, 

Svensk Vindenergi) 

However, the design of this scheme supports primarily big investors and only the market-mature technologies like on-shore wind. 

This support scheme is not designed to promote development of smaller, not market-mature technologies; their 

development is hindered. (Dahlquist, Mälardalens högskola) 

In general, small RES installations are not enjoying the support from the side of the Swedish government as much as the large scale 

electricity producers (e.g. wind power). As an example, there is no political plan for solar power in Sweden, covering issues like 

economical support, educational measures and research investments. (André, Svensk Solenergin) 

Also an implementation of a regulation on tax allowance on RES based electricity generation through self consuming 

private person or a group of private persons has been changed. Although the regulation itself has not been amended, the 

allowance is now granted only if the RES-plant is installed on the property of the operator. However, if the plant is installed on a 

different property, even if the electricity is only for self-consumption, the operator has to pay the tax. (Dahlquist, Mälardalens 

högskola) 

The share of RES in electricity generation may fall in the nearest future, because the parliament plans to close some hydro 

power plants and reduce the hydro power generation by 10% through introducing stricter regulations. (Dahlquist, 

Mälardalens högskola) 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Second most important barrier after the low prices of electricity and green certificates is not sufficient grid infrastructure in 

Sweden. Swedish Energy Agency has developed a long term scenario for the development of wind power in Sweden. However, the 

assumptions were underestimated. Since the Swedish TSO (Svenska Kraftnät) based their grid development plans on this scenario, 

the grid capacity is not sufficient. (Steen, Svensk Vindenergi) 

Another barrier, closely connected to the first barrier concerning low electricity prices, are not sufficient interconnectors with 

neighbouring countries like Poland, Germany, and Baltic Countries. More interconnectors would enable Sweden to export its 

surplus electricity, which would make the electricity prices grow and enable further investments in RES-plants. (Steen, Svensk 

Vindenergi) 

 

Administrative processes 

Environmental and habitat issues constitute another barrier. These issues are connected to the protection of birds of prey e.g. 

eagles. These birds are more and more common in Sweden and rules protecting their habitat are quite strict. It is very difficult to 

prolong with a wind project in an area where a bird of prey has its habitat. (Steen, Svensk Vindenergi) 



 

Another barrier concerns only wind energy plants, both on-shore and off-shore. Obstacle is caused by the Swedish Armed Forces, 

which states that wind turbines may interfere with their aviation or radar and radio infrastructure. The Swedish military forbids 

erecting wind power plants in a distance of less than 40 km from military airports and 5 km from military radars. Total 

area affected is around 50% of Sweden’s surface. The concerned part is the southern part of Sweden, which is the area with most 

cities and industries – the electricity consumers. The expansion of wind turbines in southern Sweden is severely hampered (Steen, 

Svensk Vindenergi) 

 

Other 

A minor barrier, however of growing importance is the local opposition to wind power plants. Public opposition is not strong. Wind 

energy is the second favourite energy source (right after solar). (Steen) Nevertheless the Swedish regulations allow even a very weak 

and small group of opponents against wind power plants to stop or cause a delay in the development of project. Opposition can 

demand to stop the development of project even if the developer already gathered all necessary permissions. (Dahlquist, Mälardalens 

högskola)



 

 

The Swedish RES-H&C Sector 

The small scale market (single family houses) uses a lot of electric heating and heat-pumps. The introduction of this kind of heating 

occurred in the 1980s and 1990s when Sweden developed a lot of nuclear power plants. Almost all single family houses come from 

that period. Houses, which were built before 1975, used to be heated with oil or firewood. The electrical heating is being changed 

to either heat pumps or district heating. Already 12% of small houses are connected to district heating (DH) network. (Johannesson, 

Svensk Fjärrvärme) 

In the bigger buildings market (i.e. apartment and office buildings) almost all buildings are connected to DH-network (up to 80 or 

90% of buildings in big cities). District heating plants are combined heat and power plants (CHP). In these plants 42% use 

renewable energy sources. 18% use waste and approximately 7% use waste heat from industry. (Johannesson, Svensk Fjärrvärme; 

Dahlquist, Mälardalens högskola) 

 

Support scheme 

In Sweden, tax exemptions are the main incentives to support renewable heating. These tax exemptions include energy and carbon 

dioxide taxes, which are levied on the supply, import and production of fossil fuels for heating purposes; nitrous oxide tax, which 

producers of heat are obliged to pay according to their nitrous oxide emissions; and a tax-deduction of RES-related installation works 

in households.138 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

Since district heating plants are combined heat and power plants, the major factor of feasibility is again the price of electricity and of 

Green Certificates. Consequently the most severe barrier, also for renewable energy sources used for heating purposes are the low 

prices of electricity and of the Green Certificates. (Johannesson, Svensk Fjärrvärme; Andrén, Svensk Solenergi) 

Further barriers are the increasing prices of for fuels (both biomass and fossil) (Dahlquist, Mälardalens högskola) and energy 

efficiency measures, which decrease the demand for heating (Johannesson, Svensk Fjärrvärme). 

There is a growing competition between different heating sources, most of all between district heating and heat pumps. This 

is mainly caused by the increasing costs of heating from district heating. This constitutes a problem, because heat pumps use 

138 Source: RES LEGAL Europe (http://www.res-legal.eu) 

                                                                 



 

electricity, which quite often comes from CHP plants at the same time decreasing demand for heating from these plants. As a result 

heat pump is becoming cheaper alternative to district heating seen from the individual point of view, but not from the general, state 

point of view. (Dahlquist, Mälardalens högskola) 

Concerning solar heating, there is no political plan for solar heating in Sweden, covering issues like economical support, 

educational measures and research investments. (Andrén, Svensk Solenergi)



 

The Swedish RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

The main incentive for renewable energy use in transport is a tax exemption for biofuels. Companies supplying, importing and 

producing fossil fuels are obliged to pay energy and carbon dioxide taxes. Biofuels are exempt from these taxes.139 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

In general, the usage of biofuels, especially their low blend, in Sweden is very successful. The biofuels make almost 10% of used 

fuels. The current support scheme – tax reduction for whole biofuels volume – is considered very attractive. However, the 

government realised that this support costs a lot of money and plans to introduce a quota system instead. The change of support 

scheme constitutes the most severe barrier in this sector. There are fears concerning this change, especially concerning the level of 

the quota. (Segerborg-Fick, JTI) 

The amendment of support scheme is a good example for the common legal and political uncertainty concerning RES in 

transport sector. The interviewed stakeholder – Mrs Segerborg-Fick – from Swedish Institute of Agricultural and Environmental 

Engineering, who is an expert on biofuels, called the current situation a “floating system“, because of frequent changes on legal 

regulations. (Segerborg-Fick, JTI)  

There are no long-term plans concerning biofuels. Government’s report on fossil free transport has a lot of suggestions, but no 

action has been started. (Segerborg-Fick, JTI) 

 

Market structure 

Although the government spent a lot of money on the demonstration programme, the 2nd generation biofuels are not 

successful. They are considered too expensive to invest and to produce them. (Segerborg-Fick, JTI) 

139 Source: RES LEGAL Europe (http://www.res-legal.eu) 
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• Slovenia has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in the RES-H&C share has also been more than enough, as the 2020 target share is already almost achieved. 

Growth in the RES-E share needs to accelerate. 



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Slovenian RES-E Sector 

In Slovenia, renewable energy sources (RES) account for about one third in the overall electric energy generation mix, most of which 

falls to hydro power (over 93%), followed by biomass and biogas. Slovenia has set a goal of 39,6 % RES of gross usage in the 

electricity sector (RES-E) by 2020 in its National Renewable Energy Plan (NREAP) - a fairly ambitious goal considering the reference 

year of 2005 with a share of 28,48 % in RES-E. The interim goal in 2010 of 33,6 % was achieved and apart from certain 

fluctuations (such as the hydrological unfavourable year of 2011) the projected goal should be achieved by 2020. The NREAP 

foresees further investment into RES-E technologies, especially in terms of building new hydro power plants on the Sava river as well 

as reducing the energy intensity of Slovenia in order to achieve the projected goals. 

While currently the core energy legislative document - the Energy Act - is undergoing an extensive amendment, its first introduction 

and with it the regulation of the RES-E sector dates back to 1999 with the mentioning of RES as the integral part of the energy 

policy of Slovenia. It was only after the introduction of the support system in 2009 (Decree on support for electricity from RES) that 

RES-E technologies - especially PV technologies - became interesting for a broader spectrum of investors leading to a swift 

development and by far surpassing the projected goals (most notable was the PV industry boom in the years 2010 through 2012) 

(MISP Energy; Nemac, ApE; Rajer, Borzen). 

In 2012 the Government lowered the financial incentives for PV technologies due to the support scheme’s economic non-rentability 

in this sector and implemented a regression mechanism in the formula used for the calculation of the feed-in tariff for PV systems - a 

decision which brought the development in the PV market to a near halt. The new Energy Act will introduce a new mechanism in 

terms of support schemes for all technologies where only those technologies will be granted support who have the best 

economic/environment saving ratio compared to one another and will be limited with an annual support cap (MISP Energy; Nemac, 

ApE; Rajer, Borzen). 

Currently there is still potential for wind and hydropower in the RES-E sector. In 2013 the first (large scale) wind power plant was 

constructed - a technology that could be used in greater numbers given Slovenia’s favourable wind conditions in the Karst region as 

well as using hydro power potential on the Sava river (Rajer, BORZEN). 

 

Support scheme 

In Slovenia, electricity from renewable sources (RES-E) is supported mainly through a feed-in tariff and a premium tariff, which are 

both set out in the Energy Act and the Decree on the support for Electricity produced from RES140. The operators of renewable 

energy plants are entitled against the market operator Borzen141, to the conclusion of a contract on the purchase of the electricity 

they produce under either of the two aforementioned schemes (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

140 Energetski Zakon (EZ); Uredba o podporah električni energiji, proizvedeni iz obnovljivih virov energije. 
141 Borzen, organizator trga z električno energijo, d.o.o (http://www.borzen.si/si/SitePages/Home.aspx ) 

                                                                 

http://www.borzen.si/si/SitePages/Home.aspx


 

The rates from both schemes are set in the Decree (Annex II and III) for the different renewable technologies. The tariffs are granted 

for up to 15 years. After the feed-in tariff has expired, most installations can continue to sell their electricity to the market operator 

Borzen (Borzen, 2014). 

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

Within this category the existence of general RES-E strategy & support scheme (or rather the lack thereof) has been reported as 

one of the most severe barriers for further development in the RES-E sector. This refers to the lack of political support from the 

Government that would clearly define the mid-term and long-term goals as well as active propagation of RES as a socio-economic 

development opportunity (Nemac, ApE). According to some stakeholders the full potential and the full spectrum of RES-E 

technologies is not being used (for instance the research potential of RES technologies, the employment potential, economic growth 

potential etc.). The proposed strategic documents introduced with the amendment of the core Energy Act may go down as another 

set of good on paper and bad in practice examples (Nemac, ApE). 

In addition to the aforementioned barrier the revenue risks under the given (and planned) support scheme as well as the 

associated remunerations levels have also been reported as barriers within this category. While the applied feed-in tariffs and 

other incentives for RES projects can generally be considered as favourable for the development of RES technologies, the unclear 

funding situation due to the annual regression rates in aspect to some technologies (ex. PV) can be considered as a barrier. This has 

already shown effect in 2013 with a major downfall of installed power of PV systems as well as their number (Slovenian PV Portal 

2014). It has to be noted however that the installed PV power by 2012 has by far exceeded the projected targets for 2020 by a 

factor of 300% already (Rajer, Borzen; Nemac, ApE).  

Moreover the planned revamping of the support scheme mechanism under the new Energy Act is also bringing uncertainty. The new 

model for the support schemes foresees the introduction of public tenders with which investors will be invited by public call to apply 

to the Energy Agency with their RES-E projects. The Agency will rank the applications according to the projects economic rentability, 

environment protection contribution, the available funds allocated for that year by the Government etc. While the Government 

states that this will ensure a transparent, sustainable and fair competitive market for the further development of RES-E technologies 

certain stakeholders find the proposed idea problematic - the argument being that it is impossible to compare two technologies with 

each other in absolute terms (even cost-wise). This controversial situation may thwart investors who would otherwise be prepared to 

invest into RES technologies in Slovenia but may be scared off in fear that they may not be granted state support (Nemac, ApE; 

Rajer, Borzen). 

 

Market structure 

In the category of market structure the only reported barriers have been in terms of fair & independent regulation of the RES-E 

sector. This is mostly seen in situations where some electricity distributors favour certain projects (usually own projects) or prefer 

technologies that are easier to integrate and manage. However this barrier is considered minor and without a broad yield to RES-E 

technologies (yet). The barrier is closely connected with the barrier in the category of political and economic framework of a non-



 

existent RES-E strategy and is to be understood in conjunction of the Government’s influence (or lack thereof) in the state owned 

electricity distribution companies who could/should give greater priority to RES (Nemac, ApE). 

 

Administrative processes 

The most important barrier for the further development of RES technologies in the category of administrative processes (especially 

for the non-established technologies such as wind power) remains the integration of RES-E in spatial and environmental 

planning and the consequent duration of administrative procedure. Stakeholders have signalled this problem for years and a 

large majority consider it as the most severe barrier altogether for the further development of RES in Slovenia (re-frame.eu 

Database). 

The integration process into spatial and environmental planning is extremely time consuming and complicated - mostly due to the 

fact that many authorities (state and local) are involved in the process. The responsible authorities usually do not adhere to the given 

timeframe within the administrative procedure rules or (unnecessarily) use the maximum timespan allowed - generally prolonging 

the investment process (Rajer, Borzen; Nemac, ApE). The best example of this barrier has been the project of wind mills in the Karst 

region with currently only one large scale wind mill operating and the investor withdrawing after a lengthy process from the project.  

In addition to the length the complexity of the process is also a great barrier. The investor usually needs to present a number of 

documentation for his investment project such as: concession documentation, building permits, environmental permits, an energy 

generation permit, further documents ensuring minimal standards were adhered etc. It is also not a rare instance where an 

environmental group or the local community lodge a complaint against an already issued permit (Nemac, ApE). 

A solution of a “one-stop-shop” is envisaged by the proposed new Energy Act with the abolishment of certain permits and a more 

efficient communication between the involved authorities - for instance with the introduction of a one-paper application form for 

the feed-in tariff (MISP Energy; Rajer, Borzen). 

 

Other 

Among barriers that do not fall under any of the pre-given categories the most notable was the public perception of RES-E. RES-E 

projects are too poorly communicated to the general public, meaning the populace is quickly susceptible to the NIMBY effect as well 

as not identifying the potential that comes from the investment yield of a RES-E project (the socio-economic as well as environmental 

impact on the local community). 

  



 

The Slovenian RES-H&C Sector 

Slovenia has favourable conditions of usage of renewable energy sources in the heating and cooling sector (RES-H&C). A fair 

majority of households (51% in 2012) use wood biomass as heating source either in individual boiler systems or via district heating 

systems followed by petrol oil (20%) and gas (12%). Slovenia exceeded its interim targets for 2010 in the RES heating sector in 2007 

and plans to raise the overall share of RES in the sector to 30,8 % in 2020 according to the NREAP. This sector has by far the 

greatest potential in terms of usage of RES (NREAP; Nemac, ApE).  

In the future further investments are planned in district heating systems using wood biomass, financial incentives for the 

replacement of old and inefficient boiler systems as well as increased energy refurbishment of buildings - in conjunction with stricter 

energy efficiency criteria for new buildings and measurements to lower overall energy consumption in the heating sector (NREAP).  

Much interest currently exists for CHP solutions in district heating systems as well as wood biomass fired district heating systems. 

These projects however require good management and willpower before they can be executed. Problems can therefore arise when 

not all end-consumers agree on an investment or the investor simply does not have the required financial yield or political support 

from authorities to carry out a project on its own. This is specifically the case on the local level (Nemac, ApE).  

Given the trend of the current data (whereas the usage of fossil fuels is in decline and the use of RES heating systems in a fairly high 

rise) the projections for this sector foresee Slovenia achieving its 2020 targets with good chances of exceeding them (ARSO 2012a, 

ARSO 2012c; SURS 2013a, SURS 2013c). 

 

Support scheme 

The promotion of RES heating and cooling in Slovenia is stimulated by a variety of mechanisms. Investment in new plants/boilers is 

encouraged by the Eco Fund with a system of soft loans, subsidies and financial incentives while the use of wood biomass and 

geothermal energy in district heating systems is mostly encouraged by the Ministry responsible for Infrastructure and Spatial Planning 

(RES LEGAL Europe Database).  

The new Energy Act also envisages obligations for district heating operators to ensure a certain share of RES in their energy balance 

as well as the possibility of introducing a feed-in tariff scheme for heating modelled on the already established feed-in scheme for 

RES-E (MISP Energy; Rajer, Borzen).  

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The barriers reported within this category are due to the (non)existence & reliability of general RES-H&C strategy & support 

scheme, meaning that Slovenia does not use the full potential of RES that it has at its disposal. This potential is mostly in the wood 



 

biomass industry due to most of Slovenia’s surface (60%) being covered by forests and in the geothermal energy in the NE part of 

Slovenia.  

Smaller investors on the local level usually do not have the necessary yield to carry out a project that would otherwise be deemed 

appropriate even within the scope of the current support schemes. It also requires extreme willpower and good management to 

execute an investment in this sector as it usually depends on the will of the entire local community that would want to use a district 

heating system. Lastly it is also hard to convince a single consumer for an alternative energy source - the impulse should therefore 

come from the energy suppliers themselves (that are state owned) (Nemac, ApE). 

The current support scheme, while providing the necessary funds for the execution of an investment, also neglects the required 

financial aid for the preparation phase of a project/investment. This means that some projects may never get past the concept phase 

(Nemac, ApE). 



 

The Slovenian RES-T Sector 

The European Biofuels Directive has been implemented into Slovenian national law with the Decree on the promotion of the use of 

biofuels in 2007. The use of biofuels in Slovenia is encouraged via the exempt from excise duty or reduced tax rate (tax incentive), as 

well as through a quota obligation for the distributors of fuels who need to offer a certain amount of biofuels in order to be in 

compliance with the Decree.  

The share of biofuels in the transport sector in Slovenia decreased in 2011 compared to the previous years and amounted to 1.9%. 

This is considerably less than the target set for in the Decree in the year 2011 of 5.5% (7% for the year 2014). So far the projected 

targets have not been achieved in any of the years and based on the trend Slovenia will miss its 2020 target (SURS 2013b; ARSO 

2012b). 

 

Support scheme 

In Slovenia, the main support mechanisms for RES in transport (RES-T) are a quota system and a tax regulation mechanism (excise 

duty relief). The quota system mainly obliges fuel distribution companies to sell a certain percentage of biofuels in order for the state 

to achieve its yearly biofuel targets while the tax regulation mechanism is set out so that pure biofuels are completely exempt from 

the excise duty tax or partially exempt when mixed with other (carbon-based) fuels (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are due to the existence & reliability of general RES-T strategy & support 

scheme.  

Apart from some small local projects that do not directly target RES-T projects but indirectly either via promotion of the usage of 

electric cars or the greater use of public transportation or projects of replacing public transportation buses with buses using biogas 

or natural gas there is no state-wide action plan in the field of RES-T in Slovenia. This means there is no real debate on the political 

agenda or in the public discourse meaning RES-T technologies simply do not get any attention at all (Nemac, ApE).  

While Slovenia had and still has certain biofuel production facilities - most of them either stopped their production or are thinking of 

doing so due to lack of economic interest (Nemac, ApE). 
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AA. Slovakia 

1. National Deviations Report 
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• Slovakia has achieved both its NREAP 2012 target and the interim target 2011/2012. 

• Growth in the RES-E share has been high enough to achieve the 2020 target, if maintained. Growth in the RES-H&C 

share needs to accelerate.  



 

2. National Barriers Report 

The Slovak RES-E Sector 

In general, about 50% of the overall power generation in Slovakia is produced by nuclear power plants, while fossil fuels have a 

cumulated share of almost 25%. In the past years, renewable electricity generation in Slovakia has been largely dominated by hydro 

with a small contribution of biomass. Other renewable energies did not play any role until mid-2011, when the PV sector increased 

sharply after several large scale installations were connected to the grid (RES Integration, 2011). 

The Slovak Republic imports virtually all of its natural gas and oil supplies from the Russian Federation. Therefore, energy security 

ranks very high on the country’s agenda. The key objectives of the Slovak energy policy are the following: Increasing energy 

efficiency and reducing energy intensity, reducing dependence on energy imports, expanding the use of nuclear power, increasing 

the share of renewables in the heat and electricity sectors, and supporting the use of alternative fuels for transport (IEA, 2013). 

In 2013 however, the Slovak Government was focusing mainly on expanding the country’s nuclear capacities rather than developing 

its renewable energy production. The Energy Policy of the Slovak Republic (Energetická politika SR) envisages the construction of a 

new nuclear power plant in Bohunice with an installed capacity of 2,400 MW until 2025. Furthermore, the Slovak Government and 

the Italian company Enel agreed to increase the budget for the completion of the Mochovce nuclear power plant to a new total of € 

3.26 billion. Ministry of Economy pointed out that the construction of a new nuclear power plant will necessitate the expansion of 

the existing transmission grid (Energia.sk, 2013a). 

Support scheme 

In the Slovak Republic, electricity from renewable sources is supported mainly through a fixed feed-in tariff. The feed-in tariff consists 

of two parts: the price of electricity for losses (the average market price fixed for one year by the regulatory authority) and a 

surcharge. The market price is paid for all electricity supplied from RE facilities up to a support limit of 125 MW. The surcharge is 

billed by the plant operator for the electricity generated, less the internal technological consumption of electricity. 

In the case of photovoltaics, the surcharge only applies to roof-top or facade integrated installations up to 30 kW. For all other 

renewable energy plants with an installed capacity of more than 5 MW (wind power plants: 15 MW), the surcharge is paid only for 

the proportionate amount of electricity produced annually (RES LEGAL Europe Database).



 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework 

Most barriers which were reported under this category are connected with the existence and reliability of the general RES-E 

strategy as well as the revenue risk under the given support scheme. 

The Slovak renewable energy sector (especially the photovoltaic sector) experienced a strong development between 2009 and 2011. 

However, the legal amendments which were taken by the Slovak Parliament as well as the Regulatory Authority ÚRSO (Úrad pre 

reguláciu sieťových odvetví) between 2010 and 2013 principally aimed at decreasing the growth rate of the PV industry. 

In November 2010, the Slovak Parliament decided to promote PV projects with capacities exceeding 100 kW only until June 2011. 

The Slovak Association of Photovoltaic Industry (SAPI) believed that the disapproving attitude of the Slovak government was 

influenced by the cautionary tale of the neighbouring Czech Republic. The Czechs also had severe problems with speculative projects 

(mostly free-field installations), which consequently blocked the grid capacity. Prague’s reaction to this development included 

massive cutbacks of public promotion especially concerning photovoltaic power plants (RES Integration, 2011).  

Twice in March and July 2011, ÚRSO had lowered the feed-in tariffs for electricity generated in PV facilities. SAPI stated that the 

feed-in tariffs for PV plants were lowered within one year by as much as 68% and described this development as a severe blow to 

the remaining market with PV roof installations, which otherwise could develop very decently. ÚRSO argued that the lowering of the 

feed-in tariffs for RES-E installations would lead to a reduction of the electricity prices for end consumers and further stated that the 

main problem in the grid operation process was to ensure the balancing of deviations within the grid, due to the connection of 

variable RES-E sources. This argument was declined by SAPI who claimed that the share of variable RES-E capacity was still quite 

lower than in the Czech Republic and that it did not pose a threat to the stability of the grid (RES Integration, 2011). 

In December 2012, the Slovak Government proposed an amendment to the Renewable Energy Act (Zákon č. 309/2009 o podpore 

obnoviteľných zdrojov energie), which was approved by Parliament on 29 January 2013. According to this amendment, from 1 July 

2013 the feed-in tariff only applies to photovoltaic installations on buildings with a maximum capacity of 30 kW, instead of 100 

kW as before. All larger installations are no longer covered by the support mechanism. Slovak decision makers argued that this 

proposal would “reduce unfair practices of some electricity producers” and “reduce the impact on the end user of electricity” 

(Energia.sk, 2013b). However, SAPI is concerned that the amendment would jeopardize the Slovak PV industry (SAPI, 2012). 

Subsequently, feed-in tariffs for all technologies were reduced on 1 July 2013 and were subject to another reduction on 1 January 

2014. 

On 1 January 2014, ÚRSO introduced a new reservation charge for electricity transmission and distribution which has to be 

paid by all producers of renewable or non-renewable electricity. This new fee (which is colloquially referred to as the “G-

component”) takes two forms: If the generating plant was connected by the transmission system operator SEPS to the transmission 

grid, the plant operator is obliged to pay a fixed amount of € 0.50 per MWh of transferred electricity. On the other hand, if the plant 

was connected by one of the three distribution system operators (ZSE-D, SSE-D or VSD) to the distribution grid, the plant operator 

pays a certain charge for the opportunity to be connected to the grid. The calculation of this fee is rather complicated and depends 

on the type of generating source; currently, it ranges between € 2.20 and € 20 per MWh of distributed electricity. According to 

calculations by SAPI, operators of photovoltaic plants are under the new G-component obliged to pay around € 17,000 to 20,000 

per MW per year. In case of wind power plants, the annual charge reaches a similar amount (Šimon, SAPI). 



 

However, it is worth noting that lately considerable progress has been made in Slovakia regarding the development of small-scale 

(up to 10 kWp) photovoltaic installations. In 2014, a net-metering scheme was introduced. According to this new scheme, 

renewable energy producers can sell their over-production for the price of electricity for losses. These producers shall be guaranteed 

a free connection to the distribution grid at existing delivery points and distribution system operators shall provide for the free 

installation of a bi-directional meter measuring the amount of electricity taken from and fed into the grid. These measures shall 

support installations in households which do not require support through a feed-in tariff but that cover a large part of the energy 

consumption (Energia.sk, 2013c). 

 

Grid regulation & infrastructure 

Most of the barriers which were report within this category are related to the predictability or transparency of the connection 

procedure. 

After an amendment (Zákon č. 382/2013) to the Act on Renewable Energy Sources came into effect in January 2014, there are now 

two options to install a photovoltaic system in Slovakia: Pursuant to §4a of this Act, plant operators may either install a so-called 

“classical system” or a “small-scale system”. A classical system with a maximum capacity of 30 kWp may be installed on rooftop or 

facades by any plant operator (e.g. households, companies, factories, etc.). The plant operator is obliged to be registered as an 

entrepreneur and is eligible to receive the guaranteed feed-in tariff. A small-scale system is a PV installation with a capacity of no 

more than 10 kWp. These systems are not eligible for the feed-in tariff and may only be installed by households for own 

consumption. In these cases the plant operators are not obliged to be registered as an entrepreneur (Šimon, SAPI).  

In practice however, the distribution grid operators (DSO) refuse to follow this procedure. All three DSOs have announced a full or at 

least partial connection moratorium for all renewable energy installations. The distributors argue that the capacity limit for volatile 

electricity generating sources had been reached in their area of responsibility. According to Slovak legislation, the DSO is only 

obliged to connect new generating sources if there is free capacity in the distribution grid. If there are other PV sources present 

nearby the connection point and the capacity limit has been reached, the regional distribution system operator can deny the 

connection request.  

However, according to the latest amendment to the Renewable Energy Act, the DSOs are also obliged to disclose on request the 

capacity data for any individual connection point. Unfortunately, none of the DSOs fulfilled this obligation completely; the only 

distribution company to publish at least some of the data was VSD (Východoslovenská distribučná, a.s.), which is active in the 

eastern part of Slovakia. Therefore, it is impossible for RES plant operators to verify if the capacity limit has truly been reached at the 

particular connection point (Šimon, SAPI). 

 

Administrative processes 

According to stakeholders, the regulatory authority ÚRSO requires the installer to provide a lot of unnecessary documentation such 

as the final inspection of the building where the PV system is being installed or electrical inspections of the building (re-frame.eu 

Database). 

Furthermore, the regional distribution grid operator in central Slovakia (SSE-D) requires an authorised validity of feed-in tariff (FiT) 

certificates. It means that once the producer gets the FiT certificate and signs the contract with the regulatory office, the regulatory 

office notices the Ministry of Economy and both – the producer and the Ministry - have 40 days to disclaim the contract. After this 



 

period the producer has to apply to the regulatory office to validate the FIT certificate. This step is prolonging the whole process (re-

frame.eu Database). 



 

 

The Slovak RES-H&C Sector 

In Slovakia, natural gas is currently the most significant energy source, accounting for about 30% of the country’s primary energy 

supply. A considerable proportion of households depends on natural gas for heating (IEA, 2013). 

Regarding the generation of heat from renewable sources, biomass accounts for the highest proportion. However, considering its 

potential, the use of biomass in Slovakia is still minimal in comparison to other EU countries (FES, 2012).  

 

Support scheme 

In Slovakia, the support of heat from renewable energy sources mainly takes the form of financial support for investments.  RES-H 

plant operators may receive subsidies for the support of renewable heat from the Operational Programmes funded by the ERDF. 

Furthermore, solar thermal and biomass installations may apply for subsidies from the Slovak Ministry of Economy (RES LEGAL 

Europe Database). 

On 22 October 2013, the Slovak Parliament approved an amendment to the Act on the Promotion of Renewable Energy Sources 

(Zákon o podpore obnoviteľných zdrojov energie). The amendment changes the conditions for the promotion of CHP plants with 

capacities of more than 125 MW and raises the current minimum share of renewable energy from 20% to 30%. Furthermore, 

renewable energy producers (except wind power plants) are now entitled to receive the preferential feed-in tariffs for the first 5 MW 

(rather than 10 MW) of electricity supplied to the grid. However, plants with higher capacities can still receive the entire support, 

provided that they combine electricity and heat production. In addition, gases generated as by-products of metallurgical production 

processes may also be supported, which according to the Ministry of Economy aims to promote domestic energy sources to reduce 

the dependence on imports of primary energy sources (CFO, 2013). 

The amendment has been met with some criticism as it is linked to the company U.S. Steel that demanded concessions from 

Slovakia on energy and the environment or threatened to leave the country. U.S. Steel is Slovakia´s largest private employer and 

central to the nation´s car industry (Reuters, 2013). 



 

 

Barriers to the heating & cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

The majority of barriers reported within this category are due to the existence and reliability of the general RES-H&C strategy 

and the given support scheme. 

In general, stakeholders reported that the Slovak legislative framework for the renewable heating sector was lagging behind the 

development in other EU Member States. For instance, when the first biomass boilers were introduced at the beginning of the 

2000s, there were neither legislative standards for the composition of wooden pellets nor for their storage methods (Lenhart, 

BIOMASA). 

Even though the Slovak Republic has officially declared to further develop its renewable energy capacities in the heating sector in 

order to meet the 2020 targets, the Slovak Energy Policy rather focuses on developing the country’s nuclear energy facilities. In 

reality, renewable energy in the heating sector receives therefore very little attention by the decision makers. Currently, only CHP 

plants are entitled to receive state support in the form of feed-in tariffs. 

In contrast to the neighbouring Czech Republic which has supported the exchange of non-ecologic boilers in households for new 

biomass installations through different subsidy programmes, the Slovak Republic has so far failed to allocate a sufficient amount 

of subsidies to provide an incentive for the renewable heating sector. According to stakeholders, the Slovak market is lacking a 

“first stimulus” which could help create an attractive investment climate for renewable energy companies. Under the current 

conditions, the initial investment for the installation of a biomass boiler is far too high for a Slovak household. A sustainable subsidy 

programme is therefore desperately needed to provide incentives for renewable energy investors (Lenhart, BIOMASA). 

The reluctance of Slovak decision makers to provide more incentives for the biomass sector can partly also be explained by the fact 

that the country is lacking own producers of renewable heating systems. Stakeholders again compared the situation to the Czech 

Republic and explained that the Czech subsidy programmes would also provide an added value for the country’s economy, since 

these incentives directly support Czech renewable energy companies which in turn are able to create new jobs. In Slovakia, this 

would not be the case. Even though the Slovak biomass sector has great potential as there are many densely forested areas in 

Slovakia, there are currently only around 10 wood pellet producers. Moreover, most of these companies are exporting unrefined 

wood to countries like Austria and Italy, where these raw materials are further processed to wood pellets and used as biofuels. 

Hence, despite its potential, the biomass sector is not able to provide an added value for the Slovak economy (Lenhart, BIOMASA). 

 

Administrative processes 

The barriers which were identified within this category are mostly connected with the duration and the complexity of the 

administrative procedure. 

According to stakeholders, the existing subsidy programmes are furthermore hampered by unnecessary bureaucracy. RES investors 

applying for subsidies are obliged to provide many legal documents which, according to the Slovak biomass association, were not 

needed in other EU Member States and thus only posed an unnecessary administrative barrier (Lenhart, BIOMASA). 



 



 

The Slovak RES-T Sector 

Support scheme 

In Slovakia, the main support scheme for renewable energy sources used in transport (RES-T) is a quota system. This scheme obliges 

companies importing or producing petrol or diesel to ensure that biofuels make up a defined percentage of their annual fuel sales. 

There are two different biofuel targets for the Slovak transport sector: one type of target is for the biofuel energy content share, 

which is calculated from the energy content of the total quantity of petrol and diesel fuels placed on the market, and the other type 

of target pertains to the minimum content of biofuels in each litre of a particular type of fuel (diesel and petrol). As of 1 January 

2013, the obligatory biofuel content share amounts to 4%. While the minimum volume for biodiesel in diesel was set to 5.4%, the 

bioethanol component in petrol was raised to 3.3%. 

Since 2011, the support of fuel from renewable energy sources has also taken the form of a reduced rate of excise duty on diesel or 

petrol provided that it contains the minimum proportion of biofuels set for diesel and petrol. Mineral oil solely from biogenic 

material is exempt from mineral oil tax (RES LEGAL Europe Database). It is important to note that tax rates for conventional petrol 

are among the highest of new EU Member States. However, diesel is taxed at a much lower rate, well below the EU average 

(European Commission 2013). 

  

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

The barriers which were identified within this category are mostly connected with the existence and reliability of the general 

RES-T strategy and the support scheme. 

The fact that the European Council was not able to reach an agreement on biofuel regulations constitutes a severe barrier for 

renewable energy producers in the transport sector and has led to a long-term legislative uncertainty in the entire EU. After a cap 

of 7 % on conventional biofuels failed to reach a majority, the Members of the European Parliament voted that 1st generation 

biofuels should not exceed 6% of the final energy consumption in transport by 2020, as opposed to the current 10% target in 

existing legislation, while advanced biofuels should represent at least 2.5% of energy consumption in transport by 2020 (Biofuels TP, 

2014). 

Furthermore, the development of electric vehicles and charging infrastructure is progressing very slowly in Slovakia. One of the key 

reasons is that expansion of electric vehicles is hampered by the lacking financial support. Due to this political uncertainty 

investors are unwilling to take risks. Additionally, there are no support schemes offering financial assistance for those acquiring 

electric cars (re-frame.eu Database).  

The Slovak Association for Electromobility (SEVA), established in 2012, published a paper titled Background of the proposal for an 

electromobility development strategy in the Slovak Republic in March 2013 that was subsequently adopted by the Ministry of 

Economy. The adopted strategy seeks to identify the potential for electromobility in Slovakia. It is primarily aimed at increasing 

competitiveness, fostering innovation, and creating new jobs (Energia.sk, 2013d). 
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• The UK only just managed to meet its 2011/2012 interim target. The NREAP 2012 target was achieved. However, the 

UK NREAP foresees this target to be slightly lower than the interim target 2011/2012, which contradicts its original 

purpose.  

• The RES-H&C target share for 2012 has been exceeded, but growth in the RES-H&C share was slightly negative (-

0.4%). This trend needs to be reversed. Growth in the RES-E share needs to accelerate.  



 

National Barriers Report 
Common Barriers to the Electricity, Heat and Transport Sector 

Political and economic framework  

In 2014, policy risk and uncertainty in the market remain the key barriers affecting all renewable technologies across all sectors 

and directly or indirectly impact all project development steps. This stems from continually changing policies and financial support 

schemes (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 1UKEHCT, re-frame.eu). For example the Feed-in Tariff (FIT) scheme, the main 

financial mechanism for small-scale renewable electricity generating technologies, has undergone a number of significant changes 

lately. For PV installations, new FIT rates and energy efficiency standards were introduced in 2012 and the tariff support period 

reduced from 25 to 20 years. FIT rates have been revised for anaerobic digestion (AD), wind and hydro power, and micro-CHP. A 

degression mechanism has been introduced for PV from November 2012. From April 2014, degression will be applicable to non-PV 

technologies (DECC 2013a). As indicated by REA, degression for AD was not well designed and will produce quite severe reductions 

in tariffs in the next 12 months. The Government is aware of this problem but has not proposed measures to fix it. This is an issue of 

great concern for the industry (Thompson, REA, 2014). Also the main financial mechanism for large-scale (over 5 MW) renewable 

power generation, the Renewables Obligation (RO), has been reviewed and new bands have been introduced in 2013 for 

technologies for the period from 1 April 2013 to 31 March 2017 (DECC 2012).  

In addition, the UK power sector is currently in transition between the RO and a new mechanism as part of Electricity Market Reform 

(EMR). The legal framework for EMR is contained in the Energy Act 2013, which became law in December 2013142. Part of the 

transition includes the introduction of Contracts for Difference (CfD)143 which will be open to applicants from mid-2014. The RO will 

run alongside this until 31 March 2017, when it will no longer accept new applications. Large-scale renewable projects (above 5MW) 

will be able to choose between the RO and CfDs. From 2017 onwards, however, the CfD will be the only choice for large-scale 

projects (DECC 2013b). Moreover, the UK Government is keen to introduce auctions for renewable power contracts, aimed at 

reducing the cost of renewable technologies and energy bills for consumers (Thompson, REA, 2014) and it is intended that this will 

be introduced for some technologies from day one of the policy (Landy, REA).  

Un-clarified details concerning future policies create further uncertainty for investors, and if this is not addressed there will be “a 

huge hole” in renewable power policy (Thompson, REA, 2014; Edge, RenewableUK).   

This will tend to undermine investment, as project developers and funders lack clarity on the effects of changing policies in the 

medium and long run. Much of it comes down to guess work (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 1UKEHCT, re-frame.eu; 

Wenner, REA; Thompson, REA, 2014). The lack of clear commitment by the Government to either guarantee a comparable regime 

beyond 2017 (when the RO is closed) for at least the first marine technologies or to take them out of the fully competitive auction 

process in EMR results in uncertainty and frustration of the industry. Currently there are no commercial marine sites operating in the 

UK because developers have difficulties in attracting investment in spite of a real interest in investing in marine technologies 

(National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 15UKE, re-frame.eu).  

142 The information on the law passing process can be found at http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2013-14/energy.html  
143 The CfD is a long-term, private law contract that pays the generator the difference between an estimate of the market price for electricity (“reference price”) and an estimate 

of the long term price needed to bring forward investment in a given technology (“strike price”). 
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In both the power and heat sectors, industry further remains concerned over sustainability criteria for the use of biomass within the 

RO and the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) from April 2014144 (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 6UKE and 20UKHC, re-

frame.eu; DECC 2013c). The industry is concerned about the implementation details and related potential administrative burdens 

which are not yet clear. For example, with regard to sustainability criteria within the RO, progressive reductions in maximum 

greenhouse gas (GHG) levels by 2020 have been proposed by the Government. However, the REA suggests that industry need to 

know GHG target levels for at least 2025 and preferably for 2030 and beyond. For land criteria, an approach based on the 

Renewable Energy Directive is very difficult to apply to forestry. UK government has proposed an approach building on existing 

public procurement policy but there are a number of challenges to implementing this for real-world large-scale supply chains. 

Another concern in this context is support for new stand-alone   power generation. Support in the RO is effectively capped at 

300MW, while this technology is excluded from the CfDs entirely. This sets March 2017 as a hard deadline, and there is therefore a 

risk that even small delays will hold-up new projects and potentially see them abandoned (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 

6UKE, re-frame.eu).  

Regarding sustainability criteria in the heat sector, it has been pointed out that since users are typically smaller-scale, non-energy 

professionals, they cannot be expected to manage complex supply chains (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 20UKHC, re-

frame.eu). The Government intends to address this by setting up a list of registered biomass fuel suppliers, but few details are 

currently known as to how this will work. The concern is not so much the level of requirements, but the potential harm from 

unresolved uncertainties. The uncertainty is even greater because the European Commission (EC) wants to update requirements on 

sustainability criteria for solid biomass and biogas used for electricity, heating and cooling. However, according to the REA, UK 

industry is less worried about criteria at EU level since there are more checks and balances on how these policies are agreed 

(Thompson, REA, 2014). Finally, industry fears that even if sustainability criteria are not decisive in themselves, the cumulative effect 

with other environmental regulations (e.g. air quality) will discourage consumers / investors from choosing biomass heat (National 

profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 6UKE, re-frame.eu).  

Policy risk and uncertainty especially hits AD because banks have greater reluctance to lend for AD plants. If they are willing to 

provide funding, they require the loan to be secured against other assets. Funding is therefore the number one barrier for AD. In 

addition, very few waste companies are willing to agree a contract of sufficient duration that is acceptable to secure the funding 

(National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 24UKHC and 27UKHC, re-frame.eu). 

In terms of the UK transport sector, uncertainty is still largely created by two interlinked barriers – uncertainty over UK targets to 

2020 and the lack of indication of increased target or support for biofuels beyond 2020. The UK has refused to set targets beyond 

2014, citing concerns around indirect land use change. The European biofuels market is driven exclusively by mandatory targets so 

the absence of a trajectory after 2020 represents a significant risk for investors for both 1st and 2nd generation biofuels. As suggested 

by the REA, the Renewable Energy Directive (RED)145 started to create investor confidence. The EU seemed to be committed to 

reducing its dependency on fossil fuels and to combating climate change. In October 2012 the EC proposed to effectively reduce the 

target for 2020 through a cap of 5% on crop based biofuels146. If implemented, this would impact virtually all current producers and 

investors because the market stability would be severely damaged. To the extent that the 10% renewable energy target for the EU 

transport sector (and potentially the entire UK renewables target) could be threatened in the proposed review of 2014 (National 

144 For more information on RHI improvements see https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-confirms-way-forward-on-renewable-heat-scheme-improvements  
145 OJ L140, 5.6.2009, p. 16. 
146 European Commission proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Directive 98/70/EC relating to the quality of petrol and diesel fuels 

and amending Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources, COM)2012) 595 final 
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profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 1UKEHCT and 29UKT, re-frame.eu). Given the UK’s position, the failure to achieve agreement on the 

Commission’s proposal and the lack of a clear direction beyond 2020 are badly undermining investor confidence in the European 

biofuels sector, especially now when potential investors look very closely at market certainty. Given the high capital costs of biofuel 

facilities, banks will unlikely be willing to commit funds until this is resolved. Without this clarity, hardly any additional facilities will 

be constructed (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 1UKEHCT and 29UKT, re-frame.eu; Wenner, REA).  

The environment for renewable energy investment is further destabilised by the upcoming national elections in May 2015, the 

Conservative Party’s discussions about renegotiating the UK’s relationship with the EU as well as the Scottish independence 

referendum in September 2014. All these political events are not yet a barrier but might become one in the near future (Edge, 

RenewableUK; Wenner, REA; Thompson, REA, 2014).  

Last but not least, the industry reported that the existing policies are very complex in the UK which makes it difficult, especially 

for small-scale renewable generators, to understand them (Thompson, REA, 2014).   

To maintain at least some sort of certainty for the renewables industry, the REA highlighted the importance of mandatory renewable 

energy targets at EU level beyond 2020. In their view, setting ambitious targets at the EU level is by far the best way of encouraging 

deployment of renewables because it provides the market with a level of certainty that something at least will be done even if the 

policy itself is far from being perfect. GHG targets in themselves are not sufficient as there is low confidence that these cannot be 

gamed – for instance looking at the experience of EU ETS to date. In addition, the UK might rely on optimistic assumptions on the 

availability of new nuclear and CCS. Even if the renewables industry believes these will not go ahead in time it would mean the 

Government would be unlikely to design policies to stimulate renewables until the outcome was clear beyond doubt (Thompson, 

REA, 2014).  

 



 

Common Barriers to the Electricity and Heat Sector 

Political and economic framework  

The UK Government’s primary focus on short term costs continues to constitute a barrier to renewable electricity and heat in 

the UK. As reported by stakeholders, cost reductions can often result in compromises whereby corners are cut and errors made. This 

can result in project failure and in turn damaged industry reputation. A specific example of this concerns the gasification and 

pyrolysis industry whereby the technologies’ reputation has been damaged due to plant failure. This barrier however can also affect 

marine technologies (tidal and wave energy) and PV. According to the REA, it has to be acknowledged that successful cost-related 

compromises cannot always be made in these complex technologies (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 8UKE and 26UKHC, re-

frame.eu). 

In 2014, it was indicated that financial support schemes for renewable electricity and heat are not balanced. This leads to a 

situation where some technologies are adequately supported and others are not, creating an unbalanced market for renewables 

(National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 9UKE and 25UKHC, re-frame.eu). For example, whilst there were adequate FiT rates for PV 

installations, the FiT rates for other renewable technologies were not supportive enough in order to encourage similar investment 

(National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 9UKE, re-frame.eu). A number of limitations have also been indicated by the REA with regard 

to the non-domestic RHI scheme. Some were obvious when the policy was introduced in November 2011, others emerged since the 

start of its operation. Firstly, various technologies are still not covered by the non-domestic RHI such as air-water heat pumps or 

energy from commercial and industrial waste. Biogas is eligible only if it is below 200 kWth capacity. Some tariffs turned out to be 

simply too low, particularly for ground source heat pumps. As a result, a number of changes have been proposed over the course of 

the past two years. The final set of decisions was announced in December 2013147. Some of the key changes were; new support for 

air-water heat pumps and energy from commercial and industrial waste. Support will be increased for renewable CHP, large biomass 

boilers (over 1MW), deep geothermal, ground source heat pumps, solar-thermal and biogas combustion. Taken together, these are 

seen as positive developments by industry. However, there have been serious concerns about the degression mechanism under the 

scheme. The main concern was that large amounts of money were allocated to those technologies which were unlikely to need it, 

while others such as biomass heat were unduly constrained. Part of the set of decisions announced in December 2013 was to 

readjust those trigger points for degression so that it is much more closely linked to market reality. According to the REA, the biggest 

challenge now is the smooth implementation of the proposed changes. Time is needed to see how effective the policy is able to be 

when those limitations in the first version of the policy are addressed (Thompson, REA, 2014). 

 

Other  

In 2014, lack of a skilled workforce for the installation of all renewable microgeneration technologies is still one of the main 

barriers to the electricity and heat sector in the UK. If this problem is not addressed, there will not be enough suitably trained 

individuals to install at the required rate to meet the UK objectives under the RED and growth in the UK renewables market might be 

slowed (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 2UKE and 18UKHC, re-frame.eu).  

147 For more information on the proposed changes see https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/increasing-the-use-of-low-carbon-technologies/supporting-pages/renewable-

heat-incentive-rhi  
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Limited positive changes could be observed with regard to Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) 148. The cost and 

complexity of the MCS is still perceived by many as a barrier to the widespread implementation of small-scale renewable 

technologies within the UK. The MCS is currently the only recognised scheme for the certification of renewable energy installers 

wishing to access governmental fiscal and financial incentives. The scheme therefore has an extremely important role to play in 

protecting those who wish to invest in the industry. There are concerns that the scheme does not consistently ensure compliance 

with its requirements, with consumer protection risks increasing with the introduction of the domestic RHI. For many in the industry, 

however, the high cost and complexity of the MCS however are perceived as significant barriers, acting as a dis-incentive for many 

small installation companies or sole traders willing to enter the UK renewables market and may ultimately prevent the scheme from 

working effectively and achieving its aim. This barrier affects all small-scale renewable technologies in the UK aiming to access 

government incentives. It also affects installations going into public buildings since compliance with MCS is usually a minimum 

requirement (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 7UKE and 22UKHC, re-frame.eu). 

148 MCS is an industry-led quality assurance scheme, supported by DECC. The Scheme was launched in 2008. It certifies microgeneration products used to produce renewable 

electricity and heat. MCS also certifies installation companies to ensure the microgeneration products have been installed and commissioned to the highest standard for the 

consumer. The scheme covers electricity generating technologies with a capacity of up to 50kW, and heat generating technologies with a capacity of up to 45kW. For more 

information on MCS see http://www.microgenerationcertification.org  
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The United Kingdom RES-E Sector 

Support schemes 

In the UK, the generation of electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E) is supported through Feed-in Tariffs and the 

Renewables Obligation - a quota system based on certificates. Under the Feed-in Tariff, accredited producers whose plants have a 

capacity of up to 5 MW can sell their electricity at fixed tariff rates established by DECC; the scheme is managed by the Office of Gas 

and Electricity Markets (Ofgem). Under the quota system, licensed electricity suppliers are obliged under the Renewables Obligation 

Orders149 (ROO) to present a certain number of Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs) obtained from renewable generation or 

pay a forfeit (the “buy out price”) (RES LEGAL Europe Database). The UK is also in the process of introducing Contracts for 

Difference Feed in Tariffs from autumn 2014, which will replace the Renewables Obligation from April 2017 (Landy, REA).  

 

Barriers to the electricity sector 

Political and economic framework  

Overall, insufficient total budget for large scale renewables support is seen as a further barrier for renewable technologies in 

the RES-E sector. The problem here is that the budget for power support will be exceeded by demand in the near future (National 

profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 32UKE, re-frame.eu). 

Stakeholders expressed the view that Ofgem's objectives are not aligned to national and European renewable energy and 

green economic objectives, which translates into a major barrier for the electricity sector. Ofgem, the independent national energy 

regulator in the UK, has not been tasked with responsibility for creating a sustainable low carbon industry and attempts to ensure 

they promote the decarbonisation of the electricity supply system have been ineffective to date, leading to a dis-jointed approach. 

This barrier was not indicated in 2012. It affects all renewable technologies in the RES-E sector (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. 

No. 21UKE, re-frame.eu).  

In 2014, a number of barriers hindering deployment of marine (tidal and wave energy) technologies have been reported by 

stakeholders. A key barrier highlighted that was also present in 2012 was that the rules set are incapable of accommodating 

several scenarios for testing. At that time, it was suggested that the rules defined by Ofgem are rigid and only aimed at ensuring 

a fair market. Testing, however, is not yet ready for market mechanisms to be applied, but is covered by the existing rules which 

foresee no exceptions. Stakeholders have indicated that at the moment there is no apparent interest in addressing these restrictions 

(National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 16UKE, re-frame.eu). 

Access to finance is a further barrier that has been communicated by stakeholders. This barrier in particular is relevant to wave and 

tidal projects as well as other emerging technologies, which are high risk and high cost. Private investment is discouraged by the 

short term goals and risk aversion of major investors, the latter being partially driven by uncertainty created by inconsistent messages 

149 www.legislation.gov.uk  
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from the Government. Stakeholders pointed out that public funding is difficult to obtain because Government mechanisms are 

overly complex and time-consuming. Moreover, they demonstrate inconsistency of purpose, prematurely push developers in 

particular directions (e.g. array development, cost reduction), are overly concerned with process rather than delivery of results, and 

are limited by inappropriate State Aid restrictions. It has been further indicated that the Green Investment Bank (GIB) has not been 

tasked with providing loans to wave and tidal energy projects because they are considered too risky. In the view of industry, support 

to renewable projects that conventional banks are not willing to support should be the responsibility of the GIB (National profile of 

UK, Barrier Ref. No. 22UKE, re-frame.eu).  

Further, marine technologies in the UK are facing inconsistent project underwriting costs. The approach to insurance and 

decommissioning requirements (such as decommissioning plans) for new strategically important energy systems should be the same, 

however, at present marine technologies seem to be facing burdens that have been removed from nuclear (National profile of UK, 

Barrier Ref. No. 23UKE, re-frame.eu). This is a new barrier that was not reported in 2012.  

In 2014, the future phasing out of the Renewables Obligation in 2017 has been indicated as an additional barrier affecting all 

renewable technologies in the power sector (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 24UKE, re-frame.eu). Abolishing this financial 

mechanism which has been in place since 2002 means that electricity suppliers will no longer be obliged to source a certain 

percentage of their electricity from renewable energy sources. Without the RO, there will be no direct financial incentives for 

electricity suppliers to do so (Thompson, REA, 2014). This will in turn lead to greater risks with regard to project funding. The 

“Offtaker of Last Resort”150 mechanism proposed by the Government might help solve this problem by supporting generators 

unable to guarantee obtaining a fair market price for their power, but there are still significant uncertainties around this (National 

profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 31UKE, re-frame.eu). 

The industry also expressed the need for State Aid Guidelines that would ensure effective interaction with the existing 

financial support schemes for renewable electricity (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 29UKE, re-frame.eu). This barrier was 

not present in 2012.  

In addition, several barriers relating to the new mechanism under the EMR – the Contract for Difference (CfD), have been reported 

by stakeholders. It has been indicated that current proposals by the UK Government risk no support for emerging and 

therefore currently costlier technologies (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 30UKE, re-frame.eu). Moreover, logistical issues 

such as the length of required generator CfD payment timescales has also been highlighted as of concern to generators. If the 

timescales are missed, it would result in the termination of support, risking “hair-trigger” termination for generators (National profile 

of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 34UKE, re-frame.eu). 

In 2014, several barriers related to electricity storage have been communicated by the industry. The first barrier in this context is lack 

of incentive or strategy for electricity storage. Industry indicated that electricity storage is technically ready to be implemented, 

however implementation requires high initial costs. Electricity storage is similar to some renewable technologies, which in contrast, 

are able to receive support under diverse financial mechanisms. Limited research and innovation funding has been provided to 

electricity storage in the UK, without any idea of developing a route to market. Furthermore, despite electricity storage enabling 

connection of greater renewable electricity generating technologies to the grid, there is no strategy, pathway or target in the UK 

that would send a signal to the industry that electricity storage is necessary (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 18UKE, re-

150 For more information on the “Offtaker of Last Resort” see https://www.gov.uk/government/policy-advisory-groups/electricity-market-reform-off-taker-of-last-resort-advisory-

group  
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frame.eu). The second barrier related to electricity storage that has been reported by the UK renewables industry is, lacking clarity 

in definition of electricity storage. Historically, electricity storage has been classified as generation, however electricity storage is 

not defined in UK legislation. Due to the lack of clarity, it is not clear who may own and operate electricity storage (National profile 

of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 19UKE, re-frame.eu). 

 

Market structure 

The ability of small/independent generators to access CfDs support under EMR has been communicated as a barrier by 

stakeholders in 2014 (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 25UKE, re-frame.eu). The CfD scheme is very complex and requires 

administrative capabilities, and possibly auction bidding strategies that small companies may not possess (Landy, REA). 

 

Grid related issues  

In 2014, the majority of the grid related barriers concern costs more than technical aspects of the grid connection or operation. It 

has been reported that renewable project developers in the UK are faced with costly administrative procedures. Industry 

representatives indicated that when making a connection application to the Distribution Network Operator (DNO), a few issues arose 

in relation to obtaining G83 and G59 connection standards (G83 is for generating units up to 16 A per Phase; otherwise G59). 

Initially there is a charge for obtaining copies of the G59 and G83 (approx. £100-£200). Greater costs are then incurred (approx. 

£1000) for witnessing of the operation of G59 sets. Whilst this cost is not huge for large G59 sets, it can be a significant deterrent 

for small G59 sets. Furthermore, it has been reported that delays of up to three months can occur in response to a G59 

application. Such delays can have serious knock-on effects for projects, e.g. projects receive a lower energy tariff, which can 

undermine project viability (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 17UKE, re-frame.eu). 

In addition to costly administrative procedures, the high cost of grid access and transmission charging in remote islands in 

particular hits ocean (tidal and wave energy) and wind (onshore and offshore) technologies in the UK. This barrier was also 

communicated in 2012 and it seems that there have been no positive changes in this regard. Stakeholders continue to report the 

lack of strategic imperative to grid reconfiguration and the lack of encouragement to harvest resources at the most efficient 

locations. They highlight the need for a grid that transports electricity from resource rich areas, such as the remote areas of Scotland. 

This is a particular barrier in remote islands because the capital cost required to build the interconnecting cables is extremely high 

and the timescales for building are continually postponed (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 26UKE, re-frame.eu; Edge, 

RenewableUK).  

Generators of renewable electricity from technologies other than wind and marine are faced with high and uncertain costs and 

unclear timeframes in connecting to the grid, in particular when connecting to the distribution grid (National profile of UK, 

Barrier Ref. No. 33UKE, re-frame.eu). Due to delays to project “TransmiT”151, uncertainty in the charging system continues to remain 

in 2014. Stakeholders pointed out that “piecemeal changes to grid layout are inefficient and will not deliver the scale and pace of 

change needed to build a sustainable energy system” (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 26UKE, re-frame.eu). Finally, 

renewable generators are concerned about the proposed increase in grid usage charges for generators on the distribution network. 

It was indicated that the review of so-called “embedded benefits” might lead to a £24/MWh increase in costs to renewable 

151 Project “TransmiT” is Ofgem’s independent review of the charging arrangements for gas and electricity transmission networks, and the connection arrangements. The 

outcomes of the project are expected to be implemented in April 2015. For more information see https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/project-transmit-update-

progress-and-next-steps  
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generators connected to the distribution network and might  jeopardise overall viability of projects in many cases (National profile of 

UK, Barrier Ref. No. 35UKE, re-frame.eu). 

With regard to the technical aspects of grid connection and operation, no positive changes could be observed since the last “Keep 

on Track!” report (2012). Differing network technical practices, over-voltage and the lack of on-line availability of high voltage (HV) 

network data continue to be perceived as barriers hindering renewables deployment in the UK RES-E sector. Stakeholders reported 

differing incurred costs in grid connection due to different network technical practices among DNOs as a severe technical 

barrier affecting all renewable technologies. Since these issues are not under open governance, it is difficult to engage with DNOs on 

such technical practices. Specific examples include reluctance by some DNOs to utilise full reactive capability of generators, 

reluctance by some DNOs to allow “deep” non-firm generator connections, or the insistence on two physically close circuit breakers 

in series, etc. (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 4UKE, re-frame.eu). 

Over-voltage is a PV-specific barrier. According to industry, over-voltage inverters frequently cut out, particularly in small-scale PV 

generation. The inverters may be connected to the grid at up to 300v. However, G83 and G59 generation connections constrain the 

connection from reaching this voltage and thus when the voltage in the grid exceeds the set parameters on the inverters, they simply 

cut out. The owner of PV installation can ask the DNO for the parameters to be reset, however the owners are often not aware that 

the inverters are cutting out. As suggested by the stakeholders, grid over-voltage results in lost revenue to the PV installation 

owners. Moreover, more power has to be generated from elsewhere to compensate for the loss of power from PV generation 

(National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 4UKE, re-frame.eu).  

Finally, the DNOs are still reluctant to publish HV network data on-line and free of charge. Although perceived as being of 

moderate severity, this barrier affects all technologies below a few MW capacity that may connect at HV, i.e. projects in the 500KW 

to 3MW band. As a result developers of such projects have difficulties in quickly assessing the likely ease and cost of connecting to 

the grid at a particular location (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 10UKE, re-frame.eu).  

 

Administrative processes   

No positive developments in overcoming barriers could be observed with regard to planning procedures since all barriers 

communicated in 2012 are still present.  

Planning permission is often cited as one of the key barriers to RES-E deployment in the UK.  For large projects (>50MW) 

applications are made to central Government. Projects below 50 MW have to apply to the Local Authority (LA). There have been 

significant changes to the planning requirements for RES-E projects lately; some of them being helpful, and others not. There is now 

a National Policy Statement for Renewable Energy Infrastructure152 (EN-3) providing useful guidance for projects above 50MW. The 

guidance below 50MW should in principle reflect that document, but a comprehensive renewable energy Planning Policy Statement 

has recently been replaced by a much shorter National Planning Policy Framework153 providing only very general guidance for 

renewable (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 3UKE, re-frame.eu).  

As indicated by RenewableUK (2014), planning procedures are time consuming and costly. Planning procedures in the UK often 

cause long administrative delays due to a wide range of issues (AEON 2010, Wind Barriers 2010, RES-Integration 2011; Edge, 

152 www.official-documents.gov.uk  
153 www.official-documents.gov.uk 
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RenewableUK). These issues are relevant both in terms of connection and of grid development (RES-Integration 2011). Whilst in 

general renewable energy is quite popular in the UK, many individual proposals are strongly opposed by a very vocal and active 

minority. The Localism Act154 introduced in November 2011 emphasises the localism agenda, although the overall picture is 

confused, with some measures tending to facilitate development and others potentially holding it back (National profile of UK, 

Barrier Ref. No. 3UKE, re-frame.eu). As indicated by RenewableUK, at least for onshore wind energy projects this barrier is still 

present and causes problems for certain project developers (Edge, RenewableUK).  

A further problem is that planning consent for wind power is sometimes refused due to competing public interests. As indicated 

by the stakeholders, “airports are generally unwilling to consider new technology to enable their radar to cope with turbines” 

(National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 11UKE, re-frame.eu).    

In addition, since LAs are meant to develop policies on renewable energy deployment in their area as part of their development plan, 

this can be very politically contentious and result in deployment being heavily restricted. However, there is currently no way to 

ensure that the UK 15% national renewable energy target is reflected in local planning policies (National profile of UK, 

Barrier Ref. No. 3UKE, re-frame.eu).   

Renewable electricity generation is further hindered by planning consent being treated differently in Scotland, England, Wales 

and Northern Ireland. Planning consent falls under different pieces of legislation which in itself constitutes a barrier (RES-Integration 

2011; Edge, RenewableUK). 

In 2014, a number of marine renewables (tidal and wave energy) related barriers have been reported by the industry. It has been 

indicated that marine renewables suffer from over-regulation and overly-strict interpretation of EU directives as well as 

perceived rather than evidence-based environmental risks, e.g. there is a lack of knowledge and understanding in avoidance and 

evasion behaviour by marine mammals. Further, stakeholders are worried about environmental constraints on deployment of marine 

technologies. Finally, it is difficult for marine energy technologies to establish a clear presence in marine spatial planning due to their 

novelty (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 28UKE, re-frame.eu). As a developing technology, marine projects have not 

established their presence in the marine space, like offshore oil and gas for example. This makes it difficult to argue that marine 

projects should be taken in consideration in marine spatial planning processes that are currently underway (National profile of UK, 

Barrier Ref. No. 27UKE, re-frame.eu). 

Marine projects face additional financial challenges because of non-equivalence of EMR strike prices with ROC support above 

the first 30MW of installed capacity, i.e. EMR strike prices for marine energy are equivalent to the 5 ROCs support for RO 

projects for the first 30MW installed capacity of any project, and then fall to an equivalent of 2 ROCs for the capacity above this level 

(National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 20UKE, re-frame.eu; Landy, REA). 

 

Other 

Just minor changes could be observed with regards to the barriers to biomass in the UK RES-E sector. With the exception of a lack 

of readily available and trusted information for businesses and organisations working with biomass projects, the remaining 

barriers that have been communicated in 2012 are still present.  

154 www.legislation.gov.uk  
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One major barrier to biomass electricity is the lack of support for projects other than the conversion of existing coal-fired 

power stations under the CfD scheme – with no tariff for dedicated biomass without CHP fitted and logistical problems with the 

biomass CHP tariff proposals which may make such projects in effect un-financeable (Landy, REA). 

Biomass project developers and funders continue to be concerned about the future security of biomass fuel supply, i.e. that the 

necessary quantity and quality of sustainable biomass fuel may not be available, at least at an affordable price, over the life of a 

biomass power plant project (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 5UKE, re-frame.eu).  

Biomass projects are further hindered by insufficient focus and commitment from potential on-site power users. Although 

many on-site projects have worthwhile schemes, since this is not necessarily their main area of business, focus is elsewhere and 

therefore the biomass power project does not receive the required commitment (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 14UKE, re-

frame.eu).  

Additionally, contractor related problems have been reported by some stakeholders. It has been indicated that insufficient 

projects have been implemented in the UK for a significant contractor supply base to be established. Large, experienced and 

international contractors are too expensive and inflexible for biomass power plant projects in the range of 2-15 MWe. Small evolving 

contractors on the other hand have too little experience in biomass power project development. There is no clear plan to create a 

suitably skilled workforce (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 13UKE, re-frame.eu). 



 

 

The United Kingdom RES-H&C Sector 

Support schemes 

In the heat sector the main instrument for funding heat from renewable energy sources (RES-H) is the RHI, supporting RES-H 

installations with a fixed amount per kWhth produced. Currently the scheme is only open for non-domestic installations. Domestic 

installations are covered by the Renewable Heat Premium Payment (RHPP), which provides a grant to households that apply for the 

scheme for installing RES-H generators (RES LEGAL Europe Database). The RHPP will be discontinued from April 2014. However from 

spring 2014 domestic installations will be covered by the RHI.155 

 

Barriers to the heating and cooling sector 

Political and economic framework 

For the AD sector, proposed EU end-of waste criteria for biodegradable waste continue to be of great concern for the 

industry. In the UK, an industry specification against which producers can verify that the digestate derived from the AD of source-

segregated biodegradable materials is of consistent quality and fit for purpose (i.e. ceased to be a waste and can be termed “bio-

fertiliser”), is provided in PAS110156 and the Certification Quality Protocol157. These specifications work well in the UK. However, the 

EC is considering plans to harmonise the end-of-waste criteria at the EU level. Since the requirements for this standard differ across 

Member States, the biggest fear of the industry is that the current criteria may change significantly. This would likely result in 

operators having to carry out numerous and unnecessary tests, using complicated machinery and consecutively increasing the costs 

related to AD end-of-waste. Furthermore, if this EU standard is not fairly achievable, the operators will not be able to meet the end-

of-waste criteria. On the other hand, if the standard is too lax, there will be no market for digestate and the disposal of it will 

become an issue. Although this is not yet a barrier, it is highly likely that it would act as one in future if EU end-of-waste criteria 

were introduced (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 23UKHC, re-frame.eu). 

 

Grid regulation and infrastructure 

In 2014, very well developed gas infrastructure remains one of the main grid related barriers to renewable heat in the UK. Since 

a very large part of the country has access to gas, renewable energy sources have huge difficulties in competing with it (Thompson, 

REA, 2012). In addition, in spite of a significant potential of district heating to deliver renewable heat, it is still very poorly 

developed in the UK.  The progress of the renewable industry is inhibited by lacking regulatory support and a wide range of legal as 

155 For more information on RHI see https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/increasing-the-use-of-low-carbon-technologies/supporting-pages/renewable-heat-incentive-rhi   
156 PAS 110:Specification for whole digestate, separated liquor and separated fibre derived from the 

anaerobic digestion of source-segregated - http://www.biofertiliser.org.uk/pdf/PAS-110.pdf  
157 Quality Protocol. Anaerobic digestate - http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/static/documents/Business/W524AnaerobicDigestatev4%281%29.pdf  
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well as regulatory issues such as the set-up of the scheme, access to land, continuity of supply and consumer repayment, etc. 

(National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 19UKHC, re-frame.eu).  

The capacity issues with regard to biomethane injection that have been communicated already in 2012 have not been resolved 

so far and continue to constitute a severe barrier for project developers. Since the capacity of a gas network to accept biomethane 

depends on consumer demand, during the times of low demand, there may be an issue as to what to do with the excess gas 

production. According to industry, the ideal solution is to inject the biomethane into the medium pressure gas grid which has the 

capacity to accommodate the output from the biomethane. However, where there is only a low pressure connection available, a 

compression facility to transfer gas from low to medium pressure gas grid has to be installed (for the demand-supply balance). Since 

the compression facility is always remote from the plant, it can be difficult to reach an agreement between the grid operators and 

project developers as to who is responsible for paying and running the compressor, therefore posing a barrier to the implementation 

of this solution (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 21UKHC, re-frame.eu). 

 

Other 

In 2014, poor understanding of the benefits and potential of certain renewable technologies still inhibits the deployment of 

renewable heat. For example it is often claimed that there is not enough solar resource in the UK in order to make it a worthwhile 

investment (this applies to solar thermal and PV). Although this is not the case, such statements and beliefs may adversely affect 

deployment of renewable technologies (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 28UKHC, re-frame.eu).  



 

The United Kingdom RES-T Sector 

Support schemes 

An obligation system for biofuels has been in place in the UK since 2008 (DfT 2009). Fuel suppliers for transport are obliged to 

supply a volume of biofuels based on a percentage of the volume of fossil fuel they supply onto the market. This percentage is set 

annually. There is a certificate system for providing proof of compliance (RES LEGAL Europe Database). 

 

Barriers to the transport sector 

Political and economic framework 

In the RES-T sector, the EC’s proposals of 17 October 2012158 remain to be of great concern to the industry. Of these the most 

significant barriers are: 

A 5% cap on the amount of crop-based biofuels that can count towards the RED target. The EC proposed a 5% cap on the 

amount of crop-based biofuels because in its opinion indirect land use caused by the use of all crop-based biofuels decreases the 

potential CO2 savings and takes land away from food production. According to the REA, by effectively reducing the target for 2020 

through the cap of 5% on crop-based biofuels, virtually all current producers and investors are impacted, and market stability would 

be severely damaged to the extent that the RED renewable transport target could be threatened if this were implemented (National 

profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 29UKT, re-frame.eu; Wenner, REA).  

Introduction of Indirect Land Use Change (ILUC) factors. The industry is concerned about the EC’s proposal to introduce ILUC 

factors to be applied to the carbon intensity calculations of biofuels. It is suggested that the ILUC factors as they stand now are not 

based on comprehensive and agreed science. For example the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) model used to 

calculate the factors fails to take into account certain agricultural realities and animal feed co-products. If fuel suppliers are required 

to report against the factors as proposed, they will be seen to be producing a product that is against the aims of the RED which in 

turn will cause significant damage to the public perception of biofuels in the EU (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 32UKT, re-

frame.eu).  

Proposed double/quadruple counting. According to the REA, both conventional and advanced biofuel producers are struggling 

to obtain project finance due to perceived market and technology risks. While double or quadruple counting for advanced biofuels is 

generally welcomed by the industry, it can hinder projects getting financed as the mechanism is untested and the value uncertain so 

far (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 30UKT, re-frame.eu). 

The REA pointed out that all the above proposals from the EC are bad enough in themselves, but the lack of a decision by the UK 

Government on the trajectory towards the 2020 10% renewable transport target makes the situation even worse. The fact that the 

158 European Commission Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Directive 98/70/EC relating to the quality of petrol and diesel fuels 

and amending Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources, COM(2012) 595 final. 

                                                                 



 

European institutions have still not been able to reach a conclusion on the above proposals has also prompted potential investors to 

take their business elsewhere – e.g. to the USA. The lack of a clear policy framework results in a severe lack of confidence, which 

affects not only crop-based biofuels. There is no significant investment in advanced biofuels either, because there is no confidence 

and no market (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 29UKT and 39UKT, re-frame.eu; Wenner, REA). 

EU’s assessment of renewables and other low carbon energy sources against average emissions from different sectors 

instead of the marginal emissions and the use of an average for the EU instead of the country have been indicated as a barrier by the 

industry. In their view, such an assessment underestimates the benefits of renewables. The industry therefore suggests that the 

correct economic parameter for electricity would be the marginal emissions compared to coal. This could be important in the 

transport sector as the low carbon and cost benefits of grid electricity could be over-estimated compared to sustainable liquid 

biofuels (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 34UKT, re-frame.eu).  

In 2014, stakeholders reported that new players in the RES-T sector have been unable to access project financing. However, 

current players (some with investments of around £350 million) are also struggling in the current policy environment which is 

significantly more hostile and negative than at the time when business plans and financing were approved (National profile of UK, 

Barrier Ref. No. 38UKT, re-frame.eu). Moreover, lack of financial support for advanced biofuels has been indicated as a barrier 

this year. In the UK, there are no support mechanisms (e.g. fuel duty rebates) other than the RTFO. According to the REA, the UK 

Government made clear that it does not regard even advanced biofuels as suitable candidates for support under the GIB or other 

financial mechanisms (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 41UKT, re-frame.eu). 

Further, the use of bioethanol as a diesel replacement in high ethanol blends (e.g. ED95) is still prevented by fuel duty based on 

volume instead of energy content. Since energy density of bioethanol is lower than that of gasoline and diesel it would carry a 

much higher fuel duty and VAT burden than the fossil fuel it replaces. According to the REA, diesel fuel use is growing in Europe at 

the expense of petrol and diesel is mainly used for heavy goods vehicles (HGVs)/fleets. ED95 can be used as a low carbon 

replacement for diesel in HGVs and buses. Since many bus and truck fleets have their own refuelling stations, the use of ED95 can 

reduce CO2 emissions from fleets and achieve high penetration quickly (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 33UKT, re-frame.eu). 

No positive changes could be observed with regard to E10. As already indicated in 2012, the UK Government appears to be 

reluctant to sanction the introduction of E10 despite the European Committee for Standardization (CEN) (and the UK standards 

organisation, the BSI) approving the specification. According to the industry, in the absence of greater leadership towards this end, 

the UK will be physically unable to reach the 10% RES-T target at the current biofuel blend levels (E5 and B7). This will further lead 

to a lack of investor confidence in the market and consequently negatively impact the whole biofuels industry (National profile of 

UK, Barrier Ref. No. 31UKT, re-frame.eu). 

Inconsistent treatment of partially renewable fuels within UK legislation is perceived as a further barrier in the RES-T sector. 

Currently UK transport legislation treats Fatty Acid Methyl Ester (FAME) as renewable although it is only partially renewable. HVO 

(hydro-treated vegetable oil) is also partially renewable to a similar degree as FAME and is not treated consistently. This should be 

rectified (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 43UKT, re-frame.eu).  

 

Market structure 

In 2014, it has been reported that despite Government’s financial support for Ultra Low Emission Vehicles (ULEV) (support covers 

various battery vehicles and hydrogen) ULEV market development is slow and will make very little contribution to the targets by 



 

2020. This is due to a number of reasons such as cost, consumer resistance, technical issues, charging infrastructure etc. (National 

profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 42UKT, re-frame.eu; Wenner, REA).  

Deployment of biofuels is further hindered by the lack of an internal EU market for biofuels. The implementation of the RED 

among Member States varies greatly and this constitutes a barrier for stakeholders because they have to learn the rules for blending 

biofuels into fossil fuels in every Member State in order to make progress (Wenner, REA).  

 

Grid regulation and infrastructure 

In 2014, lack of alternative fuels infrastructure has been reported as a barrier in the RES-T sector. In the UK, there are very few 

places where vehicles that run on biomethane may fill up. For this reason, most developments in biomethane rely on dedicated re-

fuelling depots for specific fleets. This barrier concerns hydrogen and hybrid fuel/electricity vehicles as well (charging points are 

missing) (National profile of UK, Barrier Ref. No. 35UKT, re-frame.eu; Wenner, REA). 

 

Administrative processes 

Finally, the UK Department for Transport (DfT) has recently announced a Call for Evidence asking for views from the industry on 

how best to support advanced biofuels. However, according to the REA, “even if this exercise leads to some positive thinking, it 

cannot be translated into legislation until 2016 at the earliest”. The REA pointed out that combined with the uncertainties 

caused by the EC’s proposals of October 2012, the entire industry in the UK is currently at a standstill (National profile of UK, Barrier 

Ref. No. 40UKT, re-frame.eu; Wenner, REA). 
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